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FOREWORD
Viviane Bryant had been working on her History of Potten End for
some years when her last illness forced her to lay it aside, unfinished.
She had amassed a substantial archive of fact and anecdote from her
researches at the Hertfordshire County Record Office and elsewhere,
and from innumerable conversations with the older residents of the
village. This material she was reducing to orderly sequence, and in
fact had virtually completed nearly a dozen chapters of her history. In
these she traced the development of Potten End from the earliest
times and recorded the sources of employment which stimulated the
growth of the village; she also set out the history of such village
landmarks as the chapel, the church, the school and the cottages.
Further chapters were envisaged on the household, leisure and
modern developments, and much information on these and related
topics had been recorded and indexed, though not written up. It may
be possible to give permanent form to this material in . a further
instalment of the history.
A book like this inevitably rests on the contributions and help of a
multitude of experts and friends whose individual contributions
cannot be assessed and recorded, but it would be only fitting to record
the generosity of the Potten End Parish Council who have sponsored
publication of the manuscript, and to thank Harry Sheldon FRSA,
whose illustrations embellish each chapter heading, Mrs Caroline
Bryant, who has drawn the maps and so clarified many points in the
text which might otherwise remain obscure, and my daughter, Nicola
Bryant, who has helped greatly in preparing the manuscript for
publication.
E.W.B.
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I. THE BEGINNINGS
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"Potten End? There's no such place!" protested a teacher in a London Colney
school on hearing the name spoken by a little girl whose grandmother had been
born there.
That was fifty years ago, but the remark could have been made at any time in
Potten End's history. Even today's villagers do not expect to have been heard of
outside a three-mile radius and, like their ancestors, have learned to show no
surprise at official ignorance or disregard. When, in 1874, Kelly's Directory at last
awarded Potten End a separate entry, it described the village as lying two miles
south, instead of north-east, ofBerkhamsted. Maps, even as late as the 1920s, have
omitted it altogether and one in the 1960s, designed to show the population density
below the flight paths from Luton airport, gave the impression that hardly anyone
lived between Water End and the top of Gravel Path. With depressing regularity,
the Parish Council forwards to the highway authorities the complaint that strangers
cannot find their way to the village because of the lack of road signs. It is ironic that
the Highway Code happens to illustrate one of the few.
Can such an obscure village possibly have a history? Even its inhabitants have
doubted it, knowing that its existence as a recognisable community cannot be much
earlier than the beginning of the nineteenth century. Although that short life would
in itself be worth knowing about, even a young village has a longer past than might
appear at first. To discover why and how it developed requires an exploration of the
earlier centuries when people lived and worked on the land it now occupies. Their
story is history, too.
The earliest of them lived or hunted in the neighbourhood at a time when it was
still covered by thick woods, though they have left only a few proofs of their
presence. In the 1930s, in the garden of Grimsdyke in Vicarage Road, a spade
7

uncovered a neolitl)ic hammer ~tone, fashioned some time between 2000 BC and
1500 BC. A flint arrow-head turned up on the Common. Other flint tools have been
found in the garden of 13 Frithsden and along the green lane between Frithsden and
Nettleden.
A persistent local tradition gives that lane the name .of the 'Roman Road',
although no evidence of Roman construction has so far been found in it. Of its
antiquity, however, there is no Qoubt. It formed part of the ancient highway
between Berkhamsted and Great Gaddesden. Only the bridge is new: it was built in
the early nineteenth century to carry the principal drive to Ashridge House.
Near the Alford Arms this ancient road is crossed at right angles by a proven
Roman road which splits Potten End in two. More accurately a pre-Roman road,
~rod.den out in perhaps the first century BC when Belgic tribes occupied the district,
Its Ime has been traced from Boxmoor past Fields End farm and across Hempstead
Lane near Mollcroft. It then emerges on to the Water End Road opposite the
entrance to the cul-de-sac, Brown's Spring, descends the hill steeply and curves to
the right along the present footpath to the Nettleden Road. From there it follows the
Frithsden valley to Coldharbour and continues past Aldbury and Pitstone to Wing,
Stewkley and beyond, a distance of nearly thirty miles.
When the Romans invaded in AD 43, this was probably one of the routes taken by
Aulus Plautius's legions as they marched north-west. Not till later did the Romans
construct the almost parallel, and much more important, Watling Street through
Verulamium (St Albans), but because they continued to find the old road useful they
repaired and improved it, metal ling it with the plentiful local flints. The best views
of it may be obtained in the evening sunlight northward from the gate near
Mollcroft and also from the Nettleden Road looking left towards the agger (the
raised terrace on which the road was laid) curving down from Brown's Spring.
Besides being a through way, the road served two Roman villas, one at Boxmoor
and one near Frithsden Beeches where, in 1927, tesselated pavements and a
hypocaust were uncovered but never fully excavated. More recent systematic work
at Gadebridge in the 1960s and at Northchurch in the 1970s has reinforced the
evidence of earlier scattered finds, proving that Roman occupation of the district
was much denser than had at one time been believed.
In Potten End itself, almost on the edge of the road, a small Roman clay lamp was
found i~ 1977 in the garden of Hillview, Brown's Spring, during the digging of
foundatIOns for an extension. It was identified as of North African manufacture
and, being still unbroken, had presumably been lost rather than discarded by some
traveller along the road.

The withdrawal of the Roman legions in AD 410 did not signal the immediate
destruction of everything Roman. The Saxon invaders needed more than a century
to complete the conquest of southern England and it is not too fanciful to suppose
that Potten End's land, with a good road running through it, was fought over more
than once.
A group of Saxons settled down to farm the valley of the Bulbourne. They either

founded Berkhamsted or gave that name to a captured settlement. The first certain
documentary record of it is in the Anglo-Saxon Chronicle at the end of the ninth
century and by then it is likely that they had already erected their church, St Mary's
Northchurch.
On the other two sides of the triangle which encloses Potten End, and which
determined much of its later history, we find other Saxon groups. At Hemel
Hempstead they have left little trace except the town's name, but Gaetesdene
(Gaddesden) has survived in Saxon charters of the ninth and tenth centuries.
Throughout the ninth century the Saxons, in their turn, fought against new
invaders, their near kinsmen the Danes, and succeeded in confining the intruders to
the eastern part of England. The valleys of the Gade and Bulbourne remained just
inside Saxon territory. A few Danish colonists, however, probably infiltrated the
district in sufficient numbers to distinguish it from its all-Saxon neighbours and so
earn it the name it still bears, Dacorum, "of the Danes" .
The Saxon settlements at Berkhamsted, the Gaddesdens and Hemel Hempstead
took the form of separate manors, each with its own lord and,dependent tenants.
Potten End straddled the boundaries of all of them. The great earthwork on the
Common known as Grims Ditch, a trench surmounted by a bracken-covered
rampart originally about 15 feet high, probably belongs to this period. After
running parallel with Vicarage Road for a short distance, it turns west and crosses
the Common towards the Golf Club House. It was once thought to be a section of
the Iron Age earthwork of the same name on the other side of Berkhamsted but
archaeologists now believe it to have been constructed much later as part of the park
boundary of the Saxon manor of Berkhamsted. Scholars and non-scholars alike will
probably continue to offer new theories about it. The most recent (1979) is that it
may have been a gigantic fire-break. A local legend, current until at least the early
years of this century, has preserved the traditional association of such earthworks
with the Devil (Grim), who, it was said, could be heard on a windy night rattling his
chains near the Water Tower, close to one end of the Ditch. A similar story is told
of the section at Hastoe, near Tring.
After 1066 the Saxon manors had to submit to new Norman lords. William the
Conqueror's half-brother, Robert, Count of Mortain, received the manors of
Berkhamsted, Hemel Hempstead and Little Gaddesden, while Great Gaddesden,
formerly the property of the Abbot of St. Albans, went to Edward of Salisbury.
Not all the manorial frontiers can be exactly plotted, nor did they always coincide
with parish boundaries. Berkhamsted is fortunate in possessing a manorial survey
of 1607 which records the landmarks precisely enough for the north-eastern
boundary; the line affecting Potten End, to be traced from Ashridge Park south-east
past Frithsden Gardens to the "Swilly Pond" and across the Common to Grims
Ditch. After following the Ditch along the present bridleway, the line emerges at a
sharp angle on to the Common Road opposite the junction with Bullbeggars Lane. It
then continues along the south side of the Green to "Shermans Bound" (which
appears to be the far corner of the Green), then into Hempstead Lane and down
Little Heath Lane. By a pond which the survey calls "Sales Pittes", the boundary
makes a right-angled turn east to meet the line of the manor of Hemel Hempstead
with which it then sweeps round in a gentle curve to Bourne End.
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MANORS AND PARISHES

Most of Potten End north of Martins Pond thus lay outside Berkhamsted manor.
It belonged to the manor -of Frithsden, originally part of the limds in Little
Gaddesden granted in 1285 by Edmund, Earl of Cornwall, to the newly-founded
monastery at Ashridge. The manor house, now called Little Manor, dates from
1513. It later became two cottages and was elaborately restored in 1879 to a design
of Lady Marian Alford and her son, Earl Brownlow. Irstill displays the Brownlow
arms.
Of the manor of Great Gaddesden, the portion which chiefly concerned Potten
End was the sub-manor of Southall, first recorded in 1200. It extended from Water
End to include the whole of what is now Little Potten End. The manor house still
stands, having changed its name at least twice. Originally Southall (literally the
south hall, south ofthe principal Gaddesden manor), it became Oliver's Place (after
Robert Oliver, the holder in 1448, remembered also in the naming of Oliver's
Close) and has been Gaddesden Hall since the seventeenth century. It continued to
be a farmhouse until after the First World War but is now a private residence.
Not every stage in the manorial succession need be recorded here. The most
important in the development of Potten End came when all the manors were united
in the hands of a single owner, the Bridgewater family and, later, the Brownlows. It
was a gradual process. Gaddesden-with-Frithsden, which had reverted to the
Crown in 1539 after the Dissolution of the Monasteries, was bought in 1604; the
manor of Lucies (another part of Little Gaddesden) in 1606; Great Gaddesden in
1611; and Southall in 1664. The control of Berkhamsted manor was effected in two
stages, first by a lease from the Duchy of Cornwall in 1761 and secondly by
purchase in 1862.
The parish system, which evolved gradually from the eighth century onwards,
added to the territorial confusion. No single parish enclosed the entire area which
was later to be Potten End. It lay across the meeting point of four parishes and the
divisions complicated the ordering of local affairs from at least Tudor times to the
present century. The ecclesiastical parish of Potten End, formed in 1895 as part of
the united benefice of Nettleden-\Vith-Potten End, was taken out of the parish of
Berkhamsted St Peter only and did not override the old boundaries or incorporate
the whole village until 1927. The civil parishes continued to be split along the old
lines, and it was only in 1985, after years of unsuccessful negotiation, that the
boundaries were adjusted to make the village a single unit in law as well as in
reality.
The medieval parish of Berkhamsted St Peter, carved out of the huge original
parish of Berkhamsted St. Mary (Northchurch), extended across the Common
beyond the manorial boundary to embrace all land north of Martins Pond and most
of Frithsden. It halted at the Roman road (Brown's Spring) where it met the parish
of Great Gaddesden in which Little Potten End would develop. To the south, Little
Heath lay partly in Hemel Hempstead and partly in a large detached portion of
Northchurch which stretched as far as Bourne End. To the north, a small part of
Frithsden lay in another detached portion of Northchurch, wedged between St.
Peters and Great Gaddesden. Bedevilling the pattern still further, the county
boundary of Hertfordshire and Buckinghamshire ran through Frithsden, some of
which belonged to Pitstone.

The ceremony of beating the bounds, an essential means of reinforcing local
memory when detailed maps were rare and expensive, took place at least once
every generation and usually much more frequently. Between the years 1599 and
1627 the churchwardeds at St. Peters recorded five such "perambulations" or
"processions" for which they bought bread and beer to refresh "those that went to
vew the bounds of our paryshe' '. The importance of including children was obvious
and in 1624 they are specifically mentioned for the first time as having taken part.
The expenditure on bread and beer for that outing was almost twice as much as it
had been four years earlier: 3s lId instead of2s. Evidence of an early beer house at
Frithsden is supplied by the entry for 1732, when 8s was spent on liquor at
Ringshall and "Fresdon", and again in 1742, when 5s was paid at Frithsden alone
- and we learn also that the landlord's name was Jackson.
The" processions" continued until early in the twentieth century. On one of the
last occasions when heavy rain had caused the (then unbanked) Pond to overflow
into the smaller pool by Martins hedge, the whole company waded through the
water in order to divide Berkhamsted from Northchurch with absolute accuracy.
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THE COMMON
How soon the first dwellings appeared in this area is uncertain. NO settlement is
recorded in the Domesday Survey of 1086 and, attractive as it is to imagine that the
Norman investigators, like some of their modem counterparts, might have
overlooked a small outlying community, it is more realistic to accept the inference
that this land formed just part of the "waste" or "woodland" of the four manors
which met here.
"Waste", the unenclosed common land, was originally assessed according to the
number of pigs which could be pastured on it. Thus Berkhamsted was said to have
"woodland for 1000 pigs", Little Gaddesden was given a modest 50, Great
Gaddesden 500 and Hemel Hempstead 1200. One must not of course conclude that
eleventh century Potten End was overrun by 2,750 pigs; whether the figures
represent estimates of what was economically possible or a record of actual herds,
not all the pigs would have been concentrated in this one corner of the waste.
Manorial tenants derived other benefits from the waste besides grazing rights.
Special clauses in their leases entitled them to take a limited quantity of timber for
housbote and heybote (the repair of houses and hedges) and although that privilege
declined in importance after medieval times, the cutting of fern (bracken) and furze
(gorse) for fuel, and of fern for the bedding of animals and the thatching of ricks
continued to be strictly controlled up to the end of the nineteenth century and even
into the beginning of the twentieth. A close season lasted from June 1 to September
1 and stocks of furze were ferther protected by the banning of long cutting implements and the prohibition of its sale to a "foreigner", i.e. to a non-commoner.
An Ashridge estate map of 1825 labels a line running through Potten End as the
"Boundary of the Frithsden Liberty for cutting furze and fern". Within these
ancient manorial frontiers, the tenants followed the equally ancient custom of
marking out their own small lots. They arrived on the Common late on the night of

August 31 to be ready, in the first minutes of the new day, to cut round the edges of
their chosen territory. The regulars from Potten End at the turn of this century
included one woman, Julia Rance: she was making sure of her supply of fuel to heat ,
the oven in which she cooked the Sunday dinners for the families in The Back and
The Square. She fetched it in a donkey cart, not iri the large traditional furze
barrow, open at the handles' end, which the Swedish visitor, Peter Kalm, had '
observed with such interest during his stay in 1748. Perhaps the last Potten End
man to go "fayning" (ferning) was William Cook of2 Vicarage Road who kept the
custom alive well into the 1930s.
From earliest times, however, it was the lords of the manor rather than the
tenants who did most to alter the extent and appearance of the waste. A large area
between Berkhamsted Castle and Coldharbour Farm was the first to be set aside to
form a hunting reserve known as the Great Park. Then in 1286, Edmund, Earl of
Cornwall, sliced away another portion, amounting to just over 763 acres, "in our
woodland of Berkhamsted called le Frithe" and gave it to the monks of his
monastery at Ashridge. From the middle of the next century Edward, the Black
Prince, son of Edward III and the most famous of Berkhamsted's lords, hastened
the transformation of the woodland by his ruthless felling of beeches, an example
followed with still greater enthusiasm by the Bridgewaters in the seventeenth
century. Such action transformed not only the appearance but also the use of the
Common because it reduced the supply of beechmast on which the pigs fed. When
John Leland, the King's Antiquary, travelled across it between the years 1538 and
1544 he found it "baren wooddy and feme grounde for the moste parte, the soile
waxing chalky and flinty, as al Chilterne ys".
These changed conditions encouraged a new development: the first smallholdings
on the Comn1on. Until then Berkhamsted was bordered by its common fields,
divided among the tenants of the manor. They might hold strips in more than one
field but they did not, it seems, rigidly practise the three-field system of crop
rotation formerly believed to have been the rule in medieval farming. Of the
common fields between Berkhamsted, Bourne End and Potten End, the names
which survive in the manorial surveys of 1607 and 1616 include (in various
spellings) Abingdon, Barkamfield, Brodefield, Millfield and Redding. Besides
these, all of them arable, there were "divers meadows" near Bankmill and
elsewhere on either side of the Bulbourne. By that period, for all practical
purposes, the farmers owned the individual strips they held in these fields but they
continued to pay the nominal quit-rent to excuse them from all manorial
obligations, a reminder of the original form of land tenure.
In medieval times, when the common fields were insufficient to provide strips for
all would-be tenants, young and enterprising farmers found a solution in assart, the
name given to a piece of waste land cleared for cultivation. Unlike "the
encroachments and squattings of later centuries, it usually found favour with the
lord of the manor, who might even exact less rent for it than for a strip in the main
fields. To begin with, Berkhamsted men probably carved their new holdings from
the edge of the Common nearest the original community and then gradually moved
further and further away. The first "colonists" in the Frithsden valley, some two
miles distant, may have arrived quite early, as there was a small settlement there by
12

the sixteenth century, when parochial records begin, and it is possible that
elsewhere on the Common other small homesteads had sprung up, forerunners of
those we find established in the Potten End area by the late sixteenth and early
seventeenth centuries. Roseheath, for example, is thought to owe its name not to the
flower but to the John Rose who is mentioned in a record of 1314.
What is certain is that by the time of the 1616 survey any such clearances had
been m"ade so long ago that the jurors, when questioned about old assart land,
maintained that they knew of none. When pressed further concerning four acres of
assart land said to have belonged to one Jeffry Hestes, they replied that John Howe
of Little Heath owned 40 acres called Heasts or Hestes "but whether it be the land
mentioned in that Article or not, we know not" , and they protested that many of the
questions seemed to be "grounded upon an old Record above Three hundred years
old. In which Time many Names as well of Men as of their Lands are utterly
discontinued and out of Knowledg. "
In those old outposts life was probably tougher than for the men who cultivated
the common fields. The little farms, usually with poorer soil and poorer yields,
suffered more severely from the many storms and crop failures which are recorded
for this district in gloomy detail by the St. Albans Chronicle. On the other hand,
their isolation from the main community may have saved them from some of the
pestilences which afflicted man and beast in medieval times. The same isolation
allowed freer methods of farming and undoubtedly bred a spirit of independence
and self-reliance which became a characteristic of small hamlets everywhere.
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The development of the adjoining manor of Southall (Little Potten End) differed
from this general pattern in one important detail. Here some of the "colonists"
were not farmers but potters.
The medieval potter, because of the nature of his craft, could not practise in the
main village. He needed to dig deep holes to extract clay without the bother of
having to fill them up again; he needed to construct kilns without being nagged
about smoke nuisance and fire hazard; and he needed to be near a plentiful supply of
fuel; he needed, in short, to set up his pottery on the edge of the waste, in a far
corner of the parish.
Just such a corner lay in that part of the waste destined to become Little Potten
End, at the extremity of the parish of Great Gaddesden and of the manor of
Southall. Here all the right conditions existed: ideal loamy clay not too far beneath
the surface; unlimited wood, especially furze, to heat the kilns; and ample space for
his kilns, most of which would have been of the clamp type, in which the pots were
covered with wood and turves, left to burn and used only once.
In other parts of the country the potter often had to obtain permission from the
lord of the manor to extract the clay, for which he paid either an annual rent or a
fixed sum per load. What the practice was here is uncertain because the Southall
manorial records for this period have not survived, but the Berkhamsted customs

are known and are likely to have been similar. There the tenants, in the survey of
1607, claimed the right "at their pleasures to digg chalk, claye and sande or any
other thinge" within their own holding without a licence. The 1616 survey asserted
even more emphatically that the custom originated' 'Time out of Memory of Man"
and that it applied not only to their own land but also to "any convenient place of
the Wast for the Reparacion of their Tenements or other necessary Uses without
any Lycense for the same. " It is at least possible that Southall tenants suffered no
restrictions either, and could set up as potters without further formalities.
Broken pieces of medieval pottery have been found in two main areas of Potten
End: at Binghams Park and in the triangle of which Water End Road and
Hempstead Lane form the sides, with Potten End Farm as the base. Near the Green,
at the apex of the triangle, Charles Chapman, working in the nursery in the early
years of this century, prised out an unusually large piece embedded in the roots of a
tree. That piece has since been lost, but even today gardeners in Rambling Way and
along the south side of Water End Road can hardly avoid turning up fresh
examples. In particular, Harry Elson of Melrose and Nicholas Spurling formerly of
Potten End Farm have accumulated large collections.
Clamp kilns unfortunately leave no trace. Medieval potters also used a more
permanent type, with walls of clay or stone, and it is possible that some remains
may have been uncovered during the building of Rambling Way in the early 1950s,
but if so, they went unrecognised. At that time amateur archaeologists were less
dedicated to excavation-spotting and only one alert observer noticed anything
significant. R. W. (Dick) Kill, who for many years had been on the look out for
traces of the ancient pottery, was present at the digging of a pit in the north-west
corner of the garden at Lindum in Rambling Way. Here he found a clay hole filled
with debris of broken pottery, ash, soot, charcoal and burnt stones: not a kiln, but
evidence of a kiln nearby.
Some twenty years earlier, in 1933, C. H. Quennell had excavated a kiln of this
type at Nettleden, about 400 yards west of the Church. Enough of its lower portion
had escaped the plough to show an oval with a flat bottom and sloping sides
plastered with clay. The pots would have stood on racks in the centre, above the
level of the stoke-hole at the side, through which the furze was thrust and ignited to
produce its characteristically long flame. Judging by the softness of some of the
surviving potsherds, it seems that the temperatures reached were not always very
high, lower even than would be required for a modern flowerpot.
The finished pottery, dark grey or buff in colour, was coarse and unglazed. Only
the jug handles, with their slightly raised and crimped edges, showed any
decoration, and that consisted simply of a few stab marks made by a knife or some
other pointed tool.
In the ruins of the Nettleden kiln, an inexplicable but lucky chance had preserved
one complete unbroken jug instead of mere fragments. Its pimply outer surface, the
yellowish inside and the handle embellished with three lines of stab marks all
characterised it as a product of the twelfth or thirteenth century and earned it a place
on display in the Medieval Gallery of the British Museum. A stylised representation
of this same jug, symbolising the ancient craft common to both Nettleden and
Potten End, was adopted as the emblem on the Silver Jubilee Spoon presented in
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11. THE POTTERY AND POTTERN END

1977 to every child in the parish.
The medieval country potter generally limited his wares to simple cooking
vessels, jugs and bowls. It was scarcely worth his while to make cups which, before
the sixteenth century, were usually of wood and could easily be obtained from
Berkhamsted's already flourishing woodenwate industry or , indeed, from Great
Gaddesden where as late as 1728 the plentiful beech trees were described as "of
Value to make Bowls and other Wooden Ware."
To sell his goods the potter had two outlets. The first. peddling, would have been
ea.sy from the Potten End kilns which enjoyed an excellent central position on roads
to Hemel Hempstead and Aldbury as well as to Berkhamsted and Great Gaddesden.
There may even have been a little passing trade from pilgrims on their way from
St. Albans to Ashridge, who, having spent the night at the Piccott's End hospice,
could continue their journey by the old route (lngrams Green Way) along the parish
boundary between Great Gaddesden and Hemel Hempstead, to join the old Roman
road at Potten End precisely where the kilns stood. and then follow the track
through Frithsden towards the monastery.
The market stall, however, offered probably the better alternative, because of the
difficulty of transporting fragile wares. Berkhamsted had the nearest, in fact the
only, market, thanks to its ancient privilege forbidding the setting up of any rival
within eleven miles of the town. It was held on Sundays until 1217 and then
changed to Mondays. The Hemel Hempstead market began only in 1539, too late
for our potters.
We do not know precisely when or why the pottery fell into disuse. The reason
was not the lack of fuel nor of suitable clay. Both remained plentiful. Even in recent
years a visitor from Yorkshire removed some clay from the Pond and made two
glazed ashtrays with it, inscribing each with the words "Made from Potten End
clay 19. 12.31." One possible cause of the decline is that the potters' settlement
may have been hit by the plague. The Black Death of 1348 was followed by many
local outbreaks, especially in the 1360s when both Berkhamsted and Great
Gaddesden appear to have suffered severely. If. however, the pottery had
afterwards offered any chance of a reasonable livelihood, it would have been
recolonised eventually. A likelier explanation is that by the late sixteenth century
better decorative wares were being distributed so widely and cheaply by potmongers and cratemen that they killed all demand for the type of coarse pottery
being produced a_t Potten End.
The site may not have been left-derelict, however. Elsewhere in England by the
end of the medieval period some kilns had begun to combine the production of
bricks and tiles with that of pottery and it is possible that the forerunner of Potten
End's nineteenth century brickworks (Chapter VI) existed somewhere in the area as
early as the first half of the seventeenth century. A hint of this occurs in an entry in
the accounts of the churchwardens of St Peters for the year 1631-32. Here, under
expenditure for the repair of the steeple and weathercock. they record a sum of 1s
3d "for caryinge in 4 loade of brickes and caryinge downe the ould stuffe and a boy
goinge to littell heath" (author's italics). Was the boy's errand linked with the
bricks? That seems a logical inference from the way in which all the details are
lumped together in the one item.

The pottery's enduring bequest to the village was its name. "End", one of the
commonest of Hertfordshire terms, needs little explanation. It defines any outlying
settlement in a far corner of a parish or manor. The boundary changes already
referred to have obscured its original relevance in Potten End, which itself is now a
parish, but until 1895 the name was trebly appropriate for a village which lay across
the ends of three parishes. Some "ends", like Water End and Bourne End, take
their mime from a natural feature. Others, like Haxters End and Gossoms End,
recall the surname of an early, perhaps even the first, inhabitant. That is why the
authors of 1}ze Place Names of Hertfordshire, on discovering a John Potyn recorded
in the neighbourhood in 1565, proposed him as the probable originator of the
village's name. That theory, however, now needs modification. Even if it were
certain that John Potyn lived here, the pottery existed long before he did and
therefore seems to have the better claim.
Compilers of some eighteenth and nineteenth century maps and directories
evidently assumed as much when they called the village Potters End. Because that
name was hardly ever used locally, it is tempting to dismiss it as a slip made by an
outsider subconsciously influenced by places like Potters Bar, Potters Crouch and
Potters Green, with which he was no doubt much more familiar; and once such a
mistake is made, nothing is simpler than for later compilers to copy and perpetuate
it. The same maps which favour Potters End commit a second offence with the
misnomer Marsons Pond instead of Martins, the name by which it has always been
known locally since the beginning of the seventeenth century at the latest.
Nevertheless Potters, though wrong in form is correct in meaning. By far the best
evidence for the original name occurs in the Court Rolls of the manor of Southall.
In them the village is called not Potters, Potten, Potton nor even Potyn, but
POTTERN End. Of the documents examined so far, the first is no earlier than 1726
but because legal documents avoid innovation one can be confident that they are
repeating a much older original.
The form Pottern is a contraction of the Old English pottera aern and aern meant
a building used for making or storing things. Pottern, therefore, like Potterne in
Wiltshire, meant the place where pots were made. The ending -ern, though not
unknown elsewhere in Hertfordshire (Walkern is another example), is found much
more commonly in the west of England and it is interesting to speculate whether
something more than coincidence accounts for the similarity between our Pottern
and the Wiltshire Potterne.
Early links certainly existed between the two places. Edward, Sheriff of
Wiltshire, held the manor of Great Gaddesden in 1086. His descendant Ela, who
inherited it, founded Lacock Abbey in Wiltshire in 1232 and among the witnesses to
her charter were "Adam, Rector of [Great] Gatesdene" and Nicholas Malemains, a
member of the family which had held the manor of Southall. In 1255, Ela's son, .
Nicholas Longespe, was the (probably non-resident) Rector of Great Gaddesden
who later became Bishop of Salisbury, a position which also gave him the lordship
of the manor of Potterne, at one time a favourite residence of the Bishops of
Salisbury .. The links of so small a corner of Wiltshire with the Hertfordshire Pottern
seem too numerous for pure chance. Potterne is only eight miles from Lacock as the
crow flies and only six from Edington where (by another coincidence?) there lived a
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community of monks known as the Bonhommes, the only other house in the country
of the same monastic order as that at Ashridge.
The Hertfordshire Pottern lost its "r" through a natural phonetic confusion with
the surname Potten or Potton which, though perhaps originally connected
elsewhere with the potter's craft, did not become widespread in this area until well
on in the seventeenth century.
One further point must be emphasised. Until the middle of the nineteenth century
the name, whether Pottern, Potters or Potten, belonged only to the Great
Gaddesden portion of the village, in other words to Little Potten E~d. Inhabitants of
the other portions were described as living at Little Heath, or Martins Pond, or on
Berkhamsted Common or in "the hamlet of Frithsden", a large area which legally
designated not only Frithsden proper but also all the houses in the block formed by
The Front and The Back.

Ill. FARMS AND FRITHSDEN
Because the north-west corner of Potten End began as little more than an offshoot
of Frithsden, it is necessary to look in more detail at the growth of that hamlet and
also to understand how the pattern of the countryside during the seventeenth and
eighteenth centuries was dominated by a number of small-to-medium farms. Their
main crop, wheat (said by the Swedish botanist, Kalm, to produce the best flour in
all England) went mostly to the important corn market at Hemel Hempstead, the
Berkhamsted market having become so insignificant as to be described in the 1616
survey as "almost quite overthrown". Herds of cattle were rather small, but sheep
18
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abounded, valued almost as much for manuring the arable land as for their mutton
or wool.
The sketch map to this chapt~r marks the site of the principal known holdings
within a radius of about a mile from Potten End. Of these the oldest is probably the
ancient manor farm of Gaddesden Hall. Other small farms in the manor of Southall
are known from manorial records to have existed between Water End and Little
Potten End in the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries but their exact position is
difficult to plot and it has not so far been possible to determine which of them, if
any, stood on the site of Potten End Farm.
One, with only three acres 'of arable land, lay near the present footpath from
Potten End to Boxted at a point where it crosses "Ingram Green Way", the name of
the former track which skirted the parish boundary of Hemel Hempstead and Great
Gaddesden (Chapter V). This holding belonged to William Border in 1684 and
changed hands five times before 1758 when it came into the possession of Frederick
Halsey, Esquire, of Great Gaddesden.
John Dearmer, "of Potters End", owned and occupied another little farm, a
cottage and five acres, which, on his death in 1742, passed to the Willson family of
Chesham (with Thomas Doggett as tenant) and then, in 1826, to the Earl of
Bridgewater. There is no clue to its precise whereabouts.
A third farm, known from 1751 as New Barns, also had five acres with, in
addition, part of Heavesden (now Heizdin) Wood. Its owners included the
Blacknell family whose descendants a century later would be tenants of Potten End
Farm. A deed of 1767, whi~h described it as the place "wherein Prince George
doth now inhabit" was not boasting of a royal resident but simply recording the
tenant farmer whose surname was "George" and who had been christened
"Prince", a family joke which persisted for two more generations in the naming of
his own twin sons "King" and "Prince", and of his grandson, another "King". In
1804 New Barns became part of the Ashridge estate and by the 1830s seems to have
disappeared except as a field name.
Yet another eighteenth century cottage "at Pottern End" was occupied in turn by
Joseph Rogers, Robert Purton and Thomas Fensham, a husbandman, who was
already the tenant when he bought it in 1766. After his death his son disposed of it
to Thomas Halsey, Esquire, "in trust for the inhabitants of Great Gaddesden".
The man from whom Thomas Fensham had bought his cottage was Sebastian
Gurney, a farmer in the adjacent manor of Berkhamsted. He is described as "of
Martins Pond" but it is not certain which of the two farms there was his. Both had
been established well before 1607, the date of the manorial survey in which they are
first mentioned.
One, a cottage with about an acre of land, described as "near Martins Pond" is
probably the original of the present Evergreens. It had belonged to John Brewer,
who owned 17 other nearby parcels of land totalling 68 acres. In 1607 it belonged to
Henry Knyght from Haxters End but by the time of the second survey in 1616 it had
passed to John Ewer, a much bigger landowner with 160 acres. After that, no more
is known until 1793 when it reappears as the property ofWilliam How of Frithsden,
in the occupation of farmer George Potton. In that year it was sold for £90, and
from then on an unbroken series of deeds records the changes of ownership and
21

tenancy until 1869 when George Halsey of Frithsden sold it to Earl Brownlow for
£340 and it became part of the Ashridge estate.
The second cottage, with three acres of arable land and pasture, stood even closer
to the Pond because it is described as "lying against it". It is the house known to
this day as Martins. Whether the house took its name from the Pond, or the Pond
from the house, and whether that name came from the birds (as some villagers
believe) or from the original owner, are questions still unanswered. The Pond has
the earlier record known so far, being named "Martins" in the 1607 survey,
whereas it is not until 1669 that we find a deed referring to the "house called
Martins". From before 1607 the property belonged to the Ewer or Ewar family: to
William first, then to Thomas and by 1616 to John. In 1669 it had passed (as would
the cottage next door and many other other local properties) to a member of the
ubiquitous How(e) family. A century later, with more land added, it had become a
farm of 22 acres owned by Richard Balshaw. He, in 1782, made over the whole
property to nine trustees in Berkhamsted whose duties were to let it to the highest
bidder and to use the income to provide bread and meat for any poor in the town
who did not already receive parish relief.
The first few tenants of the Balshaw Charity left Potten End much as they found
it, but in 1839, when Martins again fell vacant, an event occurred which was to
transform the village and to affect it profoundly for the next hundred years: the
successful bidder for the tenancy was none other than John Edward Lane, the
nurseryman. His important enterprise will be described in a later chapter.
William Ewar and his successor, John, owned, in addition to Martins, a much
larger farm (125 Y2 acres of arable, pasture and woodland) called Sermans or
Surmans Ende. But where was it? East of Berkhamsted, apparently, and in the
parish of Northchurch, but neither at Bourne End nor Little Heath. The only clue
lies in the close resemblance of the name to that of Shermans Bound, the manorial
boundary mark which seems to have been at or near the corner of the Green by
Hempstead Lane. Perhaps the farmland began here, but the site of the farmhouse
itself has still to be discovered. It is doubtful whether it can be identified with an
existing bUilding.
On Little Heath itself, the two surveys record three cottages with 3, 18 and 40
acres respectively, owned 'by Francis Howe, Thomas Wheeler and John Howe of
Little Heath. The last and largest, which bore the interesting name of Hestes or
Heasts (already mentioned in connection with assart land, Chapter I) may possibly
be identified with the Tudor cottages at the Great Farm which were the original
farmhouse and buildings, part of John Howe's extensive holdings totalling nearly
300 acres. Hestes seems later to have been associated with Dr Brabant, Rector of
Berkhamsted 1681-1722, but by 1758 at the latest these buildings belonged to Paul
Vaillant whose large estate also included land at Haxters End and Frithsden, as well
as at Fields End, Cox Pond and Bennetts End in the parish of Hemel Hempstead.
Much of the estate passed to Ashridge in 1828, some twenty-five years after his
death. The new farmhouse at the Great Farm dates from the late eighteenth or early
nineteenth century and is marked on the Tithe Map of c.1840.
The other two cottages on Little Heath in 1607 and 1616 cannot now be
identified. The only certainty is that neither of them could have been the Small
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Farm, since that lay in the manor of Hemel Hempstead, not Berkhamsted. The
Small Farm, with 9 acres of land, passed from Mary Porter in 1722 to William
Plaistowe and in 1786 to Eliz~beth Plaistowe. In 1801, she, now Elizabeth Deering,
surrendered it to John Field, ~he man who already farmed much of Paul Vaillant's
property. It too, in consequence, was eventually absorbed into the Ashridge estate.
The three farms towards Bourne End deserve a brief mention: the Pix because it
belonged to yet another Howe (William); Haxters End and Broadway because of
their long association with the Fenn family and perhaps even more because of their
famous lodger. James Fenn, senior, owned both properties in 160~, along with
fourteen other pieces of land totalling 135 acres. In 1616 he still had Broadway for
himself but had handed the rest over to his son, also called James. It was another,
later, James Fenn at Haxters End in the eighteenth century who was persuaded by
the court of George 11 and Queen Caroline to house the strange character known as
Peter the Wild Boy. At the supposed age of twelve, as his Northchurch memorial
records, he had been found in the forest near Hanover and in 1726 had been brought
to England as a curiosity. When the "ablest masters" provided by the court had
failed to teach him to talk, he was boarded out in the country, where some of his
London patrons and other sightseers continued to visit him. Haxters End was
chosen by Mrs Tichborne, one of the Queen's ladies, who used to spend a few
weeks there every summer. Here Peter lived contentedly enough. He enjoyed his
ale and tobacco, "hummed a tune or two" and, above all, wandered about the
countryside - on one occasion as far as Norfolk. He must often have walked up the
hill to Potten End, where his crumpled features would be well known and where no
one needed to look for his name and address on the leather collar which the
exasperated Mr Fenn at last made him wear and on which an inscription promised
payment to anyone bringing him safely home. When James Fenn died in 1744,
Peter moved to Broadway farm to live with James's brother, Thomas, and stayed
there with successive tenants "to the end of his inoffensive life" in 1785.
From Haxters End a farm track leads to Berkhamsted Common by way of what is
now Ivy House Lane, though in the seventeenth century it was known as Priors and,
later, Prunes Lane. At the top stands another seventeenth century house in which,
until its recent modernisation, the house-wright's numerals could still be read on
the timbers. Now called .Pheasantries Cottage, its former impressive address was
No.l The Common. Before that, a rating assessment of 1826, as well as a poll book
of about 1830, prove that it was the Ivy House which gave the lane its name. Earlier
still, and until the nineteenth century farmhouse was built alongside for Dwight's
Pheasantries, it was the original Gutteridge Farm. Though it undoubtedly existed at
the time of the manorial surveys of 1607 and 1616, for it is drawn on the
contemporary map, its ownership cannot be identified with certainty. Nine separate
holdings are listed in the surveys in an area described as "on the east side of the
park" or "adjoining the Great Heath". They are all small, ranging from half an
acre to six acres, and the owners (with the exception once again of members of the
Howe family) tend to be men with little or no other property. It is tempting to
connect this little farm with the William Gutteridge who does appear in the surveys
as a buyer and seller of small properties, though not of one near the Common.
Could he perhaps have acquired it shortly afterwards, in the 1630s, when his rating
23

assessment jumped suddenly from a previous average of 1s 5d to 4s 8d,
representing (at 2dper acre) 28" acres of land? Our meagre knowledge about the
events of his lifetime is matched by the puzzling circumstances of his death in 1638.
Under the date August 26, the parish register has the startling and unexplained
entry, used for no one else, "Willyam Gooderidge buryed but is yet alyve. "
Of the other properties "adjoining the Great Heath", it is remarkable how few
complied with the Statute of 1589 which prohibited the erection of any cottage
without "four acres of land assigned thereto". Although some attempts at
enforcement are recorded in the Hertfordshire Sessions Rolls, not one is for
Berkhamsted Common, the nearest being a landless cottage at Great Gaddesden
erected by Thomas Baldin of Kings Langley. Offending owners, if brought to
court, were presumably willing to pay the fine of £10.. Nor did the dwelling itself
always accord with our idea of the picturesque period cottage. A certificate of
1659, for example, states that "the structure lately erected by Mr Mayo for the
habitation of James Rea, his wife and children, is set up upon the waste ground of
the manor of Berkhamsted .... and that same building is not a fit place Jor any
Christian to inhabit, having but one room and being upheld by small sticks thrust
into the ground and not any timber about it, but is made of sticks, and is so low that
the cattle may take the thatch from off it. ' ,
All signs of that flimsy hovel would have disappeared very quickly but it is
equally difficult to locate the nine more substantial properties "adjoining the Great
Heath'". One of them may have been the forerunner of the later Common Farm, renamed first The Den and then Gorseside when it became the private residence in the
187Qs of Charles H. Miles, one of Potten End's first pair of churchwardens. It is
now part of the Wellcome Foundation. Like many old buildings, it was said to have
a secret passage but there is no record of where it was supposed to have led.
Only one of this group of properties has an unbroken traceable connection with
modem times. It is the cottage with half an acre of land "towards the Frieth" on the
site of which stands the present Golf Club House. John Howe owned it before 160.7
and sold it to Matthew Potiphur. By 1616 the new owner was Jeremy Holdin. Later
deeds, preserved among the Ashridge records, illustrate the closely interwoven
pattern of ownership at that period. Jeremy Holdin sold the cottage in 1656 to
Samuel Gregory, a Berkhamsted blacksmith, and it remained in that family, with
two other cottages on the Heath, for over a hundred years. One of the owners was
Mary Gregory who, in 1730., married someone we have already met, Thomas Fenn
of Broadway, though it was not until four years after her death that Thomas took in
Peter the Wild Boy. Mary's cottages descended to her son, William Fenn. He sold
them to William Babb, a wheelwright of Berkhamsted, but early in the nineteenth
century the Bourne End link was restored when they were bought by William Field
of Haxters End.
In this area, eighteenth century maps show a windmill at Heath End, north of the
Potten End road, not far from the top of Gravel Path. It appears on Kitchin's maps
of 1749 and 1760 as well as Warburton's of 1720., but apparently not on later maps.
In October 1743 the Northchurch Court Baron gave James Tomalin leave to erect a
windmill on an acre of Berkhamsted Common (Windmill Piece), on a site where a
mill had previously been-erected by Benjamin Treacher, a miller, whose death from
a fall from a horse is recorded in the parish register of Berkhamsted St Peter for 1719.
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If we now walk to the far side of the Common we cross the boundary into the
manor of Frithsden and reach the next small farm, Stonehouse, in what is now
Vicarage Road. Its distinctive flint walls gave it its name in a period when timberframed brick buildings Were becoming commonplace. Stonehouse may have been
older than the rest, although the use of flint, which continued into the nineteenth
century, proves nothing either way. The earliest certain mention of the house is in
1684 when "John, son of John White of the stonehouse" was baptised at St Peters.
An earlier White (Francis) who in 160.7 had "felled and solde divers small trees in
the same Fryth" may have been a former occupant of Stonehouse - a guess based
only on the surname and the mention of Frithsden. By the early eighteenth century
this farm, too, had joined the Howe possessions. The parish register of St Peters
records the burial of a John Howe of Stonehouse in 1704 and of W illiam How "of
Fresdon stonehouse, a bachiar" in 1713.
Finally, down the hill in Frithsden valley, we find (by now without surprise)
another John Howe at Hollybush Farm at the beginning of the seventeenth century.
There was still a John Howe there at the end of the century and a William in 1780.,
perhaps the same William who owned George Potton's cottage by Martins Pond.
Hollybush Farm, with 30. acres, was one of the two largest holdings in the hamlet.
The other, listed with 40. acres in the Frithsden rating assessments ofthe 162Qs, and
owned by Richard Dean, has not so far, been identified. It was not necessarily in the
valley itself.
Among the owners of the smaller properties in Frithsden, Daniel Cleaver stands
out as an unpleasant character. He also owned a few acres in Northchurch and
Great Gaddesden and it is because of his behaviour towards a Great Gaddesden man
that we happen to know more about him than just his name. In 1681, George
Hey ton of Great Gaddesden, with the Earl of Bridgewater's consent, had erected a
cottage on the common. Why Daniel Cleaver objected, we do not know; perhaps
the new cottage stood near his property and he disapproved of a poor man as a
neighbour, perhaps there had been some quarrel unconnected with property. At all
events we learn from the Sessions Rolls that Daniel had "stirred up two of the
inhabitants against the poor man and they threaten to complain against him at next
session." As all the other householders of Great Gaddesden (all twelve of them)
were "positive for the poor man", we may assume that Daniel Cleaver did not get
his way.
The smaller Frithsdep holdings, whether.in the valley or scattered over the wide
area officially known as Frithsden, amounted to one, two or three acres. The rating
assessment of 1617 shows only four properties out of eleven with ten acres or more,
and that for 1627 has only five out of twelve. It is interesting to notice that when the
new Land Tax was imposed in 1690. one of the assessors was our friend John White
from Stonehouse. By the beginning of the nineteenth century Ashridge had acquired
most, though not quite all, of the holdings in the Frithsden valley, including
Hollybush Farm where the tenp.nt in 1840. was Francis Goodman who also farmed
land at Potten End.
A significant feature of the Frithsden rating lists is that as early as the seventeenth
century about half a dozen men were assessed on "ability", which meant that they
held little or no land but were considered prosperous enough to be "able" to pay.
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These men were craftsmen and shopkeepers. In the mid-1600s we know of Richard
Lawrence, a carter, Nathan Partridge, a butcher, and John Wray, a sawyer; we
have already met Jackson, the beer-house keeper who refreshed the
"processioners" in the 1730s; and the hamlet even had its own tailor: when he was
buried in 1731 the semi-literate clerk recorded his name as Henery Rodrds.
The presence of such men in Frithsden suggests that it had passed the stage of
pioneering "colonists" and was expanding into a small balanced community. From
the twenty or so cottages which survive today we get very little idea of the populous
hamlet it once was. When the Tithe Map was drawn about 1840, as many as thirtysix cottages lined the road from the Alford Arms to Frithsden Gardens alone, filling
many of the present gaps, in particular the open stretch between Hollybush Farm
and Bede Cottage where eight dwellings stood, one of them another beerhouse.
Somewhere in Frithsden, but whether still standing or long since pulled down we
do not know, was the curiously named Houchings Nest. It first appears in the parish
register of St Peters in 1738 with the record of the burial of Ann Parker," a
stranger", who "died in childbed at the Houchings Nest". The baby, illegitimate,
survived and was baptised John in 1740. In 1748, another woman, Hannah
Harrowell, was buried from the Houchings Nest, but with no further explanation.
Was the cottage perhaps a place of refuge where girls could have their babies
without publicity? It does not seem to have been an official Poor House. The name
Houchings leaves the question unanswered, houchin or hobhouchin being simply
the local dialect word for an owl. Later, and until 1801, the place was listed for tax
purposes as The Nest.
In addition to the manor house of 1513, two other cottages bear a date. They are,
appropriately, 1632 and 1733 as if to emphasise a century of special development.
We know that by the end of the sixteenth century three families at least (Babb,
Baytes and Doggett) were living there, but when a parish rate was levied for
Berkhamsted in 1597 the Frithsden names were too few to be separately listed. In
the next levy, however, in 1612, the identifiable Frithsden rate-payers numbered
twenty-five, a figure which remained more or less constant in subsequent rating
lists and also in the Land Tax assessments from 1690 to 1830.
These lists can help in estimating the size of the population but they must be used
cautiously because they include non-resident landowners. Only if the names occur
also in the parish registers with the addition of the words" of Frithsden" can we be
reasonably sure of having found a true Frithsden family and even then exact
calculations are not possible because the all-important Frithsden tag was sometimes
omitted when it was almost certainly applicable.
A count of known Frithsden surnames gives an average of 13 for each decade
between 1601 and 1700, 18 between 1701 and 1800, and 40 between 1801 and
1840. Many of the surnames represent more than one family unit, a fact frequently
obscured by the brevity of early records but clearly shown up in the more detailed
later ones. During the decade between 1821 and 1830, for example, 85 families
lived in the hamlet although there were only 58 different surnames. The
overcrowding suggested by those figures may not have been as bad as it looks
because not all the families were necessarily present for the whole of the decade.
Recent studies of population movement have disproved the once commonly held
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view that before the present century country people seldom left their place of birth,
so that generation followed generation in the same Village. That idyllic picture is as
untrue of Frithsden as of aQywhere else and many families did vanish from the local
records after only one or two entries, the very poor being the most mobile. Of
Frithsden's 112 surnames, fewer than a quarter lasted more than 25 years although,
once they had done so, the chances increased in favour of their staying much
longer. Eighteen surnames persisted for more than 50 years and of these a possible
9 (5 certainly and 4 probably) passed their century: Bates, Cock, Field, Gregory,
Grover, Howe, King, Rose and Thorn. The record holder was the Howe family
with at least 188 years of continuous residence.
Frithsden's size receives further proof from the records of the Overseers of the
Poor. From 1601, under the Poor Law Act, these men were appointed annually by
each parish Vestry to assist the churchwardens in providing work and relief for the
poor. Whereas the law required at least two men for the task, Berkhamsted
regularly chose three, and it seems clear that the third Overseer had special
responsibility for Frithsden, the entry recording his appointment often adding the
description "for Frithsden" or "for the parish without the boro' ", or simply "the
out". Moreover, these Overseers, besides being "for Frithsden" were also, as
often as not, "of Frithsden' '. Even in the first hundred years of the working of the
Act, nearly half of them appear to have been themselves Frithsden men. That they
probably took it in turns, as did most parish officers, may be deduced from a note of
1633 which states: "The next man of Frithsdene to John Cocke they say it is
Richarde Howe."
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Frithsden needed an Overseer to itself because it was well-populated, not because
it was exceptionally poor. Poverty in the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries anything from temporary distress to complete destitution - existed throughout the
whole parish and in all the neighbouring parishes.
It could strike anyone. The rating lists of St Peters, Berkhamsted, show that many
a man who regularly paid his dues in the prime of life could, ten years later, be on
parish relief, having failed to save anything for his old age or his wife's. A widow
could be penniless within two or three years of her husband's death and a young
widow, especially if she had children, would almost certainly remarry from sheer
economic necessity. At least one in eight of all marriages recorded in Berkhamsted
and Northchurch between 1538 and 1840 were second or subsequent marriages
(over 400 out of some 3,400) and of these more than a quarter took place within a
year of the death of one partner. Some widows and widowers remarried ,in three or
four months, some even within six weeks.
For the twelve years between 1783 and 1794 the parish registers provide special
information about the high proportion of poor in the population. The Stamp Act of

1783 imposed a fee of 3d for each burial entry and if the parson thought that
payment would cause hardship he did not exact it and wrote "Pauper", "Poor" or
"P" against the name. The result is revealing: in each of our three parishes,
St Peters, Northchurch and Great Gaddesden, nearly half of the burials were of
paupers.
At the end of the eighteenth century the farm labourer could expect a wage of
between 10d and 1s a day and if he were lucky enough to have a good employer, he
received his money each day. Much more commonly, however, he was kept
waiting and this could mean his family going hungry. Meat cost 5d to 7d a pound,
butter 1s a pound and bread 11 %d the quartern (41 b) loaf.
It was on the whole more profitable to be a poacher and earn 4s or 5s a night. The
prevalence of local poaching by 1660 may be gauged from the Royal Warrant
issued to the Earl of Bridgewater by Charles 11 which opened with the statement:
... We are informed that our game of hare, pheasant, partridge, heron and
other wilde fowle about Ashridge in our county of Buckingham and Hartford
is much destroyed by divers disorderly persons with greyhounds, mongrells,
setting doggs, guns, trammells, tunnells, netts and other engines, contrary to
the Statutes of this our Realme ...
The warrant went on to forbid the destruction of game "within ten miles
compasse of the said Ashridge" and authorised the Earl and his deputies to
confiscate "the said unlaw full meanes or engines" and to obtain the names of the
offenders so that' 'further order may be taken for their punishment. "
The Earl, losing no time, appointed deputies within three weeks and some of the
results of their diligence in the neighbourhood of Potten End (well inside the
prohibited ten miles) are recorded in the Hertfordshire Sessions Rolls. In 1671, for
example, two men, Roger Wilford of Northchurch and Ralph England of Bourne
End, were charged with "killing partridges and pheasants with guns and setting
dogs". In the following year the unrepentant Roger Wilford had committed a
similar offence. At the beginning of the nineteenth century little had changed and an
indictment in 1819 of John Sibley "for poaching with a gun in Frithsden Copse, the
property of the Earl of Bridgewater" showed that this ancient skill, despite the
vigilance of gamekeepers, continued to supplement the poor man's table and his
wage.
The small farmer who depended entirely on his land for a living had a hard time
of it and in storm or drought faced the risk of total crop failure. Any extreme of
weather, because it brought catastrophe, tended to be described as "the worst in the
memory of man". The year 1630, even allowing for such exaggeration, must have
come close to deserving the label. In December the parish of St Peters applied to the
Justices for permission to levy a specially high rate "forasmuch as the heavye
hande of God hath beene upon this whole land this summer and harvest last". Their
object was not only to be able to pay more to the poor and sick already receiving
help, but also to include many others who would not usually have been eligible.
Epidemics, which sometimes accompanied a failure of the harvest, cduld also
break out quite independently. The blanket word "plague" covered many forms of
sickness, some of which medical historians have been able to identify, others they
can only guess at from the scanty evidence surviving in the burial registers. As a
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rough guide, they suggest that winter "plagues" were probably respiratory
infections, those of the summer and autumn gastro-intestinal.
One of these struck Berkhamsted in 1578. Burial registers seldom included
information about the cause of death unless it were a sensational accident or a
murder, but in that year, after September 22, a note reads "And here the plage
begane", with the Latin "pestis incepit" added in the margin for emphasis. In
October only one of the eigfiCburials was "not of the plage". In Novemper, the
peak month, the number of burials rose to twenty-three and then began to decline to
ten in December and five in January.
Because nearby towns and villages did not always infect each other, it is
impossible without more evidence to know how much plague reached the
smallholdings in and around Potten End. Northchurch seems to have escaped the
1578 outbreak and Hemel Hempstead did not have one until 1583, then another in
1593 and yet another in 1623. This last, possibly connected with the severe London
epidemic of 1625, evidently spread further: Abbots Langley and Watford were
affected in 1625 and Great Gaddesden in 1625-26, when six people died "de
peste" .
Berkhamsted during this period had only its average number of burials but
suffered all the more severely in 1642-43, succumbing to a widespread epidemic
(1643-45) now identified as typhus. In 1642, between August and October, eight
deaths in Berkhamsted were attributed to "plague" and in the next summer the
number rose to nineteen in the month of August alone. The all-embracing misery is
vividly represented in a petition in which the inhabitants, because of the "violent
pestilential fever" raging in the town, begged other towns to help with the expense
of caring for eighty destitute people including fifteen children' 'who must be put out
to nurse". In contrast, the outbreak of 1665 known as the Great Plague, which
reached Hemel Hempstead in 1666, left Berkhamsted unharmed.
In the eighteenth century smallpox ousted "plague" as the principal local
scourge, although cholera, mainly a disease of crowded cities, is recorded at
Northchurch in 1796-97 and again in 1832, when fifteen people died of it in less
than three weeks. Smallpox began to lose ground towards the end of the eighteenth
century just at a time when the Northchurch burial registers took to recording it as a
cause of death, with twelve instances noted between 1767 and 1800. The specific
mention of so common a disease may reflect the contemporary controversy among
doctors and the general public about the use of inoculation. This method of control,
approved in 1756 by the College of Physicians, involved the giving of a slight
infection to protect against a more severe attack. The opponents condemned it as
harbouring a constant source of contagion and' advocated the surer safeguard of
vaccination which had been introduced by Jenner in 1798 and was indeed to be
responsible for the final eradication of the disease.
The vaccination campaign received local support in the early years of the
nineteenth century from the Berkhamsted Vestry which offered a fee of 5 s to
doctors for each poor parishioner vaccinated. William Buckingham, bailiff of
Ashridge, records in his diary in 1813 that he was "making out list of persons for
vaccination at Nettleden and Frithsden". At Potten End vaccinations were
performed at Stonehouse well into the 1890s.

The proViSIOn of hospitals and workhouses was one of the duties of the
Churchwardens and Overseers, and it is interesting to find that soon after the
passing of the Poor Law Act of 1601 two men with property in Potten End had a
share in establishing one for the parish of Northchurch during their term of office.
They were John Brewer and John Ewer, owners of the two cottages by Martins
Pond. Their hospital, little more than a cottage itself, stood "at Shooters Waye"
and in the words of the 1607 survey was intended "for to looge and succor poore
and impotente persons of Northchurch in the tyme of any common sicknes or other
great necessities. "
By the middle of the same century some of Berkhamsted's poor were being
housed in Ragged Row (now Kitsbury Parade) and the first Workhouse, built early
in the eighteenth century, stood in what is now Park View Road.
In 1665 Great Gaddesden, too, decided to provide "habitations" for some of
their poor, and obtained the Earl of Bridgewater's consent to build on the waste.
The petition for the necessary court order explained the difficulty of finding
lodgings for the poor "at very deare rates, as inmates with other persons, whence
they are frequently removed, and the petitioners much troubled to place them
again". The Poor House was duly built on Water End Moor and lasted until 1809,
when it was "removed from that unhealthy place" and rebuilt near the churchyard.
When the Poor Law Unions were formed in 1834 Little Potten End, as part of
Great Gaddesden, had to use the Hemel Hempstead Workhouse. The destitute in
the rest of the village went to the Berkhamsted House which served also
Northchurch, seven other villages and Tring.
Hospitals, because their main function at that time was to isolate infection, stood
well away from the centre of the parish. Hence the choice of Shooters Way for
Northchurch. Berkhamsted's Pest House, built in 1774, occupied a similarly lonely
spot on the Common, not far from Potten End. It is now a private house (Moor
Cottage) but even in 1856 was still being let on condition that the tenants (among
them the Andrews and Cooley families) received infectious patients under their roof
when required. Earlier, before isolation was strictly enforced, many patients would
be looked after at home. The accounts of the Great Gaddesden Overseers for
1733-34, for example, record the (then) large sum of £3 .6.9 paid to Widow Harden
"for nursing Ivory of,ye Small Pox" and there is an instance of potential victims
(Richard Littleboy's two children who had been inoculated) being refused
admission to the Berkhamsted Pest House about 1790, and having to be cared for by
a neighbour.
The money available to the Churchwardens and Overseers for poor relief came
from charitable bequests and from the parish rates, the sums actually disbursed
fluctuating over the years in accordance with changes in public opinion as to
whether the poor were innocent sufferers or scrounging wastrels. What did not vary
was the attitude, engendered by the Settlement Act of 1662, towards the destitute
and unemployable from other parishes: they must be returned with all speed to their
place of origin so as not to become a charge on the rates. That is what happened to
Thomas Grey, "a sturdy vagrant beggar, black-haired, aged about 24", when he
turned up in Great Gaddesden one day in 1681. After being publicly whipped "for a
wandering rogue", he was "assigned to pass forthwith from parish to parish the
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next straight way to Harding and he is limited to be at Harding within two days."
Bequests normally benefited a whole parish; people from Potten End and its
neighbourhood qualified for the charities of whichever parish they lived in.
Recipients of Berkhamsted' s "forty shilling charity", for example, included John
Gould on the Heath in 1701, and Thomas Ladyman and Thomas Foster, both of
Frithsden, in 1714 and 1724 respectively. Once in a while a charity might be
specially earmarked. One such was the legacy of Robert Eymes, a sheep farmer of
Hemel Hempstead who died in 1551 leaving, besides gifts to the poor of
Berkhamsted, Little Gaddesden, Kings Langley and Hemel Hempstead, a sum of
five shillings a year for twenty years to be distributed to the poor of Nettleden and
Frithsden only.
A controversial supplement to low wages was but one of many payments made by
the Overseers. Some of the other regular items could be very small. In Great
Gaddesden in 1678 there were twenty-nine people receiving only one penny a
month throughout the year, though some of these had their rent paid also. Rent was
evidently still a heavy burden for the Gaddesden Overseers despite the erection of
the Poor House some ten years earlier. Other large payments covered clothes,
faggots and doctors' bills; the Workhouse had to be supplied with food and working
materials; poor children, especially if illegitimate, needed support, preferably with
the help of money extracted from the father, like the Northchurch man who
contributed £5; orphans wherever possible were apprenticed to a trade: it cost, for
example, 20s to place a girl in tailoring in 1628; some typical minor expenses
include 2s to obtain a warrant to send a man to the House of Correction (prison) and
3s relief paid to the wife of a man already there.
Many such entries offer just one glimpse into one individual's misfortune. There
are others, however, which can be pieced together to form an entire chapter of a sad
biograph¥. Two examples from the Great Gaddesden books·will illustrate the point.
The first is the story of the last days of Edward Kinge of Water End in 1'676. The
second concerns a young mother in 1678, overwhelmed by the problems of having
another baby; we do not know exactly where she lived nor what her own name was,
since she is referred to throughout as "Playter's wife", but Playter was a common
name locally, especially in Frithsden, and her home may have been only just over
the Great Gaddesden border, perhaps even in Little Potten ~nd itself.
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1676. Edward Kinge of Water End
In relief to Edward Kinge when his wief was
sicke at two sundrie times
To Edward Kinge for relief
To Edward Kinge for relief
To Edward Kinge for relief att three severall times
To Edward Kinge for relief
To Edward Kinge for relief when he was sick
To the Widd. Coldridge for looking to him
when he was sicke
For beare and bread att his.Buryall
To John Foster for his Coffin
To the minister for burying him
To the Clarke for digging his grave
To Widdow Kinge att Water End after the
death of her husband
To Hen. Shermantine for her lodging and
Dyett there
For her removing thither
(Total £2.15.0)
1678. Playter's wife
To Zacharie Loftie his wief for nurseing
Playter's Childe 2 monthes and 3 weekes
att 10s per month
To Thomas Langford for 4 monthes rent for
Playter ending att Laidie Day
For going for a midwieffor Playter's wief
To the midwief for comeing and stayeing
with her all night
Given in Relief to Playter's wief in bread
from the Baker and money
For having Playter's weif before the
Justices att Hemsted for runneing away
from her Childe
To John Foster's wief for 2 trusses for
John Playter's Childe
To Dr Halsey for a Plaister for ye Childe
To Hayres wief for nurseing Playter's wief
for one weeke, finding herself Dyett
Given to Playter's wief to buy her some
fyrewood
To buy her victualls
(Total £2.12.6)
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V. THE VILLAGE TAKES SHAPE
Any reconstruction of what Potten End looked like before the 1840s must be
based partly on guesswork, especially about buildings which no longer exist. Early
maps give too few details and even the first Ordnance Map (1834) is
disappointingly arbitrary in the names it includes and omits: Frithsden is marked, as
are Little Heath and "Martins End" , and the name of Potten End itself is correctly
assigned to the Great Gaddesden portion of the village, near Potten End Farm; but
the houses strung along what is now Vicarage Road and The Front bear only the
misleading label "Stonehouse".
The first exact picture of the neighbourhood comes after the Tithe Commutation
Act of 1836. To implement that Act, which substituted a rent-charge for the
traditional tenths of produce and labour due to the church, 'large-scale maps were
drawn of each parish, delineating not only every field but also every house and
outbuilding. The schedules which accompanied them listed the owners and tenants
of every property. In the three parishes which contained Potten End, Great
Gaddesden's map was completed in 1838 and those for Berkhamsted and
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Northchurch by about 1840. They were followed almost at once by the 1841
Census, the first for which the enumerators' books survive and which can thus
supply the names and occupations of each household. Unfortunately it is not
possible to match each Census household with a cottage on the Tithe Map. The
enumerators recorded general area addresses only (like "White Hill" ,
"Berkhamsted Common" or "Little Heath") and did not necessarily follow a
natural topographical sequence as they went from house to house collecting
information. It is clear, too, that between the dates of the Tithe A wards and the
Census some tenants had died or left the district, while others had stayed in the
village but moved house. Nevertheless, with the help of one or two landmarks, at
least a few households can be placed in their correct settings.
We can best make their acquaintance by taking an imaginary walk around the
village as it was in about 1840. Frithsden valley need not concern us here; its
numerous houses at this period have already been noted in Chapter Ill. Our tour
begins, therefore, at the southern end of that hamlet, at the beer house owned, as
well as run, by Minney and Mary Catherall and rebuilt later in the century as the
Alford Arms. From there we climb the steep slope opposite by the path known
today as Cherry Bounce but which formed part of the main road from Berkhamsted
to Great Gaddesden until its closure in 1865 when the modem road to Nettleden was
made. At the top, past "Frithsden Coppice", we should have seen a pond to the
right and, a little further ahead to the left, a group of five cottages. They belonged
to John Bedford who lived in one of them himself and had tenants in three others.
The fifth stood empty. The story of the part he and his cowshed played in the
history of the Baptist Chapel will be told later. The cottages still bore his name as
late as the 1861 Census although no Bedford lived there then and Earl Brownlow
had been the owner since 1858. By 1871 they were all empty and were demolished
soon afterwards. Today only a few pieces of brick rubble are turned up occasionally
by the plough.
Instead of going straight across the Common, we now turn left and make for
Horseshoe Pond, opposite the end of the modern Vicarage Road. It was dug, by
1823, as one of several obstacles deliberately placed by the Earl of Bridgewater to
stop up the old road from Hemel Hempstead to Aldbury, of which the line of
Vicarage Road formed part. The pond has had other names in its hundred and fifty
years: gipsies who camped nearby knew it as St Mary's Pond, but Potten End's
oldest inhabitants living today, born in the 1880s and 1890s, still refer to it as the
New Pond, the name it must have been given by their grandparents.
Looking along Vicarage Road from this pond, we should have seen buildings on
the left side only, with the bracken and gorse-covered rampart of Grims Ditch
running parallel a few yards to the right. The nearest building consisted of three
tenements owned by Ashridge and occupied by Daniel Halsey, John Chapel and
Thomas Waterton. Originally it may have been a single farmstead (perhaps one of
the unidentified Frithsden holdings noted in Chapter Ill) and, as happened fairly
generally in the eighteenth century, had been divided into separate quarters for
labourers when the farmer built himself a grander home. It is significant that the
building, even when divided, was known as the White House. Re-converted into a
single dwelling at the end of the century, it became Potten End's first vicarage.
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Nothing is left of it today except the cellar, in which the swimming pool of
Aswelykit (renamed Iona) was constructed, but the little brick wash-house behind is
probably the outbuilding marfed on the Tithe Map.
About half way between these tenements and Stonehouse stood a single cottage,
owned and occupied by 76-year-old Hannah Ward. It was demolished by 1877 but
probably existed as late as 1871 because the Census of that year records two
families between the entries for the White House and Stonehouse.
The fields behind Hannah Ward's cottage, together with those stretching as far as
the land now taken by The Back, formed part of the original Stonehouse holding.
By 1840 some of it belonged to Frederick Brown (the Brown of Brown's Spring, of
whom we shall hear again) but the greater part had been acquired by Ashridge and
was shared between two tenants, Francis Goodman and James Rogers. It was the
latter who lived at the farmhouse.
From Stonehouse we pass two fields to reach the embryo of the village block.
Today it comprises The Front, The Back, Nursery Terrace and The Square, but in
1840 it gave little hint of its future shape. The very name of The Square, as well as
its central position, has fostered an idea that it marked the nucleus around which the
other rows were built, but any such claim is conclusively disproved by the Tithe
Map. In what would later be The Back, the Plough then stood quite alone, a beer
house owned by William Halsey and run by Charles Waterton. Apart from that, the
only houses we should have seen were along The Front.
First came a set of three cottages owned by Edward Harris and occupied by John
Fosket, carpenter, William Lovett, shoemaker, and Joseph Wright, farm-worker
(Nos. 1-3). Next, a pair of c<;>ttages belonging to Thomas Cook, who lived in one
and let the other to William Waterton (Nos. 4 and 5; the third cottage of this group
would be added afterwards, not later than 1877). Then, after a narrow passage
leading to the Baptist Chapel, a single cottage (No. 7, now The Manse). Its owner,
John Home, a journeyman carpenter from Shropshire and a member of the Chapel,
stayed there until his death in 1904 at the age of 87. A memorial to him and his
family stands in the little burial ground adjoining the Chapel.
Next came a terrace of six cottages (Nos. 8-13), owned by John Costin of
Berkhamsted. He is known to have built fIve of them and, as he was already the
occupier of the land with one cottage "lately erected" on it when he bought the plot
from Frederick Brown in 1834 for £19.19.0, it is probable that he had built that first
cottage also, but there is nothing to tell us which one it was. The tenants in 1840
were Thomas Keen, William Mills, William Child, Benjamin Foskitt, William
Foskett and J ames Gravestock, only one of whom (Thomas Keen, a glazier) can be
identified for certain from the Census. What would have struck us most about these
cottages was that the front of No.8 did not then project beyond the others (as it has
done for the last hundred years) and that the exceptionally large gardens extended
over the whole ground later filled by The Square and Nos. 1-4 Nursery Terrace.
Only one other house (No. 25) stood on the level stretch of The Front before it
slopes down to the Water End Road. The owner and occupier, John Cook, is
described in the Census as a man of independent means. His outbuildings were
larger than those attached to the other cottages and his garden covered all the land
now taken by Nos. 22-24 The Front and Nos. 5-8 Nursery Terrace.
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At the bottom of the hill stood the last pair of cottages to face the road (Nos. 26
and 27). They belonged to James' Rodgers, possibly (despite the different spelling)
the James Rogers of Stonehouse who farmed the adjoining fields rented from
Ashridge. In these cottages lived Benjamin Cook (to be followed by his twentieth
century descendants) and Thomas Costin. A few yards in front of Costin's cottage
we should have noticed a curious little single-storey flint building, not a house at all
but the old straw-plaiting school, the history of which will be found in Chapter VI.
Just behind the cottages, building work was in progress. To an existing dwelling,
owned by James Sewell and occupied by Elizabeth AlIen, John Snelling was adding
a second cottage. The pair became Nos. 1 and 2 Happy Valley. By the 1870s, when
James Rance had his farm there, they were converted into a single dwelling and
later renamed Rose Cottage.
Happy Valley stood at the apex of a small triangle of the Common called Ingram
or Ingrams Green (now the Old Green). Its north-western edge ran along James
Roger's arable land, Ingram Green Fields. The base of the triangle, parallel with
the Roman road, lay just inside the parish of Great Gaddesden. The south-eastern
limit was the Water End road, as yet bare of houses up to Elm Tree Cottages.
Where the Ordnance Map of 1877 marks two "Old Gravel Pits", there is still an
. inexhaustible supply of flints to choke the gardens of the modern houses on the
south side of the Green, and to bear witness to this rich former source of building
and road-making material. In the garden at Longview some years ago Jim
Chennells found a George 11 halfpenny of 1748; perhaps it had been lost by one of
.the old quarrymen.
Who Ingram was remains a mystery, but the Green bore his name for some two
hundred years after its first known mention in a deed of 1684 until at least 1865. In
the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries Ingram Green had been enough of a
landmark for the old track leading to it from Piccotts End, along the boundary
between Great Gaddesden and Hemel Hempstead, to be known as Ingrams Green
Way. By the late 1880s, however, the name had passed so completely from
common local usage that no one born since then can recall having heard it. By then
the triangle was "Rance's Green" (after the farm at Happy Valley) or simply "the
Green". Some maps, however, perpetuated the name almost to the end of the
century and even gave the false impression that Ingrams Green was the name of the
entire village. The earliest to do so seems to have been Bryant's county map of
1822; Kelly's Directory followed suit in 1845, reprinting the map unaltered in later
editions, even after the village was being referred to in the text as Potten End. It
was not until 1898 that the map was changed and Ingrams Green banished at last.
To resume our imaginary walk we should have had to cross the Green not by the
present footpath but by a track which then hugged its north-western side and was
part of a public carriage way from Berkhamsted until it, too, like the Cherry
Bounce road, was closed in 1865 to be replaced by the modem Nettleden road, At
the far corner of the Green it met the old road from Frithsden. This, the Roman
road, had been realigned between 1823 and 1829 on the instructions of the Earl of
Bridgewater, so that it now swept in a gentle arc across the end of the Green into the
Water End road.
From this spot we could have surveyed the whole of Little Potten End without

taking a further step. To the left lay Brown's Spring, the woodland belonging to
Frederick Brown, the word spring having nothing to do here with water, but
bearing its common Hertfordshire meaning of copse. To the right, Elm Tree
Cottages would be facing lus, at right angles to the Water End road, their flint
structure not yet disguised by plaster. There were only six of them then; two more
would be added by 1870. Here lived Job Bracey, John Shepherd, Jephtha Ivory,
Henry Fordham, Charles Swaby and Thomas Horton, all tenants of a William Bird.
Round the corner, in Water End Road itself, three cottages owned by Daniel
Norris were occupied by James Bunham (perhaps a clerk's error for the locally
more common "Burnham"), John Horton and Charles Arnold. A few yards further
on stood a single building, the village's other beer house (later called The Fox),
owned by Isaac Winter and run by Edward Ivory. The bakery did not yet exist: it,
and three more cottages, would be built within ten years or so in the gap between
Norris's cottages and the beer house.
A way to the left we might, at any rate in winter, have noticed through the trees
two well-separated pairs of cottages on the far side of Hollybush Wood. Both
belonged to Ashridge; William Gravestock and Thomas Smith lived in the nearer
pair, John Tarbox and Edward Osborn in the further. It is probable that like the
White House, each pair had first been a single small farmstead, survivors of the
earliest farms in this part of the parish, dating from the seventeenth or eighteenth
century (Chapter Ill), a conjecture strengthened by the fact that the fields between
them shared the name of the village (Great Potten End Field and Little Potten End
Field) and that the land around the second pair of cottages was known as "Old
Farm Meadow". Near hete, too, ran the lane marked on an estate map of 1756 as
"Potten End Lane", probably part of the original route from Great Gaddesden to
this outlying corner of its parish. By 1840 the isolation and antiquity of the
buildings were emphasised by their distance from the highway, caused by another
road scheme of the Earl of Bridgewater. Early in the nineteenth century he had
moved the line of the Water End road further south at this point, leaving the old
section to degenerate into a track serving the two homesteads. It survives today as
part of a footpath.
On the right hand side of the road, then as now, stood Potten End Farm with a
large pond which, until quite recently, flooded the road after heavy rain. Daniel
Blacknell rented it from Ashridge and farmed all the land, including Bingham's
Park, on the left (northern) side of the road as far as Water End, and about half that
on the right. Except for meadows near the farmhouse and at Bingham's Park,
almost all of it was arable.
From the corner of the Old Green, with its view over Little Potten End, we must
now turn right and cross Water End Road to find Ingrams Green Way. Today it is
no longer even a footpath, but at the time of our walk it began at the spot no~
marked by the gate opposite the VG Stores. From there it followed the parish
boundary and, for its first quarter of a mile, the line of the Roman road.
Immediately to the right were seven cottages, demolished so long ago that no one
now alive remembers hearing anything of them. Samuel Cook rented them from
Ashridge but the names of his sub-tenants are unfortunately not recorded. Further
up the road we would have entered the property of Sir Astley Paston Cooper, the
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famous surgeon of Guy's Ho~pital, who lived at Gadebridge House. Here stood
three more cottages, also now long forgotten: a pair occupied by William
Dollomore and James Adams, and a single one, the home of James Adams junior.
All the surrounding land had been the site of the ancient pottery (Chapter 11) and
now a path to the right would have led us directly to John Nash's brickfield. His
three cottages (eight by 1871) occupied the present sites of The Warren and The
Cottage (Nos. 19 and 21 Hempste~d Lane); the brickfield itself, the history of which
is given in Chapter VI, has disappeared beneath the new estate unimaginatively
named The Laurels.
A few more steps would bring us to Hempstead Lane (then known as Long Lane),
on which not a single house had yet been built. By turning down Little Heath Lane,
however, we should have found a farm cottage on the left, just beyond the spinney
where a road (now closed) branched off to Pouchen End Lane and Fields End.
Beyond it lay the farmhouse, yard and pond of what was later known as Little Heath
Small Farm, with land extending as far as the footpath by modern Crossways. It
was occupied by James Field, the owner of this and other property further south
near Pix Farm and towards Ivy House Lane and Millfield.
Immediatly beyond the Small Farm lay more Ashridge property. At Little Heath
Farm (later the Great Farm) the tenant, Joseph Chennells, farmed an area stretching
southwards to the railway and westwards across Bullbeggars Lane towards Ivy
House Lane. The ancient cottages at the right-angled bend in Little Heath Lane did
not belong to the Great Farm despite their proximity. They formed part of another
Ashridge holding, that of Thomas Friend who farmed the land to the south-east of
the Great Farm, including Haxters End but excluding the cottage at the second
right-angled bend. That belonged to James Field of the Small Farm and was
occupied by William Dean.
For the last stage of our walk in 1840, to avoid turning back up Little Heath
Lane, we might have crossed the woodland by one of the paths into Bullbeggars
Lane, turned right where it joined the road from Berkhamsted, and found ourselves
at Martins Pond, then a much wider expanse of water than it is today.
The Red Lion would not have been there to refresh us after our tour and the beer
house erected on that spot some ten years later was not the Lion but the Plumber's
Arms. The only buildings to be seen by the Pond in 1840 were those two
homesteads first recorded in 1607 (Chapter Ill). John Lane, the nurseryman, had
just taken over Martins (Chapter VI) and the other cottage, modern Evergreens,
with its garden and orchard, belonged to a Hemel Hempstead butcher who rented it
to Luke Foskett, a carpenter.
From here we could have looked straight across to The Front. No church or
school yet blocked the view, and the land in between, merely part of the Common,
could not have been described as the centre of the village any _more than it can
today. Its status as village green, acquired unofficially by the end of the century,
was not recognised legally until 1933 and the Old (Ingram) Green, even after
twentieth century development, remains the truer centre.
From the evidence gathered in this survey of the village, it should be easy (though
experience warns that it may be impossible) to demolish once and for all the
persistent "Botany Bay" myth about the origin of Potten End. The story, which

seems to have started in Little Gaddesden at least fifty years ago, perhaps as a joke
and then repeated as historical fact, alleges that whenever Ashridge servants, and
especially "naughty chambermaids", found themselves with illegitimate babies,
they were banished to Potten End where their benevolent employers - the
Bridgewaters first and the Brownlows afterwards - provided them with a little
cottage, "and that's how Potten End grew".
Like most myths, it contains one true ingredient: women with illegitimate
children were indeed barred from occupying Ashridge-owned houses. If they did
migrate to Potten End, it was precisely because the village could offer many nonAshridge dwellings, a fact amply demonstrated in our 1840 walk around it. At that
time; far from having built every house in Potten End, Ashridge did not even own
as many as half of them. The estate had four farms and fourteen cottages. The rest
- one farm, two beer houses and forty cottages - were independently owned,
mostly by small proprietors. There is, moreover, no evidence that Ashridge had
actually built any of the properties it owned in the village. Its policy had been (and
to a large extent would continue to be) one of consolidation by purchase. The local
reputation it gained later for well-built property must, at least in Potten End, have
owed as much to good maintenance as to any superior merit of the original
structure.
There was one attempt at consolidation which, happily for Potten End's future
character and appearance, failed utterly. Earl Brownlow planned to enclose part of
the Common, offering the people of Berkhamsted, in exchange for their ancient
rights, a strip of land along the canal to be developed for recreation. In 1866 he
erected three miles of five-foot high iron fencing across two stretches of the Common, one on the Aldbury side and the other at Frithsden Beeches. How Augustus
Smith, of Ashlyns and the Scilly Isles, hired a band of over a hundred labourers to
travel secretly by train from Euston to Tring on the night of March 6 is a story too
well known to need detailed repetition here. The men, equipped with crowbars,
hammers and chisels, marched from the station to the Common and by 6 o'clock in
the morning had thrown down all the fences. As the news spread, crowds came to
look and to walk across the land, picking sprigs of gorse "to prove the place was
their own again", though, as it turned out, nearly four more years would elapse
before the legal question was settled in their favour by the Master of the Rolls in
January 1870. Potten End's oldest residents can still remember their fathers and
elder brothers talking over the events of that exciting day. Young Amos Smith of
Frithsden (and later of No.l Nursery Terrace) must have been among them. He was
then only fifteen but afterwards, when he married and had a son, he chose to give
him the then unfashionable (and in Potten End unique) name of "Augustus",
thereby making him, surely intentionally, the exact namesake of the former hero.
Between 1840 and the end of the century the popUlation in the village doubled to
just over 400. Almost all the new houses built to accommodate the newcomers were
concentrated behind-The Front, thus forming the village block. The earliest of the
new cottages was erected by 1846 on land sold by John Costin to William Halsey,
the owner of the Plough. It cannot be identified with certainty but may have been
the first to appear in The Square.
In May 1846 Costin bought more land from Frederick Brown and by September
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had built on it the first pair of cottages in The Back, almost certainly Nos. 3 and 4,
which he then sold for £ 170 to a group of six Aldbury men who constituted the
Aldbury Club. This may have been one of the building clubs financed by artisans
which were not uncommon in the nineteenth century, but there is no record of it in
Aldbury itself, nor any obvious reason why the members should have chosen to buy
property in Potten End. They have all been identified ana seem to have had little in
common beyond the fact they were probably all nonconformists and quite
prosperous; they did not practise the same trade, nor live particularly near one
another. On this "Aldbury plot" three more cottages were built: No. 5 by 1864 and
Nos. 1 and 2 not later than 1877.
By 1851 Costin had built two further pairs of cottages in The Back, and two more
by 1854 (Nos. 6-13). The last pair (Nos. 14 and 15) was not built until soon after
1877, perhaps by Richard Hoar, who was the owner in 1881.
In 1857 and 1858 Costin sold parts of the gardens of Nos. 8-13 The Front to
F. Waterton and Charles Puddefoot, and it was presumably they who built the rest
of The Square, except for No.26. This last, formerly known as Cosy Corner, was
built in 1895 by Clara Lane of Martins and was described at the time as "a nice
house in a nasty corner".
In 1864 Costin sold all his remaining property in The Front and The Back for
£750 to John Turney, a Berkhamsted-born man living at Bromley-by-Bow. On
Turney's death in 1869 it passed to his three sisters, and by the time they disposed
of it in 1871 four more cottages had been built. These were Nos. 1-4 Nursery
Terrace, which absorbed a further portion of the ever-shrinking gardens of Nos.
8-13 The Front. From 1871, Nos. 1-4 Nursery Terrace belonged to Alfred Sear;
John Pethybridge, the Berkhamsted coachbuilder, bought Nos. 8-13 The Front; but
it was not until 1896-7 that F. Q. Lane, of the nursery firm, acquired his cottages in
The Back.
The second group of four cottages in Nursery Terrace, separated from the first by
an archway, was added about 1890. The reason for the choice of name has been
forgotten. Contrary to what is sometimes asserted, the houses did not occupy
former nursery ground, nor did they at any time belong to Lane's; and although the
front windows offered a view over part of the nursery, it would have been an
extremely restricted one because of the angle of the terrace and a large beech tree in
what is now the garden of Hillcroft. Perhaps the original idea sprang simply from
the nursery's local importance. The name plate is the oldest in the village, having
been in position since the 1890s, fixed to the back of No. 1, because it was along the
backs of the houses that the flag-stoned alley gave access to them. The alley began
at The Front, in the gap between Nos. 13 and 22, where there was also a stile. The
present access along the fronts of the houses was not opened until 1922, when
Spencer Holland bought land from Ashridge to form the gardens.
The old alley, which had served also as a short cut to The Back and The Square
long before Nursery Terrace was built, had a slight kink where it edged round John
Cook's land at No. 25 The Front. This property passed to Mrs Brown (the widow
of Frederick Brown) and it seems that some time before 1864 three extra cottages
were added to form the .present row of Nos. 22-25. By 1871 Earl Brownlow had
bought them, the only foothold gained by Ashridge in the entire block. The earliest

known tenancy agreement is that dated September 30, 1874, with Isaiah Riddle,
Deacon of the Baptist Chapel, for No. 22, the cottage which stayed in the Riddle
family for nearly a hundred years. The interesting conditions of the agreement will
be described later.
The numbering system of the houses in the block, allocated about the end of the
century, is bewildering:
The Front:
1-13 and 22-25 and 26-27
The Back:
1-15
Nursery Terrace:
1-8
The Square:
24-29
The first puzzle is why the numbers in The Front should jump from 13 to 22 with
only a narrow gap between the houses. It has been suggested that the Ashridgeowned houses, Nos. 22-27, may have belonged to a separate series of which the
earlier numbers could have been found elsewhere on the estate. Bizarre as that
arrangement sounds, it is not unknown on other estates and cannot be discounted
without further evidence. The second puzzle is why The Square's numbers should
begin with 24.
Juggling with the numbers produces possible solutions but they require Nursery
Terrace to be counted twice: if the eight houses in Nursery Terrace are added to the
fifteen in The Back, it makes sense to proceed to The Square and start counting at
24; similarly, if the same eight houses are added to the first thirteen in The Front
(remembering that access to Nursery Terrace originally lay next to No. 13), it also
makes sense to resume The Front's numbering at 22. The true explanation,
whatever it may have been, has long since been forgotten not only by the
inhabitants but also by officialdom.
The village by the 1890s had assumed the size and shape it would retain for the
next thirty years. Except fot a few houses built before 1920, it did not begin to grow
again until the period between the wars. By the 1890s, too, it had developed its own
identity, to which the seals had been progressively set in the acquisition of a chapel
in 1835, a school in 1856, a church in 1865 and a parish council in 1894. These
developments will be described in later parts of this history. Before that, however,
it is necessary to consider in a little more detail some of the causes of its growth.
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The brickworks, on or near the site of the medieval pottery, and now. in turn lost
beneath The Laurels, were run from the house later known as The Warren (19
Hempstead Lane), aptly named from the many pits and tunnels out of which the
clay had been extracted.

An earlier brickworks at Little Heath in the 1630s (Chapter II) may have
continued operating for a time but, except for a field name, there seems to be no
further record of brickmaking until the early nineteenth century when we find John
Hare Nash, tenant of Joseph Nash (perhaps his father) occupying about four acres,
comprising cottage, garden, wood field and brickyard. That he could not have been
the first of Potten End's brickmakers is proved by the names of two nearby
properties lying between Potten End Farm and what is now the top of Rambling
Way. Known as Kiln Field and Brickfield, they had lost any connection with
brickmaking by Nash's time and were being farmed by tenants of the Countess of
Bridgewater and Sir Astley Paston Cooper. The word "kiln" ("kill" in the local
pronunciation) occurs again in the name of the adjacent footpath which, as nonnatives sometimes need to be reminded, is not Tile Kiln Path but Kiln Stile Path,
recalling an old stile where the path joined Water End Road, its wood polished
smooth by the many generations of children who sat and played on it.
When John Nash established his· business in Potten End he was faced with an
unexpected fuel problem. Furze, the traditional means of heating the kilns, grew
within yards of his brickworks, but Mr Atty, the Ashridge Steward, had forbidden
him to take any, because other kilns (at Coldharbour, Aldbury, Ivinghoe and one as
far as Kensworth) had already burnt so much that it was in danger of disappearing
altogether. How Nash overcame the difficulty we do not know for certain. He may
have ignored the ban whenever he felt that he could safely do so. He probably burnt
some wood (part of his land was called "Woodfield") supplemented possibly by
dried fern. In the previous century, our Swedish visitor, Peter Kalm, had noticed
stacks of dried bracken, some' 'as large as a small house and nicely thatched with
straw", and some actually in a brickyard on the Ashridge estate. In answer to his
questions, "the folk said that these ferns give in the burning a much stronger heat
than many kinds of wood. Furze is said not to come up to this .... by a long way";
the ferns were excellent not only for brickmaking but also for drying malt, brewing,
baking and "much else".
The Potten End works, whatever the main source of fuel, prospered until nearly
the end of the nineteenth century. Bricks and tiles from the kiln, which stood near
the drive leading to The Warren and The Cottage, must still be embedded in the
walls and roofs of many older buildings in the district.
According to the Census returns, John Nash employed three men in 1851, and
four men and three boys in 1861. By 1871 his son, another John, had inherited and
expanded the business to seven men and three boys. In the 1930s, William
Humphrey, then aged over eighty, used to recall how his grandfather worked the
whole day from 6 a.m. to 6 p.m. digging clay from the brickfield tunnels, entirely
alone and not coming up even for his dinner; young Billy would take down a
pudding in a basin and sit beside him until he had finished eating.
Some twenty years ago, an old man of about eighty, who did not give his name,
called at The Warren and asked to look at one of the outbuildings. It had been the
cottage in which his father had been born. Like Nash himself, a few of the workmen
lived on the site, but even at the peak of the kiln's prosperity the cottages were not
reserved for kiln workers. Of the seven employees in 1871, only James Dollemore
and George Gravestock lived and worked at the kiln. Four other "brickies" -
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VI. BRICKS, PLANTS AND PLAIT
To supplement farming and its allied crafts, which until then had offered almost
the only employment in the area, two new industries, brickmaking and nursery
gardening, had begun to contribute to, and benefit from, the growth of the village in
the nineteenth century. A third, the cottage industry of straw plaiting, added to its
prosperity by providing work for the women and children.
BRICKMAKING

the local press for' 'bricks of all kinds". It is possible that the proximity of the two
kilns drove both out of business, as Norris seems to have ceased operating at about
the same time as Nash, but the more likely reason for their closure is that by then
the costly hand-made brick which each produced could no longer compete
profitably against mass-production. Norris's kiln was probably a much smaller
affair than Nash's. Nothing of it, not even the site, has a place in local memory, but
one day earlier this century, when ploughing in a field near Little Heath Small
Farm, Cyril Clarke saw flint stones blackened as if from heat, and an old glove of
the kind used in handling bricks. It was buried again at once and probably still lies
in the field awaiting rediscovery.

Alfred Waterton, George Oakins, Edwin and William Rance - lived in the village
block, and the seventh did not live in Potten End at all. The occupants of the
remaining cottages "up the kill" - George Bassill, Joseph Grace, William Dean,
Francis Merrington and William Gower - all worked on farms or in Lane's
Nursery.
About twenty years later the brickyard had closed. In 1888, when the
Berkhamsted Rural Sanitary Authority was considering a piped water supply to
Potten End, property owners in the district were asked whether they would
guarantee to take a supply from the proposed main. John Nash refused, perhaps
because the brickworks had enough water for its needs (it has been suggested that
some of the shallower depressions could have been ponds rather than clay pits) or
perhaps because he was already thinking of retiring. Certainly by 1891 he was
described as a "retired brickmaker"; in 1893 he sold the property in two lots, and
next year emigrated to Canada with his family.
The house, with outbuildings (former cottages) and most of the brickfield, was
bought by a grandson of J. E. Lane, the nurseryman. He was Arthur Cecil Meek,
the Berkhamsted cab-owner, who named the house The Warren and lived there for
about ten years with his French wife, his children and his Model T Ford, one of the
first motor cars ever to be seen in Potten End. Some time before the first world war
he moved to Berkhamsted and let or sold the property to Mrs Stafford, a Manager
of the village school from 1910 to 1912. After the war it passed to Mrs H. R. ·
Halford, who enlarged it by buying land on the other (western) side of the Kiln Stile
Path, a plot on the corner of Little Heath Lane and a large area to the north of the
house towards Water End Road where she planted a belt of larches (felled in 1979).
After her death, her son, Richard Halford, gradually sold off the extra land, and
finally the orchard (the former brickfield), for the building of new houses.
The second lot in the sale of Nash's property consisted of the six remaining kiln
cottages. These he sold to Amos Jarrett, whom we shall meet again as foreman of
the Nursery . After J arrett' s death in 1907, they were auctioned and bought by
Nathaniel Hyam and his two sisters, Hannah and Sophia. In the centre of the group
of cottages, the Hyams at once built the house which they called simply The
Cottage (now 21 Hempstead Lane) and spent every summer there, returning to
Holland Park in London for the winter. Some, if not all, of the cottages continued to
be occupied until 1910 when two, or perhaps four, were demolished. A story is
current that two of them disappeared of their own accord into a collapsed tunnel, as
a tennis court certainly did, and as the Water Tower would have done if Earl
Brownlow had carried out his proposal to build it there instead of on the Common.
During the second world war the Hyams let The Cottage to Dr George Bellman
(attached to the department of the Charing Cross Hospital which was moved to
Ashridge) and then sold it to him in 1946. The last two kiln cottages, which had
been retained as outbuildings, were later converted into workrooms for the knitting
industry run by his wife.
The story of brickmaking at Potten End would be incomplete without a reference
to another kiln, less than a quarter of a mile away, on Little Heath itself. It is
marked on the Ordnance Map of 1877 and belonged to Daniel Norris of Lower
Mill, Berkhamsted, who owned another at Leverstock Green and advertised both in

Not long after Nash had set up his brickworks, an entirely different industry
reached Potten End and became, by the end of the century, the biggest single
employer in the village. It started at Martins Farm, the property of the Balshaw
Charity Trustees, who in 1839 granted a 21-year lease, at an annual rent of £42.5 .0,
to their last and most distinguished tenant.
He was John Edward Lane (1808-1889), grandson of the Henry Lane whose
businesslike foresight had founded a nursery garden in Berkhamsted in 1777, just at
a time when interest in new plants was spreading all over England. During the next
hundred years the firm of Henry Lane & Son expanded into three large holdings:
the Home Nurseries in Berkhamsted, Broadway Nurseries at Bourne End and
Balshaw Nurseries at Potten End. Whether John Lane introduced nursery
gardening there as soon as he acquired Martins, or whether he continued at first to
work it as a small farm, is uncertain. A scrapbook kept by W. G. Gilbert
(1851-1938), a Deacon at the Baptist Chapel, suggests that the gardens may not
have been opened until 1858, but no conclusive evidence seems to have been
preserved.
The name' 'Balshaw" belonged strictly to the nurseries, the house continuing to
be known in legal and other documents as Martins. So completely, however, did
Balshaw displace Martins in local usage and memory that people born in the 1880s
knew the house by no other name and believed that it became Martins only much
later. On taking possession, John Lane immediately engaged John Costin (the
Berkhamsted builder responsible for putting up much of the village block) to carry
out repairs and alterations to the house at a cost of £147.15.8. The Trustees were
pleased with the work, commenting later that "the Estate is much improved ...
during the time he has held it". In 1853 more changes took place: porches were
constructed over three outside doors, the exterior walls were rough-cast, and new
sashes fitted to all windows in place of "the present old lead casements".
By 1855, Lane had obtained a further 15 acres of land, with a house and other
buildings, for which he paid a rent of £64 a year, this time as a tenant of Ashridge.
This new property was almost certainly Stonehouse farm. In 1858 the Balshaw
Trustees gave Earl Brownlow a detached plot of land called Shipton's Pightle (near
Cherry Bounce) in exchange for a larger plot, Smith's Croft, adjoining Martins
property. Under his second lease from the Trustees, Lane's rent rose to £43.10.0,
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LANE'S NURSERY

reflecting this enlargement and consolidation of the nurseries. In 1861 he carried
out further improvements to the house, including the repair of the oven which he
said was unsafe and useless. Towards the total estimated cost of £200, the Trustees,
"thinking it a great acquisition to the Estate", agreed to contribute £30.
At this period the Ashridge estate, too, was trying to consolidate its holdings and
in February 1862, "being desirous to acquire the Balshaw Charity Estate ... with a
view to make some improvements in his Lordship's property in the neighbourhood
of Potten End", offered in exchange for Balshaw's 24 acres a choice, at Cox Pond
in Hemel Hempstead, of either 40 acres of land or 34 acres with four cottages. The
Trustees, however, r.espectfully begged leave to decline the offer "on account of
the distance from Berkhamsted". In March Ashridge tried again, offering land at
Leverstock Green which would have yielded an annual rent of £60 (£16.10.0 more
than Lane paid). Once more the Trustees respectfully declined. At the third
proposal, made in February 1863, they weakened. Ashridge offered to buy Martins
outright for the then huge sum of £3000. An independent surveyor was engaged to
examine the property. He described the house as "brick built and tiled" with "a
barn and stables, timber-framed, weather-boarded and tiled ... the whole in good
tenable condition and forms a comfortable residence. " Commenting on the land as
"of but second class quality", he considered that the use of part of it as a nursery
garden did not enhance the value beyond the normal agricultural rate and put the
total figure (based on its annual value for 45 years) at a round £2000. Ashridge's
offer of £3000 was, in his opinion "so far beyond its present and prospective value
that I have no hesitation in recommending the sale on these terms, as being in every
way beneficial to the Charity. ' ,
When the deeds were signed on November 17, 1863 the.Balshaw Charity broke
its eighty-year-old connection with Potten End. John Lane now held all his land as a
tenant of Ashridge. His rent for Martins, with three new plots added, rose to
£49.10.0. Before he died, he enlarged the nurseries still further and in 1880 nearly
80 acres out of the total 140 lay in and around Potten End, about half of it given
over to mixed farming (grain, cattle, sheep and pigs) and the remainder to .
specialised nursery work.
The land opposite the east side of the Green, where houses now stand, was
devoted to deciduous trees - chestnut, maple, oak and the like - as far as the Kiln
Stile Path. South of Martins, towards Little Heath, grew the conifers. From
Bullbeggars Lane westwards lay the orchards, mainly of apples, pears and
damsons. It was Lane's who developed two famous apples: the Oakland Seedling,
no longer to be found in the catalogues, and the better known Prince Albert which is
still recommended in gardening articles. Lane's were also among the first to make a
general garden fertilizer, one of the ingredients of which was the residue extracted
from sheep's wool during the cleaning. Each of the nurseries displayed a large
advertisement: "Try Lane's PHEEDALL for your garden - it will pay you."
It was, however, for their ornamental trees and shrubs, especially rhododendrons
and azaleas, that the Potten End nurseries were perhaps chiefly admired. As the
azalea was not grown in England until the late eighteenth century and
Idodendrons became popular only when introduced from the Himalayas in 1847,
.ne's were among the pioneers in propagating them in this country. In 1910 their
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long experience brought them probably their greatest success with a huge display in
Regents Park at which they at last convinced the horticultural world that
rhododendrons did not need a peat soil in which to flourish. Their catalogue for the
next season listed 137 varieties of early, medium and late flowering
rhododendrons, the prices ranging from half a crown to a guinea each. Amongthe
many varieties with titled names it is pleasant to find one called simply "A.
Jarrett", in honour of the nursery foreman. Its flower is described as "white
centre, edged and tinged crimson, very fine."
"Very fine" aptly describes also the whole wedge of land devoted to these
plants. They were concentrated originally in the triangle between the Common and
what is now Vicarage Road (then known as Hedgeside), an area which remained
entirely free of buildings until 1865 when the church took up a small corner. A
second narrower strip lay on the other side of Vicarage Road from beyond the
White House as far as the junction .with the Nettleden Road. The blooms in the
spring and early summer transformed Potten End unforgettably for native and
newcomer alike. Those who remember it speak of the village looking "just like a
rainbow" and Mrs Winifred Waterton recalls also the scent which overwhelmed
and mystified her as, unaware of its source, she approached the village for the first
time to visit her future in-laws.
Along the broad rides, which criss-crossed the nursery grounds, the villagers
took their evening walks through the "rhodydandums" but at week-ends the
gardens were crowded with visitors from further away, many of them coming year
after year, as if on a pilgrimage. One old lady was wheeled in her bath-chair all the
way from St Margarets. When they had seen enough, they would sit on the Green
or stroll over to the Red Lion for refreshment. The Vicar, the Rev. J. L. Rhys,
writing in the parish magazine of August 1904, described the corner opposite the
church on Sunday evenings as having "quite the appearance of a pleasure fair"; not
that he begrudged the visitors their enjoyment of "the coolness of the breeze on the
Common' " but he thought that they did "somewhat disarrange our quiet ways
here", especially by keeping fretful children up too late. The next Vicar, the Rev.
C. E. Gaussen, also surveyed the Sunday evening crowds a little ruefully as he
stood in the church porch after evensong and remarked to his churchwarden that the
Red Lion had a larger congregation than theirs.
No record appears to have survived of exactly how many men worked in the
Balshaw Nurseries. Loosley's Berkhamsted Directory of 1892 states that Lane's
employed nearly a hundred men altogether, with another hundred at fruit-picking
time, but does not give separate figures for Potten End. The Census returns are
unfortunately imprecise. In 1861 and 1871, although some men are described as
workers in the nursery, others who are known to have worked there are entered
simply as "gardeners" or "labourers" and it is impossible to be certain how many
of them were in fact nurserymen. The average number in regular employment at
anyone time may have been about twenty, with extra casual labour taken on at busy
times.
The work ranged from simple digging, hoeing and weeding to the more skilled
pruning, budding and "tying-in", the difference provoking a mild hostility between
some families. The children of Charles Chapman, a skilled tyer-in, had to listen to
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the taunt "Your father don't do no work", especially, no doubt, when he was
chosen to accompany plants to horticultural shows and talk about them to
prospective customers. Trees, when sold, were "taken up", carried to Martins
barn (now demolished) and carefully packed in fern or similar padding, ready for
delivery by horse and waggon. It was not unusual for the driver to travel forty miles
a day on a round trip, arriving home at 9 0' clock, and then having to see to the
horses before having a meal himself. He lived at Stonehouse where the stabling is
now a garage; the stone horse-trough also survives, incorporated in the garden of
Orchard Croft, next door.
The normal working day before 1914 lasted from 6 a.m. to 6 p.m. (daylight
permitting), with half an hour's break at 8 o'clock when the men could go home for
breakfast. Later during the morning, but without leaving the job, they ate their
"beaver", a snack of bread and cheese carried in the traditional red-and-white
spotted handkerchief. Dinner was from 1 0' clock to 2 0' clock, after which no
further break or refreshment was taken except during harvest or whenever extra
hours had to be worked, and then the men had their tea brought to them by wives or
children. At such times, too, they worked the whole of Saturday instead of finishing
at 1 0' clock, and sometimes Sunday morning as well. There were no holidays
except for Bank Holidays (introduced in 1871) and Good Friday afternoon, but a
day off might be allowed for regular events like the annual choir outing.
In the 1880s when Shade (Shadrach) Bedford kept the Red Lion, some men,
including nursery workers, had a glass of hot milk and rum before starting work at
6 o'clock. Since the Lion was a beer house, with no spirits licence until much later,
the drink was probably illegal as well as expensive and it is difficult to understand
how the men could afford it, at 3d a glass, out of a weekly wage of 10s. Lane's paid
the normal agricultural rates which, in the 1890s, rose to 15s. Their horseman
received 17s. 6d from which, however, 2s. 6d was deducted for the rent of
Stonehouse; he had no overtime pay, however long his hours. Boys could earn 6d a
day for pulling groundsel, podding rhododendrons and collecting twigs after
pruning. By 1914 the top wage for adult farm workers was 18s., rising quickly after
the war to 50s but sinking again during the depression to 27 s. 6d.
At a time when no one expected extras, Lane's were not ungenerous. Charles
Chapman, as Churchwarden and Sexton, was allowed as much time as he needed
for grave-digging and attending weddings and funerals in the firm's time without
loss of pay. His son George, delayed once at the Berkhamsted office over the dinner
hour, received sixpence with which to buy himself bread and cheese, a pint of beer
and half an ounce of tobacco at a nearby public house. Occasionally, too, the entire
workforce would be treated to a dinner at the Kings Arms or elsewhere in
Berkhamsted. On the other hand, if work had to stop in the nursery because of bad
weather the men received no pay at all. On rainy days they normally carried on,
merely keeping a dry coat by the fire at home, ready to change into at dinner time,
but snow and frost defeated them. Doring one long-remembered hard winter, no
work at all was possible for six whole weeks. The savings clubs to which many of
them belonged covered only sickness, not unemployment. Pensions did not exist
and, unhampered by a compulsory retirement age, men continued to work' 'till they
couldn't go no more". Charlie Waterton, for instance, who had started in the

nursery at the age of nine, did not give up until past eighty. It was in 1909 that the
government brought in the first old-age pensions and paid 5s a week to men over
seventy, but only on condition that they earned no other money at all.
Nursery workers who lived in The Back at the turn-of the century were tenants as
well as employees. Lane's owned most of the cottages there and kept their own
maintenance men to do repairs. Their most urgent task must have been after the
freak storm of July 1897 when during a single night hailstones "larger than
walnuts" (one was found to measure 4 V2 inches round) battered the village, not
only destroying or scarring many trees in the nursery but also shattering over 800
window panes. Householders fixed sheets and blankets to the windows to stop
broken glass flying into the rooms and were thankful to see that before breakfast
the next morning Lane's men had already arrived to start reglazing.
At about the same time a change took place in the dwellings which Lane's rented
from Ashridge. Martins, previously occupied by (one assumes) the nursery
foreman, was now the home of a Mrs Lane with her three grown-up daughters,
Rose, Annie and Clara. Mrs Lane was the sister-in-law of Frederick Quincey Lane
who had inherited the business from John Edward, his father, and who retained one
room in the house as an office to which the men came to receive their wages. In the
thirty years since the house had been described as a "comfortable residence" and
"in good tenable condition", it seems to have deteriorated sadly; even the local
children, whose own cottages were scarcely of the soundest, thought it a dreadful,
ramshackle place "only good for filling with stalks and furze and setting fire to". If
it had not been saved, however, Potten End would have lost one of its oldest and
most interesting buildings. After Mrs Lane's death, the house was let to tenants
unconnected with the Nursery and in 1923, when the Ashridge estate was put up for
sale, Mrs Maggie Deen of Berkhamsted Hill bought it. The last tenant, J. L.
Williams, built and moved into Lone Ash in 1925 and Martins was sold in the same
year to Mrs Gardener Brown.
By the 1890s, and possibly some twenty years earlier, Lane's had acquired the
tenancy of the cottage next door (now Evergreens) in which to house their foreman.
The first to occupy it was probably Amos J arrett from Kent. He held that post from
about 1870 until his death in 1907 and was succeeded by John Waterton who built
his own house (Avon) alongside, ready for his retirement in 1937. Evergreens was
bought from Ashridge by Mrs F. A. Williams of Gorseside. The Nursery's other
tied cottage, Stonehouse, went to Mrs Deen, who sold it to Miss M. E. Marsh.
Even before the break-up of the Ashridge estate, Lane's had been obliged to part
with some land in Potten End, notably in 1920 when Earl Brownlow sold the strip
opposite the east side of the Green for the erection of the eight council houses.
Then, during the piecemeal sale of Ashridge land in the 1920s after the Earl's
death, and during the growing depression which followed in the 1930s, F. Q.
Lane's sons Bertram and Harry, the last two members of the family to be involved
in the Nursery, were condemned to watch the gradual and seemingly irreversible
decline of the business.
Mrs Deen bought, in addition to Martins and Stonehouse, a further hundred or so
acres of nursery ground, some of which she then sold to Lane's who mortgaged it
the same day to W. S. Cohen of Amersfort and Miss S. R. Courtauld of Bocking
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(Bullbeggars). When plant sales continued to fall, other debts also accumulated; on
more than one occasion even the weekly wages could not have been paid but for a
hasty request to some well-wisher for yet another loan. The firm, as a local
institution, still inspired so much goodwill that the public, especially the business
section and the gentry, lent money time after time, and small investors (nursery
employees among them) were also willing to put in what they could afford.
Unfortunately, funds which might have been better used to consolidate and
improve the business were dissipated in wasteful moves. The Broadway Nurseries
were sold and the roses brought to Potten End to grow along the south side of the
Common road. From there they were again fransferred to new ground in Hall Park
and later still, to Gossoms End. In addition, a new venture at Nettleden failed
completely. The plan seems to have been to create a "floral mile" of trees and
roses, but the position was so unsuitable that, as experienced nurserymen had
predicted, few plants survived the spring frost. Another scheme, the extraction of
gravel at Water End, for which a seperate company was formed in 1931, also came
to nothing.
After Bertram Lane's death, the name of Colonel Harry Lane appeared on the
letter-heads as Chairman of what was now known as Lane's Nurseries Ltd, with
D. T. Anstruther as Managing Director. The last-named was a financier rather than
a nurseryman and in an effort to restore the nursery's prosperity he engaged
Charles Chapman (junior), arranging for him to atte~d specialist training courses,
and building for him in 1936 a new foreman's house (now Balshaw Farm).
Advertisements continued to appear locally, drawing attention to the firm's former
awards and adding (now almost diffidently) that "your local suppliers of roses,
shrubs and trees merit your enquiries". By then, however, so much land, mostly
valuable building frontages, had had to be surrendered to creditors that the nursery
area was greatly reduced. In 1938 Anstruther himself bought up the nursery by
paying a sum to the receiver, and cleared the mortgage at last, but when war broke
out in 1939 most of the true nursery work had to give way to vegetable growing and
Charles Chapman resigned. J. G. Croft was put in charge and installed in the
cottage.
Soon after the war a newcomer, Maxwell Bryans, bought the property. From
1946 until the early 1950s he continued to run it as a nursery but, on finding that it
could not be made to pay, wound it up and moved into the house himself. The
nursery buildings at the back were converted into a pig farm, short-lived because
too small to be profitable, after which (except for a few Chinese geese) Balshaw
Farm became simply a private residence.
In their heyday Lane's used the slogan: "One strong straight Lane for 200 years
- and still going strong". The boast, alas, tempted providence. Founded in 1777,
they missed their double century by some twenty years. An ignominious end,
however, in no way diminishes the importance of their contribution to the history of
Potten End and it is fitting that, here and there in the village, living memorials to a
great enterprise still flourish. Among them are many rhododendrons, some
magnolias, a few Prince Alberts, three cedars in the school playground, a sequoia at
Martins, ornamental trees in the churchyard, two tall monkeypuzzles in Vicarage
Road and the towering Wellingtonia like a sentinel at its far end.
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STRAW PLAITING
When Peter Kalm visited this neighbourhood in 1748 he was astonished at the
idleness of English women. They kept their houses very clean but he noticed that
unlike his Swedish country women they seemed to do almost no outdoor work to
help their menfolk and spent much of their time gossiping at the fireside. The only
non-domestic activity he ever found them engaged in was the plaiting of straw to
make hats. What Kalm did not foresee was that those women would soon be earning
more by plaiting than their husbands did from farm work. By the beginning of the
nineteenth century good plaiters could get up to £ 1 a week, more than double the
agricultural wage of 6s to 8s, and even when the price of plait fell later in the
century the women's earnings remained an important part of the family income.
Plaiting had been practised in Hertfordshire, Bedfordshire and Buckinghamshire
since the early seventeenth century. Straw hats, worn at first mainly by the country
people themselves, became fashionable for everybody in the eighteenth century and
the hat makers of Luton and Dunstable needed every yard of plait that could be
produced. Plaiting was transformed into a busy cottage industry which grew still
more prosperous when the French wars stopped imports of foreign plait. In many
places, including Berkhamsted, it supplanted lace-making, and at Potten End,
which had only a few households before the early nineteenth century, it probably
found little competition from the older craft. In the Census of 1851 (the first
detailed record) straw plaiting was the main female occupation in the village, with
only one inhabitant (83-year-old Esther Cook, whose great-great-greatgrandchildren still live here) described as a "retired lace-maker". Out of a
population of just over 200, a third was engaged in plaiting; and out of fifty or so
households, only nine had no plaiters at all among their members.
Arthur Young, commenting in 1804 on the high price paid for plait, said that "it
makes the poor saucy, and no servants can be procured" - or else they were bad
ones because of their ignorance of everything but plaiting. Later opinions, too, (the
Newcastle Commission of 1861 and a Factory Inspector's report in 1870)
associated plaiting with "vacant minds, dirty cottages, neglected children" and
attributed many illegitimate births to the free and easy ways of the plaiters.
That some women had indeed become less houseproud since the time of Kalm' s
visit is borne out by one of the songs of the Frithsden plaiters which not only
dismisses housework as less important than plaiting, but implies that that was how
the men liked it. One verse, dictated to Mr P. C. Birtchnell by Mrs Kate Garment
(nee Rance, born in 1868) went as follows, sung perhaps to the traditional tune of
Billikins and his Dinah:
Straw plaiters are up in the morning betimes,
Get all the odd jobs done before the sun shines,
And when they have done at their plaiting will sit:
I'll have a straw plaiter, if one I can get.
Plaiters enjoyed many advantages over lace-makers: they could keep their work
clean more easily; they could manage intricate patterns without looking and even
without bein'g seated, and so were free to read (some could) or walk along the lanes
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with their friends, plaiting as they went; above all, unlike the lace-makers
cumbered with large pillows and many bobbins, they needed only three pieces of
equipment, a straw splitter, a splint mill and a yard measure, to which should
perhaps be added the charcoal chad or chaddy pot kept beneath their long skirts as
they sat working in winter, an effective form of heating copied from the lacemakers, but also a dangerous.one., A girl in Chesham is known to have died when
her petticoats caught fire, and perhaps that is what happened to poor little Hester
Smith of Potten End, whose burial at the age of five is recorded on January 12,
1836 with the words "burnt to death" as the only explanation.
Straw for plaiting cost nearly half the price of the finished plait: for every
sixpence earned, 2V2d had to be spent on a fresh supply of straw, bought in the
market or from travelling dealers. Its preparation formed a quite separate branch of
the industry. A hundredweight (112 lb) of straw produced 40lb of plaiting straw,
and certain varieties of wheat, mainly Nursery and Red Lammas, were grown
expressly for it. The straws, carefully selected from the sheaves, were first
bleached or dyed, as required, and then sorted into different thicknesses before
being cut into knot-free lengths of nine or ten inches, to be sold in small bundles in
the market.
The earliest plaits were made with these "wholestraws". Then, about 1800, a
simple "machine" (the word was abbreviated to "sheen" in local speech) was
improvised to divide each straw into "splints" of various widths, with which it was
possible to make much finer plait. The splitter had two main forms, but the
principle was the same in each. The first type consisted of a rod (usually brass)
about three inches long, the tip bent at right angles and ending in a star-shaped
cutter which fitted into one end of the straw and was pressed through to the other,
the number of splints produced depending on the number of blades in the star. A
few examples of this type are preserved in the Berkhamsted historical collection
but, so far as is known, none has survived in Potten End.
Splitters of the second type were much commoner here, probably because they
were more useful in having several sets of cutters. Made of wood, they look like
tiny traffic-light standards or (more usually) miniature table-tennis bats, about four
inches high, the handle set into a small pedestal. Holes, about a quarter of an inch in
diameter, were bored in the wood and fitted with wheel-shaped cutters with a spike
at the hub on which the straw was impaled and then pushed through. Here again the
number of splints produced depended on the number of spokes in the wheel: they
could be as few as three or as many as thirteen. Two splitters of this pattern survive
from Potten End. One, which bears the name J. AUSTIN (the manufacturer)
belonged to Mrs Kitty Glover's mother (nee Garment, 1877-1960) who, however,
is not known to have used it herself and had almost certainly inherited it from her
mother (nee Emma Redding, 1844-1915). It has two wheels of four spokes, two
more of seven and eight, and a fifth hole from which the cutters are missing. The
second straw splitter, which has no name, belonged to Mrs Louisa Mothersole (nee
Rance, 1860-1950) and probably before that to her mother, Mary Ann
(1831-1908). It has worn less well: only two of its six holes still contain the cutters,
one with four blades, the other with seven.
The split straw had next to be dampened and pressed flat in a splint mill, a small

wooden mangle about eighteen to twenty inches long, with boxwood rollers,
screwed to the kitchen door. Long after plaiting ceased in the village these mills
were still to be seen in position (for example at 12, The Back) but, being prone to
woodworm, were eventuaUy burnt or thrown away until, it seems, not one remains.
With a supply of flattened splints tucked under her arm, and others held in her
mouth, the plaiter was ready to begin her pattern. Each district had favourites. In
Berkhamsted and its neighbourhood the most popular were China Pearl, Rock,
Coburg and Moss Edge. The pattern, an inch or so wide, determined the number of
straws she needed to work with at a time (anything from four to sixteen) anc~ in
order to keep them pliable she would wet each one with ,her lips before joining
it in. As the plait grew, it tended to curve into a spiral; she would hook it over her
arm and stop from time to time to measure the length until she had completed a
score (twenty yards), the unit by which it would be sold at the plait market. The
measure she used consisted merely of two deep notches cut one yard apart in the
mantelpiece. A pair of them can still be seen over the fireplace at 15, The Back.
The next task, simple but tedious, and usually done by children, was to clip off all
the ends left protruding where straws had been joined in or finished off. Last of all
the plait must be pressed: a flat pattern could be put through the splint mill but one
with a raised edge needed a grooved plait mill, if there were one, or it could simply
be hitched to hooks in the wall or fireplace and pulled taut. Two of these also are
still in place at 15, The Back.
The plaiting week ended on Thursday, market day. By then a good plaiter, who
could finish a score in an evening, would have many lengths ready to sell,
especially if other members of the family had been busy as well. There was often a
last minute rush to finish the work, and the school log book has several references
to " children absent clipping plait" as market time approached.
Although Berkhamsted had a weekly plait market until at least the 1880s, there
seems to be no evidence of its use by plaiters from Potten End or Frithsden,all of
whom preferred to walk to Hemel Hempstead where the market was held in
Collett's Yard (now Austin Place) just off the High Street. When demand was high,
they would find the dealers coming along the road to meet them in the hope of
securing the best plait before it ever reached the market, but most of the plaiters
went all the way into the town, where they could usually get a better price for their
work. Before 1808 buying in the market had begun "at a very early and
unreasonable hour" causing "great inconvenience and injury" - though not,
perhaps, to Potten End which, as yet, barely existed. A new market regulation of
that year prohibited sales before 7 a.m. in summer and 8 a.m. in winter, still rather
early · for anyone coming from a distance. Not all Potten End women can have
managed to be there in time for the first sales. Entries in the school log book refer to
children's lateness or absence in the afternoon because (e.g. October 2, 1873)
"mothers had not returned from market in time to give them dinner", which
suggests that they had made a late start or been distracted, perhaps, by the other
stalls and the opportunities for gossip.
There could, however, have been other more serious reasons for their late return.
The women might have had difficulty in selling their plait if its quality were poor or
the demand low, or, worse still, they might have been caught trying to sell short
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measure. This was such com~on practice that, despite the difficulty of finding
evidence of individual offences, it would be naIve to imagine that Potten End alone
produced no culprits. In 1852 the Straw Hat Manufacturers formed an Association
for combatting this' 'evil so bitterly and justly complained of' and their inspectors
attended all the plait markets until well into the 1880s, with powers not only to
prosecute but to seize and bum any lengths of plait which did not measure twenty
yards.
Children - boys as well as girls - were two or three years old when they began
to clip plait and to attend one of the plaiting schools held in the cottages, where the
overcrowded rooms resembles small factories rather than places of learning.
Parents supplied the straw and paid 2d or 3d a week to the plaiting mistress who,
besides teaching the craft, was expected to ensure that the children did not waste
time and completed the quota: of work required to recoup the school fee and make a
contribution to the family's income. Wipiam Ranee, born in Cherry Bounce in
1854, described that stage of his childhood in a verse which ran:

The hours were very long. Some years ago an elderly Potten End woman told Mr.
P.C. Birtchnell about the plaiting school she attended at Frithsden "from 8 a.m to 4
p.m., with a short break for dinner consisting usually of bread and lard. Then, after
returning home for tea, she had to go to another plaiting school in her own village. "
In 1861 Potten End had a choice of three such schools. The first was kept by
Charlotte Fletton somewhere in the main block (probably No. 13, The Front); her
husband, Will, worked in the Nursery and three of their six children were also
plaiters. A little further off, in the group of cottages known collectively as the
White House, a Miss Mills kept another plaiting school. Next door, in the same
group, lived Mrs Caroline Burnham, who became the plaiting mistress herself a
few years later. To her school came the younger Rances from the cottages in
Cherry Bounce (near enough to shout to across the valley) - Louisa Ranee, the
same whose straw splitter has survived to this day, and her young sister Kate who
was once called an "audacious little hussy" by Mrs Burnham for making the other
children laugh.
The third school was unusual (perhaps unique) in that it may have been purposebuilt. With just one storey and apparently a thatched roof but no living quarters, it
stood in front of the entrance to Rose Cottage Farm, close to but not against No. 27,
The Front and, thanks to information given to Mr. P.C. Birtchnell by W.G. Gilbert
(1851-1938) whose wife had been one of the pupils, we know that it was
constructed' 'by Mr Gravestock from flints and rubble picked up on his way back
from Hemel Hempstead each week." Today's oldest inhabitants remember it as a
"podgy" (botched) structure, made up of "all odd stones, hicketty-picketty, as if
children had been building it, with a little bit of something between the stones".
There was only one door, "and a funny old door at that, more like a chicken
house". In their childhood (the 1890s) it had stood empty for many years, "a

reg'lar poor old thing - only the ivy seemed to be holding it up," but even when
new it can have looked little better than an outhouse. Some time between 1909 and
1924 - no one seems to remember exactly when - the stones were at last pulled
down and carted away ~ James Ranee, the farmer at Rose Cottage.
The building is marked on the Tithe Map .and must therefore have been in
existence by 1840, but we cannot be sure why, or even whether, Joseph Gravestock
intended it from the start to be a plaiting school. He was a grocer, living at 1,
Happy Valley, and although some grocers did act as plait dealers, payip.g in ~wods
rather than cash, there is no evidence that he was one of them. Nor do we know his
motive in providing a building a good deal larger than the average cottage room:
was it to spare the children the customary overcrowding (forty in a room 10 1,4 ft
square had been known elsewhere) or, on the contrary, to pack in even more little
workers than the other schools could hold? His wife, a Staffordshire woman, was
no plaiter, but Mary Hodsden, who lived next door at No. 2, Happy Valley,
might have given 'him the jdea and encouraged him in his long task. She was a
plaiter and had been his neighbour since 1851, with two grown-up brothers living in
the house as well as her husband and two children. When the new school was ready
she may have become its first plaiting mistress, the position she held by 1861 when
- her brothers gone, her husband an invalid and another child in the family - she
herself was the only breadwinner.
Ten years later Mary was dead and there is no record of a plaiting mistress living
at Happy Valley, but Gravestock's school had not closed because Mary Ann
Waterton (later Mrs Bob Bedford), who was not born until 1869, is known to have
been a pupil there. It i& possible that Maria Gudgin in The Back, described as
"Mistress of Plaiting School" may have taught there rather than in her own
cottage. She is probably the "very old" Mrs Gudgin remembered at No. 5, The
Back at the end of the century; she and her husband were by then on parish relief,
and although she could not have been more than seventy, she wore old-fashioned
clothes, including a wide-meshed black net over her hair, and would undoubtedly
have looked old to a child.
Some plaiting schools tried to teach a little reading and writing, but in most of
them the mistress herself was illiterate. William Ranee, whose verse was quoted
earlier, said that he learned only plaiting. Nevertheless these schools, as a source of
earnings, attracted many more pupils than did the new village schools which found
that they had to compete for scholars by admitting "half-time plaiters" themselves.
Potten End School, opened in 1856, took this step in 1864 and engaged a plaiting
mistress to instruct the newcomers. Unfortunately she and her successors proved to
be so thoroughly unreliable, seldom coming when they were expected, that the halftimers, who could not safely be left to work unsupervised in the school house
kitchen, had to bring their plaiting into the schoolroom where all they did was
disrupt normal teaching. "July 22, 1866. The plaiters very tiresome in the
afternoon" is only one of several exasperated comments in the log book.
Another irritation was the frequent and sometimes prolonged absence (not illegal
until 1880) of children who were nominally in full-time schooling. Many were kept
at home for the odd day to finish their plait and then take it to market, and some
were withdrawn altogether for a spell at one of the old plaiting schools from which,
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We were not sent to school as now,
nor were we overfed;
Our school was where we made straw plait
To earn our daily bread.

-

--

-

-~~~------~

perhaps six months later, they would return having forgotten all their booklearning. In the spring and summer, when plait always fetched a better price, the
children left "to plait for clothes", that is, to earn extra money with which to buy
new clothes, as the following entries illustrate:
1866
July 3
Two children taken from school to plait
for summer clothes.
Sept 6
Two of .Standard 11 kept away to plait for shoes.
1867

Apr 17

The greater part of school absent plaiting for
Easter clothes, or with Hooping cough.

May 24

All Standard IV left to plait for summer clothes.

A sudden rise in the price of plait in October 1866 lured away' 'many of the most
regular", although one little girl from Standard 11, who had perhaps enjoyed her
lessons, called at school within two days' 'for a copybook that she might learn and
plait at home". By July 1867 the price had fallen again and the schoolmistress noted
"children coming more regularly to school". For the next ten years, however, the
pages of her log book continue to complain of absent children plaiting and going to
market, and everything seemed to run on as before. Adult plaiters, no doubt hoping
for another sudden improvement, failed to realise that the industry was dying and
were perhaps even unaware that their own numbers were dwindling: the 1861
Census records 119 plaiters at Potten End in a population of 416 (29% instead of
32 % in 1851), dropping in 1871 to 114 out of 443 (26 %). At the same time the
number of households without any plaiters at all had risen from 9 out of 51 in 1851
(18%) to 23 out of 90 in 1861 (26%) and 28 out of 93 in 1871 (30%).
During the 1870s a twofold change in the industry destroyed any chance of
recovery. Sewing hats by machine increased the speed and volume of production to
such a degree that cottage plaiters could not hope to keep up with the greater
demand for plait - a demand easily met, however, by the import of Chinese plait at
a quarter the price of the home product. Inevitably the price of home plait fell, too.
From 2s a score it sank to 6d and then, in the 1890s when Japanese plait began to
arrive-also, to 3d, a sum which barely covered the cost of the straw. In 1896 the
British Straw Plait Association campaigned to promote homemade plait and a
Hemel Hempstead man wrote to the Princess of Wales begging her to set the
fashion for hats made from English straw to help the plaiters who were suffering a
time of great depression. Her sympathetic reply explained that she had indeed
ordered such hats but the firm had been unable to supply them. The campaign failed
and straw plaiting as an industry was finished.
Some of the older plaiters struggled on for a while, but no children had learned
the craft, except as a hobby, since the introduction of compulsory full-time
education in 1880. Not even the oldest among today's inhabitants of Potten End
ever made straw plait for a living, but some of them remember that theIr mothers
and aunts had once done so "before our time".
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VII. THE BAPTIST CHAPEL
It is not surprising that a nonconformist chapel arose in the village before a
church. The parish churches of Berkhamsted, Northchurch and Great Gaddesden
were too far away to exercise more than a nominal hold over the few cottages
grouped on the outskirts of their respective territories by the beginning of the
nineteenth century. Dissenters, with their stronger emphasis on evangelism and
their tradition of worshipping in private houses, had the over-riding advantage of
being on the spot.
,
In this part of Hertfordshire they already had a long history, perhaps founded
partly on the work of John Bunyan who is said to have preached in the
neighbourhood, travelling through Frithsden by way of the "Roman Road". In
1670, when they could still meet only illegally, nonconformists numbered as many
as 203 in Berkhamsted out of a population of 997, and 100 out of 501 in Hemel
Hempstead. Nehemiah Neale of Frithsden, one of the four largest landholders
there, is known to have preached to the Baptists at Redbourn in 1669 and must
surely have led a similar group in his own hamlet, although there appears to be no
written record of one. By the Toleration Act of 1689 nonconformists gained the
freedom to worship openly, but every meeting house, whether specially built or
simply a private house used for services, had to be registered at the Archdeacon's
Court or at Quarter Sessions. From these registrations we can follow the growth of
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dissenting congregations, remembering, however, that each fresh ·entry did not
necessarily mark the formation of a new group and might only indicate a move to
another house.
It is unfortunate that the exact location of the houses is seldom recorded but,
when it is, they are seen to have been fairly widely dispersed. We find the nearest to
Potten End and Frithsden at Warners End (1690), Pouchen End (1717), Winkwell
and Bourne End (1798). More understandably, the records also fail in most cases to
name the denomination. For the purposes of the Act, all counted as "Protestant
Dissenters": the particular brand of dissent did not matter. From other evidence it
is known that the main groups were well established in Berkhamsted and Hemel
Hempstead: Baptists and Quakers from the middle of the seventeenth century;
Independents (Congregationalists) from roughly the same date in Hemel
Hempstead, and from 1790 in Berkhamsted; Methodists from the early nineteenth
century in Hemel Hempstead and from about 1850 in Berkhamsted.
A small fragment of evidence ·survives to link Potten End with the Primitive
Methodists, the "Ranters", as they were sometimes called. The village's name
appears on a "Preachers' Plan" of 1869, an inclusion which presupposes a house
where meetings and services took place, but no record has been found of the
whereabouts of the house, nor is there now any local recollection of the existence of
such a group.
The Baptists, numerically the strongest, had divided by the end of the eighteenth
century into two branches: the General, who believed in free will, and the
Particular, who held the Calvinist view of predestination. Early in the nineteenth
century, some of the Particulars rejoined the Generals and the remnant came to be
known as the Strict and Particular Baptists. Both groups had local adherents. It was
the General Baptists who built the first Berkhamsted chapel in Water Lane in 1722
and had another group in Frithsden which worshipped in the house of John Belcher,
registered in 1798 under the names of Thomas Button, John Crawley and John
Geard (perhaps a misreading of Geary). The house may have been near Frithsden
Green at the eastern end of the valley; certainly by the 1820s the "Trustees of
Friethsden Meeting House" owned land there. In 1835 they built the Bethesda
Chapel, which is now privately owned as part of Little Manor and has not been used
for services since shortly before the Second World War.
The Potten End Baptists, on the other hand, belonged to the Strict and Particular
branch. Their official history begins in 1830 but it is possible that they stemmed
from an earlier group which is recorded in the Archdeaconry's Meeting House
Books. Registered in January 1821, they used' 'the dwelling of Jas. Ivory at Pottenend" and the signatures were those of George Monk, the Rev. Thomas Millar, John
Bedford and Jephtha Ivory. The last two are important because they recur in the
records of the Chapel. All we know for certain about the house is that it stood in the
Northchurch portion of the village, but we find an additional clue a year later when
James Ivory died in May 1822 at the age of73 and was buried at Great Gaddesden.
In that parish register he is described as "J ames Ivory of Ingrahams Green in the
parish of Northchurch". The house was therefore probably on the south side of the
Water End road, perhaps one of the seven cottages rented by Samuel Cook from
Ashridge (Chapter V).

A few years later, one Sunday in the summer of 1830, three people formed the
nucleus of what was to become Potten End Chapel. They were Thomas Wood, his
wife Jane, and John Bedford.
Thomas Wood, a watchmaker by trade, was then nearly 56 and his wife 42. They
lived in Berkhamsted High Street with one grown-up son, Peter. Thomas's father,
Edward Wood, had come from Tring, a strongly nonconformist town with which
Potten End Chapel later had many links. We do not know whether he or his wife,
Elizabeth Lake of Berkhamsted, whom he married in December 1773, were
dissenters, but they had their son Thomas, born in 1774, baptised at St Peters.
There appear to have been no other children. It is possible that his mother died
within a few weeks of his birth: at any rate the burials of two women called
Elizabeth Wood are recorded, one in September 1774, another in October 1783,
without any clue as to which was Edward's wife.
John Bedford, a farmer, only a little younger than Thomas, was born in 1780 of a
family already associated with Potten End. Among his descendants, some of whom
still live in the village, while others have settled across the Atlantic, there persists a
belief (based perhaps only on the shared surname) that they may all have sprung
from the Ashridge monk, Richard Bedford, who, after the dissolution of the
monastery in 1539, became a curate at Hemel Hempstead, married and raised a
family.
Thomas Wood began to "preach under a tree on the Common near the residence
of John Bedford". That tree may still be standing, but the' 'residence" has gone. It
was one of the group of five cottages built near Cherry Bounce which we passed
during our imaginary walk through the village in 1840 (Chapter V). On that first
Sunday in 1830, a small group of people gathered to listen to the preacher. Within a
few weeks, more had joined them. Soon the little congregation no longer met under
the tree but adapted John Bedford's cowshed into a place of worship by installing
some benches and glazing the windows. They re'gistered it on June 30 in the names
of John Butterfield, Thomas Wood, John Bedford, John Floyd, Charles Jones, Job
Bracy and Jephtha Ivory. The last two lived in Elm Tree Cottages.
It was not until 1835 that they decided to build a more permanent home, the
present Chapel. For £11 they bought a plot of land on the edge of the Common in
what would become the centre of Potten End's village block. The Chapel itself, a
brick building measuring 20 by 40 feet, with an adjoining vestry, needed a further
£200, of which they could pay only £50 at once. With characteristic faith, they
borrowed £150 at 5% interest, a heavy burden for a community whose menfolk
mostly earned no more than the agricultural wage of 6s or 8s a week, and it took a
full thirty years to repay.
The Chapel's registration, on January 1, 1836, bore the names of Thomas Wood,
Charles Jones and \Villiam Waterton. This newcomer to the list, who was (or soon
became) a Deacon, lived at No. 5, The Front and is not to be confused with another
William Waterton who occupied the house and chapel at Frithsden belonging to the
Water Lane Baptists.
New expenses arose even before the original debt had been cleared, but most of
them could be met at once. By 1860 the gallery had been built, new pews and a
harmonium installed and the burial ground extended, all for £64. In 1893-94 a new
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floor, more seats and another harmonium cost a further £65. A £30 rostrum
replaced the pulpit in 1903; the porch and a minister's vestry, added in 1921,
needed £148; and, towards the end of their first century, the roof had to be reslated
for £21. Electricity, installed in 1928 for £14, was symbolically switched on by an
elderly Deacon at the precise moment when three young women received baptism.
That Deacon was William George Gilbert, born at Little Gaddesden in 1851.
During his teens and early twenties he had lived in Potten End (probably in The
Back or The Square), working as a gardener until he moved to Berkhamsted and
joined the building firm of H. & J. Matthews, of which he became foreman. He
continued to attend the Potten End Chapel and married Sarah J ane, a daughter of
John Horne who lived in the cottage in front of it (No. 7, The Front). On becoming
Deacon in 1925, he bought this cottage in order to re-sell it to the Chapel for £150.
Even before this, the cottage had usually housed "Chapel families". Now it also
brought in a small rent to help meet maintenance costs. During the early years of
this century (certainly by 1908 and into the 1920s) it was called Halton Cottage; the
village children of those days thought it "very grand" because unlike any other
house in ,the block "it had a porch and a name". The present name, The Manse,
goes back no further than 1976, although plans to adapt it for this use began in 1967
and some work had already been carried out.
Until the appointment of Pastor John Lewin in 1974, the Chapel had never had a
resident minister. Even Thomas Wood, who remained pastor until his death in
1854, and whose memorial declares that "for twenty four years like a pillar he
stood on Berkhamsted Common proclaiming free Grace" , never lived in the village
but walked across that Common every Sunday from Berkhamsted. His home was
still in the High Street, although by then it was his son Peter, an umbrella maker,
who was head of the household, with a wife, three children and two step-children.
The second pastor, William Moores, who served for sixteen years, did not live in
Potten End either. He was the village blacksmith at Ivinghoe. After his death in
1872, the Chapel had no pastor at all for the next hundred years but continued to
provide three services every Sunday with the help of "supply ministers", some of
whom came so regularly and for so many years as almost to count as pastors:
Richard Figg, a retired baker in his nineties, walked from Redbourn to conduct
services throughout the day, and then home again late in the evening; he died in
1904 in his hundredth year; William Humphreys of Tring "supplied" once a month
for thirty seven years until 1910; James Bagnall, also of Tring, began coming to
Potten End in 1888 and was still doing so in the 1930s.
Pastor Lewin, a carpenter, lived in the village of Tempsford, Bedfordshire,
before going to his first pastorate at Caxton in Cambridgeshire. When he came to
Potten End in June 1974, he and his family stayed at Midhill, The Front, while
work on the cottage continued. In April 1975, they and their fellow members were
stunned by the news that the roof needed to be completely reconstructed, bringing
the total estimated cost to £3000, an enormous sum to be found by a congregation of
fewer than twenty people. To quote their own words, "the need was laid before the
Lord in earnest supplication" and once again their faith was justified. Even when
the final cost came to £5,500 - nearly double the estimate - every penny was paid
off, not in thirty years this time but in three. Friends of the Chapel in and around
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Potten End had contributed generously, the Parish Council had made a small grant
of £ 100 from the so-called Allotments Fund, but above all there had been
"sacrificial giving", including donations of "substantial amounts" from among
the Chapel members themselves.
It was natural, therefore, that the 1978 Anniversary should have been one of
more than ordinary thankfulness, but every Anniversary since 1830 has been
marked by special services and usually by a special tea as well. In recent years the
celebrations have been spread over a Saturday and Sunday, but formerly they were
more likely to have been held on a weekday. The Berkhamsted Times of June 6,
1890 prints an account of the sixtieth Anniversary "last Tuesday week" at which
, 'a tea meeting was held between the services" and "all the gatherings were
numerously attended". During the intervals the guests strolled about in the open air
and "much admiration of the beautiful Common was expressed".
Chapel children usually stayed away from school to be present at the
celebrations; the school log book has several entries like that of Tuesday, May 28
1867, which reads: "Anniversary at the Baptist Chapel. Most of the elder children
absent' '. That statement implies a very high proportion of Chapel families in the
village, and in 1870 when "Tea party at Chapel" is recorded for Monday, July 25,
the schoolmistress evidently thought it useless to hold school at all in the afternoon
and declared a half-holiday.
More evidence of large numbers is found in the Sunday School records. In 1856
sixty children were attending the classes begun by William Moores. Numbers
declined after the turn of the century, as they did in all denominations, but James
Rance's waggon was still packed tight with children bound for tea and games in
Ashridge Park at the annual Sunday School Outing on August Bank Holiday.
During the Second World War, when some of the "evacuees" joined the Chapel,
numbers rose again slightly, only to fall once more after the war. A new start was
made in 1978 with seven children.
In or about the 1920s, Miss Ethel Hodsden (great-grand-daughter of Mary
H09sden, the plaiting mistress) formed a small group of helpers to run a midweek
sewing class at which girls made clothes for children in India on behalf of the Strict
Baptist Mission. That group has no successor, but the Women's Meeting, usually
led by a guest speaker, is still held every Wednesday afternoon, with a Bible Study
and Prayer Meeting in the evening. In addition, an occasional four-page magazine
of news, comment and instruction has been issued free of charge since May 1978.
In 1979, only a year after the bill had been paid for the renovations of The
Manse, widespread woodworm and dry rot was found in the Chapel itself. While
repairs were carried out, the building had to be abandoned for the first time in its
history and services were held in the Church Room. The removal of the rotted floor
boards (which had been laid direct to the bare earth) uncovered an old gravestone,
inscribed to Mary Duncomb, who died in October 1835 and who must therefore
have been buried during the actual building of the Chapel or very soon afterwards.
The new floor of cement with granite chippings, laid on reinforced concrete
foundations, is now covered by a saffron-coloured carpet; through the generosity of
Hayes Town Chapel, the old and much loved pews, too worm-ridden to be saved,
were replaced by 140 chairs; a slate damp-course was inserted, the electrical wiring
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renewed and the sagging roof strengthened and insulated. Towards the total bill of
some £4000, the Metropolitan Association of Strict Baptist Churches made a
substantial grant and loan, and individual churches of the North West District sent
gifts. Contributions from local organisations included £60 from the (Anglican)
Churchwomen's Fellowship and £150 from the Parish Council. In a special service
of thanksgiving on January 5, 1980 the Chapel celebrated the return to its own
premises.
The 150th Anniversary of the Chapel was commemorated on May 3, 1980 at a
service addressed by Pastor Norman Perry of Abingdon; exhibits recalling the
congregation's history were on display, and a booklet (' A Short History of Potten
End Baptist Chapel') was produced for the occasion. Later that year, the Chapel
saw its first baptisms for 30 years, when Pastor Lewin baptised three candidates
from Hemel Hempstead. The congregation shows no sign of resting on its laurels,
for their next major task - the rebuilding of the Chapel's rear premises - is
already being given consideration.
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1. Gaddesden Hall 1832 by J. C. Buckler (1793-1894) from l'iews of Hertfordshire l'o/. I
pp.120 - 121 by kind permission of HertsCounty Record Office. This wa'i the Manor House
of the sub-manor of Southall - see Chapter I.

2.

(a) Pottery kiln excavated in 1933 at Nettleden.
(b) Jug discovered in the Nettleden kiln (now in the British Museum) -

see Chapter 11.

3. Martins (also called Balshaw Farm). Watercolour by A. G. Hart, June 1895, by
kind permission of the Berkhamsted & District Local History Society - see Chapter Ill.

4. (a) Gutteridge Farm Cottage, June 1970 (now known as Pheasantries Cottage) - see
Chapter Ill. (b) The White House, Vicarage Road (Potten End's first vicarage) now
demolished - see Chapter V.

5. (a) General view of the village block and Rose Cottage Farm, with the ruined strawplaiting school in the foreground - see Chapters V and VI.
(b) A similar view, 1970.

6: (a) Village pond and Red Lion -? 1921. On the left is Evergreens; the barn on the
rIght was used by Lane's Nurseries for packing plants. Lane's board can be seen to the
left of the Red Lion.
(b) A similar view, post 1924.

7.

John E. Lane, 1808-1889 - from the Garden Index. 4 July 1885.
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VIII. THE SCHOOL
THE VICTORIAN PERIOD

8. Plait and plaiters - splitting, milling, plaiting and a plaiting school - from Cassell's
Family Magazine, 1882.

In 1851, besides twenty or so children in Potten End who were plaiters, another
nineteen appear in the Census simply as "scholars". As education was not yet
compulsory, the label probably meant nothing more than that they attended a straw
plaiting school (Chapter VI) and not that they went to some school in Berkhamsted.
Nearer than that, but intended principally for children on the Ashridge estate,
stood the little flint school in Frithsden (now Bede Cottage), built by the Countess
of Bridgewater, who on her death in 1849, bequeathed it £5 a year. In 1854 it had
thirty children, taught by a Miss Emily Carroll, and it continued to take pupils long
after the Potten End school opened. It closed at last in 1880, and in 1883 the
trustees had the Countess's bequest transferred to Potten End, where the managers
were assured that they would receive the money "so long as they serve the Hamlet
of Frithsden and so long as religious instruction in accordance with the doctrine of
the Church of England continues to be given in their school".
It was Lt. Gen. the Hon. John Finch, of Berkhamsted Place (1793-1861), who
performed for Potten End what the Countess had done for Frithsden. In October
1856 he obtained from the Duchy of Cornwall, at the nominal rent of one shilling a
year, the lease of a quarter of an acre of common land lying in the corner of the
present school playground formed by Water End Road and Church Road. It was
designated "as a site for a school for poor persons of and in the Parish of
Berkhamsted St. Peter . . . and for the residence of the Schoolmaster or
Schoolmistress of the said school, and for no other purpose whatsoever".
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The building, a two-up-two-down house separated from the one school room by a
narrow lobby, was completed by H. & J. Matthews, the Berkhamsted builders, by
the end of the year and a stone tablet with the date 1856 was set into the brickwork
over the main entrance facing the Water End Road. The new school at once became
a landmark. Even today some older people disregard the official name of Church
Road and talk about "going along the Newschool", pronouncing it as one word,
with the stress on the first syllable; they are referring not to the 1968 building but to
the school which was new when their grandparents were children.
Almost nothing is known of the first eight years of its existence except that both
chimneys were blown off in the gale of March 1860. It remained under the control
of General Finch and his wife until his death in 1861, when he left £200 to be
.invested on its behalf. His widow, under the terms of the 1856 lease, then acquired
sole responsibility for its management.
The log book, which begins in 1864, records how conscientiously she carried out
her duties, visiting the school several times a month, examining the children in
reading and writing and providing pens, paper, ink, slates and materials for
needlework. It was she who introduced straw plaiting to tempt pupils away from the
plaiting schools, and in March 1865 she gave "a shilling to each child who had
been 200 times during the past year". A year later she presented four boys with
blouses (workmen's shirts) promised for the best spellers, an award which brought
the mothers of the unsuccessful children to school the next day to ask for blouses for
their boys too. There was more disappointed grumbling on another day when Mrs
Finch gave pennies at random to only a few children, but no one was left out when
they all "went to the grounds of the Hon. Mrs Finch for their annual treat".
During 1867, perhaps because of ill-health, Mrs Finch began to visit less often.
The school seems to have been in difficulties and closed on August 8, not to reopen
for the rest of the year. Already in August Mrs Finch had decided to convey the
school, as a gift, to Earl Brownlow, and although the legal formalities were not
completed until 1871 she seems to have played no further part in the day-to-day
running of the school. She revisited it for the last time in September 1871.
Lady Brownlow and her mother-in-law, Lady Marian Alford, had already taken
up Mrs Finch's role of providing treats and of inspecting the teaching from time to
time. On one of their visits the Countess sat down at the harmonium to play two
tunes she wished the children to learn. The Earl, for his part, showed more concern
for the size of the school room which, even with a gallery, was now too full, the
number of pupils having doubled to nearly seventy since 1864. By November 1872
he had plans for adding a second classroom but although his clerk of works, Joseph
Wright, made the necessary drawings in January 1873, work did not start until
September. Then, on November 6, the mistress wrote: "Very difficult to fix the
attention of the children on account of workman painting. The noise of the building
has been very trying through the week. We close today, that the partition may be
removed' '. On November 10 the new room was in use and "a great improvement" .
Outside, on a second stone tablet, the date 1873, surmounted by a large ornamental
B and a coronet, proclaimed the school's new ownership.
"The thing I am really particular about," wrote Earl Brownlow at this time to
the Rector of Berkhamsted, "is that the school should be secured (to its lawful

owners) in the same way as the old school of Lady Bridgewater and not handed over
to the tender mercy of a school board."
He was referring to the local bodies set up under the Education Act of 1870 on the
introduction of state education. Among their members, elected by the ratepayers, a
majority of nonconformists could counteract the influence of the church. It was
perhaps the visit of a school-board man from Berkhamsted to measure the
classroom at Potten End in September 1871 that had first alarmed Earl Brownlow.
Without delay, in order to preserve the church's control of the school, he had joined
the Rector and Churchwardens and three other parishioners (one was John Edward
Lane, the nurseryman) in applying to the Charity Commissioners for a "Scheme
for the future regulation" of the school. The Commissioners, swamped by many
similar applications, made the necessary Order, after an interval of nearly six years,
on March 2 1877. Under its terms the school premises were held by the Official
Trustee of Charity Lands" solely as and for a School for the instruction of children
and adults, or children only, of the labouring, manufacturing and other poorer
classes of the village or hamlet of Potten End", the Rector of Berkhamsted
receiving "the superintendence of the religious and moral instruction of the
Scholars" as well as the ex-officio chairmanship of a newly-formed committee of
six managers in control of finance and of the appointment of teachers. The Rector
of Northchurch, the Vicar of Great Gaddesden and the owner of Ashridge also
served as of right on the committee, and two further members were elected by those
who subscribed not less than ten shillings to the school's funds. John Edward Lane
and J ames Blacknell of Potten End Farm became the first" non-official managers" .
The Scheme also allowed the managers to appoint three ladies to assist in "the
visitation and management" of girls and infants, and during the next few years we
hear of Miss Blacknell (a sister of James) and of Miss Lane (perhaps from Martins
- Chapter VI). Their function, which consisted of little more than inspecting the
needlework, seems to have lapsed quite soon after 1887 when it became usual to
include women as managers, a position first held by Mrs Hutchinson, the former
Rector's widow, and at the turn of the century by Mrs Charlton Lane of Nettleden
House and Lady Craik of Moor Cottage.
In the same letter of 1873 to the Rector of Berkhamsted, Earl Brownlow had
written: "I think it will be a thoroughly good school but we must have a good
Mistress to match." The last words were heavily underlined. Unfortunately a small
voluntary school could not attract the best teachers, although an advertisement
offering a salary of £45 a year, plus a third of the grant and pence (terms which will
be explained below), with free house and coal, could bring in over sixty
applications.
The first "Governess" (an unofficial title in local use up to the 1930s) has left no
record and the earliest known name is that of Eliza Bland from Poplar who, at the
age of 21, was mistress in 1861, occupying the school house with her mother and
13-year-old Mary Anne Plowright, a pupil teacher. The latter's presence is
particularly interesting as evidence of the school's status because pupil teachers
were permitted only where certain standards of efficiency had been reached. From
1864 a complete list of names and dates of head teachers shows that until the end of
the century their average stay was about two years: of the fifteen holders of the post
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between 1864 and 1903, all of them women, only four lasted for three years or
longer. Without a talent for endurance a young schoolmistress could not struggle
for long with backward pupils and unco-operative parents, nor face the isolation of
her leisure hours. She would seldom have other relatives in the neighbourhood and
could not easily make new friends, excluded as she was from the company of the
gentry by her own humble origins and from that of the villagers by her education
which both she and they felt to be a barrier.
The mis~ress at the time of Earl Brownlow' s strictures was Mrs Anne Tandy
Clarke; she, at least, married to David Clarke, a baker (younger brother of the
Henry Clarke who was running the Potten End bakery by 1868), had no lack of
relatives in Potten End and Berkhamsted. When she was appointed mistress in July
1871, she already had two little girls and during her two and a half years at the
school house she gave birth to two more children, one of whom died in infancy. No
hints of these family matters occur in the log book beyond a few references in 1871
to her "illness" and to the presence of a nurse who once taught the school children
"in the yard". The day the baby died, February 6, 1873, is marked only by the
brief entry: "Mr Clarke assisted in the Afternoon".
Without the constant (and presumably unpaid) assistance from her husband it is
doubtful whether the school could have carried on at all. Evidently a man of some
education (he became a lay reader at the church in 1878), he began by teaching
singing and "drill" and later took on arithmetic and geography also. It was
fortunate that his trade allowed him to finish his own work early in the day. Even
so, Mrs Clarke failed to satisfy Her Majesty's Inspector, whose report in 1872
ended with the warning that' 'better results in arithmetic will be expected next year
as the condition of an unreduced grant". By his next visit things were no better.
"The school is in a poor state," he wrote; "all the attainments are backward and
the arithmetic is a failure." The government grant was reduced and' 'the issue of
Mrs Clarke's certificate is suspended until a more favourable Report on the state of
her School is received. " But Mrs Clarke did not await a further report and resigned
in December 1873. She probably did not move far away because in 1876 she buried
two more babies at Potten End and herself followed them in 1877, aged only 37.
Her memorial stands sixth from the left among the older headstones against the
churchyard wall.
It was always the threat of a cut in the goverment grant that made teachers and
managers fear the Inspector's visit. The amount of the award depended almost
entirely on the efforts of the school mistress who received, as an incentive, one
third of it to augment her salary. This "payment by results," in force from the
1860s until nearly the end of the century, was calculated at 12s for each child, 4s of
it for regular attendance and 8s (2s 8d per subject) on passing the Inspector's tests in
reading, writing and arithmetic. The so-called -"class subjects", which could earn
an extra grant and were therefore also tested, included History, Geography,
Grammar and the hotch-potch of topics known as Object Lessons, subdivided into
Animals, Minerals, Trades and Common Objects. In 1895, for example, the
approved list of twelve animals to be studied began with lion and squirrel and ended
with camel and blackbird; the minerals were lead, chalk, coal and salt; under the
trades came carpenter, shoemaker, butcher and blacksmith; and the common

objects were a letter, rooms of a house, tea-table, candle, fir tree, water, chair,
different kinds of paper, cotton and tea. In addition there was needlework for girls,
drawing for boys and singing for everyone. Twelve songs, approved by the
Inspector in advance, coulp earn a further shilling per child; a typical list of titles
(1893) included Before all lands; All the day long in the cornfield so weary;
Murmur gentle lyre; Sleigh song; Love at home.
In the school's early years, one bad report followed another, the Inspector
complaining most commonly of weak spelling and "total failure" in arithmetic. In
1878 he found also that "geography is very poor and grammar a failure". On six
occasions (perhaps more, but not all the records have survived) the grant was cut,
and on several others the school received a warning to do better in the coming year.
The Inspectors recognised, not unsympathetically, that only part of the blame lay
with the schoolmistress. In 1882 one of them remarked that the general results of
the examination had been "creditable .... especially when the material to be taught
is considered", and by "material" he meant the scholars, not the subjects. To teach
a large group of assorted ages and standards in one crowded room, keeping an eye
simultaneously on the pupil teacher for whose training she was responsible, and on
the monitresses, who were only young girls in charge of the infants, would have
been difficult enough with bright and eager pupils, as rare in mid-Victorian Potten
End as anywhere else. Each new mistress, writing her first entries in the log book
spoke of backwardness and disorderliness; and if she later commented on some
fancied improvement, it could only have been through self-delusion because her
successor, some two years later, would find the children every bit as backward as
she had done.
"This is at all times a difficult school," agreed the Inspector in his report of
1887, "and was in a backward state when the present Mistress came six months
ago. Writing is satisfactory and some very fair work was done in the first, second
and fifth Standards, but I cannot say there has been any improvement. Sewing was
very moderate, and the arithmetic of the fourth Standard and all the work of the
third Standard were bad. The worst fault, however, of the school is the very
unsatisfactory Discipline; not only is the order poor, but copying prevails to a most
serious extent, and the children seem to have little notion of obedience and
honesty". The infants he described as "restless, inattentive and uninterested in
their work and great improvement is required in Drill, Recitation, Arithmetic and
Object Lessons. Sewing and Singing were barely sufficient to earn the
recommendation of a Grant."
The true cause of such general backwardness, and one which made it all the more
exasperating, was not a lack of intelligence but the hopelessly irregular attendance,
itself mainly the result of poverty. Parents could not always afford even the low
fees, still less could they do without the children's help, whether as independent
earners or as unpaid hands in the family trade.
Until elementary education became free in 1891, pupils had to bring their
"school pence" week qy week, and the mistress, who received one third as part of
her salary, made sure that they did. Potten End charged only a penny (the national
average was 3d) but many arrived empty-handed on Monday mornings and had to
be sent home to fetch it. "A deal of trouble to get in what is owing," wrote the
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mistress in May 1871. One little boy who did bring his penny was punished for not
handing it over, intending to spend it on himself. In 1877 the fees for the older
children were raised to 1 V2d, to include free copy-books, but when two years later
all the fees went up to 2d some parents protested. "September 8, 1879 - Clara and
William Andrews absent, their parents refusing to pay the full amount of the fees. "
Or again: "May 12, 1882 - I have four times sent Norah Lee home for the school
fee, her mother objecting to pay 2d a week, pleading her inability to pay more than
Id."
Norah Lee did bring the right money a few days later, but some parents genuinely
could not pay. In September 1866 two children were "unable to return to school
through want of shoes' '. For such families the Education Act of 1870 brought some
assistance because school boards were empowered to pay the fees of any poor
children, including those at church schools, and from 1878 we find one of their
officers calling regularly at Potten End to pay for the' 'non-pauper" children. The
fees of the paupers themselves, those whose families were on parish relief, were
met by the Board of Guardians who administered the Poor Laws. The Education
Act of 1891 abolished fees altogether, benefiting the schools as well as the parents.
It substituted a government "fee grant" of ten shillings per child per year, which
for Potten End, as for many other villages, almost doubled the income previously
obtained through "school pence".
Free education removed one cause of bad attendance but left unsolved the
problem of those parents (almost all of them) who regarded book-learning as an
irrelevant extra to be dropped whenever they needed the child's work or his wages.
The lure of straw plaiting has already been described. Less lucrative, but far more
demanding, were the many seasonal tasks of the countryside. They disrupted school
attendance far more effectively than even epidemics or bad weather.
Throughout the year, but especially from December to February, the children
went wooding (collecting firewood). In March it was time to gather primroses for
sale. In April some of the older boys would be away stone-picking in the fields for
6d a day. May to July provided an almost uninterrupted run of jobs from rose
budding in the nursery to weeding, sheep minding, bird scaring (appropriately
known also as bird starving), turnip hoeing, cherry picking and, above all, hay
making. Many boys left school for the whole of the summer, returning late in the
year, usually having forgotten most of what they had learned.
The corn harvest determined the dates of the summer break, then and until the
1930s known as the Harvest Holidays. In its early years the school had closed for
only one week but the empty benches soon convinced the mistress that it was
useless to reopen in less than a month; even then, if the weather had been bad, she
would find herself recording many absentees still busy gleaning, an important task
which could supply the family with flour for the whole winter. After the wet
summer of 1882, girls were gleaning as late as October 6 and in 1888 the Harvest
Holidays did not even begin until August 23, so that gleaning had not finished much
before the middle of October.
By then the autumn tasks were usually well in hand: fayning (fern gathering)
from September 1, and blackberrying from September to mid-October. At the same
time, and well into November, both boys and girls would be busy collecting acorns

to feed the family pig or to sell to the local farmers. In 1866 the log book mentions
the price paid for acorns as "a penny a pottle" (two quarts) and later in the century
some farmers, including Arthur Clarke of Little Heath Small Farm, paid from 10d
to a shilling a bushel (8 gallons). Reginald Groom, the baker, used to recall an
exceptionally good year in his childhood at St Margarets when the Groom and the
Tompkins children competed against each other, one family gathering four bushels
over the hundred, and the other four bushels under. Their combined earnings would
have amounted to the then enormous sum of £ 10. Acorning undoubtedly ranked
next to hay making and harvest as a counter-attraction to school: year by year the
log book notes over a period of several days ' 'all the elder children absent
acorning", the record for the worst attendance being that of October 13, 1870, a
very windy (and therefore ideal) day, when only eight children came to school and
the mistress decided not even to mark the registers.
At the very end of the farming year in late November came the potato lifting, to
be followed almost at once by the main wooding season, and the whole cycle began
again.
Legislation to limit the employment of children achieved only a patchy success
because many of the very men on school boards and magistrates' benches charged
with its enforcement were themselves farmers anxious to maintain this supply of
cheap labour. Offenders, if brought to court at all, were treated leniently. Mr
Procter of Boxted Farm, on the Hemel Hempstead school board, openly favoured
children's absence whenever local farm work required it and the Great Gaddesden
board even issued circulars to farmers inviting them to apply for the release of boys
from the three schools in their area (Great Gaddesden, Gaddesden Row and Potten
End) for four weeks during the hay making season. The Potten End log book,
between the years 1882 and 1888, duly records receiving the board's instructions to
grant such applications.
A device of a different kind ensured that the child need not remain at school until
the official leaving age. When education at last became compulsory in 1880, the
minimum leaving age was set at 10, raised in 1899, against much opposition, to 12.
But any child who had attended regularly up to Standard IV could sit an
examination in the three Rs in order to gain a Certificate of Proficiency, the
"Labour Certificate" as it was more aptly known, because it entitled the holder to
leave school forthwith and start work. Much approved by parents and employers,
its real effect was to cut short the education of those bright children who would have
benefited most from further schooling. Few of these slips of paper are likely to have
survived (they measure only 5 1,4 by 4V2 inches) and Potten End is fortunate in
possessing one of them, the certificate granted to Albert Chapman of 12, The Back
on March 14, 1893.
Some absences had nothing to do with paid work. A mother needing help for an
hour or so would not hesitate to summon her child from school:
January 25, 1883. Caroline Cooley sent for out of school.
September 21, 1885. Alfred Adams sent for at 2.30.
July 12, 1895. Clara Chapman sent for at 11 o'clock, her mother being ill.
Those are but three instances out of many. Then, on Tuesday afternoons, the older
girls were "in the habit of staying away to mind the babies while their mothers
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attend the Mothers' Meeting". Early every December children accompanied their
mothers into Berkhamsted to buy clothes with the clothing club tickets for which the
family had been saving all the year. Later during the winter the older ones were sent
once or twice a week to fetch soup from the charity soup kitchen in the Castle
grounds, an errand which occupied most of the morning. In 1867 such absences are
recorded on January 15 and 18 and on February 1,5, 8, 12~ 15, 19, and 22; phrases
like "Soup day at Berkhamsted, therefore many absent", occur throughout the log
book into the late 1890s.
Parents also expected their children to be with them at regular functions like the
Baptist Chapel anniversary in Mayor the Village Feast in June. The school handled
these occasions somewhat inconsistently, allowing a holiday one year, refusing it
the next. Apart from half-holidays for the annual School Treat and the Sunday
School Treat, the most the children could count on with certainty was a holiday on
Ascension Day (after attending church) and another after the Inspector's visit. Even
the Bank Holiday (started in 1871 on the first Monday in August) was not a school
holiday if it happened to fall in term time; later a half-holiday was grudgingly
allowed "as so many wish for leave" and only from 1890 did it become a whole
holiday, the traditional day for Sunday School outings.
Exceptional local events, then as now, would sometimes produce a holiday: the
opening of the church in 1865, its consecration in 1868 and the induction of the first
vicar in 1895. So did some royal occasions: the Queen's jubilees in 1887 and 1897,
the wedding of the future George V in 1893, the coronation of Edward VII in 1902.
In that year, too, the news of the end of the Boer War was celebrated on June 2 by a
half-holiday of sorts, when school work gave way to a patriotic demonstration:
The children were assembled together under the trees in the playground
where they sang patriotic songs intercepted by hearty cheering and then the
National Anthem was sung. Afterwards the teachers and children together
paraded the whole village singing, cheering and waving flags.
Lessons would also be curtailed on those happy days when the school room then the only large public room in the village - had to be prepared for an
entertainment or a bazaar. The bazaar half holiday continued to be granted quite
illogically even after 1896 when that and other functions were held in the newlybuilt Church Room.
Fairs - the Berkhamsted Whitsun Fair on the Common and the Hemel
Hempstead "Statty" in September - received no indulgence from the school:
children simply stayed away in large numbers to attend them. The Berkhamsted
Fetes were considered more respectable and often earned a half-holiday. Over
Sanger's Circus the authorities vacillated: attendance always dropped when it came
to Berkhamsted and although as e~rly as 1869 the mistress took the three top classes
to see it, apparently at her own expense, it was only towards the end of the century
that a half-holiday for the circus became almost automatic.
A similar see-saw pattern shows up even more clearly over "maying". On May 1
the village suddenly blossomed into small groups of girls wearing white dresses and
special hats, handed down from mothers and older sisters and carefully stored from
year to year, so completely covered with artificial flowers and hung with long wide
ribbons as to leave not an inch of straw visible. A few small boys accompanied

them holding bunches of flowers tied to the end of a stick. Each group carried a
chair on which a doll sat, framed by an arch of fresh primroses, cowslips, bluebells
and other spring flowers with always at least one small sprig of may. Around the
doll, believed by some to represent the Virgin Mary but perhaps a relic of a much
older, pagan deity, lay a cluster of smaller dolls, and the whole throne was then
enveloped in a veil.
Preparing the garland, as the arch of flowers was called, needed great skill; it
would certainly come to pieces by the end of the day unless the flowers had been
firmly attached to the bent willow frame and many girls willingly paid 3d for the
help of an experienced garland maker, especially if she were Mrs Alvah Bedford of
8 The Front, who could' 'tie the flowers on a treat" and whose garlands never came
undone whatever knocks and jolts they received as the bearers toured the village.
The May girls would stop at some of the houses to sing a May song, beginning
always with the refrain:
This begins the merry month of May
The spring time of the year
And now I have come to your house
And at your door I stand
And the may is budded out
But not spreaded out
The mighty works of Our Lord's hand.
and ending:
My time is short I must be gone
No longer can I stay
God bless you all
Both great and small
And send you a joyful May.
In return for a copper or two, the veil would be raised to allow the giver a peep.
The girls then walked on to outlying farms and "big houses", receiving from Mrs
Procter of Boxted "an egg for your breakfast" or a piece of cake with a glass of
milk, and then from Mrs Charlton Lane of Nettleden House a grumble or two
because instead of all coming at once and getting it over, they drifted by in small
bands throughout the day. The round took them next across the Common to Fairhill
behind the Golf Club, then to Mr Rawle's kennels and lastly down Gravel Path but
never across the railway bridge for fear that the Berkhamsted boys would pull their
garlands apart. By the end of the day they could have collected seven or eight
shillings: with her share, Blanche Chapman at the turn of the century was able to
buy herself "a real Leghorn hat, covered with ivy leaves and berries" at a cost of
about four shillings. Most parents were glad for their children to raise money for
themselves in this way, but a few like William Groom of Frithsden considered it no
better than begging and forbade their daughters to join in.
The schoolmistresses, for their part, tried at first to fight the tradition but found
themselves facing a half empty school for several days:
1866.
May 1
'Girls went maying. Considered a holiday
here.
May 2
Girls absent maying.
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May 3
May 4

Girls too tired to come to school.
A great number absent from colds caught
while maying in the wet.

Apr 30
May 1

Several away begging ribands for May Day.
The elder children went maying, considered a
holiday here by the people.
All 1st Class absent maying.
Several children came very late to school,
stopped to look at the May Girls.

In 1872 a half-holiday was conceded for the first time and in 1881 the school was
closed for the whole day "as nearly all the children had asked for leave to go
maying". The mistress, Miss Bonaker (1879-1886) perhaps approved of the
ancient festival; at any rate the only time she refused a holiday was when the school
had just reopened after three weeks of scarlet fever. Her successors were less
sympathetic and not until Miss Damp's time (1900-1903) did May Day again
become a regular holiday. After 1904, however, there were no more concessions
and only a few children, egged on by their mothers, defied the ban:
1906.
May 1
The three children of Mr Alvah Bedford,
Maggie, Dorothy and Kate were absent the
whole day maying, and Phyllis Bedford,
Christabel and Millicent Cooley, Daisy
Wilson, Bertha Smith, Ida Andrews, Annie
Waterton, Edith Summerfield a half day.
May 2
Mrs Bedford, Mrs Smith, Mrs Potton, Mrs
Cooley, Mrs Wilson came and resented it
very strongly that their children should be
told it was wrong to stay away for such a
purpose.
Next year, and until 1912, the Bedford girls still went maying but by the outbreak
of the First World War the custom in its original form had almost died out. There is
only one further reference (1923) to a few children "going round with a garland"
and in the thirties those who observed the festival at all did so in their own time and
had substituted a flower-decked pram for the doll's chair. The more recent
ceremony of crowning the Queen, organised entirely by the school and combined
with maypole dancing, cannot, despite its antiquity elsewhere in the
neighbourhood, be called a true revival of an authentic Potten End tradition.
"Membering" (remembering) on November 5, the male counterpart to maying,
was allowed a half-holiday until about 1870 and when that was withdrawn most of
the older boys chose to stay away to collect wood for their bonfires and to go round

the village with masks and guys. The last to do so were in 1903 (seven in the
morning and two in the afternoon) after which they "membered" outside school
hours.
Many other distractiops kept children from their lessons: following the hunt,
watching a cricket match, stopping to see a funeral, going to have a look at soldiers
camping on the Common. Bird' s-nesting was punished in the 1860s and 1870s for
making children late rather than for being thought wrong. Every hard winter meant
, 'sliding on the pond instead of coming in when bell rung", and some needed no
excuse at all except their dislike of school:
1897.
September 28
Sent Alfred Garment and Alfred Cook home
this afternoon for intentionally coming late
and this is not the first time.
Names of those who stayed away without good reason were reported to the
Attendance Officers who would call at their homes and round up the truants. Some
of the officers, however, seem themselves to have kept clear of the school for long
periods. One did not visit it at all between November 1887 and November 1888,
then not again until March 1889. It was not unusual for new mistresses to report
after several weeks that no one had called since they took charge. Potten End, with
its scattered cottages and independent-minded villagers, could not have been an
easy area for even a conscientious officer to control; some of the difficulties are
illustrated by the elusive children of Harvey We1ling, coachman to Mr MacLehose
of Little Heath:
1900.
July 13
Ethel Welling, aged 8, has only attended
school 9 times out of 40 possible, since the
beginning of the quarter. I have reported her
several times to the Attendance Officer, but it
appears to be of no use as she has been away
two whole weeks since I last sent her name
in. I can obtain no reason for her nonattendance. Her brother, aged 3%, has been
to school twice out of 27 times.
In 1889 the school's morale was perhaps at its lowest. Miss Sarah Anne Taylor,
appointed in September 1887, had encountered almost the whole range of possible
difficulties in her two years: a hundred pupils or more in a room measuring 46 by
15 feet; noise and disruption from the building of a new classroom in 1888;
irregular attendance of the children matched by an equally unreliable Attendance
Officer; teaching brought to a standstill by delays in the delivery of books and other
materials; an irritating pupil teacher who seemed unable to keep order and who,
like the monitresses, was often away ill; her own poor health; epidemics of mumps
and measles; and two bad winters of heavy snow (not one child could reach school
on February 11, 1889), with the very wet summer of 1888 in between.
The Inspector's report of 1889 was damning. After recognising, as usual, "the
difficulties of a school like this" in which "the mistress has, I think, done her
best", he went on to criticise unsparingly her lack of thought, intelligence, effort
and attention to detail, noting also with regret that the new classroom for the infants
had not so far produced a corresponding improvement in their attainments. It broke
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1867.

May 2
May 3
1868.

Apr 30
May 1

Children absent gathering flowers for their
garlands.
School very small, children nearly all absent
maying.

Miss Taylor. On-June 1, 188.9, dispirited, ignoring the rule that a log book must
contain only the bare record of events and no personal opinions, she confessed:
"Have very little heart to work". She must already have written her letter of
resignation because a week later the managers, who had been thinking of a change
of mistress since March, were confirming the appointment of her successor. On
August 9, having closed the school for the holidays, she made her last entry: "I
resign the charge of this schooL"
On September 16 the log book resumes: "I, Annie M. Frost, Trained
Certificated Mistress, have this day taken charge of this, Potten End, schooL" She
also took over, unchanged, Miss Taylor's staff: Clara Margrave, the pupil teacher,
and the monitresses, Ciara Merrington and Norah Lee, that same Norah who had
been sent home for her school pence. What Miss Frost did not inherit was the old
attitude of apathy and despair. Her log entry of September 23 does begin with the
familiar complaint: "Have today finished examining the Standards, found them
very backward, especially in Arithmetic and Spelling", but where her predecessors
would have left it at that, Miss Frost adds : "Have commenced teaching Arithmetic
to all the Standards, from the beginning of the year's work" (that is, from the
previous March, the start of the school year until 1910, when it was changed to
September).
From then on her brisk entries reflect her zest and efficiency. She never leaves
any Standard entirely to one member of her staff but teaches them all in turn even if
only "for fifteen minutes' work at Tables and Mental Arithmetic". She sets weekly
examinations throughout the school and if they do not leave her "fairly satisfied"
they show her at least where to attack next:
1889.
November 1
Examined Standard 11 this morning in
Arithmetic and Dictation, found that
Arithmetic was improved, but Spelling very
bad. Intend taking Standard 11 myself for the
next two weeks. Examined Standard I this
afternoon in Arithmetic and Spelling, found
both much improved.
Frederick Bliss was just one of her successes. Older than most beginners (who
usually started at the age of three or four) he entered the school at the very end of
the summer term, 1890, and "did not know his letters or how to make numbers".
Four weeks after the school reopened, he was ready to move from the infants to
Standard I. Though clearly a bright lad, he might not, without Miss Frost, have
been such a quick one.
This remarkable woman had been in charge for six months when the Inspector
paid his first visit. Surprise and pleasure fill his report. He commended "the greatly
improved condition of the infants" who were "very much brighter and more
animated' " a credit to that same pupil teacher who had made such a poor showing
under Miss Taylor. The examination of the older children was "very
encouraging"; there were still some weaknesses to point out, "but the discipline is
so good and there has been such marked improvement that the school has been
called 'good' ". The grant that year leapt from the £47 of Miss Taylor's day to £65.
Cautiously the Inspector hoped for further improvement next year. He got it. "The
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school is in admirable order, " he began, and went on to praise Miss Frost for the
children's careful and intelligent written work and their fluent (if still rather
expressionless) reading. The grant rose to £68.
After less than two years, Miss Frost left in 1891 to take charge of the
Berkhamsted Court House Girls' School where she exerted a similar magic and
then left to get married. Her short headship at Potten End marked the school's
turning point, and although there would be occasional lapses from her standards of
excellence, it never again received an out-and-out bad report.
During the next eight years three more mistresses had their brief reigns and then,
in March 1900, Miss Emily Damp arrived at the little school house. Into it she
contrived somehow to fit her widowed mother and three sisters, two of whom
helped with the teaching; her brother, when on leave from the Navy, slept in the loft
over the main schoolroom. Miss Damp was the last of the schoolmistresses and,
despite the episode of July 1903 which hastened her downfall, she was a good
teacher with many new ideas for breaking the monotony of schoolwork and linking
it with the life of the countryside:
I took the First Class out of doors for the
1901.
June 19
Object Lesson this afternoon. We first
inspected a nest of young skylarks in my
garden, and then visited the Village Pond.
The children sat down on the banks around it
and a conversational lesson on the pond was
held.
During the same year the school compiled a "Flower Calendar" and by July had
assembled over one hundred and twenty varieties of flowers . Later they collected
autumn leaves "which will be gummed to cards for use in object and drawing
lessons". In winter they went for a short walk one afternoon' 'to examine some old
tree stumps in illustration of an object lesson". It was Miss Damp, too, who first
took a party of children as far as London where, on Saturday June 27, 1903, they
visited Westminster Abbey, the Houses of Parliament, St Paul's and the Tower.
The children paid some of the cost themselves (they had been saving pennies since
March) and the rest was met by "a few ladies and gentlemen belonging to the
parish" to whom Miss Damp had appealed.
A fortnight later, on July 10, the Inspector, making one of his unannounced
visits, found that "the monitress, on her own responsibility entirely, marked
fourteen sums of the 2nd Class right when they were wrong, and without any
satisfactory explanation being given." Three days later the managers gave Miss
Damp and her sister .three months' notice but the minutes of their meeting do not
refer to the affair of the sums.
Bessie Sanders, the offending monitress, "ceased duties" at the end of the
summer term, and when school reopened in September Miss Damp and her sister
had to manage unaided for another month, teaching over one hundred children
whose ages ranged from three to thirteen. Then, on October 9, Miss Damp
recorded her last bitter but powerless protest:
Miss R. J. Damp ceases duties as Assistant Mistress in the School today. I
also cease my duties as Headmistress. Owing to certain peculiar
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circumstances and appearances, I hereby make the following declaration:I solemnly swear (the underlining is hers) that I am perfectly innocent of
any connection with what was done by the Monitress, Bessie Sanders, at
the last visit of H.M. Inspector. I feel that gross unfairness has been
shown towards me in dismissing me without a reason, for I can challenge
the Managers to prove that either my character or my work have been such
as to merit blame, let alone dismissal.
In the margin the Inspector has written in thick blue pencil: "This entry should not
have been made." With only Miss Damp's side of the story and no further
explanation of the "peculiar circumstances", it is difficult not to agree that the
dismissal appears harsh. In the village, where nothing seems to have been known of
the Sanders business, it was believed that the managers (as indeed their minutes
imply) had sacked Miss Damp only because they had decided that it was time to
have a man as head teacher.

With the appointment of George L. Hurst as Headmaster and his wife as
Assistant Mistress, at a joint salary of £120 a year, the managers felt that there was
"no school anywhere better staffed than ours". Thirty years would pass before
they needed to seek a successor.
The Hursts arrived on October 19, 1903, ten days after Miss Damp's departure.
With their twin boys and baby daughter they camped in the Church Room for a few
days, then moved into the refurbished school house for what was to be only a short
stay. In 1905 their request to have it enlarged was refused and in 1907, having
declined Cecil Meek's offer of The Warren, they moved into Berkhamsted. No
Headmaster ever lived at the school house again, nor even in Potten End. The house
was let to W illiam Smith, "a reliable young man" whose wife succeeded Lizzie
Grace as caretaker in 1929 and worked there to within a few weeks of her death in
December 1945 at the age of 68. Their four children were all born there and one of
them, Victor, stayed on after his mother's death and his own marriage, moving to
Hedgeside only in 1956. The little sitting room then became the headmaster's
office, the two bedrooms were turned into stores and a pottery kiln was installed in
the kitchen. From time to time the managers tried to provide a schoolmaster's house
again, but without success. In 1911 Earl Brownlow refused to build one; in 1956
the County Council could not be persuaded to buy Braeside, the house in the school
"triangle", which had come on the market at the death of Dan Bedford; and in
1963 plans to build a new house had also to, be abandoned.
The Hursts cycled daily from Berkhamsted to Potten End. George (Benny)
Waterton recalls how every morning he and other boys would stand on the look-out
at the church corner ready to cheer if only one bicycle came into view because it
meant. that Mrs Hurst had stayed at home. Many of her former pupils agree
grudgmgly that she taught well, was an expert needlewoman and directed the
singing better than ever before; some even speak appreciatively of individual acts of
~n~ness; but most of them remember "Old Guv" (Governess) as someone they
dIslIked and feared. She seems to have had a quick temper and a cruel tongue, and

the story is told of how one day, having taunted a little boy until he could not stop
crying, she held a teaspoon to his cheek to catch the tears. There seems little doubt that
as she grew older she became more intent on punishment, frequently sending children
to be caned by her husband while she watched through the glass partition.
Although an exact comparison is not possible from the surviving records, it would be
fair to say that more children were caned more often under the Hursts than ever before
or since. It is true that the Victorian Schoolmistresses had not been against caning,
especially for stone throwing (a common offence in the unpaved playground and more
than once causing injury or a broken window) but detentions were just as likely; often
nothing worse than a reprimand was administered, even when "George Tebby struck
the monitor". Before education became compulsory, persistent offenders could be
expelled, but equally they might remove themselves: a girl rebuked for coming to
school in curl-papers simply threatened to leave, and a boy punished for scribbling in
his dictation book was instantly withdrawn by his father.
From 1905 the school was required to keep a Punishment Book, a record of all
canings, with the name and age of the offender, the nature of the offence and the
number of strokes received on the hand or the seat. Careless and untidy work,
laziness and inattention, cheating, lying, rudeness, disobedience and "gross
insubordination" recur on page after page. Less frequently we find bad language,
spitting and other "dirty habits". Smoking was severely dealt with (four on the
seat) as ·was stealing apples and damaging school property. The punishment often
appears disproportionate by today's standards: climbing into school by a window
was rated at four on the seat, whereas "throwing boy's hat into lavatory pail" got
only three and "biting a little girl" only two. "Pushing boy in pond" rightly
counted for four but "killing young robins in churchyard" brought a mere two, no
more than for" altering school clock", "disturbing Girl Guides' meeting" or being
"troublesome to Vicar". Traffic sense was instilled in the same manner: the child
who lay down in the main road no doubt deserved the three smacks on the hand, and
the boy who ran between a moving traction engine and its trailer was lucky to suffer
nothing worse than four on the seat, luckier than Frank Thorogood and Francis
Austin only a few years later who slipped from the connecting bar on which they
were riding and were badly injured when the trailer ran over them.
Perhaps the most questionable were the extra beatings inflicted when the original
punishment was not accepted willingly and silently: an extra stroke on the hand that
had been pulled away too soon; two more strokes on the seat for "muttering when
reproved" or for "sulking when punished"; "several" strokes on the hand for
"screaming when about to be punished". Some adults, it is true, look back on their
chastisement as "not unmerited" (the actual words of an old lady in the village) and
others regret the lack of similar severity in school today; but Mr Hurst's successors
disagreed and by the 1960s the entries in the Punishment Book had dwindled to
almost nothing.
The early years of the century brought important administrative and statutory
changes. By the Education Act of 1902 School Boards disappeared and County
Councils became the local education authorities, assuming responsibility for the
payment (though not the selection) of staff at voluntary schools. The church
retained control through the managers, the rules for whose appointment varied from
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those of 1877. Of the six, one was still the Vicar ex-officio; a second had to be
nominated by Earl Brownlow; two more were elected by "qualified subscribers" to
school funds and had to live, or own property, in the parish and be "bona fide
members of the Church of England"; of the last two, one each was appointed by the
County Council and the Parish Council. For Potten End this meant in practice five
"church" managers because the Parish Council's nominee was Charles H. Miles of
Gorseside, churchwarden of Holy Trinity.
To promote regular school attendance, the Hertfordshire County Council offered
an incentive far more attractive than the £3 a year which Potten End had been
receiving from the Bourne Charity since the 1880s for distribution in small
amounts. From 1904 the County presented a silver pocket watch to anyone who
completed five years perfect attendance, in other words who had been "never
absent and never late". This all but impossible condition was met by two brothers
at Potten End in 1906, Arthur and William Batchelor of Boxted Cottages. As the
watches were worth a guinea (more than £30 in today's values) some prizewinners
no doubt converted theirs into cash, but Arthur kept his and it was still going well in
1973. Children with shorter periods of perfect attendance won books or medals and
those who had not been absent more than ten times received an illuminated
certificate. The County Council abolished the watch prize after 1915 but Spencer
Holland, chairman of the managers, thought that five years' perfect attendance still
deserved special recognition and when Mollie Mothersole achieved it in 1924 he
awarded her a prize himself. By way of further incentive all schools received an
official half-holiday on the second Friday of each month if the attendance had
reached 90 % and this was a privilege which every pupil could enjoy and aim at.
Gradually the old excuses for truancy were fading from the log book, wooding and
acorning being the last to disappear.
At the same time the County Council was encouraging academic effort. Here,
too, the Bourne Charity had already been awarding scholarships of £5 a year on the
results of a special examination, but the money was not ear-marked in any way. Ivy
Chapman, for instance, who became a Bourne Scholar in 1934, spent her first £5 on
a bicycle. After 1949, when no more scholars were selected, the money was used to
increase grants to children at secondary schools, but in the early days the scholars,
fifteen boys and fifteen girls, had continued to attend their own elementary schools,
meeting their fellows only at the annual Bourne Sennon and Dinner. The County
Council's scholarships, on the other hand, were designed from the first to help
children move on to secondary schools, paying their tuition fees for four years and
an additional grant of £5 a year. The first Potten End pupil to win one of these new
scholarships was twelve-year-old Annie Mawditt of the Red Lion in 1906. With it
she went to the Berkhamsted Girls' School, returning to Potten End School in 1911
as a student teacher at a salary of £30 a year. Then, after a post at Ware (from
which she cycled home at week-ends) she spent over forty years on the staff of the
Victoria School, Berkhamsted and died at Potten End in 1978 at the age of 85.
Opportunities for elementary school children were further widened by the
Education Act of 1918 which provided for scholarships to universities. Entrance to
them was still a rare honour, not the accepted sequel to schooling which it became
for thousands after the Second World War, and it is therefore worth recording that
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two fonner pupils of Potten End, Mr Hurst's own children, Nonnan and Beryl,
were among the first to take advantage of the new scheme and to win places at
Oxford.
For most pupils, however, the important provision of the new Act was
undoubtedly the raising of the school leaving age from twelve' to fourteen, and the
raising to thirteen of the age at which the Labour Certificate could release them, at
least up to 1921, when such exemptions ceased.
In an attempt to hold the interest of older children new subjects were introduced
or previous ones studied in more detail, with an emphasis on practical work.
Drawing lessons embraced simple technical exercises. Cookery, taught in the
Church Room since 1908 and not transferred to Berkhamsted until 1935, expanded
into "domestic science" and included laundering. Boys did bookbinding and basket
work. The "voluntary gardeners", who had been cultivating the difficult soil of
their plots (on the site of the present vicarage) since 1911, were now supervised by
a County gardening organiser and in 1933 exhibited their produce for the first time
at the horticultural show. In 1928 eleven boys were enrolled in a new woodwork
class and were joined later by two girls, an enlightened act of non-discrimination
which did not work the other way, the County Council having ruled in 1925 that
boys could not attend the cookery class. The woodwork class, too, was later moved
to Berkhamsted (Gossoms End).
On the academic side, the detailed syllabus shows a more ambitious and better
organised curriculum than the miscellaneous Object Lessons of the turn of the
century. Geometry had been added to arithmetic which itself was taken to a higher
level. The test presented to the two top standards (VI and VII) at Christmas 1928
contained questions like:
What part of 4/5 of £14.1.3 is 317 of £3.5.7V2 ?
How often can 2.7 inches be cut from a lengtlJ l1A yd? What remains ?
Goods are bought at 18s 8d per cwt and sold at 2V2d per lb.
What is the profit per cent ?
What will be the population of a town of 25,000 inhabitants
when it has increased by 6 % ?
In English lessons, "reading" - the mere ability to read fluently - was taught
through solid texts like Europe and its Peoples and kept quite separate from
"literature" even in the top standards. "Composition", including an important
section called "correction of errors in speech and written work", usually
disappointed Mr Hurst. The children could reproduce private study or an oral
lesson but when it came to writing stories or dreams or imaginative accounts of
historical events, they had "no originality or freedom of expression". A surprised
inspector in 1931, however, did find that some of the test papers showed "unusual
symptoms of a real pleasure in composition". Science, which for one tenn of 1928
dealt with Earth and its climate, gave way in the second term to a course on the idea
of Unity, beginning with Greek civilisation and ending in the birth of the League of
Nations. The geography for that year did not stray beyond Europe, and history
meant English history except for a brief look at the crusades and the growth of papal
power.
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him if children seemed rather slow in finding their way about the Prayer Book, or if
they did not "use capital letters when writing about GOD" or if insufficient
practical lessons had been drawn from the Old Testament stories - a rebuke which
once stung Mr Hurst into a red ink protest in the margin. In Mr Paice's day,
however, all the reports praise the level of knowledge and the whole tone of the
school.
Much of the secular teaching, especially before the First World War, emphasised
patriotism and Britain's greatness. There are still some former pupils who
remember a visit in 1903 by Lady Craik, one of the managers, when she presented a
large map of the British Empire and proudly explained that" all the pink is ours" . It
was in the same spirit that she later offered prizes for essays "showing the greatest
knowledge ofthe Union Jack" based on a booklet called The ABC of the Union Jack
which explained the origin and meaning of the flag's three crosses, named some of
the battles fought under it and ended with an exhortation to

It pained Mr Hurst to realise how "very few of the children have any General
Knowledge of anything outside the ordinary matter of the school curriculum" and
he did his best to augment it by interrupting the timetable with topical events. He
would provide impromptu instruction when airships flew over the school or an
army division marched past or tremors had been felt from an east coast earthquake;
more often he would have planned a lesson to fit predictable phenomena like
eclipses and elections. The Census of 1911 he turned into what would now be called
a "project", and one which deserves special praise. For a month beforehand he
gave special lessons about it, and in the final week the children conducted their own
census of the district within one mile of the Water Tower, including Little Potten
End, Little Heath, Frithsden and the Common. They counted 114 dwelling houses,
7 farms, 2 inns, 2 beer houses, 1 school, 1 hall, 1 church, 2 chapels and 494
inhabitants of whom 89 attended their own school.
Besides commenting on such special events, Mr Hurst was in the habit, every
morning after religious instruction, of reading and explaining extracts from the
day's newspaper. The timing may well have been his deliberate way of bringing the
children back to what he considered real life because, although he was headmaster
of a church school, his own leanings appear to have been scientific and anti-clerical.
Of the two Vicars who between them spanned most of his headship (C.E. Gaussen
1905-1921 and A.R. Price 1921-1932) the latter was particularly conscious of this
antipathy. It has even been suggested that Mr Price's many non-appearances when
he was supposed to be teaching should not be ascribed to his well-known
absentmindedness or to ill-health 'so much as to his reluctance to go where he felt so
unwelcome. On some days he would come only long enough to set some written
work. Later Vicars found a friendlier attitude in the next headmaster, Laurence
G.D. Paice, who was reported to be "anxious to make Religious Instruction a
powerful factor in the lives of the children".
The Rev. L. R. Egerton (1932-1938), more of a high churchman than his
predecessors, held children's services at 9 o'clock in church on all the major
festivals and saints' days and especially during Lent, a practice which continued
into the late 1940s, and the Rev. George Fox (Priest-in-charge 1946) even preferred
to have the children in church for their normal period of religious instruction. Only
one hint of friction is recorded from those years and it arose when the Rev. A.
Cheetham (Priest-in-charge 1943-1945) wanted the children to stand up when he
entered the classroom. Mr Paice objected because, as he said, no one had observed
that old custom for at least thirty years.
Religious instruction at that time had to be the first or last lesson of the day to
enable parents more conveniently to withdraw their children from it if they wished.
There is no evidence that any at Potten End did so, though there was one mother
who did not wish her son to attend any ofthe church services. By tradition the Vicar
took an important share of the teaching, some, like Mr Gaussen, concentrating on
getting the top class through a syllabus of Old and New Testament, Catechism and
Prayer Book, but most of them trying to divide their time equally between seniors,
juniors and infants. Once a year the whole school was examined by a Diocesan
Inspector, a much less forbidding figure than H.M.I. and one who would often
describe hi~ visits, and the children, as "delightful". Occasionally it would distress

Lady Craik's prizes, first awarded in 1909 to two boys (not named) seem to have
been discontinued after she ceased to be manager. They were won for the last time
in 1919 by six children: Muriel Chapman, Gazely Oakins, Olive Oakins, Fred
Rickard, Bessie Smith and Thomas Smith.
The school's own Union Jack and flagstaff, gifts of Earl Brownlow in 1909, were
used chiefly for the annual celebration of Empire Day on (or near) May 24, a
ceremony inaugurated nationally in 1902 as a means of training children in good
citizenship, though not recorded at Potten End until 1905. Up to the First World
War, and well into the Second, the Empire Day Movement had something of the
force of a cult and all schools received copies of the Empire Catechism and Empire
Day songs.
"The first part of the morning session, " wrote Mr Hurst in 1909," was devoted
to the singing of Empire Hymns and to an address given by the Head Master on the
duties and privileges of the citizens of the British Empire, and to a recapitulation of
the lessons given during the previous week on its extent etc., and stories of some of
the great founders of the British Empire. At 11 the school children assembled in the
Playground in the presence of the Vicar and some of the Parents. Empire Songs and
Recitations were given, and the Vicar gave an address on the Empire Day
Movement. The proceedings were closed by the saluting of the Flag and singing of
the National Anthem."
The gramophone added a modem touch in 1923 with specially recorded messages
from the King and Queen. Mr Paice varied the programme only slightly. In his first
year (1933) he planned "usual lessons up to playtime. Then all the children will
assemble in the playground and march past the flag. At 11 the Head will address
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fly correct flags, correct in depth of their colours, correct in design
and shape, not feeble washed-out incorrect flags of which too many
are to be seen nearly everywhere. Remember that our flag embodies
for us the glory of our native land. It is the record of our conquests,
of our peaceful growth, and of our Union. It is the flag of freedom
and of the greatest Empire the world has ever seen.

Blackboards, eight of them, remained all-important. There was no wireless (no one
called it "radio") until Mr Cheetham presented one as his farewell gift in 1945. For
educational films the school had to rely on other people. The earliest seen by Potten
End children seems to have been in 1927 on the subject of the League of Nations
and the second in 1936 on Australia, to which they were invited by the Women's
Institute. In February 1940, again in the Village Hall, they were all shown a film
about the prevention of tuberculosis and in 1944 a visiting projectionist (the
headmaster of Park View School, Berkhamsted) gave two performances of short
films on subjects like "Harvesting" and "Storage".
Cultural pursuits multiplied between the wars. In music, although a few children
had private piano lessons and six pupils began the violin under Miss Bacchus in
1931, the school's best talents continued to lie in singing, in which they received
enthusiastic encouragement from Spencer Holland (himself a cellist) and still more
from his wife. A senior and junior choir competed at the Berkhamsted (Mid and
West Herts) Musical Festivals almost every year from 1923 and won the cup on at
least three occasions, Mrs Holland herself having helped at their rehearsals. Mr
Paice also greatly expanded the artistic curriculum. He introduced oil painting
(unusual in small schools at that time), weaving and the making of jewellery and
wood veneer pictures for which he was congratulated by the county authorities and
invited to send items of children's art and handwork to a show at Windsor. In Potten
End itself he arranged similar exhibitions to accompany prizegivings or for special
At Homes when refreshments were also provided.

It was in Mr Paice' s day, too, that the school first put on a full-scale dramatic
performance. Earlier the children had sometimes been invited to watch local
amateur productions staged ry the Vicar's children or by the children and friends of
Mrs Cohen of Amersfort, one of the managers. A few individuals had taken part in
the Berkhamsted pageants, but the school had organised nothing independently. Mr
Paice, a member of the Berkhamsted Operatic and Dramatic Society, decided for
his first Christmas at Potten End to produce Cinderella. He began rehearsing early
in the autumn term three or four times a week during the lunch hour or after school;
from November rehearsals were held in the Village Hall and Mr Holland, with
characteristic generosity, asked for all bills for the hire of the hall to be sent to him.
Tickets were sold out a fortnight before the first night and the play was performed
to full houses on December 19 and 20, 1933, and twice more in the new year. The
press review found Eva Potton "just right" for Cinderella, John Meager "a
veritable Prince Charming" and Joan Chapman and Peggy Kirby "really good in
those unpopular parts, the Ugly Sisters". With some ofthe profits Mr Paice opened
a Headmaster's Fund to pay for special activities and equipment. His later
productions included Babes in the Wood and, more ambitiously, A Midsummer
Night's Dream, an example of what could be done so long as children up to fourteen
years old were attending the school.
Educational outings began to be fitted more often into the school programme,
especially under Mr Paice. A party visited the Empire Exhibition at Wembley in
1924, a Palestine Exhibition in 1933 and the South Kensington Museums in 1938
(with a pantomime at the Lyceum in the afternoon). They went to the London Zoo
in 1925 and to the newly-opened Whipsnade in 1931 and 1933, Mr Holland again
paying all the expenses. In 1934 they hired a B & B bus for 35s and travelled to St
Albans to look at the architecture of the Abbey and then "to study the
excavations' '. Later parties also went round Berkhamsted Castle and Ashridge
House. History in the making was witnessed by two bus-loads of children in 1936
when they were taken to Berkhamsted to hear Edward VIII proclaimed King.
Physical training could be given only "under difficulties", as an Inspector
reported, because there was "no free space under cover and the playground is
rough and unsuitable for the modern treatment of the subject". Nevertheless it
received increasing attention from the 1920s onwards. To supplement formal
"drill", Mr Hurst introduced football, netball, cricket and stoolball (rounders),
none of them fully enjoyed until Mr Holland presented the Sports and Recreation
Grounds to the village in 1929. To thank him the children wrote dutiful letters and
the older ones cleared the ground of "paper and old tins" (litter is not a modern
problem) in readiness for the formal opening on June 20, when the new swings and
see-saw, paid for by Mr Holland and Mrs Deen, were given "an extensive trial"
before speeches and cheers.
Mr Paice, soon after his arrival, divided the school into three houses - Trinity,
St Alban and St George, names suggested by the Rev. L. R. Egerton to symbolise
parish, diocese and country - and organised the first Sports Day with a programme
of 51 events. It became a regular part of the school's calendar, but perhaps 1936
and 1940 deserve special commemoration, the first for Mr Paice's revolutionary
decision to allow the girls to wear shorts and the second for including the first
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Class I and 11 on Empire Day. Jerusalem and I vow to thee my country will be
sung." Ten years later, in the middle of the war, he arranged a fuller programme in
which, after the opening hymn and the saluting of the flag, the juniors and seniors
each performed a sketch ("Our Flag" and "Our Commonwealth"), J. Smith
recited a poem, "Victoria", and the whole school sang "Children of Far Distant
Lands". For the children the best part always came next, because the rest of the day
was a holiday, but many of them may have shared the emotions of the adults for
whom the ceremony embodied a sincere patriotism perhaps not easily recaptured by
later generations.
In the 1920s and early 1930s equipment-on the whole played only a small part in
teaching and, except for a sewing machine bought in 1922, had not changed much
,since Victorian times. Infants still learned to write on slates, and an inventory of
1939 still recorded an abacus, no doubt the identical "ball frame" remembered by
those who were infants in the 1890s. There were three maps in all, as well as two
globes and, for history, a set of seventy two miniature posters, Kendall' s Links with
the Past (still in the school's possession) which aimed at bringing former events to
life in the manner of newspaper placards:
Sep 6th 1666
GREAT FIRE OF LONDON
PUT OUT

Jan 10th 1840
ROWLAND HILL
SUCCEEDS
PENNY POST COMMENCES

parents' events. Waltzing was another of Mr Paice's innovations and he began
swimming lessons at the Berkhamsted baths in May 1934, the whole top class
making an impressive cavalcade as it cycled with him into the town, suffering only
one mishap when Peggy Kirby fell off her machine and hurt her knee. The first
swimming certificates were gained in that same season.
Many of these physical activities sprang from a wider recognition of what schools
could do to improve children's health. Lessons in hygiene became part of the
curriculum from 1905, with explanations of the value of sunshine and fresh air and
the importance of personal cleanliness driven home by daily inspection of hands and
faces and an insistence on "use of handkerchief in playground before school and
after playtime".
Formal medical inspections began in 1907 and brought to light many defects,
especially in teeth and eyes. One day in 1928 eight infants were sent to the
Berkhamsted dental clinic and between them had thirty four teeth extracted. For the
treatment of eye complaints special visits to London were sometimes necessary. In
1918, for example, Mrs Hurst took twelve children to Great Ormond Street in
March and seven to Moorfields in May, the parents paying 1s 6d towards the
expenses of each child.
Epidemics of chicken pox, measles, mumps and whooping cough came round so
regularly that it was only their absence which called for special comment, as in
1914 when, at the end of the summer term, Mr Hurst wrote that "the year has been
a most exceptional one, no epidemics and little sickness". Teachers were always on
the look out for warning signs of scarlet fever or diphtheria, for which
immunisation did not begin until 1941. Any sore throat would be suspect and a
child with peeling hands - an early symptom of scarlet fever - would be sent
home at once with instructions to the mother to lose no time in calling the doctor.
Meanwhile at school Mr Hurst "sprayed and scattered Sanitas" in the classrooms
during playtime and the dinner hour; in serious outbreaks the Medical Officer
closed the school completely, usually for three weeks, and had the whole building
disinfected by the Sanitary Inspector.
Not so dangerous, but extremely contagious, was the unpleasant scourge of
ringworm, which afflicted children well into the 1930s. The worst outbreak seems
to have been that of 1924 which accounted for 2,341 lost attendances between
January and July as against 371 for scarlet fever and diphtheria combined, and only
119 for other sicknesses. Ringworm was not a "worm" at all but a fungus infection
known nowadays mainly in the form of "athlete's foot". Fifty years ago it more
commonly attacked the scalp and was very difficult to eradicate. Some children
were absent for up to eighteen months before being pronounced free of it. The
District Nurse who visited the school regularly to keep an eye on the pupils' general
wellbeing made a point of examining all scalps for the first signs of it and also
looked for lice and nits (the eggs of the louse), an infestation in which a few families
persistently offended, to the great annoyance of the mothers of "clean" children.
Undernourishment, shown up by the weighing and measuring before each
medical inspection, does not seem to have been a serious problem here at the
beginning of the century despite the poverty of many families, and although school
dinners had been introduced elsewhere in 1906 they did not appear at Potten End
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until January 1918, a time of severe food shortages in the First World War. Mr
Hurst had already drawn the nurse's attention to two boys who had gained no
weight since their admission nine months previously, and it was decided to provide
hot food at least for the children (about a quarter of all the pupils) who lived some
distance away and always brought sandwiches for their midday meal. The first
dinner was served in the Church Room on January 14; it consisted of soup and
tapioca pudding at a cost of 2d per child. The dinners continued daily for at least a
month but they did not make up for the general lack of food, and by March most of
the children throughout the school were found to have lost weight. There were no
more school dinners after the war but in January 1934 those children who brought
sandwiches were allowed a drink of cocoa at 1/2d a cup.
Provision of extra nourishment took an entirely new form from the late 1920s.
Many of the children having again been found to be slightly underweight, the
parents were encouraged to let them try "the benefits of pure milk' ': For the first
time, on December 12, 1928, a day of sleet and snow, 15 of the 77 chIldren brought
their pennies and received about half a pint of warmed milk at playtime. T~e
number rose a few days later to 25 and remained fairly constant except for a drop In
the summer months. By January 1930, 24 were having it daily and another 53,
whose parents could afford no more, on alternate days. On February?, 1930 the
milk which until then had come in bulk from Rose Cottage Farm, arnved for the
first ~ime in I!J pint bottles. In October 1934 Mr Paice allowed himself to be cajoled
by a travelling saiesman into buying Horlicks Malted Milk and he began servin~ it
at playtime and at midday for 3d a week, but it meant so much extra work that, WIth
Mr Holland's backing, he gladly reverted to plain milk as soon as he had used up
the already opened tin.
While they lasted, hot drinks certainly helped the children endure the cold
classrooms where open fires and stoves, even when working properly, barely
warmed the atmosphere. Central heating had been discussed but rejected by the
managers in 1921; the lack of it in periods of intense cold made the children seem
"much more dull than usual". In the bitter winter of 1927 the temperature reached
only 36°F (2°C) at 9 a.m. in the room where the stove had been burning all night;
in the other two rooms, where fires were lit at 6 a.m., it stood at 34°F and 30°F
(1°C and -1 CC). In February 1929 the ink froze in the inkwells of all but the front
row of desks near the stove and "the girls were allowed to wrap their coats round
their legs when sitting at their work". By bringing in oil stoves and keeping all
doors and windows shut, the temperature could be raised to 42° or 43°F (between
5 ° and 6 ° C) by midday, but the real problem was that the building itself allowed
most of the heat to escape up the chimney or throught the uninsulated walls and
roof.
By the 1920s the structure was needing much more than routine maintenance.
The oldest part of the building had already been standing for seventy years and even
the newest portion - a lobby built on to the north side in 1921 - caused constant
trouble with its leaky flat roof. In 1928 the school house chimney had to be rebuilt
and in 1932 the roof of the entire building needed retiling. Piped water had been
laid on since 1897 but the change-over from oil lamps to electricity had to wait until
November 1929. The "offices", a Victorian euphemism much used until the
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1930s, were simply earth or bucket closets, some of which had no partitions
between the seats; they were improved in 1911 and again in 1919 but the children
still had to cross the open playground in all ·weathers to reach them. One day in
January 1922 the older boys "spent the first part of the morning clearing paths to
the offices, the snow having drifted to depths of 2 feet and over". The Medical
Officer who inspected the sanitary arrangements in the 1930s ' 'did not seem
favourably impressed" but H.M.!. recognised that as there was no main drainage in
the village "we had done what we could".
The need for more teaching space was still urgent in the early years of the
century, but numbers were beginning to fall below a hundred and it was not
impossible to switch classrooms whenever there happened to be more children in
one age group than another. In 1914 the old awkward gallery was removed and a
new sliding partition, with rails for maps, fixed across the big classroom to replace
what the Inspector had called "some undesirable curtains", but the extra classroom
which he also recommended would have cost £400 and plans were shelved when
war broke out. A diocesan survey of 1924 again proposed another classroom and
the extra space would have been useful if only for medical inspections which had
sometimes to be held in the lobby; the room was never built, partly no doubt for
lack of money, partly because numbers had settled down to about 80 and partly
because the school had by then found a different answer to the problem. For many
years the Church Room had been used for cookery and other practical lessons and
from September 1918 it became a spare classroom as well, a "temporary" solution
which served off and on for another fifty years.
In any case, new ideas were in the air which would reduce the need for space by
simply robbing the school of a third of its population. On October 8, 1930 the
managers attended a conference to discuss the reorganisation of Berkhamsted,
Northchurch and Potten End schools and in May 1931 they reluctantly gave the
County Council their assent to becoming, at some time in the future, a "Junior
Mixed and Infants" school for children up to the age of eleven only. Older pupils
would then attend a Church of England secondary school in Berkhamsted. The
original plan to house this in the Victoria Schools, as soon as the County had built a
new junior school, was shortly afterwards replaced by an officially approved
scheme to build an entirely new church secondary school at Greenway.
Meanwhile Potten End was having to decide whether to spend £800 or £900 to
repair and modernise the school building or to find an estimated £1500 to build a
completely new school. A well-attended public meeting in June 1939, chaired by
the Vicar, the Rev. G. Palmer, heard the arguments on both sides, but when it was
realised that even extensive repairs might not bring the building up to the official
standard and that the education authority had power to condemn the existing school
and either send Potten End children elsewhere or build a Council school which they
and not the present managers would control, a resolution to build a new school was
passed unanimously.
Less than three months later, the outbreak of war postponed all schemes of
reorganisation or rebuilding and the school faced a more immediate problem in the
arrival of some 200 evacuees from four London schools. Village Hall, Church
Room, tennis pavilion and Scouts' hut all became emergency classrooms for a

while and although two of the evacuated schools were soon moved elsewhere, the
others had to share Potten End's building, occupying it mornings or afternoons on
alternate weeks. Some friction was inevitable, as when Mr Paice complained that
the Londoners were "scratching and spoiling the desks which his children took a
pride in keeping unmarked and polished" and he resented the aloof attitude of the
"Visiting Heads" who, with nine teachers for 80 children, were reluctant to help
even occasionally in his understaffed classes in spite of an Inspector's suggestion
that they should do so. In the spring term relations improved because Potten End
recovered full use of its own building and the "foreigners" were confined to the
Church Room and Village Hall. Mr Paice willingly lent them gardening tools and
invited them to join in the annual sports but he did not favour a proposed
amalgamation which would have meant organising over 140 children in three
separate buildings.
Air raid precautions had begun, as elsewhere in the country, at least two years
before the outbreak of war. Mr Paice had agreed to attend a series of lectures in
October 1937 "although the subject is distasteful to him", and trenches had been
dug in the "paddock" in 1938. These were now lined and roofed over and had
electric light installed to form a reasonably comfortable shelter with room for all the
children and staff, including the evacuees. After one time-wasting false alarm Mr
Paice decided, with splendid parochialism, that in future they would disregard the
Hemel Hempstead siren and take cover only when one sounded in Berkhamsted.
After disturbed nights, children were allowed to come to school up to 10 o'clor-k the
next morning without being counted late. In March 1943 the trenches collapsed and
were abandoned, to be filled in after the war. Experience of bombs had shown that
the main building would give better protection although the gauze gummed to the
windows to stop flying glass made the classrooms rather dark and depressing.
In the second year of the war, another 46 children had arrived from London with
two teachers. They were settled in the Baptist Chapel at Frithsden and are not
referred to again in the Potten End log book. The evacuees in the main group
continued their separate schooling, London and Potten End teachers forming a rota
to supervise them during the summer holidays. By September 1942, because their
numbers had dwindled, the older ones were being taught in the Golf Club House
and the younger (fewer than ten) at Potten End school. This arrangement lasted for
only one year. In September 1943, Potten End opened the new term with 109
children, having absorbed the Golf Club evacuees as well as one of their teachers,
who was given a class ofPotten End and London children in the Village Hall. It was
not until March 1945 that all the pupils were once again under one roof and by July
most of the remaining evacuees had gone home. One of the "Visiting Heads",
however, Mr Herbert Duthy, had liked the village so much that he chose it for his
retirement and in 1949 himself became a manager of Potten End school.
In September 1941 the County Council started cheap school dinners in the
Church Room, not the soup and tapioca of the First World War, but substantial
meals which were an important supplement to food rations. In the first month, with
Mrs Austin as cook, the number of children having school dinner rose from 20 to
50 a day. All the vegetables eaten during that month had been grown in the school
gardens. This "communal feeding", as it was first called, .soon expanded into a
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British Restaurant, one of many throughout the country, serving adults as well as
children until after the war. In 1947 it reverted to school meals with Mrs
Summerfield in charge; she retired in 1964 after 22 years' service.
In 1944, when the war seemed at last to be ending, the managers revived the
committee in charge of providing a new school. A year later, although no work
could begin while wartime controls continued in force, they approved Mr Rew's
plans for a building estimated to cost £8,500. Unfortunately the cost of labour and
materials was mounting year by year and the managers realised that the total would '
be beyond the village's resources, even if the public enthusiasm expressed in 1939
had outlasted the war. In October 1949, therefore, on the advice of the Vicar, the
Rev. J.A. Davies, they applied to the Ministry of Education for recognition as an
Aided School, a status which was received in June 1950 and which ensured that the
government would meet half the cost.
The managers were finding it difficult enough to pay for normal repairs and
improvements. The longer the new building was delayed the less inclined were the
Inspectors to accept "rural limitations" as an excuse for poor sanitation in the old.
In July 1946 eight Elsan closets were bought and in 1951 Mr Rew prepared plans
for new lavatories and washbowls and the installation of a cesspool, but the
managers had no money to put the work in hand and could barely meet the
architect's fees.
In January 1949, the scheme to remove pupils over the age of eleven, first
discussed in 1930 and implemented by the Education Act of 1944, was at last put
into effect, though not quite in the form originally proposed. Potten End now
became a Primary School, with only 46 children, and for the next two years the
older ones moved up to the Berkhamsted Victoria Secondary Modern School. No
new school was built but in 1951 a secondary modern course was started in the fine
buildings of the Thomas Coram Foundling Hospital at Ashlyns and when a
grammar school stream was added there in 1955 the County Council ceased to grant
scholarships to the Berkhamsted Public Schools. Potten End children could, if they
wished, still apply for places at the state grammar schools in Hemel Hempstead
instead of at Ashlyns and, as Hertfordshire was one of the first authorities to abolish
the eleven-plus examination, they were selected on their school record and
headmaster's recommendation.
The prospect of having only younger children at Potten End had led the managers
to consider whether a headmistress might not once again be more suitable than a
master when Mr Paice resigned in 1945 to become Headmaster of Northchurch. A
woman was among the four short-listed candidates out of seventy five applicants
but the post went in the end to Mr Edwin J. T. Williams, then Headmaster of
Barkway.
In 1956 with still no work begun on the new school, the old building reached its
centenary. The celebrations (on January 31, 1957) included a church service in the
morning and a packed meeting in the Village Hall in the afternoon attended by the
Deputy County Education Officer and the Headmasters of Ashlyns and Hemel
Hempstead Grammar School, as well as by a crowd of parents and former scholars
of several generations. The two previous headmasters had been invited but could
not come.Mr ·Paice's gift ~ the beautiful lithograph of the school in 1856 - was

on display, and Mr Hurst, then nearly ninety, sent a letter of congratulations and
good wishes from his home in Ruislip.
During the meeting the Vicar read historical tit-bits from old school records,
though not from the earliest log books; their existence had evidently been forgotten
for many years and they were to turn up later at a dramatic eleventh hour. Alfred
Smith and Miss Annie Mawditt next entertained the audience with reminiscences of
their schooldays at the turn of the century, Angela Wardley recited The Village
Schoolmaster, there was a vote of thanks, and then the children sat down to a tea for
which Reginald Groom had baked the large birthday cake. Last of all came a short
film show.
Ironically, not long before this commemoration of the school's beginnings, the
managers had taken a step to diminish still further the role of the church which Earl
Brownlow had been so anxious to preserve. Having accepted the "complete
impossibility" of raising even their half-share of the cost of a new building, they
applied in 1955 to change the school's designation yet again, this time to that of a
Controlled School, its status to this day. The education authority now pays the bills
and the church has forfeited its majority among the managers. It now appoints only
two, of whom one is the Vicar. Of the other four, the education authority and the
Parish Council appoint two each.
Work should have started on the new school in April 1958 but complications
arose over the ownership of the land, the "triangle" which Spencer Holland had
bought from tht; Ashridge Estate and which Mrs Holland had transferred to the
church at a nominal sum for the erection of a new church school. To begin with, the
County Council had thought the site "inadequate" and had considered another near
the allotments (later Homefield). Then, on agreeing to the Holland site, they found
that the Ministry of Education would not sanction its purchase. Negotiations lasting
several months ended in a compromise: the Council would build and own the school
but the church would continue to own the land.
At last, in 1959, Phase One of the new building began and was finished in time
for the spring term, 1960. Besides two infants' classrooms, it provided complete
new sanitation for the whole school, some much-needed storage space and heating
, 'controlled by an electric clock' '. The successful completion of Phase One marked
the climax of Mr Williams's seventeen years as headmaster; he did not retire until
1962 but suffered much illness in his last two years and was often absent. It was for
his successor, Mr Lewis A. Stephens, to battle for Phase Two, the need for which
became urgent when, as predicted, school numbers rose again in step with housing
development in the village. In November 1958 there had been 78 children on the
roll, in May 1961 there were 104, in June 1965, 122. They filled the old building as
well as the new block, and overflowed into the Church Room which yet again was
doubling as classroom and canteen.
Not until 1967 did the County Council fit Potten End once more into its building
programme and instruct the builders, J oseph Driver of Berkhamsted, to begin. The
work was completed in the spring of 1968, involving some alterations to the
existing block and adding rooms for the headmaster, staff and secretary, two new
classrooms, two sets of changing rooms, a spacious hall 40 ft square, and a large
kitchen. For the first time school dinners could be cooked and eaten on the premises
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without overcrowding; today it is uncommon for any child to go home at midday.
The caretaker's. duties, too~ were transformed. Mrs Dorothy Smith; herself a
former pupil, had started working in the school canteen in 1945 in its British
Restaurant days. Soon afterwards she succeeded her namesake, Mrs Willie Smith,
as caretaker and had therefore known all the problems of the old building, its open
fires, its temperamental stoves, its outside lavatories, its lack of any hot water for
cleaning unless she carried it herself from the Church Room. The new building,
much larger but more manageable, remained in her care until 1977 when inflexible
authority decided that she was too old at 68 and must resign.
The move to the new building provided an excuse to jettison much old equipment
as well as some newer teaching aids acquired since the war but already considered
obsolete. The cast-offs included the weighing machine (which went for scrap
metal), two pianos, three radios, two gramophones, the sewing machine and a
duplicator. A geographical globe used in the 1920s and 1930s would have gone the
same way but for a small boy who asked if he might have it and who later gave it to
the Potten End museum collection.
The school already owned some up-to-date electronic gadgetry, not all of it paid
for by the County Council. The managers had contributed half the cost of a tape
recorder and film-strip projector, and the Diocesan Board of Finance agreed that
some £150 (made up of donations towards the new school before the County
accepted responsibility for the cost) could be used to pay for a sound projector. Mr
Stephens meanwhile revived the idea of a school fund to which parents could
contribute a few coppers weekly if they wished, and used some of it to buy a pair of
binoculars. In the ten years after the completion of the new school, the County
Council supplied a new tape . recorder and a cassette recorder, another strip
projector, a radio, a piano, a metric weighing machine, a "language master" and a
duplicator. To these the governors (as the managers are now called) added a further
tape recorder. In succession to two lapsed organisations which existed briefly in
1938 and 1946, an important new body, the Friends of Potten End School, was
formed in 1967 to provide money for the school. For their first gift, the swimming
pool, they raised more than £600 (half the cost) in just over a year, the rest being
met by a grant from the County. By 1970 they had found another £500 for heating
it. Through their many fund-raising enterprises the school also acquired a kiln
room, a piano, a colour television, a large-type typewriter and a photo-copier. It
also now has a video recorder and a micro-computer.
Mr Stephens, having settled the school into its new quarters, resigned in
December 1968 to take up a headship in the Scilly Isles, and after one term, during
which Mrs Rosina Sherriff acted as Head, his post was filled by Mr David J.
Perfect, the present Headmaster. To compensate for the improvisations and
upheavals of the 1960s, the school might have welcomed a period of uninterrupted
consolidation, but still more changes were on the way. Berkhamsted had been
selected as one of the first towns to work the three-tier system of comprehensive
education in which children attended a First school until the age of nine, a Middle
school until thirteen, and finally the Upper school at Ashlyns until sixteen or later.
When the system came into operation in 1970, Potten End once again lost its
older pupils, most of them moving on to Bridgewater Schc Jl, though a few also to

Augustus Smith and Thomas Bourne. The remaining 90 (the total has slowly declined since then) had more scope in the four large rooms to profit by the modern openstyle classwork. The enormous contrast with the old pattern of five children to a
bench and the absence of regimentation have often led older people to believe that
today's schoolchildren spend all their time playing with paints and clay, but
straightforward teaching has by no means disappeared. The four giant rollerblackboards are used more constantly than any of the electronic marvels and,
whatever may happen elsewhere in the country, Potten End children still learn their
multiplication tables by heart. Obviously their other activities are tailored to the
capacities of children between the ages of five and nine. Because they arrive each
day bursting with news for their teachers and because the communicating of it is an
important part of their training, morning assembly in now delayed until 10 0' clock.
It lasts half an hour and, as befits a school with church traditions, is taken once a
week by the Vicar. Drama is prepared in class units, then welded into a whole, the
actors often improvising rather than learning their parts, so that each performance
may differ from the one before. Pursuits requiring great physical stamina have had
to be abandoned. Instead, for instance, of the annual camping week at Cuffley, introduced by Mr Stephens, the juniors (the seven-year-olds upwards) walk across the
Common to Ivinghoe on a summer afternoon, stay overnight at the hostel and return
next day by bus in time for lunch. Throughout the year, too, Mr Perfect encourages
in the children an awareness of their countryside, not only on the lines of the old
, 'nature walks" but also with the aim of arousing the interest in its history and (as in
the school's special care of the Old Green) fostering a desire to preserve it.
A little bit of their own history is built into the wall near the school's entrance. A
stone tablet with the date 1968 has an unusual border of twenty eight clay heads,
which were modelled by some of the pupils of that year to represent (or so it is
alleged) their teachers and friends. Above and below it are the 1856 and 1873
tablets from the old building.
Many villagers, newcomers as well as natives, hoped that the old school might be
saved and adapted for some village purpose, perhaps even as a headmaster's house.
For lack of money it could not be converted into anything but a sad heap of rubble
and burning woodwork. Before the demolition men took over, a student teacher
climbed into the loft to make sure that it was empty and found three dusty handwritten volumes: the earliest log books, stored away who knows when, and forgotten.
There was, it seems, another treasure in the loft which no one knew of, a panel in
the rails inscribed with the words:
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To God only wise be glory
Through Jesus Christ for ever Amen.
For the promotion of Religious Education
This School was erected
in the year of Our Lord MDCCCLVI.

The words were painted over during redecoration in 1949 but if someone had
remembered in time it might have been possible to remove the paint and incorporate
the panel in the new building as one more tangible link with the old. Today General
Finch's quarter of an acre "for a school.. .and for no other purpose whatsoever"
lies beneath several inches of tarmac with only the cedars, the wall and the iron gate
to remind the village of his gift.

Elderly churchgoers are inclined to contrast the rush of modern life with the
peaceful days of old "when everybody went to church", a habit they confidently
ascribe to their own childhood and, with even greater assurance, to that of their
grandparents. Yet even in 1876 a preacher in Berkhamsted was reproving people
who had no time for church "in these hurrying days, these days of high pressure".
According to the 1881 Census, only about half the popUlation in the countryside
(and less than half in the towns) had attended church or chapel on "Census
Sunday". A golden age of church attendance has probably always been a myth.
Certainly it would be a delusion to imagine that in the churchless hamlet of Potten
End during the first half of the nineteenth century, the inhabitants piously dispersed
on Sunday mornings to walk the two miles or more to their respective parish
churches at Berkhamsted, Northchurch and Great Gaddesden. We know that they
were reluctant to do so in the 1860s, and they had no reason to be more devout in
the preceding decades.
Some of them did, perhaps, walk the shorter distance of just over a mile to St
Lawrence's at Nettleden. Its records prove that people of Frithsden, Potten End and
Little Potten End sometimes used it for baptisms, marriages and burials. What we
cannot know is how often, if at all, they attended the regular services. One damning
clue survives in a special entry in the register for 1765: March 24 (Palm Sunday)
had been set aside to examine the children in the church catechism, "but there was
none that did appear". Yet Frithsden was then a populous hamlet, and could have
supplied several candidates. Their absence may be attributed partly to natural

apathy, but perhaps rather more to the counter-attraction of the thriving Baptists.
These nonconformists, as we saw in Chapter VII, were soon numerous enough in
Frithsden and Potten End to need purpose-built chapels in place of temporary
meeting houses.
In the 1850s the Church of England was making some effort to keep a hold on the
outlying corners of its parishes. In 1854, to serve Bourne End and Little Heath, the
Rector of Northchurch built Broadway Church (patronised for many years by the
Lane family of nurserymen). In 1851, the new Rector of Berkhamsted, the Rev.
James Hutchinson, required one of his curates to hold regular services in Frithsden
- perhaps in the parlour of No. 10 (certainly so used by the end of the century), or
perhaps at the plaiting school on The Front, which would also have counted at that
time as part of Frithsden, and which a local tradition connects with public worship.
The curate, the Rev. Henry Twells, was later to write the hymn "At even ere the
sun was set" and the verses "Time's Paces" inscribed on the old clock in Chester
Cathedral.
In June 1861, the Rector took the further step of obtaining a licence to perform
baptisms and hold services in the recently built schoolroom at Potten End, a
solution which soon proved inadequate even for adult congregations, let alone for
the hundred or so children who attended the Sunday School. By then he had no
unallocated "sittings" at St Peters for Potten End parishioners and was realist
enough to admit that in any case they "would not walk the distance"; he argued that
either they would attend no place of worship at all, or (what was then considered
equally deplorable) they might even go to the Baptist Chapel.
He decided, therefore, to build a chapel-of-ease. Early in 1864 the chosen
architect, F. C. Penrose (Surveyor of the Fabric of St Paul's Cathedral, 1862-97),
designed an "Italian Norman Church" which Earl Brownlow thought "both cheap
and charming". The Earl was ready to provide a plot of land free, and to pay £300
towards the estimated cost. This, originally £675, rose by May to £884 to cover
fees and some new work, including the walling of the churchyard. As the funds
already raised (or promised) amounted to only £680, the Rector sought a grant from
the Society for Promoting the Enlargement, Building and Repairing of Churches
and Chapels. This body, however, convinced that "no style is more generally
suitable for an English church than Gothic" , found Mr Penrose' s design "fanciful'"
and "not in the character of medieval church architecture of any period". The
report complained further that the gables were overloaded with ornamentation and
that the bell turret was "feeble in construction and not commendable in form". It
proposed that "the plans should be entirely reconsidered".
Mr Penrose agreed to reduce the height of the bell-turret, but questioned the
Society's opposition to the general design, which he believed the critics had failed
to visualise correctly. "I shall be very much disappointed," he wrote to the Rector
in July, "if the effect is not very quiet."
The Rector and Earl Brownlow decided to support him and to go ahead without a
grant from the Society. To reduce the estimated cost, Mr Penrose suggested some
small economies: less concrete in the foundations, a cheaper type of brick, and
. open-backed pews.
. On October 3, 1864, Earl Brownlow formally conveyed to the Ecclesiastical
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IX.
THE BUILDING OF HOLY TRINITY

Commissioners one acre of allotment ground' 'for the site of ... The Chapel of the
Holy Trinity, Potten End". On March 9 1865, the builders, William Nash and T. &
J. Matthews, signed the contract to erect it for £710. By the time the work was
finished, additional items (80 yards of walling and a gate; the levelling of the
churchyard; the cost of a communion table and other furniture; Mr Penrose' s fee of
£42; and £4.2.6 for a supper for the workmen) had brought the total to just over
£858.
Thanks to subscriptions, most of the bill could be paid at once. Earl Brownlow
supplemented his original gift with a further £50 for the walling; other donations
included £50 from Lady Marian Alford, various amounts of between £5 and £25
from the local gentry, and even £1 from one of the builders. The Rector himself
gave £20, and received contributions from his brother clergy at Northchurch, Great
Gaddesden and Nettleden. The villagers joined in with small sums, totalling over
£170, "in remembrance of the late Mrs Joseph Gravestock" (wife of the grocer of
Happy Valley who had built the plaiting school). A further sum of £22 for a
harmonium and candle lights was collected by a Miss S. Lane and David Clarke
(the baker and husband of Mrs Anne Tandy Clarke, the schoolmistress). Finally the
Rector, with three others, provided £18 for communion vessels.
In September 1865 the Bishop of Rochester (in whose diocese Hertfordshire then
lay) authorised the holding of services and the use of the burial ground. This
licence, a temporary one until the formal consecration could take place, contains
the incidental information that the churchyard wall then extended along only two
sides, south and east; the other two were bounded by oak posts and rails.
The normal difficulty of arranging episcopal visits in so large a diocese,
aggravated by a vacancy in the see, delayed the consecration for over two years.
During the interval, more building work was undertaken both inside and around the
church. The churchyard walls were completed, the north side embodying an
attractive herringbone pattern of brick alternating with layers of flint. Three
stained-glass windows, depicting the Nativity, Last Supper and Resurrection, were
fitted in the apse at the expense of Lady Marian Alford. The Rector paid for the
painting of the dome: its geometrically-arranged stars, quaint but pleasing
(possibly added a little later) shone from the dark blue vault for another hundred
years.
The church was consecrated at last on January 14, 1868. At 11 0' clock the new
Bishop of Rochester, Thomas Legh Claughton (later to be the first Bishop of St
Albans), accompanied by Earl Brownlow and his mother, arrived at the school and
headed a procession of fifteen clergy to the church. There, having performed the
ceremony, he conducted a communion service and preached "a simple, though
most eloquent and impressive sermon". Only the clergy and other gentry present
had their names listed in the Gazette's report of the event; they included the Hon.
Mrs Finch, at that date still in nominal charge of the school. There can be little
doubt, however, that many ordinary villagers squeezed in at the back of the church:
the collection of over £35 was found to include, besides the notes, and the gold and
silver coins, a sum of 6s.71Ad in copper, which must have come from the local
people. Most of them could not have spared more than a penny or twopence each;
some, to judge by the odd farthing, would have given even less. An estimate on this
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basis suggests that about eighty villagers may have attended.
CHAPEL-OF-EASE
For its first thirty years, Holy Trinity Chapel was ruled by three Berkhamsted
Rectors. Mr Hutchinson, its founder, retired in 1871, to be succeeded by J. W.
Cobb (1871-83) and A. Johnson (1883-1902). The parishioners saw them rarely,
however. Normally one of the curates took the single weekly service: matins with
communion at 10.30 once a month, an afternoon or evening service on other
Sundays.
Mr Johnson added a special course of sermons on Thursday evenings during
Advent and Lent. He wrote in the parish magazine of 1885 that' 'the services at this
little hamlet are hearty and well attended, but the dark spot is the fewness of the
communicants". Even at Easter there had been only eighteen. He promised a
course of instruction in the purpose and benefits of Holy Communion, and "as a
help to the better realization of the dignity of that Holy Mystery", gave the church a
new altar.
There was no need, by contrast, to explain the relevance of Harvest Festivals
even when there seemed little cause for thankfulness. The failure of the crops in
1879 led to "subdued" services, incorporating "a humble recognition of God's
chastisements", with gratitude "that we have not been visited with a more terrible
scourge, such as pestilence, according to our deserts." These services were
consistently among the best attended. In 1872, the offertory (by tradition given to
the West Herts Infirmary) amounted to 15s. 10d, about half of which was collected
in pence and probably represented a congregation of at least sixty people. At some
stage, perhaps under Mr J ohnson who had a liking for week-day services, it became
the custom to celebrate harvest twice: once on a Thursday evening and again on the
following Sunday. The report of 1884 speaks of a "crowded congregation" on
Thursday, October 2, and a collection of over £2; that of 1886 describes' 'the little
church" as "quite (Le. completely) full on both occasions".
All seats in the church were free, unlike those in most churches, including St
Peters, Berkhamsted. During the 1870s Berkhamsted was arguing whether the
abolition of pew rents in favour of an offertory would mean a crippling fall in
revenue. The Rector, Mr Cobb, an advocate on principle of free seating, pointed to
the example of Potten End where at every service a healthy collection was taken
towards church expenses. The practice was still unfamiliar enough, however, to
puzzle a chapel-going contemporary: she wanted to know what "they" could be
doing with all the money, and thought it "a bit off ' to come round with the bag
every time. Not long afterwards, St Peters did follow Potten End's lead and, as
predicted, suffered no loss of income.
The village women, as well as the gentry, "did the flowers", especially at
harvest time and at Easter when they and their children went to the woods on Good
Friday to fetch primroses and moss by the basketful; but the early records, as usual,
mention only the "ladies" by name.
Among them we find a Mrs Clarke, possibly the schoolmistress. The Clarkes in
the 1870s had started what would become a family tradition of service to the church
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As early as 1873 or 1874, less than ten years after the building of Holy Trinity,
the Rector of Berkhamsted was day-dreaming about its future. "What a nice,
compact little parish of itself might Potten End make!" he wrote in the magazine.
"Perhaps some day someone may be found both able and willing to carry out some
such arrangement. "
Twenty years later that ' 'someone' , was Earl Brownlow. The impending
retirement of the Vicar of Nettleden, the Rev. R. T. Ogden, gave him the
opportunity "for carrying out a scheme I have long wished to promote": to unite
into a single benefice a new 'parish of Nettleden, to be formed from parts of Pitstone

and Ivinghoe in the diocese of Oxford, and a new parish of Potten End to be carved
from that of St Peters, Berkhamsted.
By then Berkhamsted was eager to cast out its thirty-year-old offspring. In
commending the scheme to the Rector, Earl Brownlow wrote that it would have the
effect of "emancipating you for ever from Potten End, to the great benefit of the
church and Rector of Barkhampstead. "
The proposals which he put to the Bishops of Oxford and St Albans were
supported by a statement of the ecclesiastical needs and assets of the two places.
Nettleden, embracing St Margarets and part of Frithsden, had a population of 111,
which was expected to decline further; the retiring incumbent had too little work
and too small a salary (£65 a year); his residence (Nettleden House, the Earl's
property) was no longer to be available as a vicarage. Potten End, meanwhile, had a
curate who was equally underworked; the house in which he lived (the White
House), and for which he paid a rent of £30 a year, also belonged to the Earl; it
stood conveniently on the outskirts of Potten End, half a mile from Frithsden, a
mile from Nettleden, and a mile and a half from St Margarets.
Earl Brownlow then recommended, firstly, that' 'one clergyman would to able to
look after all these places without any undue strain" , and, secondly, that he should
live at the White House. To finance the scheme, the Earl proposed offering the
house to the Ecclesiastical Commissioners and providing an endowment of £ 100 a
year, bringing the annual income of the combined living to £195. The scheme was
approved and came into full effect on June 11, 1895. The curate, the Rev. Sydney
Summers, became the first Vicar of "Nettleden with Potten End", the older church
taking precedence in the title.
A month earlier, however, Holy Trinity's new status as a parish church had
already been recognised in a special way. Previously its licence authorised only
baptisms and burials; now there could be weddings, too. The first took place on
May 4, 1895, between Sidney Rance and Sarah Waterton. The happily preserved
photograph of the wedding group outside the vicarage records not merely an
important occasion; it is also probably the only picture we have of Mr Summers and
his wife, and of the White House before it was altered by the next Vicar.
The new parish as yet lacked a full complement of officers: it had but one
churchwarden, Charles Hodgson Miles, publisher, who lived at Gorseside on the
Common. He served, besides, on many bodies, including the Managers of Potten
End School, the Parish Council, the Rural District Council, the Board of
Guardians, the Fire Brigade Committee and the Aldbury Joint Hospital Committee.
To all of them he gave conscientious service, to many of them generous financial
help from his own pocket, but to none of them quite the same devotion as he
reserved for hunting and riding, a passion he had acquired at the age of ten. Because
he was so often on horseback, he chose always to dress in riding clothes, never
discarding the style which had been fashionable in the 1860s and 70s. He refused to
accept the internal combustion engine, abhorring even in London to ride on a motor
bus, preferring to wait for a horse-drawn one. Under the pen-name "Dragon", he
wrote many hunting stories which were printed in Horse and Hound. His house
bore further witness to this enthusiasm: nearly a hundred horse-shoes hung in the
porch; antlers and fox pads surmounted the doorway. On the dining table stood four
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spanning more than a century. David, the schoolmistress's husband, became a
licensed lay reader for Potten End in January 1878. His older brother, Henry, the
Potten End baker, was chosen by the Rector in 1886 to be the first, and apparently
sole, "chapelwarden", an office he retained for at least the next seven years. His
younger son, Ernest, would be churchwarden from 1925 to 1949; the elder, Arthur,
was organist for seventeen years. Arthur's granddaughter, Mrs Margery Reid, was
a member of the choir and P.C.C. of many years' standing; his son-in-law, Ewart
Miller, was for many years the church's treasurer.
No doubt from the beginning it was convenient to put one particular curate in
charge of Holy Trinity, just as in the 1850s Henry Twells had been responsible for
Frithsden. By the early 1870s this arrangement had become official when Earl
Brownlow allocated £150 a year to pay the salary of an extra curate assigned
exclusively to the new chapel. The first recorded name is that of the Rev. J ames
Karran in 1874. His successor, the Rev. H. J. Wilcox (1878-1881), hard working
and likeable, lived at "The Cottage, Frithsden" (the precise house is uncertain),
combining his responsibilities in Potten End with those of "officiating minister"
and then curate at Nettleden during the last illness of its Vicar, the Rev. George S.
Cautley. When Mr Cautley died in 1880, Mr Wi1cox served as Vicar for a few
.
months, thus foreshadowing the later association of the two churches.
The union continued under his successor, the Rev. R. T. Ogden, Vicar of
Nettleden and curate-in-charge of Potten End; but it was short-lived. Mr Ogden
seems to have relinquished his duties at Potten End almost as soon as he took them
up, and to have been prevented by frequent absence or illness from performing
many at Nettleden either.
In June 1884, a new Berkhamsted curate, the Rev. W. G. Marsden, was
appointed for Potten End, but by October he, too, had left. The reason - that there
was "no house available at Potten End and no other suitable accommodation"
-reflects a new attitude to the administration of the chapel: an awareness that it was
not only desirable but essential for the man in charge to live on the spot.
Not, apparently, until the summer of 1893 did a man and a house become free
simultaneously. By June of that year a lay reader, Sydney Summers, who had just
completed theological studies at King's College, London, was living at the White
House in what was later Vicarage Road. By July he had been ordained, and Potten
End had a new curate - the last before its change of status.
BIRTH OF THE PARISH

bronze salt-cellars representing foxes' heads; a pair of carver-rests in the form of
huntsmen jumping over a gate; and four candlesticks, "the base of each constructed
of the shining hooves of a favourite horse". As one old villager remarked, "It was
his life, he didn't do it be 'alves!"
From April 1896, there were two churchwardens. At the new parish's first Easter
Vestry meeting, Charles Miles was re-appointed Vicar's warden, and Charles
Chapman elected People's, or Parish, warden. Charles Chapman was then 46 years
old. Born in St Margarets, and having spent most of his childhood and youth at
Water End, he had not moved to Potten End (12 The Back) until after his marriage
in 1871; but by then, because he had, worked in Lane's Nurseries since the early
1860s, he already knew the village well. During 1865, as he walked to work, he
had watched the building of the little church, surely without foreseeing the long
association he would have with it. He was an excellent choice as second warden.
Even-tempered, treating people with the same consideration as his beloved plants,
unselfconsciously interested in all manner of subjects, he was at ease with
everyone, from the educated to the unlettered, and they with him; he is still
remembered as "dear Mr Chapman".
These two men were re-elected every Easter for the next fourteen years, spanning
the incumbencies of three Vicars. The last, the Rev. Charles Gaussen (1905 -21)
thought it fitting that he shared his Christian name with both wardens; he once made
the point that the distinction between Vicar's and People's warden "had no
meaning for him, as both were his kind friends and wardens".
By then Mr Miles was also a warden for Nettleden, a dual role considered
beneficial "as helping to bind the two parishes together". One of the best days in
the year for them all was the annual visit to St Albans when the wardens were
"admitted" and the clergy received their "charge" from the Bishop. The
ceremony, in those more leisured times, took place on a week-day morning;
Charles Chapman, the only one in the group who was not his own master, received
the day off from Lane's without loss of pay. They all drove in Mr Miles's brake,
accompanied by his romantically young wife (less than half his age) and sometimes
by the other Nettleden warden, John Tayler the farmer, and by Mrs Charlton Lane
of Nettleden House. Ecclesiastical business done, they would lunch at the Peahen,
then look round the shops (only to please the ladies, of course) before the drive
home.
This combined outing, like the partnership of the two wardens, ended only with
the death of Charles Miles in January 1911, at the age of 61. His memorial inside
the church is the present pulpit; his grave lies close by the church door. Charles
Chapman continued until his own death in 1930 to serve as warden, People's up to
1922, then Vicar's; his long service, still unbeaten; is recorded on a pew dedicated
to his memory.
A choir of sorts existed at Potten End by 1884; in that year, trained by Miss
Seymour (the Nettleden organist) and augmented by the choir of St Peters, they
made the Harvest Festival "a very helpful and earnest one." By the time Mr
Summers became Vicar, Nettleden possessed a sizeable choir of eleven men and
boys, and Potten End a mixed one of sixteen. They had their annual excursions and
other amusements; for the rest of the year they worked at their weekly practices for

matins and evensong. Potten End's leading soprano voice belonged to Miss Clara
Andrews, who sang with such gusto that her brow needed constant mopping, for
which she kept a handkerchiqf ready on the desk in front of her. The organist, Miss
Clara Lane (of Martins) nursed them through rehearsals for their ambitious first
Choral Communion, celebrated at Easter 1896. She was succeeded in 1897 by
Edwin Lee who, at the Vicar's request, also gave special weekly recitals after
evensong "to foster a greater love of sacred music". Between 1899 and 1905 Mrs
Rhys, the Vicar's wife, acted as unpaid organist, but in 1905 Arthur Clarke of Little
Heath Small Farm was officially engaged at a salary of £10 a year. He held the post
to within a few months of his death in 1922.
Now that the two churches were united under one Vicar, the regular Sunday
services had to be dovetailed. At Potten End there was a communion and an
evening service every Sunday, but matins and the children's afternoon service
alternated with Nettleden. The congregations rarely mixed. Only the vicarage
families were obliged to attend both churches, and when in 1899 Charles Miles
became warden at N ettleden as well as at Potten End his family, with their nearneighbours the Wilds, joined them. Forbidden by Mr Miles's strict views on
Sunday observance to use the horse and carriage, they went on foot, the youngest
being carried pick-a-back part of the way. On hot days the children were glad to
stop for a drink at one of the Frithsden cottages, and they always halted under the
bridge over the "Roman Road" to test its resonance by bawling out the chorus
"Fifteen men on a dead man's chest".
During the week, in the winter months only, cottage meetings were held at
Frithsden at William Groom's (No. 10) on Wednesday evenings, and at St
Margarets at Widow Chennells's on Tuesday afternoons. Potten End had a weekly
evensong with sermon on Fridays at 7 o'clock; in January 1897 this was changed to
a daily evensong at 5 0' clock. We do not know whether anyone attended, but it
appears to have been dropped by the next Vicar.
Some parishioners must have been willing, however, to go to evening Bible classes
during the winter. The men met on Mondays in the school room , the women on
Tuesdays at the vicarage. In 1896 both groups were studying the Book of Jonah: "the
classes are well attended, " reported Mr Summers, "and much interest is displayed. "
The children, for their part, not only received the daily religious instruction at
school, but also attended Sunday School, an institution then perhaps at its most
flourishing. In 1880 it had 51 boys and 65 girls on the register. Figures for the
1890s have not survived but are unlikely to have been lower. Children who had left
the day school (as the clever ones could do at twelve years old) were expected to
continue attending, but few boys did; many girls, more docile, kept on "until they
were quite grown up: they seemed like women to us."
It is not surprising that the more independent-minded children resented the loss of
large slices of Sunday. Classes began at 10.15 in the schoolroom, after which, in
time for the 11 o'clock service, the children filed across to church, two by two, and
occupied all the left hand pews. In the afternoon they re-assembled at 3 o'clock for
further instruction. At 6.30 they were expected at evensong.
There were of course some compensations and inducements: only regular
attenders could qualify for the annual treat; to miss "the outing", the nearest
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approach to going on holiday that many of them would ever know, was grievous
indeed. Less exciting, but not undesired, were those more tangible rewards offered
for good attendance rather than for proficiency: prayer books, picture books,
picture cards, photographs, framed texts; in 1897 an extra prize of a "writing
desk" (the box type, used on lap or table) was awarded to the best attender.
In 1896 Charles Chapman the churchwarden took over as Superintendent of the
Sunday School from a Mr W. Gr~en and held that office for the next 25 years. His
attachment had begun long before when, as a boy of 12 in 1862, he had won a small
prize, a card of verses entitled "Children seeking a blessing", illustrated by a tiny
coloured picture of a schoolroom; his stepmother, pleased for him, suggested
having it framed. The carpenter to whom he took it thought that he was having his
leg . pulled, as the date happened to be April 1. Charles got his frame, however;
from then on, whenever he moved house, he took the little picture with him and
hung it over his bed. When he lay dying, at the age of 80, he asked a visiting
daughter-in-law to unhook it and read the verses to him again.
When he first took over the Potten End Sunday School he had the help of thirteen
teachers, all women. They included Mrs Summers, Miss Rusher (her companion),
Miss Rose Lane (of Martins) and the two Misses Jarrett (daughters of the manager
of Lane's Nurseries); the rest were young village girls.
In 1897 a temporary teacher joined them from a most unexpected quarter.
During the whole of August six nuns were to be seen at Little Heath, exciting great
curiosity among the children, who would go on purpose to that part of the Common
just to catch sight of the "Sisters of Mercy", as they called them. The Sisters were
in fact the foundress (Mother Agnes Mason) and five other members of a newlyformed Anglican teaching order known as the Community of the Holy Family from
West Cromwell Road, London (now at St Leonards, Sussex). They had been
advised to take a country holiday, though why they chose Potten End is a mystery to
which even their own early records provide no answer. A possible link may lie in
their friendship with Canon Scott Holland, whose brother, Spencer Holland, later
came to live at Little Heath, but that is only conjecture. They stayed at Little Heath
Small Farm, of which Arthur Clarke was the new tenant although he could not have
been in actual occupation, as the Community's records state that they had "the
whole house" and did all their own housework (an unfamiliar activity at that period
for women of their class).
They recall that they found Mr Summers "very friendly and anxious to help"; he
celebrated Holy Communion for them twice a week, and provided accommodation
at the vicarage for the monk, the Rev. Gerard Sampson of Mirfield, who conducted
their four-day retreat. Sister Charlotte helped with the Sunday School, not so much
in return for the Vicar's kindness as from her own love of small children "who
instinctively loved and trusted her". Mr Summers, recording their visit, wrote that
"the Sisters have expressed themselves very thankful for the ministrations of our
little church ... and they hope to come again". They never did, however, at least
not in the flesh; but a daughter of Arthur Clarke, Mrs Ethel Miller, is quite sure that
she has seen a ghostly grey figure in long cloth~ in one of the rooms-whether of a
nun or of a former occupant of this seventeenth century farmhouse, who can tell?
Ten years later there seemed to be no Sunday School teachers at all. Mr Summers
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had gone. His successor, the Rev. J. L. Rhys, was admitting in 1904 that the
Sunday School in Potten End had been causing great anxiety "f?r a long time" , that
it was "always" difficult to obtain teachers in a small VIllage, and that Mr
Chapman had "bravely struggled on, too often single-handed." With relief he
accepted an offer of help from the newly-appointed Headmaster,. George Hurst.
The children's enthusiasm received an annual boost from the arnval on the Green
of Captain Humphrey in his horse-drawn Church Army caravan. There wa~ ~o
mistaking it, emblazoned with large-lettered slogans like "The Wages of Sm IS
Death". He would stay for up to a fortnight, giving magic-lantern shows,
conducting classes and holding open-air services. At one of these, when the
congregation with closed eyes was devoutly gathe.red ro~nd the c~ravan, ~e
commanded all who wished to go to Heaven to raIse theIr hands; httle Anme
Waterton cautiously opened her eyes for a quick glance along the row to check
whether her parents had their hands up: if they were staying behind, she had no
intention of going there alone.
At the end of his visit, Captain Humphrey would borrow a horse from Arthur
Clarke's farm and move on to Aldbury, where he continued to attract a few Potten
End faithfuls who walked across the Common to join in his services.
The Church Army called at the village long after the days of the horse-drawn van.
A tent, complete with harmonium, would suddenly appear on '.'the meadow" (no~
the Recreation Grouqd), and the children would crowd into It. One of them stIll
remembers "the awful wet grass smell", and the stick-on stamp awarded for each
day's attendance, culminating in a picture at the end of the week if no day had been
missed. Although officially no sectarian barriers existed, the presence o~ "~hapel
children" evoked from the others no friendly welcome but rather the mdlgnant
taunt that' 'they only come for the stamps!"
THE OLD CHURCH ROOM
After becoming Vicar Mr Summers stayed for only three more years, during
some months of which he was seriously ill, but in that short time he made three
important contributions to the village.
The first has been of perhaps greater value to us than to the villagers of his day.
He started a monthly magazine, published independently of Berkhamsted and the
rest of the deanery - till recently, the only such church magazine Potten End h~s
ever had. Unfortunately, even at a penny a copy, which scarcely covered the cost, It
was poorly supported and closed after two years. The Vicar noted sa~ly in the last
issue that "there have been few indications that it is really apprecIated". Now,
however the two bound volumes which survive can tell us more about Potten End's
affairs i~ 1896 and 1897 than we know of almost any other period of the village's
early history.
.
Secondly, Mr Summers played a leading part in securing a piped water supply for
Potten End. An account of that appears in Chapter X.
His third contribution was the building of the Church Room, an asset to the whole
village and not merely to church members. Until then the on~y large room for
meeting or entertainments had been the school room , from WhICh the desks and
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benches had first. to' be remQved. The IQg bQQk cQntains many references to. the retiming Qf the schQQI day so. that the roQm CQuld be prepared, and to. the delayed start
next mQrning because furniture had nQt yet been replaced.
The nQrthern PQrtiQn Qf the Qriginal acre given by Earl BrownlQw fQr the building
Qf the church had never been incQrpQrated in the churchyard but, from January
1867, had been let at 5s. a year to. Lane's Nurseries fQr 'growing trees and shrubs.
Early in 1896 part Qf this grQund was cleared, and the site Qf the Church RQQm
marked QUt. From BQultQn & Paul Qf NQrwich, Mr Summers Qrdered a
prefabricated structure Qf WQQd and iron cQsting £ 120. By May, H. & J . Matthews
Qf Berkhamsted had laid the fQundatiQns. The sectiQns Qf the building arrived at
Berkhamsted statiQn whence they were "promptly and carefully carted to. the site
by Mr James Rance". Two. craftsmen from NQrwich IQdged in the village and
assembled the structure with the help Qf two. IQcal men, W. Fenn and W. Garment.
On MQnday afternQQn, July 6, 1896, everything was ready fQr the fQrmal
Qpening by the HQn. Mrs Alfred TalbQt in the presence Qf LQrd and Lady
BrQwnlQw, many gentry and clergy (who. are named) and "Qthers", presumably
the villagers (who. are nQt). Mr JQhnsQn, the RectQr Qf Berkhamsted, praised Mr
Summers fQr his enterprise in meeting the sQcial as well as the spiritual needs Qf his
parish, mentiQned that he had just been reading a bQQk entitled Ten Years in the
Slums, hastily retrieved the tactless implicatiQn by assuring them that "PQtten End
was in no. sense a slum" and that' 'there were many very gQQd fathers and mQthers
in PQtten End"; lastly, with a pun which evidently pleased his audience, he
declared that "they all cQngratulated themselves Qn such 'a Summer's day'." A
brass tablet recQrding the ceremQny was placed Qn the inside (east) wall to. the right
Qf the entrance. From then Qn (until the Village Hall was built in 1927) meetings
and functiQns Qf all kinds tQQk place here, whether initiated by the church Qr nQt.
The earliest events held in the new rQQm included mQney-raising bazaars and
entertainments to. finish paying fQr it and to. provide furniture. By the autumn Qf
1897 the CQst had been met. One gift during that year, in which Queen VictQria
celebrated, her DiamQnd Jubilee, was "a large PQrtrait Qf Qur beloved Queen,
beautifully framed ... hung Qver the partitiQn in a very gQQd PQsitiQn. " SQme Qlder
peQple remember that picture, thQugh nQt when Qr why it was remQved, nQr what
happened to. it.
The partitiQn Qn which it hung divided the main area frQm a small roQm at the
back, used as a kitchen. CQnsidering the cQuntless cups Qf tea served from it, to. say
nQthing Qf Qther refreshments, nQr the many dishes prepared there in the schQQl's
cQQkery classes, it is astQnishing to. learn that no. water was laid Qn until 1930: every
drQP had to' be carried Qver from the schQQl. The wartime British Restaurant
established there in 1941, and the schQQI canteen which succeeded it, have already
been mentiQned. Here Qne need CQmment ·Qnly that the CQQks must have been
exceptiQnally deft and nimble to. have created so. many daily meals in so. narrow a
space.
THE OLD VICARAGE
Mr Summers, with a small hQusehQld (excluding servants) Qf Qnly his wife and
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her cQmpaniQn, had fitted cQmfQrtably into. the White House. If, as seems probable
(Chapter V) it had Qriginally been a single dwelling, little wQrk WQuld have been
needed to. reCQnvert it frQ~ the three (Qr PQssibly fQur) tenements into. which it had
been divided by the mid-nineteenth century. Of all the property in the village Qwned
by Earl BrownlQw, this was nQt Qnly the mQst cQnveniently sited to. serve the united
parishes, but also. prQbably the easiest from which to. remQve the tenants. His Qther
suitably detached hQuses, StQnehQuse and Martins, were already Qccupied by
Lane's. As fQr his cQttages Qn The Front (NQs. 22-25), it WQuld have been
unthinkable, in an age Qf strict class distinctiQn, fQr a vicar to. have lived there, no.
matter hQW elegant the alteratiQns.
The White HQuse tenants were accQrdingly disPQssessed and rehQused in
Berkhamsted. AmQng them were Mrs Burnham, the fQrmer plaiting mistress,
resentful but resigned, and a PQQr 'unfQrtunate WQman called MQggy Mills who.
re-enters the stQry a few years later.
The beauty Qfthe hQuse's setting, especially in the early summer, made up fQr its
distance from the church. The scene remained almQst unchanged until the 1930s: a
rhQdQdendron plantatiQn across the road, backed by gQlden gQrse Qn Grims Ditch;
mQre rhQdQdendrons to. Qne side Qf the hQuse, a cherry Qrchard to. the Qther; from
the back, a view across the fields tQwards Cherry BQunce and Gaddesden Place,
brQken Qnly by two. large walnut trees. (One of them was destroyed by lightning in
1929.)
When Mr Summers lived there frQm 1893 to. 1898, the main entrance was at
right-angles to. the rQad. From the front PQrch a IQng narrow hall bisected the
ground flQQr, ending in a secQnd PQrch which had been built Qn by Mrs Burnham so.
that her crippled SQn CQuld lie there during the day. DQwnstairs there were Qnly
fQur roQms, including the Vicar's study and the kitchen; upstairs, fQur bedroQms, a
dressing roQm and a W. C.
After Mr Summers left, almQst a year elapsed befQre the apPQintment Qf the next
Vicar, the Rev. J. L. Rhys (1899-1905). During the interval the vicarage was
Qccupied by the acting-Vicar, the Rev. C. W. Servante~
Mr Rhys, arriving in March 1899 with a wife, two. SQns and fQur daughters,
fQund the White HQuse much tQQ small. He engaged W. B. HQpkins, the architect,
Qf Fairhill, to. prepare plans fQr an extensiQn, but it was nQt until 1903 that he
managed to. raise the mQney to. pay fQr it: £200 in a grant from Queen Anne' s
BQunty, and a further £200 in subscriptiQns.
The alteratiQns turned the vicarage round as well as enlarging it. The Qld dining
roQm became the new hall, with the entrance and PQrch nQW facing the road; the Qld
entrance was cQnverted into. a bay fQr the drawing roQm; the extensiQn provided a
new dining rQQm, a pantry, a fifth bedroQm and, fQr the first time, a bathroQm. No.
Qther majQr changes tQQk place until the time Qf the Rev. H. S. Fry (1939-1946).
He remQved Mr Rhys's PQrch and turned the hall into. an extra roQm.
NQt IQng after the Rhys family mQved in, a figure wrapped in a black shawl
WQuld Qften be seen leaning Qver the gate, muttering, wanting to. get in, but
succeeding Qnly in terrifying Qne Qfthe little girls to. whQm she appeared as "a kind
Qf fat scarecrow who., I thQught, was trying to. entice me to. CQme to. her". It was
PQQr MQggy Mills who., still unable to. understand why she no. IQnger lived there,
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kept wandering back from Berkhamsted. The village children, congregating by
instinct as they always did when anything unusual began to happen, stood by and
watched. Those who ventured nearest could hear Moggy's mumblings: no sinister
spells, only the words "It's my home, they won't let me in". Sometimes the
policeman from Stonehouse would lead her gently from the gate to wait on the
opposite side of the road until someone came to fetch her; often the driver for
Cheeld's, the Berkhamsted grocers, would give her a lift home in his cart.
One of Mr Rbys' daughters published in 1938 a semi-fictional account of a
childhood in a country vicarage entitled 'Scenes from Family Life'. Of course, this
book is not to be relied on as an accurate portrayal of the househoid at Potten End
vicarage - it shows the father of the family in an unfavourable light, whereas the
parishioners of Potten End found their vicar full of fun at parish entertainments; his
enjoyment was unfeigned, and "things went with a swing when Mr Rbys was
there". In general administration, however, he was undoubtedly less conscientious.
The registers of baptisms, marriages and burials seem to have been carelessly kept,
some pages evidently written up en bloc much later than the events they record. The
local belief that Mr Rbys actually lost or destroyed one of the registers does not
seem to be correct, but he may well have lost some of the many scraps of paper on
which he made the original notes. He had difficulty at times in reading his own
baffling handwriting: names are misspelt (Nelling and Hokkins, for instance, for
Welling and Hopkins), dates are jumbled (an October baptism inserted after a
December one), and one baby is recorded as christened on December 4, 1901,
more than three weeks before he was even born; the correct date, March 4, 1902,
had to be inserted by the next Vicar, at the mother's request.
Another local belief, that Mr Rbys had come to Potten End so that his elder son
could attend Berkhamsted School, may have some foundation. At all events, it was
soon after his son won a scholarship to Oxford in 1904 that Mr Rbys moved away to
Dorset to become Vicar offTarrant Gunville.

In 1905 the church entered its first long period of stability. For fifty years it had
endured constant changes of curates-in-charge, followed by two short-stay Vicars
with a stop-gap in between.
When the Rev. C. E. Gaussen (1905-21) arrived with his wife, three sons and
two daughters, hardly anyone expected that he would stay long either. His doctors
had sent him from Brighton in the hope that the air of Berkhamsted Common would
arrest his tuberculosis. To everyone's surprise, it did. In time, he was even able to
discard the "little tin for spitting in" that he had needed when first conducting
services.
For the few who now remember him (including those who also just remember his
two predecessors), Mr Gaussen is still the Vicar, unmatched by any later
incumbent. Yet even at the end 'of his sixteen years in the parish not everyone had .
learned to pronounce his name correctly: some persisted to the last in calling him
"Muster Gorsen" (instead of "Go-sen").
It was not only his long stay that established him so firmly; it was also, and

probably much more, his diligent visiting. On medical advice, as well as from
inclination, he went everywhere on foot, accompanied by his dog Togo. His aim
was to call at every house in Potten End, Frithsden, Nettleden and St Margarets at
least once a month, and Qe would also go beyond the parish bounds to visit any who
regularly attended one of his churches. He would also have with him a few apples
or oranges, or even pennies, for the children he met. Ray Waterton (who later
emigrated to Australia with his parents in 1912) remembers playing with two other
boys under a big oak near the end of Vicarage Road when Mr Gaussen was passing
and gave them a whole penny. They spent it on a bottle of lemonade and a bag of
aniseed balls, and feasted gloriously for the rest of the afternoon.
Mr Gaussen carried more than the odd penny with him as he walked about the
village. One object of his regular visits was to distribute the "Sick and Needy
Fund' '. He had not invented it; the church accounts show a similar scheme operated
by Mr Summers in the 1890s, first in the form of tickets which had to be spent at the
shops of specified grocers or butchers, and then as direct cash payments, recorded
under the heading of "sick and poor relief'. What Mr Rbys did about it is
uncertain; no accounts seem to have survived from his time. Mr Gaussen, on the
other hand, regarded the administration of the fund as one of his most worthwhile
duties. The income, from donations and certain church collections, amounted to
under £20 a year for the combined parishes. At each annual vestry meeting he
declared the total sums received and disbursed, but never disclosed the p.ames of the
recipients: that was a matter entirely between them and the Vicar. The fund
survived into the second half of the century before becoming superfluous in the
"welfare state".
Tact, combined perhaps with a certain lethargy induced by his illness, prevented
Mr Gaussen from hustling his parishioners into too many sudden innovations. It
was not, for instance, until 1909, four years after his arrival, that he resolved to
change something which had displeased him from the start: the practice of keeping
both churches locked during the week. At a time when theft and vandalism were
rare (as we are repeatedly assured by older residents) and when most of the
neighbouring churches were open daily, it is difficult to understand why Potten End
and Nettleden should have been so carefully guarded. At Mr Gaussen's wish they
were now kept open from 9 a.m. until dusk, and, as he had predicted, came to no
harm.
Whether many of the villagers took this new opportunity of using the churches
much for private prayer we do not know. What is certain is that Mr Gaussen was
continually disappointed by poor attendance at the regular Sunday services. He
once remarked to Charles Chapman, the warden, that when he walked from the
vicarage to conduct an early service he seemed to be the only person awake in the
whole village. Charles Chapman explained that the men had to get up very early
every other morning to start work at 6 a.m., so that they naturally wanted to lie
longer on Sundays. Though Mr Gaussen probably did not fully realise the
exhaustio,n of constant hard manual labour ("never even having so much as cleaned
a pair of shoes in his life," as one villager put it), he was nevertheless right to
question whether that was the complete answer. His rueful comment on the large
"congregation" at the Red Lion on Sunday evenings has already been quoted. To
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the vestry meeting of 1910 he complained that "Men especially seem content to
amuse themselyes or idle about on Sunday". The two farmers present supported
him. Arthur Clarke of Little Heath spoke against the bad example of Sunday golf,
and Mr Proctor of Boxted wondered what people would say if he, with far greater
justification, carted corn on a fine Sunday.
At the annual vestry meetings the record was no better. When writing the minutes
of Nettleden's meeting in 1916, Mt Gaussen noted that the book, now almost full,
had been in use for 62 years. "The attendance at the vestry meeting of 1854 was the
same as in 1916 - only four persons! Thus history repeats itself."
He deplored also Potten End's similar lack of interest in the vestry, "the oldest of
all democratic assemblies". Humble enough to admit that the clergy in the past had
often been too autocratic, he nevertheless reproved the laity 'for being overfond of
simply looking on and finding fault. During his sixteen years he wanted the
ordinary parishioners to take more part in the running of church affairs. One of his
first acts (1905) had been to introduce the annual election of sidesmen to assist the
wardens; but this brought in only two new people, John Waterton and Charles
Oakins, who continued to hold office for many years.
Towards the end of his incumbency, influenced perhaps by his experience as a
member of the Rural District Council since 1911, he was considering the formation
of a council comprising all people interested in the church who would meet from
time to time "to talk things over". His hope was realised in 1920 when church
administration was reorganised nationally, and the first Parochial Church Councils
came into being. Nettleden did not choose to elect one for some years, but Potten
End began at once. The first council consisted of ten members: the wardens
(Charles Chapman and Spencer Holland); the lay representatives on the deanery
council (Arthur Clarke, Spencer Holland and Mrs Selby Smith of The Frith on the
Common); and .six others (Albert Chapman, 15 The Back; Ernest Clarke, Little
Potten End; Mrs Holland; Frank Smith, 4 The Front; John Waterton, Balshaw
Cottage; Mrs J. L. Williams, Martins).
Mr Gaussen saw the council through its first year, but by then he was 67 and his
health was failing again. For a time he resisted medical scolding and family pleas,
but when a house he owned in Crowborough, Sussex, fell vacant, he yielded and
resigned in March 1921. He lived another ten years, during which he revisited the
village at least three times (1923, 1924 and 1927), staying a few days and seeing old
friends. On the last occasion, lodging with Mrs Williams at Lone Ash, he was taken
ill; asked whether he would like to see any of his former parishioners, he replied
"Only Mr Chapman." So Charles Chapman, who was working on his allotment in
·Common Gardens, went across just as he was, to see him for the last time: "Mr
Gaussen never come no more after that. " He died at Crowborough in March 1931.
His family paid for Holy Trinity to fit new ·choir stalls in his memory.
Mr Gaussen probably believed that he had accomplished very. little. In material
terms he was perhaps right: the church at Potten End remained much as he had
found it, except for a porch (1908), a new pulpit and organ (1912), and a war
memorial; at Nettleden the seemingly insoluble problem of how, or even whether,
to extend the churchyard had been debated almost every year from 1907 to 1919
without result, until Earl Brownlow settled the matter by giving them a new;strip of

land. At a typical vestry meeting Mr Gaussen summed up: "We have gone quietly
on our way during the past year; I am inclined to think that all we do in little country
parishes is to grow older." The words read like a sad epitaph on his years in the two
parishes, but they are apt in a manner he did not intend: both churches at that time,
after so many changes, needed the breathing space Mr Gaussen gave them in which
to "grow older", stronger and more stable.
Potten End was now ready for the next decade, a period above all of expansion.
The changes were initiated not so much by the new Vicar, the amiable but absentminded Rev. A. R. Price (1921-31), as by the P.C.C. under its two most forceful
members, Spencer Holland (secretary, treasurer and former churchwarden) and
T. B. Earle (architect and lay reader) who came to the village in 1922.
The first acquisition, in 1923, was modest enough: the field adjoining the
vicarage, bought for £ 100 in the sale of the Ashridge estate. Private donations and a
grant from the Diocesan Board of Finance met the cost.
At the same time, however,proposals to extend the ecclesiastical boundaries of
Potten End and Nettleden, in line with the realities of church attendance, had been
put to the neighbouring parishes, now five in all. The negotiations lasted four and a
half years. Northchurch was ready to cede its small pocket at Frithsden, but Hemel
Hempstead demurred at any change; Sunny side (St Michael & All Angels, a new
parish carved out of Northchurch in 1909) was awaiting a new Vicar and could
settle nothing at once; Great Gaddesden had no objection to losing Little Potten
End, but some Little Potten Enders were wondering whether to forfeit their
eligibility for the Great Gaddesden bread charity; Berkhamsted St Peter strongly
msisted any encroachment at the northern end of Gravel Path.
't was not until October 20, 1925, that the Bishop's Commission sat to consider
the proposals. On November 8, the P.C .C. , faced with Berkhamsted's continued
objections, passed a unanimous resolution withdrawing their application so far as it
affected that parish "as they have no desire to press for any change which will not
meet with the ready assent of the Rector and his P. C. C . ' ,
Even with that obstacle removed it took another nine months for the new
boundaries to be certified (July 29, 1926). Northchurch territory in Frithsden was
absorbed into Nettleden. Hemel Hempstead yielded one small corner, just enough
for Mr Earle's house, Mollcroft in Hempstead Lane , to come within Potten End.
Great Gaddesden handed over Little Potten End. Sunnyside sacrificed most, losing
Moor Cottage (the old Pest House), Lane's Nurseries to the south and east of
Martins Pond, the old brickfield, Little Heath, the Small Farm and Mr Holland' s
own house, Crossways; Little Heath Great Farm stayed within Sunnyside. These
adjustments did not affect the boundaries of the civil parishes which remained
unaltered until 1985.
From 1924 the P.C.C. was also planning an enlargement nearer home: the
churchyard. At that time it occupied about half its present area; there was no gate
opposite the Green; the brick wall stopped half way along its present length, turned
at right angles to the road, and continued (broken only by a small iron gate) towards
the north wall of the churchyard by the Church Room. Across the main entrance a
large iron gate (replaced in 1920 by double swing-gates) kept out straying sheep and
cows on their way to or from grazing on the Common. Several ornamental trees,
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including a giant Wellingtonia, recalled the ground's former occupation by Lane's
Nurseries. Only the yew trees, traditional symbols of immortality, had been specially
planted in accordance with custom on the south side of the church. The grass was not
yet the smooth carpet into which half a century of mowing has transformed it; it was
merely scythed. If turf were wanted to cover a new grave, it had to be obtained
elsewhere: one man asked for grass from his beloved cricket ground; the usual
source, however, was the convenient Green, the bare patches on which (clearly
visible on early photographs) provoked much controversy well into the 1930s.
Under the Vicar and churchwardens, the care of the graveyard fell to the Sexton or
Verger. The first recorded n':lme is that of Daniel Rance (4 The Front) in 1896,
though he was probably appointed well before that, as he appears in the church
accounts from 1887. He died in 1900 and was succeeded by Alvah Bedford (8 The
Front) who was also Clerk. In 1903 Mr Rhys, perhaps for reasons of economy,
engaged one man, Charles Mayling, to look after not only the two churchyards of
Nettleden and Potten End but also the vicarage garden. That arrangement ended in
1905 with the arrival of Mr Gaussen, at whose request Charles Chapman added the
office of Sexton to his other duties. In 1922 his son WaIter, who had already been
helping him for some years, took over officially. Waiter's salary was £15 a year,
increased in 1938 to £20; Dan Rance's had been £4.
Graves were dug by village men, sometimes by the Sexton himself. Later on there
were two diggers, Jabez Waterton and Billy Humphrey, who were supposed to take
turns. The system would have worked well if each had remembered whose turn it
was, but on one occasion Jabez believed that he had been cheated of his. Armed with
an iron bar, he went to find Billy on his allotment, to settle accounts. Billy, described
as "more lissom", managed to wrest the bar from him and defended himself to such
effect that Jabez had to wear his cap pulled well down for a few days until his face
healed. "You can stare!" he growled at any over-curious children. Nowadays, when
the grave-digging has become the responsibility of sedate undertakers, the village
sees no more of such dramas.
~xtend the burial ground, the church did not need to buy extra land but simply to
bnng mto use a further portion of the plot originally granted by Earl Brownlow in
1864, let since then as an allotment. The tenant received ample notice: nothing
happened during 1925 except the felling of four wych elms along the boundary. In
1926 a sub-committee, dominated by Mr Earle, recommended the retention of the
cross wall as far as possible, and the continuation of the front wall for the whole new
length, with the insertion of a small gate; a proposal to set this gate directly opposite
the porch was rejected to avoid removing another yew. As it was, the P.C.C. agreed
to uproot the yew nearest the crossroads, as well as to lower the height of the old wall
by 2 ft. 6 in., in order to improve visibility at' the corner for the "increased motor
traffic".
For aesthetic reasons a further length of the wall was lowered to open up the view
of the war memorial. At the suggestion of the diocese, iron railings were erected
along the whole of the lowered section. The work on the wall, including the new
length, cost £68, the railings £18. New iron gates took the place of those erected in
1920. These and the railings stood for only fifteen years: in 1941, during the Second
World War, the P.C.C. held "an animated discussion" about whether they
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should be dismantled as scrap metal for munitions . Dan Bedford, of Braeside, led a
vigorous opposition . He lost by nine votes to five, but even had he won, the railings
would still have been requisitioned within a few weeks. They were never replaced.
A proposal to erect new gates, put forward more than once by Cecil Young (then
the Verger) seems to have found no favour with the P .C .C. The wall on the corner,
despite its lower height (reduced still further in 1967) continues to this day to suffer
repeated damage from traffic accidents .
The new burial ground was dedicated on, appropriately, Trinity Sunday, June 12,
1927. The ceremony was a double one because by then the church had also acquired
three new bells . Formerly there had been a solitary deep-toned bell, audible even
from the top of Gravel Path. Mr Earle, however. itched to fill the belfry's two
empty spaces. He, his wife and Mrs Deen of Berkhamsted Hill offered to meet the
cost of three new bells, the foundry taking the old one in exchange.
The dedication was performed by Bishop Lander in a church so full that,
ironically, even Mrs Deen, arriving late, found herself unable to get in and forced
to sit in the porch. After the service Maurice Oakins, carrying the Holy Trinity
banner (a relic of the 1924 St Albans festival for which it had been specially
embroidered), headed a procession round the churchyard followed by the
churchwardens (Charles Chapman and Ernest Clarke), the clergy, the choir and
finally the whole congregation. The ceremony ended with the pealing of the new
bells by three generations of Chapmans: Charles, Waiter and Charles junior father, son and grandson . Many listened to the new sound with some dismay and
regretted the loss of the old bell; for although the P.C.C. at its next meeting
deferentially recorded "the general satisfaction oLthe parishioners", there is no
denying that when all three bells ring out they make a joyful, but rather tinny, noise
unto the Lord.
Over the next three years the P.C.C. turned to improvements to the church
interior. Again Mr Earle took charge. In 1928 he arranged for the Chesham
Electric Light Co. to connect the church, church room and vicarage at a cost of
some £60, met almost entirely by donations. The sale of some of the old oil lamps
raised 19s.; two, kept for emergencies, have unfortunately since been lost or
thrown away.
In 1930 a new heating system was installed. The original stove below the church
floor, to which the only access for stoking was through a trapdoor in the nave,
distributed heat very unevenly through the gratings in the centre aisle (now covered
with matting). It had been replaced in 1912, but the congregation's increasing
complaints about unpleasant fumes led to a decision to fit radiators heated from a
boiler in a separate brick shed, built against the north wall of the church. The work,
which cost £ 135, was carried out by Gibbons of Hemel Hempstead. It brought an
improvement for the congregation, but no reduction of work for the Sexton. In
moderately cold weather Waiter Chapman (and after him, Cecil Young) would light
the fire on Saturday evening, stoke it again at 6 0' clock on Sunday morning, and
check it once more just before the 8 o' clock service. If the weather were very cold,
the whole procedure had to begin on Friday evening.
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HIGH CHURCH INTERLUDE
Parishes expect changes when a new Vicar comes, but Potten End was scarcely
prepared for the Rev. L. R. Egerton (1932-38). In him the villagers encountered for
the first time a disciple of the Anglo-Catholic movement, at its peak in the twenties
and thirties. They were astonished and a little amused to see a Vicar who wore his
cassock at all times, out of doors as well as for services; since he was short and
plump, the practice inevitably earned him the rtickname of "Friar Tuck". They
were startled, too, by the new style of church service, in which he wanted them to
bow and kneel where they had never bowed or knelt before and, still worse, to
make the sign of the cross, in their eyes the very hallmark of popery.
Of course there was opposition. To try to dispel it, Mr Egerton, at a meeting of
the P.C.C. in March 1932, gave an assurance "in a short address of goodwill to all
parishioners of any persuasion, that he would not carry out or preach anything
contrary to the doctrine of the English Catholic Church as set out in its Prayer
Book. " He also devoted a sermon to a justification of the new ritual in the hope of
convincing the older members of the congregation. "But," as one of them
remarked, "it would take more than a sermon to change them." At the end of the
first year, Spencer Holland, as secretary of the P.C.C., paid tribute to the Vicar's
"energy and spiritual force", but many of them recalled that there had been
"nothing like that in Mr Gaussen's day"; for them that closed the argument.
Most of the innovations concerned the service of Holy Communion, the
frequency of which had been curtailed over the preceding two decades. Mr Egerton
restored the weekly communion and added another, once a month, after matins; he
introduced wafers in place of the ordinary loaf which until then had always been
baked in a small tin specially reserved for it by Reg Groom and his predecessors;
and he transformed the sanctuary by having the altar moved nearer the communion
rails, and the walls hung with dark red curtains. The cost of these and of a new
cross and candlesticks in place of the brass ones, was met by donations.
There was some murmuring about the curtains because they would "make more
work" and in any case were unnecessary: "you have the windows to look at, what
more do you want?" But some people liked them at once, and others grew to like
. them, so that when they were discarded nearly forty years later as beyond repair,
leaving the walls plain again, their disappearance caused almost as much comment
as had their arrival. Two other additions by Mr Egerton, which go almost unnoticed
now, displeased some of the congregation: the small crucifix above the pulpit in
memory of Mrs Bell of Pond Cottage, and the blue and white plaque of Virgin and
Child, inscribed Deo Gratias, presented by his wife to mark his recovery from an
operation. "It will remind us all the year round. of Christmas, " he explained; but
the older people remained suspicious of ornaments in general, and images of Mary
in particular.
Only one man translated grumbling into action. In January 1934, T. B. Earle,
treasurer, lay reader and parish representative on the diocesan and ruri-decanal
conference, resigned all his offices. This "painful step" he justified in a long
written statement, of which the principal passage reads:
No good could result from a discussion here of the circumstances which
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have led up to this decision. Suffice it to say that serious differences have
occurred between the Vicar and myself as regards the doctrine and
practices that he has introduced into our previously simple village
services. I have specified these doctrines and practices in a letter of Jan.
10th to the Vicar. I feel it conscientiously necessary to withdraw my
presence and support while they continue, to mark my disapproval,
especially as I have recently discovered that several members of the
congregation have been under the impression that by taking services here I
was in favour of them.
No one followed his example. Those who disliked high church practices
preferred to resist them passively and politely, as did the bulk of the congre~ation.
Only a few chose to administer pinpricks to the Vicar himself. One opportumty for
this occurred during his illness when the P.C.C. agreed, by five votes to three, to
pay officiating deputies out of church funds, although it was technically the Vicar's
responsibility to meet the cost himself. On his return, Mr Egerton thanked the
P.C.C. but added that as the vote had not been unanimous he could not accept the
money and had therefore repaid it.
As if ashamed of themselves, the parishioners made generous amends at Easter.
Since 1926 the collections on that day had been presented to the incumbent as la
personal gift; on this occasion (1936) the sum was described by Mr Eg~~on ~s "the
largest he had received and ... the second largest ever ma?e at Holy Tnmty. What
pleased him even more, however, was the growmg attendance at Holy
Communion, a better measure of his acceptance by the parish.
It was during his incumbency that the village lost one of its best friends, Spencer
Holland. Throughout 1935, although still officially secretary to the P.C.C. (as he
had been since the formation of the council in 1920), he was too ill to attend
meetings. Through his wife, who took the minutes (or him, he continued to pl~y his
part; but he was now 80 years old and felt it right to resign. Early in 1936 he dId so,
and died soon afterwards, on April 1.
In accordance with his wishes the funeral was of the simplest, attended only by
family, churchwardens and sidesmen; the coffin was borne to church not by.horsedrawn or motor hearse but by the old-fashioned hand bier, accompamed by
mourners on foot. Memorial services followed almost at once: on Saturday, April
4, at Berkhamsted, and on April 5 (Palm Sunday) at Potten End.
Soon afterwards, Mrs Holland and some of her relatives offered to pay for new
oak pews as a memorial to her husband. This "magnificent offer", as the P.C.C. 's
resolution described it, gave them what they had long wished for but had never been
able to afford. Except for the choir stalls given by Mr Gaussen's family, and t~e
single oak pew in the. nave in memory of Charles Chapman, the churc? was stIll
furnished with the original open-backed deal benches and wooden kneelIng boards
of 1865. Their imperfections now stood out so glaringly against the renovation of
the apse that in 1935 Mr Egerton had promised that their replacement sho~~d be the
next task: his words "the present benches are not worthy of the church echoed
criticisms made by parishioners since at least 1918.
In commissioning the design of the new seats, Mrs Holland stip~lat~d .tha~ it must
not be an exact copy of the Chapman pew, which should remam dIstInctIve, the
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only one with a carving at the side; sufficient uniformity was to be guaranteed by
the use of the same wood. They were installed during the summer of 1936; the old
benches were sold for 7s.6d each.
The P. C. C. decided at the same time that there should be a separate parish
memorial to Spencer Holland. His services to the church had been many: besides
his secretaryship of the P. C. C., he had held office as warden (1911-1924),
treasurer (1911-1931) and at various times representative on the diocesan and ruride canal conferences. In Berkhamsted he was a well-known public figure, a
magistrate, a former chairman of the Rural District Council, and of the governors
of Berkhamsted School. In Potten End there were few who had not some cause to be
grateful to him: his generous concern for the school has already been referred to;
leisure and housing were other areas marked by his open-handedness. A rich man
by the standard of the 1930s (he left over £80,000), he used his wealth in countless
personal kindnesses, secretly performed and therefore unrecorded except in so far
as the recipients have since chosen to disclose them. With his assistance one
villager, for example, set up as a cobbler, another as a chimney sweep; one boy was
helped to enlist in the police force; another was found a home in an orphanage; for a
third he secured grants for clothes and other necessities; to a fourth he lent his wig
and gown for a fancy-dress party; some offenders whom he had sentenced found
that he had himself paid their fines; a gipsy woman who gave birth to a baby while
the family camped at Little Heath, received a supply of milk from him during their
stay.
The P. C. C. decided that the memorial should be a new baptistery in the north
west corner. The font, originally just inside the door, had recently been moved by .
Mr Egerton for safety, after a baby's head had been nearly hit by the sudden
opening of the door during a christening. In August 1936, 300 letters were
distributed appealing for contributions to the estimated cost of £50. Some 130
people subscribed a total of just over £80, £30 of which was later spent on a clock
for the village hall.
At evensong on November 22, 1936, the new seats and baptistery were dedicated
by the Bishop of St Albans. The inscriptions commemorated "a life of devoted
service to God and to his fellows" in the twenty-six years he had worshipped at
Holy Trinity.
Mrs Holland stayed in the village until after the Second World War. When she
died in 1950, she bequeathecJ £350 in War Stock, the interest to be used "for the
maintenance and improvement of the structure of Holy Trinity ... and keeping the
churchyard in good order, particularly the grave of my late husband."
At the church's annual meeting in February' 1937, Mr Egerton, then in his fifth
year at Potten End, said that he looked forward to "many more happy years in the
parish". Within twelve months, however, he had accepted the living of St Mark's,
Barnet Vale.
His resignation (the reason for which is not recorded) offered the anti-Egerton
faction on the P.C.C. an opportunity for one last pinprick. They questioned
whether it would be right for the P. C: C. as a body to organise a presentation to the
Vicar, or whether it should be left to individuals. This time, however, at the end of
the discussion they did not vote against a proposal that "in view of Mr Egerton' s
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services to the parish" an official appeal should be addressed forthwith "to the
largest number of people" .
By then, indeed, most parishioners had come to tolerate the practices and to like
the man. His role at the school, where he was a welcome and almost daily visitor,
has already been described; the first nativity play to be staged in the church (1936)
sprang directly from his good relations with Mr Paice, the Headmaster. His
influence reached beyond strictly ecclesiastical matters through his chairmanship of
the Village Hall Council and his service on the Parish Council. His own assessment
of his achievement in handing over to his successor "a much beautified church,
financially sound and spiritually healthy" was probably not disputed and was
indeed reflected in the many official expressions of gratitude for his work and
regret at his departure. More significantly, perhaps, on the private level, the
affection of the ordinary parishioner can best be illustrated by what happened more
than a year after he left, when a daughter of WaIter Chapman, the Verger, died: the
funeral was conducted by Mr Egerton "at the special request of the family."
VICARS IN TRANSIT
Unfortunately for Potten End, Mr Egerton's brief stay of six years set the pattern
for another series of short incumbencies. In the ten years after he left (from
February 1938 to October 1947) there were six different Vicars, or priests-incharge, compared with only two in the twenty-six years before him.
After a gap of only a few weeks, the parish received the Rev. G. W. Palmer. This
well-liked but unfortunate man was already ill when he arrived. On good days he
would show all the normal concern of a parish priest: arranging a supply of milk for
poor families, proposing to train young men as servers at Holy Communion,
pleading for a greater proportion of church mone~ to go to missionary work,
chairing a public meeting about the future of the church school. All too often,
however, the P.C.C. minutes recorded promises unfulfilled or jobs undone; the
school log book noted his original intention to teach the children twice a week, and
his repeated failure to come at all.
In March 1939 Mr Palmer went into hospital for a few days. Later that month he
apologised to the church's annual meeting for the many things he would have liked
to have done which "his health had prevented him from doing." Matters did not
improve. On June 22 during a session of the P.C.C. he handed over the conduct of
the meeting to the vice-chairman because of ' 'indisposition' , , though he apparently
stayed in the room and joined later in the discussion. Finally, early in July,
returning from preaching at a morning service in Tring, he stopped on the way for
refreshment, and remained there into the afternoon, apparently forgetting that at
Potten End a family waited in vain for the Vicar to come and christen their baby.
When at last Mr Palmer reached home, it was his wife who made the decision: she
telephoned the -Bishop at once, and by .the next morning Potten End knew that the
V icar had resigned.
Before he left the parish he began giving away many of his posses~ions in a
haphazard fashion - a wheelbarrow here, a garden fork there, even a wlrele~s set
which belonged to his wife, and which she tried unsuccessfully to retrieve. The last
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stage of his life began hopefully but ended in tragedy. The Bishop arranged for him
to do simple clerical work for the Church Army while he received medical
treatment. This indeed seems to have been at least partly effective, because on
discharge he was well enough to enlist in the Air Force, even revisiting Potten End
once in his new uniform. Soon afterwards, however, during training exercises, the
hand grenade of the man he was instructing exploded and killed him.
Potten End, unexpectedly bereft of its Vicar early in July 1939, was informed
that no successor could be appointed before October; in fact, no one came until
November. The church officers, almost all of them of long standing, saw the parish
through the protracted interregnum: . Dan Bedford and Ernest Clarke had been
wardens since 1930 and 1925, Walter Chapman verger since 1922; the sidesmen,
usually re-elected en bloc, included three reliable old hands, John Waterton (1905),
Albert Chapman (1920) and Reg Groom (1923), with two newcomers, Cecil Young
(1936) and George Gozney (1939). A lay reader, E. J. Starey of Oak Lodge, The
Common, helped with many of the services. Even the problem of a new organist
was temporarily shelved: Frederick Lester, who had resigned in February 1939
because of the distance from his home in St Albans, and who had so far not been
replaced (another of Mr Palmer's omissions), agreed to resume his duties for the
time being.
The new Vicar, the Rev. Hugh Selwyn Fry, was instituted on November 11,
1939. For his first month (probably because the vicarage needed refurbishing after
the departure of wartime "evacuee" school children), he camped in a caravan in
the garden, and then, just before Christmas, moved in with his wife and family.
The somewhat unconventional start to his incumbency matched his natural
informality. No cassock out-of-doors for him, no dog collar even, but grey slacks, a
sports jacket and a motor bike. One day not long after his arrival, he called at a
house in The Square. The woman who opened the door did not recognise the six
foot stranger. "I'm your new vicar," he announced. "Well!" she retorted with a
characteristic malapropism, "if you'd-a got your surgical clothes on, I'd-a known
who you was!"
In his attitude to church matters, however, there was nothing casual. The first
couple he married (Cecil Adams and Joan Waterton) remember standing a very
long time while he delivered an address to them alone, in so quiet a voice that the
rest of the congregation could hear nothing and began to fidget impatiently. Yet his
views on the importance of marriage did not make him harsh towards its failures: a
divorced woman Who asked whether she could attend communion received the
reply, "Who am I to say you cannot?" On the strength of those words she
continued to come regularly long after he had left the parish.
The question of a new organist was not settled until March 1940. By then
Frederick Lester had suggested that a car would solve his travelling difficulties, and
that a year's salary in advance (£30) would help him buy it. The P.C.C. refused.
The war had brought another organist to the village: Herbert Duthy, headmaster of
the "evacuee" school. He was appointed at a salary of £20 a year, and held the post
for the next twenty-six years.
Like most new Vicars, Mr Fry changed the pattern of services. He added a
regular early communion once a month at 7 a.m. and, at his first Christmas, held

Potten End's first midnight service. The printed card which advertised it warned
intending communicants "to keep the church's rule of fasting by not eating
anything after 6 p.m. on Christmas Eve".
Among those who came, c~rrying lanterns in the wartime black-out, were nurses
from Ashridge, where the huts were occupied by units under the supervision of
Charing Cross and University College Hospitals. Because these included maternity
wards (in which some 2000 babies were born) and because that part of Ashridge lay
within Nettleden's boundaries, Mr Fry found himself with more work than he could
manage single-handed; the Nettleden registers record the sudden leap in the number
of baptisms and also, unhappily, of funerals of newborn babies.
To share the load, Potten End's first (and, so far, only) curate was appointed on
January 1, 1941. He was the Australian-born, Mirfield-trained Rev. Donald
Seymour Arden, who lodged with Mrs Spencer Holland at Crossways. At once he
took over from the Vicar much of the religious teaching at the school, with some
ordinary teaching, too, when staff fell ill. He was a popular preacher (better than
the Vicar, some thought), church treasurer, and a leading member, if not the
originator, of a new church group, formed in November 1942, to discuss matters of
general interest to the village, such as the Beveridge Report (the basis of the later
"welfare state"), the future of the village, and the perennial problem of how to get
people to come to church. The group flourished and was soon christened the
, 'Potten End Parliament".
Almost simultaneously, however, towards the end of 1943, the village lost both
Vicar and curate. Donald Arden left in October to be a missionary and to become,
eventually, the Bishop of Nyasaland (now Malawi). Potten End was not surprised:
in the words of an old resident, "He always seemed one for getting on." That was
in 1961; in 1971 he became Archbishop of Central Africa, retiring in 1980 and
receiving the C.B.E. in the New Year Honours of 1981.
Mr Fry left in November 1943 to be a wartime naval chaplain. He did not resign
the living; his wife and four children stayed on at the vicarage, while a priest-incharge saw to the running of the two parishes.
The first to do so was the Rev. Alfred Cheetham who, for just under two years,
lived at Lane Cottage, Hempstead Lane. He made two changes in church routine.
The first, a watch-night service, was poorly attended in comparison with the
midnight communion at Christmas; it was retained by ·his successor for a year, but
seems to have lapsed after that.
The second innovation lasted into the 1950s. By 1937 the choir had shrunk
discouragingly, and few volunteers answered appeals for new recruits. In the spring
of 1943 the P.C.C. had even proposed that the entire congregation should meet
once a month to practice hymn-singing. Then, in February 1944, Mr Cheetham
decided, in the absence of adult volunteers, to concentrate on forming a boys'choir,
and to provide them with cassocks and surplices. Some of those who joined
offended the congregation by openly chewing gum during the services; in time
many drifted away or had to leave when their voices broke. In 1945 the P.C.C.
thought of encouraging recruits by offering payment of 3s a quarter, though at the
same time proposing a fine for each non-attendance; both ideas were dropped in
favour of simply giving the children two treats a year. By then girls, too, were
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being pressed to join. The 1950s (under the Rev. J. A. Davies) saw a strong
revival, enough to call for the purchase of more cassocks, surplices and ruffs. In
1958 the choir numbered 12 boys, 10 girls and 16 adults; yet in the following year
all the boys except the Vicar's, son and one other had once again fallen away. The
struggle to maintain a children's choir for the regular s~rvices was eventually
abandoned. A small, unsurpliced adult choir has survived, perpetually short of
sopranos.
Although the war was over when 'Mr Cheetham left in 1945, Mr Fry had not yet
been released from the Navy. He engaged a second priest-in-charge, the Rev.
George Fox, known already in the district as the son-in-law of Lady Davidson, the
local M.P. As a former Army chaplain, his aim was to attract returning exservicemen to the church; he hoped that some of them would become sides men or
members ofthe P.C.C. Except, however, for starting a Communicants' Guild and a
Committee for Evangelism, he had almost no time to put his policy into action.
Within a few months Mr Fry, who already felt out of touch with local affairs, and
thought that even if he did return he might soon be moving on, decided in fairness to
the parish to 'resign 'at once and accept the further appointment offered him in the
Navy.
Mr Fox's tenure automatically ceased. He became Vicar of St Andrew's,
Bedford, and .later Rector of Montego Bay, Jamaica, where by a strange
coincidence, he was succeeded by a son ofPotten End's former Vicar, the Rev. A.
R. Price. Later still, as Vicar of a London parish, Mr Fox brought a coach party to
Potten End on a mystery tour. His last visit, in 1973 (five years before his death)
will be described later.
Mr Fry had said that he was leaving to allow a new man to "get on with some
definite policy for the future". That hope was not to be fulfilled by his immediate
successor. The Rev. A. L. Pond, instituted in November 1946, died suddenly in
July 1947, the d,ay after returning from a holiday. In so short a time he , had
formulated no new "policy for the future". He is remembered chiefly for his wit
, and kindly nature, for being and looking "a perfect gentleman", and for organising
some memorable outings, including one to his Cambridge college and to
Peterborough Cathedral where the choir had just begun to chant evensong as the
Potten End party entered; it was for many of them their first experience of cathedral
music.
Mr Pond's death closed the unsettling series of short incumbencies. The next two
Vicars each passed even Mr Gaussen's record of sixteen years.
RECOVERY
From the photograph of the Rev. John Aubrey Davies, published by the Gazette
to mark his institution in October 1947, it is easy to understand the villagers'
surprise. He did indeed look "just like a little boy"; his character, however, was
anything but juvenile. Clear-thinking and determin,ed, in practical as well as
spiritual matters, he was above all a first-class administrator. Under him the parish
burst into a new life, recognisable not only in new buildings and other material
improvements (including for the first time sound finances) but also in t~e simple
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fact that many more people began to come to church. It is perbaps not too fanciful to
use the stained-glass windows as a parable of stagnation and revival: it was only in
1948, three years after tqe end of the war, that someone suggested removing the
black-out from the windows in the apse.
At his very first annual meeting, Mr Davies commented on the "deplorable
state" of the organ. After trying unsuccessfully to buy a second-hand model in
better condition, the P.C.C. agreed to order a new one from J. M. Walker & Sons
Ltd of Ruislip. It was installed in July 1951. The cost, £1,328, the largest sum the
parish had ever been required to find for a single item, was raised by a grand fair on
the Green in 1949, by collecting boxes, by the Mother's Union stall at three
successive Christmas bazaars, by special musical recitals, and by many individual
gifts, including one from a former parishioner living in South Africa. The last of the
debt was cleared by the, beginning of 1953.
Of the organ"s subsequent history, two events may be recorded here: its thorough
overhaul in 1964 at a cost of £250; and, in 1977, the discovery that 43 pipes from
the highest register had been stolen, an episode which promoted Potten End, along
with other similarly despoiled local churches, to the front page of The Guardian.
The culprit turned out to be an organ enthusiast collecting parts for his own
instrument.
Herbert Duthy, organist since 1940, resigned in 1966 because of ill health. After
his death in 1971, his widow gave the church an oak music chest in his memory.
His successor, Leslie Pugh, who also played regularly at Ashridge Chapel, for a
time shared the services with John Bamber of Bridgewater Road until the latter's
resignation in 1982. The former organist, Frederick Lester, who deputis~d
occasionally at evensong until his death in 1979, declined to accept any fees; he saId
that the organ itself gave him sufficient pleasure.
.
Once the new organ had been paid for, the parish tackled other' major
improvements as well as much overdue maintenance. The guttering was repaired,
the damp in the south wall cured, and the woodworm in the roof timbers treated. An
oak cupboard, largely paid for by Mr and Mrs James Everitt of Oak Lodge, The
Common,. was fitted across the width of the south transept to house the large
Christmas Crib which, with its sets of Nativity and Epiphany figures, they had
given in memory of their daughter. The windows in the south wall were reglazed
with almost plain glass, which displeased a few older villagers who felt that it was
somehow improper for the casual passer-by to be able to see the Vicar in the pulpit.
The heating system was completely changed by scrapping the ancient, muchrepaired solid-fuel boiler in favour of an electrically heated model which gave the
congregation much more warmth and the Verger much less work. The Church
Room, too, received a new stove, repairs and redecorations to give the building an
estimated further twenty to thirty years of life.
At the same time, Mr Davies had been turning his thoughts to new construction:
an extension to the vestry, and an entirely new vicarage. Both were designed by the
church's architect, Edward Salter, and built by Leslie Bedford of Potten End.
The extension to the north side of the church was begun in the summer of 1959
and completed in May 1960 at a cost of some £1,300. It provided a W.C. and an
additional larger room, originally for use as a choir vestry, now used mainly for
storage.
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Work on the new vicarage proceeded simultaneously.. The old one was by then
almost beyond repair and fast -becoming uninhabitable. A damp course inserted in
1933 at a cost of about £100 had not prevented fungus continuing to grow in odd
corners; corks had to be wedged behind pictures to keep them away from wet walls;
frogs lived in the cellars. In 1949 urgent repairs cost £230. In 1954, when the
diocese again increased the parish's levy for the property's annual maintenance, the
Vicar and P.C.C. demanded a detailed survey "to ascertain whether these
continued expensive repairs are ' justified". In 1955 the Diocesan Dilapidations
Board agreed that they were not; it recommended selling the old house and building
a new one.
The site eventually chosen, in preference to the paddock of the existing vicarage,
lay north of the churchyard, just behind the Church Room, within the original acre
given by Earl Brownlow. The ground, Once used for the school's gardens, had
remained derelict and overgrown until Cecil Young cleared it in 1951 as a selfimposed side-line to his maintenance of the churchyard.
The sale of the old vicarage took time. The house had little merit; a master at
B~rkhamsted School, who showed some interest in acquiring it, soon changed his
mmd . .It was the garden and paddock, with ample space for house building, that
were lIkely to attract buyers. In 1959, to enhance the site's value, Mr Davies sought
planning permission for the erection of five houses on it; he was eventually allowed
three, and soon afterwards, in May 1960, signed an agreement of sale. The overconfident purchasers hoped to build seven houses, then six maisonettes; their
applications rejected, they sold up. The new owners, Glanary Properties Ltd.,
obtained permission in 1962-63 to build the four houses which now occupy the site:
Wayside, Fryth View, By the Way (renamed Amble) in the former paddock; and
Aswelykit (renamed Iona) next to the old house itself, which was demolished; the
cellars were saved to form a swimming pool; the old wash-house atthe back of the
garden also survives; and the road is still called Vicarage Road, even without its
vicarage.
The price obtained for the site was £5,500. This and a grant of £1000 from the
diocese more than covered the cost of the new vicarage (£6,189). With relief, Mr
Davies and his family exchanged their damp old house for a fine centrally heated
one with many built-in cupboards; the Vicar's study faced the drive; behind were
the lounge, dining-room, kitchen and separate boiler house; upstairs a bathroom,
W.C. and four double bedrooms.
Bricks and mortar, however, are not the whole of church life. Mr Davies was
~lso building up its social and spiritual sides. It was no coincidence that during his
mcumbency two members of the congregation, Malcolm Scott (the present vicar of
Sunny side) and his brother Colin, began their training for the priesthood.
By 1949, with five helpers, Mr Davies had reorganised the Sunday School for
about 60 children on Sunday afternoons; by 1951 there were 90, not all of whom,
surely, were attracted by the bait of a Christmas party and a summer outing. Mrs
Pamela Waterton never lacked actors among them for the nativity plays she
produced during the 1950s. Membership fell towards the end of the decade, but
only because the older children were graduating to the choir.
For adults, a religious discussion group, successor to the "Potten End

Parliament", began in 1951, meeting once a month, led occasionally by a visiting
speaker.
On the lighter side, it was again Mr Davies who, from 1960, transformed the
annual meeting into a sefu.i-social occasion with refreshments, thereby boosting
attendance from under twenty to over fifty. In the same year he inaugurated the
popular Harvest Supper and entertainment, which has been held every October
since then. In another direction, too, the parish's hospitality won fame: the clergy
of the deanery came to Potten End for a "quiet day", and although the original plan
seems to have been to hold it at a different church each year, they were so
captivated by the peaceful surroundings and by the meals cooked for them by the
Mothers' Union, that they returned to Potten End for at least three years running.
In these and other pursuits Mr Davies, like his predecessors, had help from the
church officers and the P.C.C. He inherited wardens of long service: Ernest
Clarke, People's warden since 1925; Dan Bedford, Vicar's since 1930. In 1949,
under a new regulation requiring both wardens (not the People's only) to be elected,
they continued in office. In the following year Ernest Clarke retired and was
succeeded by Reg Groom the baker, who served until 1959. When Dan Bedford
died suddenly in July 1955, Edward Bryant was invited to fill his place; he has been
reappointed every year since then, partnered (after Reg Groom's retirement) by
John Lewis (1959), Arthur Cook (1963), John Groom (1965), Alfred Meredith
(1974), and (again) John Groom (1982). Mr Davies inherited also a treasurer
(Sydney Waterton) and a verger (Cecil Young) whose important contributions will
be referred to later.
AsJor the P.C.C., Mr Davies reminded its members soon after his arrival that
they were" a representative body with authority in the parish and should be ready to
set a lead" . Some ten years later he suggested a reorganisation whereby one third of
the council would retire annually. Preferring, however, to enrol anyone backed by
a proposer and seconder, the council continued to grow yearly more unwieldy until
in 1965, when its number reached 24 (in addition to wardens and conference
representatives who served on it ex-officio), the members themselves decided to
impose a limit of fifteen.
There was one parish duty which Mr Davies reserved to himself. Once, on being
asked about arrangements for visiting the sick, the old and any newcomers to the
village, he replied that he alone was responsible. Indeed the parish had not known a
more conscientious visitor since Mr Gaussen; his task was the more exacting as the
number of households (already more than doubled) continued to grow in the postwar building boom. In 1955 he formed a plan for what he called "intensive
visitation" which would take him to every house in the village at least three times a
year. Week by week he selected a whole road, or a similarly convenient · area,
calling at each house in it and during the conversation explained that at Holy
Communion on the following Sunday special prayers would be said for all the
households in the road; he invited them to come themselves to pray for their own
families and neighbours.
The effect was immediate and astonishing. Of course not everyone came; but the
average attendance at the 8 0' clock service rose from about a dozen to between
thirty and forty. Moreover, it did not fall after the novelty had worn off, the year's
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total in 1955 exceeding 1000, rising to 1,400 in 1962. More adults asked to be
prepared for confirmation: thirteen in the first year, between four and seven in each
of the next few years.
The "intensive visitation" bore a second and unforeseen fruit, exceedingly
agreeable to the church's embattled treasurer. Sydney Waterton, "astute, fastidious
and of undiluted integrity", elected in 1943 to the post he' would hold till his death
in 1975, understood better than anyone the church's precarious finances.
There were no rich endowments. A legacy of £100 in 1895 from Mrs Sophia
Hutchinson, widow of the founder, was producing interest of less than £3 a year
towards the costs of maintenance. Regular expenses (mainly those for heating and
lighting, and for the wages of verger, cleaner and organist) were being met from
church collections supplemented by bazaars and rummage sales. No large reserves
existed for major works or emergencies. In earlier times the local gentry had been
relied on for donations to special appeals; most ofthe 54 subscribers to the "church
improvement fund" of 1912, for example, came from their ranks, with gifts
ranging from £10 to half-a-crown, though the total of £116 included also a sum of
£2.8.6 from a whip-round at the golf club and 10s. in small gifts recorded on the
collecting card, of "C. Chapman, H. Cooley and S. Waterton" - the last none
other than Sydney himself, already at the age of ten showing an interest in church
revenue.
From time to time efforts had been made to accumulate capital, known variously
as the "reserve fund" or the "fabric fund", but they were seldom sufficient for
special needs. For those, it was back to the jumble sales, the concerts and the grand
fetes.
Every now and then, too, there would be a campaign to persuade parishioners to
promise a fixed annual contribution. The first, in 1921, with the object of raising
money to meet the "quota" (the sum levied annually by the diocese) captured
barely a dozen subscribers. A fresh appeal in 1929, in the hope of covering normal
church expenses as well, produced only three new members. In 1937, under Mr
Egerton, the system was completely remodelled on the now familiar pattern of the
Freewill Offering Scheme, each contributor's gift known to only one person, who
had sole charge of allotting numbered envelopes. The canvassing letters distributed
throughout the village drew attention for the first time to the advantages of sevenyear convenants which allowed the church to recover income tax. The scheme
began encouragingly, drooped during the war, revived briefly after a new drive for
members in 1946, then sank again, not only because contributors died or moved
away without being replaced, but also because some existing members fell behind
with their payments.
It was on the defaulters that Ewart Miller decided to concentrate when, in 1952,
he became assistant treasurer with special responsibility for Freewill Offerings.
Having stirred those consciences, he turned to finding new contributors and to
developing what amounted to a brand new scheme rather than a resuscitation of the
old. In little over three months, with a few helpers, he had called on 107
parishioners and obtained 40 promises worth £90. During 1953 a sum of £140 was
contributed by 54 members. That number remained roughly constant for the next
two years.

It was at this propltlouS moment that Mr Davies took up his "intensive
visitation". Many of the people who began coming to church also joined the FWO
scheme. Their number crept up to 67 in 1956, jumped to 116 in 1957, and reached
146 by 1960. The chunth's income from this source rose so steadily that in March
1957 the P.C.C. cancelled plans to hold yet another. grand fete in the summer to
meet building costs, a decision amply justified by the scheme's receipts for that year
(over £500) and the next (over £600). The cost of the new vestry in 1960, as well as
that of routine maintenance, was paid for entirely from FWO funds.
The scheme's later history belongs mainly to the next incumbency, but may
appropriately be summarised here. Its income topped £1000 in 1966, then marked
time for the next seven years. Mr Miller persuaded the Vicar and P.C.C. that it was
time for another campaign. The appeal went out in January 1973, backed by visits
from members ofthe P.C.C. and, in every case, by one from Mr Miller himself, so
that by the end of the year a further £700 had been raised. Experience since then has
shown that parishioners need a similar periodical prodding. In 1978 the income
passed £2000, in 1984 £4000. It is still rising.
A well cared-for place attracts gifts. Had it looked down-at-heel, the response to
the visitations and exhortations would surely have been less impressive. In the
1950s it so happened that the appearance of the church and churchyard, clean and
tidy though it had been in the past, reached a peak of excellence from which it
would not decline.
Miss Winifred Dell's scrubbing and polishing, begun in 1948, drew a special
compliment in 1955 from an inspecting Rural Dean; she continued to earn it until
her retirement at the end of 1965, having in the meantime looked after both parents
in their eighties, and delighted the whole parish by marrying Charles Westwood, a
Berkhamsted butcher.
Her work was visible only to those who went inside. The churchyard, on the
other hand, lay exposed to all eyes: the credit for what they saw belonged almost
entirely to one man, Cecil Young.
In 1944 WaIter Chapman had fallen ill, and was finding his duties as verger
increasingly heavy. Cecil (as everyone called him) offered to help for a fortnight and stayed 25 years, in the course of which he added considerably to his reputation
as a village 'character' without ever failing in an instinctive courtesy to all those who
needed advice or reassurance at solemn church occasions, whether sad or happy.
A few years earlier, in 1941 (again almost inadvertently), he had acquired the
position of caretaker to the Church Room. Helped by his wife, he kept that for
nearly 28 years. He sang in the choir, acted as sidesman, and was a member of the
P.C.C. for 32 years. For 17 years, too, he served on the Parish Council, of which
for part of that time he was chairman. During the week he worked for Cooper's
(now the Wellcome Foundation), and on Saturdays turned himself into a part-time
driver of the B & B Bus. Not infrequently his passengers would be making for a
funeral or a wedding at Potten End; he would unload them at the church, quickly
discard the old raincoat and muffler that concealed his formal dark suit, slip inside
through the vestry, reappear at the main door to welcome the arrivals - and to enjoy
their mystified faces: they clearly sensed that they had seen him before, but could
not quite remember where. '
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There were very few days when Cecil was not to be seen working in the
churchyard. He tackled the yew trees first. They had been topped and wired in 1920
and 1932, but by 1944 badly needed reshaping. He re-tied them with yards of wire,
then trimmed and trained them severely for the next five or six years. The vicarage
ponies, Smokey and Domino, grazed in the churchyard while he set about
transforming the condition ofthe grass. He used a hand-driven mower to begin with
(the first had been acquired in 1927 to replace the scythe) and then, in 1950,
appealed to the congregation for help in buying the first motor mower: his
confidence was justified when over a hundred subscribers raised £98 towards its
cost. By 1953 he had completed the levelling of the 1927 extension, where mowing
was made even easier after a diocesan regulation in 1962 prohibiting new kerb
stones. He had begun also to flatten the gravemounds in the original burial ground,
but there were several uncared-for graves with headstones (24 in 1951, 42 in 1967)
which tormented him because, as he explained to the annual meeting, they
"detracted from the high standard he sought to maintain". In 1968 he received
permission to move these stones, which now stand along the east wall.
At his suggestion, the P. C. C. in 1956 reserved a special area of the churchyard
for the burial of ashes, all the memorials to be of English stone and of uniform size,
12 inches wide and 18 inches high. Other churchyard regulations include the
banning of artificial flowers (from 1963) and of confetti throwing (from 1966, the
year the drive was resurfaced).
Early photographs of the churchyard show it thick with trees, relics from Lane's
Nurseries, the former tenants of the ground. By the 1950s almost the only survivor
from that period was the giant Wellingtonia, then 100ft. 6 inches high; in 1956 it,
too, was felled, having been pronounced dangerous. As if intent on
re-afforestation, villagers who did not want headstones had long followed a custom
of planting a tree or flowering shrub instead. It is impossible to list them all, but
perhaps the splendid magnolia in memory of Mr Barnard of the B & B Bus deserves
a special mention. The practice has undoubtedly added to the beauty of the
churchyard, although Cecil warned the P.C.C. as early as 1954 that 'it could get out
of hand. New plantings are now strictly controlled. In place of shrubs, Cecil
encouraged gifts of spring bulbs. The first, planted in 1946 around the
Wellingtonia, still bloom every year as if in memory of the old tree. The idea
attracted many donors who did not wait for the spur of bereavement, so that by
1955 Cecil had received over two thousand.
The 1950s saw other accessions: a sundial in 1950, the pedestal given to Cecil
from Amersfort, the face added by Mr Martin the stonemason; a garden seat and
bird bath in 1952, in memory respectively of Mr Whiting and John Miles, son of
the former churchwarden; and a new noticeboard in 1954 made by Alfred
("Blacky") Smith. Later, in 1971, the artist Siegfried Pietzsch painted a new red
and gold noticeboard similar to one he had devised for Nettleden; and in 1977 Mr
Widden of Hollybush Farm, Frithsden, gave a flagpole.
Against the additions must be recorded the removal in 1969 of the two oldfashioned boot-scrapers from either side of the porch, alleged to have been a hazard
on dark nights: a regrettable and probably unnecessary loss.
By 1960 the P.C.C. was asserting, probably with truth, that there was no
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churchyard to compare with it in the neighbourhood. It was certainly no fault of
Cecil's that Potten End had to wait until 1974 to win the "Best Kept Village"
competition for the first time: in all preceding years the judges had given the
churchyard high marks.
In 1963 Cecil began to hint at retirement in order to ' devote more time to his
growing family of grandchildren and great-grandchildren. He relented for a while,
staying in fact another six years to pass his quarter century. The P. C. C. marked it in
the spring of 1969 by presenting him and Mrs Young with a clock. His long tenure
ended officially on December 31; the parish's leaving gift, a cheque for £70, was
handed over in a short ceremony after evensong on June 28, 1970.
The new verger, Leslie Franklin, was to prove himself, as the "Review" put it, "a
worthy successor"; his appointment had the happy effect of placing the church and
churchyard under the care of a husband and wife, Mrs Franklin having been in charge
of the cleaning ever since Mrs W estwood' s retirement in 1965. Leslie' s job at the
village bakery allows him to be on hand for funerals or emergencies; through the
bakery, too, and through his work for the Sunday School, he came to know everyone
in the village almost as well as if he had been a native instead of a cook-baker in the
merchant navy who had settled here only in 1955. To his practical skills he adds a
notable artistic talent, especially in wood carving. Now that thieves are on the look
out for easy pickings in churches, the silver altar cross and candlesticks are stored
away during the week; but the church stays open, and the altar is not left bare: it
displays a wooden cross and a pair of candlesticks, beautifully carved, of no intrinsic
value to a thief, but much admired by genuine visitors. Unfortunately, due to illhealth, Leslie had to relinquish responsibility for the churchyard in 1982, since when
the necessary maintenance has been carried out by a band of volunteers.
The current problems in the churchyard are different from those which faced Cecil
when he began taming it in the 1940s. Now, forty years on, the ground is filling up.
Since 1967 all requests for burial have been refused except for parishioners or
members of the electoral roll. The removal of a large rhododendron near the Village
Hall hedge in 1977 provided a little extra space and the growing preference for
cremation has eased the demand on it, but the time approaches when the oldest part of
the ground will have to be re-used if Potten Enders are not to be buried elsewhere an exile no one wants.
Mr Davies's achievements kept him in the diocesan eye: he was invited to move to
Essendon to revive that parish likewise. When he left Potten End in 1964, the village
lost also a popular schoolteacher in Mrs Hilda Davies who had resumed her own
career when the two children were old enough.
The new Vicar, the Rev. Arthur Llewellyn Jones, arrived in the autumn with his
wife (an occupational therapist) and three sons of school age. He shared Mr Davies's
background in that they were both Welsh and had both been trained at Lampeter
College, where indeed they had known each other; they were alike also in staying a
long time in the parish, and in undertaking important building work; but there the
similarity ended.
Mr J ones, whose private interests embraced astronomy, conjuring and the
paranormal, disliked the administrative and secretarial side of running a parish: the
only paperwork he enjoyed lay between the covers of the books stacked everywhere
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in his study. He preached thoughtful, often provocative sermons; and his fine
baritone voice enhanced the conduct of the services. His particular strength, as well
as probably his greatest pleasure, showed itself in meeting and talking to people:
villagers, whether church members or not, soon found in him, as occasion
required, a warm-hearted companion full of good stories, or a sympathetic listener
ready with compassionate advice and encouragement.
Two of the changes he introduced at once sprang directly from his temperament.
He discarded Mr Davies's systematic road-by-road visiting as lacking in
spontaneity, and made it clear to the P. C. C. from the start that his pastoral visits
would never be linked with fund-raising. He dissolved the parish's branch of the
Mothers' Union (with the agreement of a majority of the members) because he
disapproved of that organisation's exclusive rules; instead he founded, in 1965, a
new Churchwomen's Fellowship to which all women might belong. Its aims were
practical as well as social and devotional: not merely to meet monthly to hear talks
(on subjects evenly balanced between the secular and the religious) but also to
organise a "Helping Hand" service in and around the village.
Changes in the services came more gradually. In 1964 the Vicar switched the
Sunday School from the afternoon to the morning, a more popular time. In 1969 he
started a children's, or family, service once a month in place of matins, increasing
it to twice a month from 1970. The services are organised by Mrs Toni Butler who,
in 1971, succeeded Leslie Franklin as Superintendent of the Sunday School.
In the meantime the Vicar had won approval for what was not so much an
innovation as a revival of Mr Egerton's high church practice: the P.C.C. agreed in
1966 to a six months' trial of Choral Communion at 9.30 on the first Sunday in the
month, the Vicar (by unanimous consent) to wear vestments. The trial period
passed without serious objections, and in 1970 a second monthly service was
added. Both continued to be well attended, whilst matins and evensong still
attracted loyal support - a popular introduction, since 1978, being an evensong
combined with communion once a month.
This period was one of many changes in the form and language of services in
the Church of England. For the Choral Communions Potten End retained (and
retains) the words of the 1662 Prayer Book, sung to the chant of Merbecke. For the
8 o'clock communion, however, the P.C.C. agreed in 1967 (with some reluctance)
to try the official alternative known as "Series 11" (now Rite B of the Church of
England's new Prayer Book). Despite some criticisms of its modernisms, its
continued use was formally approved in July 1968. "Series Ill" (Rite A), which
some local churches began using in 1972, was not tried in Potten End until the
autumn of 1974, and then was so much disliked by almost everybody (not least by
the Vicar himself) that it was jettisoned after only a few Sundays. Subsequently
"Series 11" was again used at the early communion whilst the experimental period
for its use lasted; thereafter the service reverted to the Prayer Book model.
The centenary of the building of the church passed unnoticed in 1965. To make
amends in 1968, the parish celebrated the centenary of the consecration. A small
booklet of reminiscences, compiled by Miss Mabel Smith and illustrated with
photographs by Frank Seeley, was on sale by January at 2s 6d a copy. On the
precise anniversary, January 14, the Bishop of St Albans came to Potten End to
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confirm fifteen candidates. On January 17 about 130 parishioners sat down in the
Village Hall to a celebration dinner of turkey and apple pie, at which the guests
included the Bishop of Bedford, the Archdeacon of St Albans, the Rectors of
Berkhamsted and Northchurch, and the Headmaster of Berkhamsted School; the
showpiece of the evening was a large birthday cake, an exact model of the churc~,
complete with yew trees, made at Potten End bakery and decorated by Leshe
Franklin. Later in the year a Welsh choir, the Ardwyn Singers, twice visited the
village to give recitals in the church; and in July the theme of thanksgiving and
music was taken up again by a flower festival which incorporated a display of
antique musical instruments.
How to.beautify the church to mark the centenary in a more permanent manner
was less easy to decide, especially as the 1960s had already brought an
unprecedented flood of gifts, reflecting the national prosperity of a period when, as
the politicians constantly reminded us, "we had never ~ad it so good". H?wever
unfair, it is possible to mention only some of the larger Items: two new chOIr stalls
(one in memory of Albert Chapman); a lectern (from the family of Miss Nona
Sainsbury); silver cross, candlesticks and chalice (the Groom family); a wroughtiron flower stand for the sanctuary (Mrs Sybil McArthur); eighteen pottery vases
(Mrs Audrey Rendell); an altar book (Mrs Joan Jones); an antique gilt picture fr~me
with prints of old masters to occupy it in rotation (in memory of Mrs HIlda
Jefferson of Martins); new hymn books (Miss Stewart Evans); a festal white and
gold altar frontal (Mrs Sylvia McElligott), matched by a white burse and veil (Miss
Joan Carr).
The Vicar thought about the apse, almost unchanged for a hundred years. Surely
this was the corner to improve? When the walls were repainted, Mr Egerton's now
threadbare dark red curtains were taken down and not re-hung. The Vicar put
forward the suggestion of a new carpet and a hanging cross. The architect, Edward
Salter, and Bernard Stonebridge of Nettleden (a member of the Diocesan Advisory
Committee) recommended that the whole of the apse, including the woodwork,
spould be painted light blue as a background to the proposed cross. The P.C:C.'s
doubts about having a cross at all were reinforced by the need for so sweepmg a
change, which would have obliterated the ancient, much-loved stars from the
ceiling. A resolution that the apse "be redecorated in much the same way as at
present" was carried by a. majority. A new gold-coloured carpet ~as approved,
however and laid in time for Easter 1969. The centenary went WIthout further
comme~oration inside the church, but a laburnum tree to mark it was planted in the
..
churchyard.
.
The Vicar accepted temporary' defeat over the cross. In the meantIme the retIhng
of the roof, left over by Mr Davies, was completed in 1969 at a cost of s~me
£1,700. Much of the Vicar's time was in any case now needed at Nettleden WhI~h,
in 1970, celebrated its own much longer history of 500 years, and was embarkmg
on an expensive decade of repairs and redecorations, including ~he cleaning ?f the
memorials and the 16th century Cotton brass, as well as the repaIr and rehangmg of
the bells.
In 1972 however, when Lady Cooper wished to give Potten End church a
memorial ~o her parents, Emile and Maggie Deen (of Berkhamsted Hill), it was
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once again a hanging cross that the Vicar suggested. Lady Cooper readily approved
a design by the artist, Siegfried Pietzsch, of a six foot cross made of coloured glass
set in resin, to hang from the apse ceiling which would be repainted in cream and
gold. Members of the congregation, though free to express an opinion after seeing
the drawings and a cardboard "mock-up" of the cross suspended from the roof for
ten days, had no say in the decision: that was to be for the P.C.C. alone.
Objections were twofold, aesthetic and sentimental: that the cross itself was too
big and generally out of keeping with the church; and that the historic stars on the
ceiling would be lost for ever. Nevertheless, at a meeting of the P.C.C. on January
28, 1973, with but two members absent, a secret ballot resulted in fourteen votes in
favour of the cross and only five against. On March 19, thanks to the generosity of
Mrs Pat Baker (of West Mount, Gravel Path - later of South Side, The Green)
some excellent photographs were taken of the old ceiling; on the next day the stars
were painted out.
When the cross was dedicated on June 17, 1973, much was made of the
symbolism of the coloured glass through which the onlooker could be conscious of
the light beyond; but at that crowded service many had come not so much to admire
or criticise the cross as to set eyes on the officiant: he had been their priest-incharge in 1946, George Fox, by then Archdeacon of Wisbech - a little plumper,
greyer and more lined, but still very much the man they remembered. He appeared
to be just as pleased to see them, asking after many parishioners he had known, and
catching up with village news; it was, unhappily, to be his last visit, for he died in
November 1978, aged only 65.
The early 1970s saw a second and more conspicuous change, not only to the
church itself, but next door to it: the rebuilding of the Church Room. The
demolition of the old wooden hut, erected in 1896, had been discussed from as early
as 1960, but repeatedly deferred, partly because of its use for the school by the
Hertfordshire County Council, but mainly for lack of money. A men's working
party, led by Cecil Young, kept it in repair; the electrical wiring was renewed and
new electrical heaters installed.
In 1969, however, two events combined to change the outlook. The County
Council formally terminated the tenancy (the new village school having been
completed in 1968); and Mrs Ethel Andrews left the church a substantial legacy of
some £5000 from the sale of her property on The Front.
In 1971 the P.C.C. approved Mr Salter's plans for a new brick building of
roughly the same size, incorporating a slightly larger kitchen, a store and two
W.Cs.; the estimated cost of £9000, however, shocked them into asking him to seek
economies. Meanwhile, in Octob~r, the Archdeacon put forward a fresh
suggestion, that the room should not be rebuilt in the same position but as an
extension to the church, a plan which other congregations had found convenient and
which, at Potten End, would allow extra parking space on the old site. There was
one serious drawback: the buildIng work would take place over part of the old
burial ground. This, though not illegal, was considered distasteful and liable to
arouse local hostility. With only one dissenting vote, the P.C.C. rejected it and
reaffirmed approval for the original scheme.
Most of 1972 was wasted in fruitless attempts to reduce the estimated cost; in
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9. The Baptist Chapel - interior (1920s).

10. Mr Richard Figg, supply Minister at Potten End chapel after 1872. In his nineties,
he walked regularly from Redbourn to preach at the chapel.

11. The old school and (left) schoolhouse - before 1873 .

12. May Girls on The Front - before 1914. Children, left to right: Ethel Chennells, ?,
George Potton, ?, Muriel Chapman, George Mothersole, Harry Andrews, Nellie
Mothersole, Gaius Potton, Lizzie Potton, Phyllis Bedford, Dorothy Bedford, Eva Janes.

13. (a) The Church from the Green - c.1915.
(b) The Church - interior after 1912.

14.

The Rev. C. E. Gaussen - Vicar 1905-21.

15. The First Wedding at Holy Trinity: Sidney Ranee and Sarah Waterton, 4 May
1895. Standing (left to right) Dan Ranee (Sexton), Cornelius Ranee, Sidney Ranee, Julia
Waterton (formerly Ranee, nee Cooley), William Waterton (Julia's second husband),
the Rev. Sydney Summers, Miss Rusher, Mrs Summers. Sitting (left to right) Mrs Dan
Ranee, Aliee Waterton, Sa~ah Ranee (nee Waterton), Kate Waterton, George
Waterion. In the background, the old vicarage.

16. The Front, before 1910.

particular, the planning authorities first gave, and then withdrew, .permission for a
flat roof, which would have been cheaper than the pitched one; the decision was
right aestheticqlly, but the delay had allowed inflation to swallow up whatever
economies might have been effected. On May 15, 1973, the P.C.C. accepted a
tender of £8,215 from E. W. Rayment & Co. Ltd. of Potten End. By July the old
room had been demolished and work on the new building begun.
The parish, and especially its treasurer Sydney Waterton, now concentrated on
raising the extra money, a task which would be even more taxing than he first
suspected, because in the end the work cost £9,273. An appeal distributed
throughout the village produced the encouraging sum of £ 1,250 by September.
Week by week Mr Waterton painted the rising level of the fund on to a large
cardboard thermometer in the church porch. Gifts from individuals continued to
come in, as did money raised by group efforts at "coffee mornings" and the like;
John and Margery Reid of the B & B Bus (to give but one example) organised a
mystery coach tour at £ I a head, and, after deducting only the cost of the tea, paid
the entire remainder (£70) into the fund.
Apart from donations, the best source of money was the sale of waste newsprint,
laborious though its organisation undoubtedly was for the collectors and bundlers.
From all over the village, and beyond, newspapers and magazines reached the
several private sheds and garages temporarily surrendered as assembly points. The
campaign, thanks partly to fortunate timing, raised over £500; towards the end of
1974 the price of waste paper fell from £20 to £8, then £5 a ton, and finally the
manufacturers would accept no more, having by then as much as they could absorb.
On June 26, 1974, more th~n a hundred people squeezed into the new room to
hear it officially opened by Lady Cooper, and officially blessed by Archdeacon
Oavid Farmborough of St Albans. "The old church room," he said, "has, as it
were, gone to heaven, and will be remembered with affection; this new one will
carry on the same traditions." The Vicar, in thanking everyone who had helped
with work or money, rightly named Mrs Andrews and Sydney Waterton as the
people to whom they owed most. Then coffee and biscuits were served; hot-dogs,
cakes and garden produce could be bought; there was a raffle and guess-the-weightof-the-cake competition; and anyone could have a free tube of "Smarties" on
condition that it was later returned filled up with I p coins towards paying off the
last of the debt.
The east wall now bears two brass plaques: the old one, cleaned and polished by
John Reid, commemorating the opening of the room in 1896; and a new, smaller
one which records the rebuilding. Furniture and furnishings, to supplement stocks
from the old room, were acquired gradually . The Churchwomen's Fellowship paid
for curtains, carpet, crockery and cutlery. Michael Henderson gave a clock in
memory of his wife. Or Brian Copley gave a large dining table with six chairs.
All these, and the substitution in 1977 of gas radiators for the expensive and
inefficient electrical heaters, added much to the room's comfort, and made it a
popular place for small functions. Church organisations use it free; affiliated
bodies, like scouts and guides, ·defray only the cost of heating and lighting;
everyone else must pay an economic rent, must be able to assure the Bookings
Secretary that the Village Hall is either not free or too large (in accordance with the
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strictly observed tradition that the church does not seek to poach custom from the
Hall), and must leave the premises clean and tidy.
In September 1975, the church's second flower festival (which raised over £500)
was the first important event to make full use of the new room. For four days
visitors who had admired the flowers in the church, and the works of famous
modern potters in the closely-guarded vestry, found themselves lured next door by
non-stop refreshments and an exhibition of Potten End's history. Many villagers
returned daily to enjoy the ploughman's lunch or the tea and cakes, and to indulge
in a further dose of nostalgia as they looked at old photographs, documents,
farming tools and domestic "bygones". Even strangers, who had come only for a
musical evening with Berkhamsted's Welsh Choir (started by the Vicar in 1968)
had to be restrained from leaning too enthusiastically over the exhibits with
precariously tilted coffee cups.
At the end of the festival the exhibits had to be restored to their owners, but the
lunches had become so popular that some villagers wanted them continued. Daily
catering would have been impossible: too few members of the Churchwomen's
Fellowship were free to undertake it regularly, and it would have been too costly to
heat the room daily during the winter. In April 1976 the P.C.C. agreed to a trial
period of six months ~uring which snack lunches would be served on one day a
week.
They started disappointingly. As often happens, many of the very people who had
asked for them did not come to eat them. Nevertheless at the end of the six months
the scheme had not only paid for itself but showed a profit of £50. After some
reluctance (because of the time-consuming organisation and preparation) the
members of the Fellowship agreed to resume the service in the following April, and
have provided it every summer since then.
In the autumn of 1975 came the first rumblings of administrative disturbances.
True, there had been a hint of them earlier in a diocesan questionnaire which asked:
"Would you be prepared for your parish to be linked with others in a team or group
ministry?" To this, in 1968, Potten End had replied with an unqualified "No."
Now, all of a sudden, because the diocese must save money, the Rural Dean was
suggesting that it would be both logical and convenient for Potten End to be
amalgamated with Sunnyside, and for Nettleden to join the combined Gaddesdens.
The P.C.C., aghast and angry, opposed any plan to oust the Vicar or to sever the
historic link with Nettleden. Their strongly-worded reply evidently discouraged the
Dean frem even attending a meeting of the P.C.C. merely to explain his views. By
April 1977 the Vicar could tell the annual church meeting that the scheme had been
"pigeon-holed for the time being".
The lull lasted until 1979. Then the Archdeacon, in one of his visitations,
enquired whether Potten End as a parish saW much of neighbouring parishes. When
told "No, apart from Nettleden", he raised the possibility of a union with
Sunnyside, being (or feigning to be) unaware that this balloon had already been
floated and shot down. He was sent a copy of the earlier correspondence. A second,
but shorter, truce followed.
On July 14, 1980, the P.C.C., reinforced by seven members of the Nettleden
P.C.C. , received two Bishop's Visitors whose task it was to explain the financial

problems facing the Church of England. The gist of their argument was that even with
careful investment "dead men's money" no longer sufficed to pay the salaries of the
clergy; parishioners of today must pay more for their priests, or go without. The
Visitors demonstrated, from the accounts of the two parishes, how far each fell short
of self-sufficiency. The P. C. Cs., however, having given them a "patient and friendly
hearing", replied that they were confident of their ability "to meet the new
requirements as successfully as they had all previous demands."
The Visitors, as they left, may have felt no surprise. Potten ·End church, like the
village itself, had a reputation for independence, not to say stubborn isolationism.
The 1968 questionnaire had also asked: "Would your parish welcome a visit by a
liaison team?" and "Do you think the appointment of full-time evangelists
desirable?" To both questions Potten End had again answered "No". Similarly, two
years later, it gave no support to the idea of a special "mission" in the village,
believing that missioners knocking on doors often showed more enthusiasm than
understanding, and antagonised rather than attracted the non-church-goer. As for
relations with other denominations, it preferred neighbourliness to amalgamation;
church and chapel did not hold joint services, but (as the P.C.C. pointed out in 1971
in yet another questionnaire) members of the chapel were invited to meetings of the
Churchwomen's Fellowship, two Methodists ran the scouts and the brownies, and a
Baptist taught in the Sunday School.
The self-assurance expressed to the Bishop's Visitors sprang not from intransigent
bravado but from twenty years of financial stability, based on the success of the
Freewill Offering Scheme. During those years, as it happened, the parish had been
regularly increasing its contribution towards the Vicar's salary and expenses.
Moreover, as if to counter the argument about "dead men's money", it was not so
long before (1952) that Mrs Florence Williams (formerly Mrs Miles, widow of the
churchwarden) had bequeathed £250 in War Stock, the interest to be used "for the
augmentation of the stipend of the incumbent of Holy Trinity". Perhaps still more to
the point, the parish had for the past four years been demonstrating its own
resourcefulness in meeting this particular problem.
The challenge had come in 1976 when under a new diocesan scheme for payment
of the clergy, the Vicar's traditional Easter offering would no longer have been a
personal gift, over and above his stipend, but would simply have been reckoned in
towards the minimum stipend guaranteed to the clergy by the Diocese. To retrieve the
position, the churchwardens of Potten End (joined a year later by Nettleden) devised
a scheme which in fact bettered the Easter offering; that had always been liable to tax,
and had depended on the numbers attending church on Easter day. The new scheme
was not linked to any regular church collection. Instead, in the month before
Christmas, a circular throughout the village invited donations from anyone who
wished to use this method of thanking the Vicar "for his care of his parishioners".
The response was overwhelming. Gifts arrived daily through "baker's post", John
Groom and Fred Taylor having willingly undertaken to collect them on their bread
rounds. The total in that first year was £275; from that level it rose steadily to an
annual total of £400-500. The money, not handed directly to the Vicar (which again
would have made it taxable) was spent gradually on goods or services of his own
choice. The ingenuity and success of the scheme aroused much admiration (anc'
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possibly a little envy) among neighbouring incumbents . .
These personal tributes to the Vicar, from non-church-goers as well as from the
regular congregation, were matched in 1980 by bounty to the church itself.
Saturday, May 31, was chosen for one of the occasional "gift days" (the last had
been in 1966) when the Vicar with a rota of church officials sat in the porch from
9 a.m. to 6 p.m. to receive money. Once again an advance circular explained the
urgent need to meet rising costs especially in electricity and insurance. By ill luck,
May 31 was so wet and cold all day that Ewart Miller (treasurer since Sydney
W aterton' s death in 1975) prepared for disappointment. Yet at the end of the day he
counted £1162.38; many of the donations'had again come from people who never
went to church, but who "appreciated its work in the village".
During the 1970s and early 1980s the church continued to receive gifts in kind, or
in money ear-marked for specific purchases. Mrs Miriam Pugh gave a marker for
the lectern, Mr and Mrs Ewart Miller four brocade alms bags; purple vestments
were bought witl1 money from the family of Mrs Sybil McArthur; the pulpit, to
mark each of the-church's seasons in its traditional colour, now has four falls green, white, red and purple - the last three of which were worked by Miss loan
Carr, who also made a green burse and veil; the store of linen for the altar and
credence table, under the general care and supervision of Miss Muriel Sharp for the
last twenty years, has benefited by gifts of material or actual work from several
individuals including (besides Miss Sharp herself) Miss Doris Barr, Miss loan
Carr, Mrs Ethel Miller, Mrs Margery Reid, and Mrs Peggie Selden.
Legacies, once rare, became almost common. During this decade the church
received £250 from the estate ofMr and Mrs Harold Stone (Gutteridge Farm); £250
from Miss Stewart Evans (Lone Ash); £250 from Philip House (The Gables, Gravel
Path, then of Cholesbury); £100 from Reginald Groom (The Bakery); £100 from
Arthur Cook (Rambling Way); £1134 from Arthur and Evelyn Nash (Bryher, The
Green).
With some of this money, to which was added about £300 from donations in
memory of Mrs Ida Gent who died in 1980, the P.C.C. decided to undertake a
major work of improvement rather than dissipate it on smaller items. The main
door, now well over a century old, and of no merit even as an antique, had the
strongest claim for renovation. Its shabbiness stood out against the rest of the
church and against the recent embellishments to the porch itself, where, in 1969,
the draughty window slits had at last been glazed (contrary, so tradition says, to
Earl Brownlow's original veto), and, in 1970, a wrought-iron outer gate fitted.
Already in 1972 Mr Salter had recommended a pair of new oak doors as "desirable
when funds permit", and later that same year, dl;lring the hanging cross dispute,
Edward Bryant had unsuccessfully proposed them as a less controversial memorial.
Now, nearly ten years later, it had become possible to acquire not just one, but two
pairs of oak doors: a solid outer one to replace the wrought-iron gate, and an inner
one with leaded lights. They were designed by Mr Salter (his last task for the
church before. his retirement) and fitted in December 1981 by A. E. Houghton &
Sons Ltd of Dunnington in Yorkshire. During the Bishop's visit in February 1982,
their symbolic place in life of the church and village found apt expression in the
prayer that they should be "wide enough to receive all who need love and

fellowship ... and na~row enough to shut out all envy, pride and uncharitableness ...
here may all thy ·children renew their strength and go on their way rejoicing."
Eyen during 1982, Arthuli lones had begun to suffer attacks of a painful form of
arthritis which did not yield to treatment. Finding it increasingly difficult to carry
on his duties as he would wish and acting on medical advice, he felt obliged to
resign his benefice at the beginning of 1983. At a crowded farewell party held in the
village hall before he returned to his native Wales in May, he was presented with a
cheque for over £2,500 from his parishioners in Nettleden and Potten End. This
was an eloquent sign of the affection in which he was held in the parish, and his own
feelings were best illustrated by his remark that he would willingly have given back
the whole gift if only he could have remained in office in Potten End.
The parish had to wait many months before a successor could take office. As
patron of the benefice, the Bishop of St Albans invited the Rev. Derek l. Elliott MA,
then teaching at Bedford Modern School, to take the living and, of
course, arrangements to .release Mr Elliott from his commitments in Bedford took
time. The village was, however, able to welcome its new vicar when the Bishop of
Hertford and the Archdeacon of St Albans came to collate and induct him before a
. packed congregation on 17 November, 1983.
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Potten End's cottages have been described as "compressed", and with some
justification, not only in standing close together but also in the small size and
number of the rooms, the original conditions of which have become more difficult
to visualise since the fashion of the 1960s and 1970s for converting two or more
dwellings into a single unit. Only Cosy Corner (No.26 The Square) had three
bedrooms when it was first built (1895). Most of the others had two-up-two-down,
the living room (called the "front place") seldom measuring more than 11 ft by
10ft, the "back place" about 8ft by 6ft. Concealed by a door, steep stairs with
narrow treads and no hand-rail led to bedrooms of the same size.
A few cottages were smaller still, with only one-up-one-down: No.6 The Front,
for example, before it was somewhat crookedly extended in the late nineteenth
century; the house in Elm Tree Cottages nearest the main road; and most of the kiln
cottages (Chap. VI). One of these, scarcely more than a hovel, had two downstairs
rooms, but housed a separate family in each; as there was only one outer door, the
family in the further half had no access except through the other's living room; the
"bedrooms" were the partly-floored rafter space, reached by a ladder.

People moved house within the village if a better cottage fell vacant and they
could afford it; it was easy to transport their few goods by handcart. Many left Elm
Tree Cottages, where the rent was only one shilling a week, for the main village
block where it averaged 2s 6d. Some families swapped homes, as Charles Chapman
and Arthur Clarke did in the 1890s when they exchanged No.6 Nursery Terrace and
The Fox. A few individuals, like Emma Waterton (1851-1935) were by
temperament irrepressible movers: "If there was an empty house, she fancied it."
She fancied Cosy Corner once, and immediately regretted it. "This house is killing
me be inches!" she told her neighbours, and moved again as soon as she could. By
contrast, her younger sister, Louisa (1860-1950), after her marriage to Billy
Mothersole, lived the rest of her life at No.27 The Square, never ceasing to
complain that it was the worst house in the village, yet seeming to relish things
going wrong so that she could tell everyone about the latest defects.
Even in cramped spaces parents managed to raise several children. In the seven
kiln cottages at the time of the 1871 census three families had one child apiece,
three others had three apiece, and, in the last, James and Sarah Dollemore found
room somehow for a half a dozen, the eldest of whom was seventeen and the
youngest six. For still larger families (and at the turn of the century Potten End had
at least seven households with eight children, three with nine, four with ten, one
with eleven, and one with twelve) the problem was partly solved by the fact that as
the younger children came along some of the elder had already left home. The
congestion was also relieved by the common practice (not peculiar to Potten End) of
sleeping some of the children out with a nearby grandparent or other relative, or
simply with a neighbour who had room to spare.
Some householders also took in paying lodgers: a school.:.teacherstayed with Mrs
Bassill at No.6 The Front; Lewis Jarrett, son of Lane's foreman, lived for a while
with the Deans at No. 24 The Front; Lizzie Cook, squeezed out of No.4 The Front
by the growing family of her brother-in-law, Dan Rance, found a new home with
Mrs Walker at No.ll. The small rent could eke out low wages; and few landladies
would have been as trusting as the one in Nursery Terrace, who kept her savings
under the lodger's mattress, and was then surprised to discover that, when he left,
so had the money - about £ 16, a great sum in those days for a poor family.
The walls of some older dwellings were built almost entirely of flint. Modern
cement-rendering conceals it at Elm Tree Cottages, but it is still visible in the kiln
cottages which survive as outbuildings to The Warren and The Cottage (Hempstead
Lane), and in the older portion of Stonehouse (Vicarage Road); the back wall of
No.7 The Front shows flint used as a base for brickwork. Most of the cottages built
since the 1840s (Chap. V) were of brick, laid in various patterns of "headers and
stretchers", the attractive effect of which is almost lost today beneath the coats of
cement. "snowcem" and other colour washes. The walls had neither cavity, nor
damp course, nor even much foundation except where a cellar was constructed; few
of the later houses in the block had one; those that had (like No.4 and No.25 The
Front) were built before 1840.
The earliest cottages had been thatched or tiled. but cheap transport by canal and
rail from the middle of the nineteenth century induced builders to abandon local
materials for the Welsh slate with which most of the Victorian houses were roofed.
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x.

THE COTTAGES

Evidence of an early form of insulation - thickly packed layers of hay - came to
light in 1975 and· 1976 during the re-roofing of No.7 The Front and 'of Rose
Cottage.
The many-paned sliding windows, some of which still survive (notably at The
Warren and at Nos. 1-3 The Front) used to be found in all the cottages built by the
middle of the nineteenth century. The "new" sash windows were adopted for
Nursery Terrace (the first four houses of which were built about 1870) and for the
last two houses in The Back, Nos. '14 and 15. Plain wooden shutters, which in many
poorer homes preceded glazed windows before 1800, still hung at some windows;
the last were perhaps Miss Polly Dean's at No.4 The Back, not removed until after
her death in 1962. Had more shutters been closed during the night of the great freak
storm in July 1897, they might have reduced the toll of over one thousand broken
panes in the village.
Houses with no ground at the back, like Elm Tree Cottages, needed only a front
door; similarly those in The Back had but one originally. Most cottage doors were
latched; No.8 The Front was thought rather grand because it had a brass knob
instead. The Front, which today bristles with porches, had then only one, at No.7.
Perhaps the strangest front door in the village was that which still exists at
Stonehouse, its upper portion opening separately like a stable door. Few doors had
knockers, and, surprisingly, not all had bootssrapers by the step. People seldom
locked up except at night; to judge by old Mrs Waterton's experience 'at Elm Tree
Cottages in the 1890s, it might not have helped if they had. She left the house one
day, carefully locking the door; on her return, it was still locked, but her sheets had
gone, without any sign of a break-in. The police found them at the house of a
neighbour, whose key fitted Mrs W aterton' s lock- and probably all the others in
the row as well.
Inside the houses, the walls were lime-washed; Ashridge tenants were obliged to
coat them once a year with lime supplied by Lord Brownlow's agent. The low
ceilings, against which tall Mr Fry's hair brushed during his pastoral visits, were
covered with matchboard. The ground floors at Elm Tree Cottages were no more
than beaten earth, but in the main block the' 'back place" was cemented or flagged,
and the "front place" had floor boards laid directly to the earth. In the 1870s many
of them would be scrubbed twice a week and sprinkled with fine sand; the only
covering might be a rag rug in front of the fire or, if the cottage were very poor,
merely a piece of sackcloth.
Cottages even in the same row could show great variations in furnishings at the
end of the nineteenth century, depending on how large a family the labourer's
weekly wage of ten shillings had to support, and on whether his wife was a good
manager or not. At the lower extreme one would find the first cottage in Water End
Road (now part of No.17), the open door of which displayed, according to a
contemporary, "a poor, dirty, muddly house, with rubbishy stuff all piled up"; and
also No.l The Front which, at the beginning of the century, was "a very poor sort
of house with hardly anything in it." For the upper end of cottage comfort, one
might look to the school house, furnished by the Managers for the resident schoolmistress, who would expect a higher standard than that of her pupils' families; but
in fact, as we can see from an 1879 inventory which has luckily survived, it was

scarcely luxurious.
The sitting room had a green felt carpet and a hearth rug; a pair of scarlet
curtains, a pair of green curtains and a blind; a round table covered with green
cloth, five cane-bottomed chairs, a chest of drawers and a cupboard. Each bedroom
had a blind, a bedstead (one iron, one French) with two flock mattresses, a feather
bolster and pillows; each had a "wash-stand and crockery" (Le. a matching
earthenware bowl, water jug and perhaps chamber pot), with a "toilet glass"
(mirror); the back bedroQm, called the pupil teacher's room, had one chest of
drawers, one chair and no floor covering, the front bedroom had two chests, two
chairs and three strips of carpet. The total stock of bed linen consisted of three pairs
of sheets (two twill and one calico), two pairs of pillow cases, eight "chamber
towels", two counterpanes and five blankets, "two much worn". There were also
four tablecloths ("one much worn") stored here perhaps for the lack of anywhere
. else to put them.
In the kitchen stood a deal table and five windsor chairs, two of whkh had lately
been repaired; there was also a coal scuttle, a door mat and a clock described as
"useless" because the works had gone. The pantry (itself a small luxury , for most
cottages had no built-in storage space except the stair-hole until after 1920) housed
a pitiful collection of miscellaneous crockery, cutlery and other equipment,
including nine plates, five saucers and three cups; an earthenware "pan", three
basins, two pie-dishes and four jugs; a teapot, tea-tray and sugar basin; three
glasses, a cruet and salt-cellar; six knives but only three forks; two tablespoons,
seven teaspoons ("four much worn") and three cooking spoons ("much worn").
For cooking there were three saucepans, a kettle, a frying pan, a baking tin and a
rolling pin; for cleaning, a tin bowl, two zinc buckets, a washing' 'tray (bath) which
leaks", and three flat irons; to tend the fire, a wood chopper, a coal hammer and
two stove brushes.
The average cottage could have matched most of those items, though many
households were much shorter of bed linen. Very few unmarried girls could have
copied Rose Lane of Martins in collecting articles for the traditional "bottom
drawer". At No.l1 The Back they had to wash and dry their sheets for replacing
that same night. In the 1890s, when Mrs Miles, the churchwarden's wife was
organising the Mothers' Meeting (a weekly sewing party), she bought unbleached
sheets at Wards in Berkhamsted (later Sharlands): for the women to hem and so
save money. During the winter the Ashridge estate lent blankets not only to their
own tenants but to any families in great need.
Instead of, or in addition to, a chest of drawers, many cottages still used the oldfashioned solid wooden chest with a lid. At No.12 The Back, Charles Chapman's
best clothes were carefully folded and laid in it, ready for Sundays or when he had
to appear as verger. At No.4 The Back, Polly Dean had one which was so
beautifully carved and obviously antique that a lady from one of the big houses on
the Common induced her to part with it - at, one hopes, a fair price. Some of the
other items recalled by older inhabitants were probably also of greater value than
they realised: a black corner-cupboard, a lap-desk, a couch, an armchair with a
cane seat, and a little side table (coveted by one of the District Nurses).
Few cottages would lack some sort of cot: some had a proper wooden cradle on
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rockers, with a wickerwork hood, others improvised with one half of a wicker
travelling basket, not unlike a modern carry-cot.
Complete dinner or tea services scarcely existed in such houses until well into the
twentieth century. The motley crockery and cutlery of the school house must have
been repeated in the cottages with few variations: one household had some glazed
earthenware dishes and storage jars, as well as a single willow-pattern plate kept
exclusively for bacon rashers fOor nearly a hundred years! The cutlery seemed to last
for ever: a potato knife with the blade worn to a thin curve; another knife on which
the words FOR A GOOD CHILD were still just legible; a teaspoon accidentally
dropped in the pigs' food from which it was retrieved well-chewed, to be re-used
for many years, dents and all. .
The school house inventory mentioned no pictures or ornaments: the schoolmistress would bring these personal items with her. Similarly each cottage
displayed the individual taste of its occupants in the vases, figures and knick-knacks
cluttering the mantelshelf; this itself could be a work of art, draped with a fringed
cloth fastened by brass studs "and all such-like bits of fodder" - a clear 'fire risk,
as Charles Chapman discovered when he was singeing a plucked fowl at the open
fire wiih a tightly screwed paper instead of a taper, and suddenly found that he had
set the fringe alight. Pictures on the walls varied from original watercolours of local
scenes (both Edward Popple and the Rev. A. Cole painted the Red Lion) to almost
any kind of print. We know already of the little Sunday School picture beloved by
Charles Chapman (Chap. IX). Later, when the church discarded its Stations of the
Cross, the prints were distributed among church members: Charles received one,
John Waterton the sidesman another, Arthur Clarke the organist a third, Frank
Smith a choirman a fourth; what happened to the rest is not known. There were
some German religious prints about - looked at askance when war broke out and one house at least had the popular highland cattle standing in a pool at sunrise,
with its pair, the same cattle in much the same pool at sunset. Mrs Amos Smith at
No.l Nursery Terrace had a picture in her sitting room, but no one remembers what
it was because she used to hang her hat over it. Almost everyone had photographs,
not only stuck into fat albums, for which the craze was just beginning, but also
dotted about the room in frames.

The school house had a fire in the kitchen (where the plaiters worked: Chap.
VIII) as well as in the sitting room, but in most cottages it was only the front room
that contained a fireplace - a whitened or reddened cement hearth with fender, fireirons and sometimes a pair of bellows, surrounding the blackened cast-iron range
which heated the house and cooked the meals. A very few houses (like the school
house again, and Nos. 14 and 15 The Back) had a fireplace upstairs. If you were
lucky, you had a stone "foot-warmer", filled with hot water, to take to bed with
you.
Logs and furze were the principal fuel until the 1870s, when coal could be had for
a shilling a hundredweight, towards which you saved by joining the Coal and
Clothing Club and paying your subscriptions on the first Monday in the month at

Potten End School or Nettleden House. Potten End's coal merchant, James Rance
of Happy Valley, hawked it round the village, though many people fetched their
own from his yard. He sold wood also: his "faggots" (big bundles of firewood,
mostly beech, "five feetlall and as fat as a big armful") easily snapped into small
pieces to throw on the fire to keep the pot boiling - "they burned lovely". Each
bundle cost only a few coppers, but many families, from habit or necessity, still
went "wooding" and "fuzzening" on the Common, to lay in stocks of fuel for the
winter; the custom has not completely died out even yet. A good fire, with a bit of
tree root as a base, piled high with small coal, would last all evening without further
attention. True, a fair proportion of heat escaped directly up the chimney, but it .
warmed the bedroom walls on the way.
The uncomplicated chimneys, so straight that they let the rain in as well as the
smoke out, could be swept clean by a bunch of furze or holly tied to a long stick, put
some householders preferred to wait for Garment or Oliffe, the Berkhamsted
sweeps. They would arrive in the village without appointment, the call would go
round, "The sweep's here!" and people would begin raking out their fires. In the
1920s, Potten End acquired its own sweep, "Tinker" Austin of No.8 The Back,
who, having pushed the brushes successfully up the chimney, was occasionally
unable to get them down again, so that he was obliged to find someone agile enough
to clamber on to the roof and pull them through for him.
After nightfall the only light in the cottages, other than firelight, came from an oil
lamp or candles. The school house inventory of 1879 mentions "two brass
candlesticks" in the sitting room, and three plain ones kept in the pantry; a later
entry records a "bedroom candlestick" and a "silver oil lamp" . It was 1928 before
the Chesham Electric Light & Power Company laid the first cable to the main
portion of the village, and another five years or so before Little Potten End was
connected. Even after that, however, it was a familiar sight to see people waiting in
their doorways for the horse-drawn van which brought the oil delivery from
Cheelds, the Berkhamsted grocers; very few cottages were able to enjoy the
modern marvel, which in any case many older inhabitants looked on with fear or
suspicion. Miss Hephzibah Riddle, at the new Post Office, could not believe that a
visiting nephew really understood how to switch it on and off. Billy Humphrey at
Elm Tree Cottages refused to switch it on at all, and is said to have continued using
candles to the end of his days. Of those who accepted it, some considered upstairs
lighting to be an unnecessary luxury : Mrs Smith at the school house told the
Managers that she would have it in her two downstairs rooms only. Polly Dean at
No.4 The Back always lighted herself to bed with a candle; her neighbours, fearful
of the fire risk as she grew older, offered her an electric torch instead, but she
declined it, saying that she felt much safer with a candle.
Gas, which came in 1932, received a less cautious welcome, and many cottages
which were then equipped with gas mantles retained them until well after the second
world war. Even Polly Dean accepted gas lighting downstairs, though she used to
assert that she would never have had it at all if she had realised that she would still
_ be able to obtain paraffin; she never ceased to be wary of the gas meter, always
waiting until a neighbour or perhaps the baker or some other caller could insert the
coin for her. Her antipathy was shared by Mrs Louisa Mothersole, a few doors
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away at No.27 The Square: at first she refused to have gas, thtm changed her mind,
then, once it was installed, could never bring herself to use it.

Until 1889, Potten End's chief, if not only, water supply apart from ponds was
the rainwater drained from the roofs into large brick-lined tanks; these, dug to a
depth of some 20 feet below ground level, and covered by stout wooden lids, were
often misleadingly called "wells". Except in the hottest summers, their depth
guaranteed a fair supply of water - but the case of poor Matty Cook, of No.28 The
Square, who fell into his tank one summer and died there, illustrates their dangers.
Not every house had a tank to itself; in the restricted area of The Back, for
instance, Nos.6 to 9 shared one, Nos.lO to 13 another; the eight houses of Elm Tree
Cottages made do with a single one at the far end. Farms, which needed ampler
supplies than their ponds afforded, constructed much larger tanks: those at
Binghams Farm in Water End Road, and at Gutteridge Farm on the Common,
measured 14 feet in diameter. The latter survives, unused, between the farmhouse
and the cottage; it supplied a second, smaller tank within the farm buildings, where
the water was raised by a pump.
Pumps could be found also at a few dwellings, such as Stonehouse and the old
vicarage (which had an indoor one besides), ""but most households drew water in a
bucket, let down either by a pole (rather like a shepherd's crook) or, more usually,
a rope. "There was quite a knack to it, " explained an old lady, "you had to slush it
in hard, with a sort of twist - I could never get on with it. " Another, remembering
her childhood at No.25 The Front, said that when the water came up "it was always
full of creatures; we had a filter indoors, but mother was generally too busy to filter
it, so we never drank water, and I don't drink it to this day." Probably the age of
the tank had something to do with it, for no one seems to remember that they were
ever cleaned out. When Earl Brownlow learned from the School Managers in 1878
that the school's water supply had been "repeatedly condemned· as unfit for
drinking or culinary purposes", he simply provided them with a new tank.
In 1889, to improve the supply of drinking water for the whole village, the Earl
had a well sunk on the Old Green (lngrams Green) between the main block of
houses and Elm Tree Cottages. This was a true well, not a new rainwater tank.
According to an estate map of 1825, an earlier well had existed almost opposite Elm
Tree Cottages, but it had evidently fallen into disuse. The new well was fitted with a
hand-operated wheel for lowering and raising the buckets. It is not certain whether
the Earl exacted payment. The minutes of the Rural District Council imply that a
charge had been included in the cottage rents; if so, the landlords of the nonAshridge houses (the great majority) would have had to pay the Earl and recoup
from their tenants; one old inhabitant recollected hearing of a halfpenny a bucket,
but others have denied that any payment was ever made.
As it happened, the well became superfluous within ten years. Already in 1888
(the year before it was sunk) the Berkhamsted Rural Sanitary Authority, forerunner
of the Rural District Council, was considering - and not, it seems, for the first time a piped water supply for Potten End. Property owners were asked whether they

would guarantee to take water from a projected main. Two of them, Thomas Jeffrey
and John Nash (of the brickworks) declined, and the proposal lapsed.
In 1895, however, Potten End's first vicar, the Rev. Sydney Summers (Chap. IX)
prodded the R.D.C. into renewed action. A drought in the summer of 1896
reinforced his arguments by emptying every tank and rendering the villagers entirely
dependent on Lord Brownlow's well.
Surveys undertaken by the Council showed a total of 65 houses to be supplied; the
Great Berkhamsted Water Company put the cost at £500 if the householders
installed their own storage tanks, or £800 if a water tower were built. After
debating a cheaper alternative of improving Lord Brownlow's well by using horsepower (as at Nettleden Farm) and by constructing a storage tank from which to
distribute the water, the Council decided on the tower.
The next problem was where to build it. Earl Brownlow at once refused permission
for a site on the Common, suggesting instead the recently abandoned brickfield
(Chap. VI). To this, not surprisingly, the water company objected because of the
"serious engineering difficulties" (the ground being riddled with tunnels) which
would add nearly £150 to the cost. Still the Earl did not relent. During the impasse the
Council fell back once again on devising a more efficient use of the existing well,
even contemplating the installation of a wind-motor at a cost of a little over £600. The
Clerk, applying for Lord Brownlow's consent to this scheme, added in an inspired
afterthought a suggestion that the Earl might himself care to design a water tower
suitable to stand on the originally proposed site on the Common.
Within a fortnight the Earl had produced not one, but two designs. On August 10,
1896 an agreement was signed, the water company undertaking to erect the tower to
the chosen design, the Council committing itself to an annual payment of £65 for 21
years.
Work began almost at once. Appropriately, a Potten End man dug the trench for
the new main. He was Billy Humphrey, whom we have met already: first as a lad
taking his grandfather's dinner to the brickfield (Chap. VI) then later as one of the
gravediggers in a dispute on the allotments (Chap.IX), and later still as an opponent
of electricity. He is credited with having dug single-handed all the way from the
Berkhamsted waterworks: he was indeed a powerful man, over six feet tall, but
legend has exaggerated his prowess, since the existing main lay no further off than the
top of Gravel Path.
By March 1897' the new pipe was laid and the tower built. The iron railings which
still surround it were erected by Woods of Berkhamsted at a cost of £14.2.7d. In
accordance with a promise to Lord Brownlow, trees and shrubs were planted in the
enclosure, but until they grew tall (long after the first world war) the tower stood
conspicuously on the Common, to be known by the local wags as "Potten End
Cathedral' , , and to serve as a landmark for lost walkers and for the Inns of Court
O.T.C. on manoeuvres.
The vicar's assurance in the parish magazine of April 1897 that "good and
wholesome water will be within the reach of all" was endorsed by a chemical analysis
which confirmed that "this water is of a very high degree of purity; a typical pure
chalk water; I can discover no evidence whatever of any pollution in it."
The vicarage was the first house to be connected. The school house and the
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village block came next, the kiln cottages not until May 1898. The "big houses"
would have had the pipes brought indoors at once, but the simple cottages at first
had no more than an outside tap shared between two or more households: a great
deal better, admittedly, than the trek from the well with heavy buckets, though you
had to remember to lag the tap with matting in frosty weather. The habit of
conserving water did not vanish overnight: at least one mother still kept a pail of
drinking water standing by, with an enamel cup; she forbade the younger children
to touch the new tap, and the little girl who disobeyed has never forgotten her
terrifying unavailing struggle when it would not turn off until a neighbour came to
the rescue. Most people stopped using the old water tanks except as a useful dump
for ashes; but Leslie Franklin of No.6-7 The Back has built a handsome top to his,
making it look exactly like a "real" well.
The Council collected from property owners a water rate which recouped
scarcely one third of the £65 paid annually to the water company. In 1901 this was
fixed at 8s8d per cottage, but in 1903 a sliding scale was adopted, ranging from 5s
for houses with rents of less than £5 a year, to £7 for those with a rateable value
above £50. Unfortunately there appears to be no information as to whether, or how, .
landlords adjusted their rents to meet the new charge.
Potten End, thanks partly to the energy of its vicar, was the first village in the
entire Rural District of Berkhamsted to obtain piped water. From 1898 the
Council's minutes refer to similar schemes for some of the other villages. It was to
be over half a century, however, before such benefits reached Frithsden and
Nettleden. The delay had several causes: the water in their wells was proved by
repeated tests to be fit for drinking; many of the owners by the 1940s had installed
electric pumps to raise it; and estimated costs now ran into thousands rather than
hundreds of pounds. Discussions, begun in 1944 between the Council, the
Rickmansworth and U xbridge Valley Water Company (successor to the
Berkhamsted Company) and property owners, some of whom promised
contributions to the capital cost, lasted a couple of decades. Part of Frithsden
received piped water in 1958 (at a cost of£I,455), the rest not until 1963 (£1,185)
at the same time as Nettleden (£2,946).
Today's oldest inhabitants, who remember the end of the nineteenth century and
the early years of the twentieth, sometimes wonder how their mothers kept (as they
insist they did) their houses and their families so clean. One recalled how the same
bowl of water had to serve for six people to wash in. Another told the story of
Emily Waterton of Stonehouse who was washing her boys in the kitchen when their
young cousin Charlie Chapman looked in; she seized him, too, and gave him such a
scrubbing as he never forgot. A third spoke' of her father at No. 11 The Back,
"always clean" though he never had a bath until the last week of his life when he
was taken to the workhouse. "It could have been the bath that finished him"
observed another.
'
Cottages built between 1900 and the 1930s did boast the luxury of a bath, though
not always of a bathroom. The council houses in Olivers Close (1936) originally
had baths concealed by wooden covers in the kitchens. At Miss Courtauld's
cottages built in Old Court Green in 1930 (now Nos.40 to 58 Hempstead Lane) the
bathrooms led off the kitchens; at Causeway Cottage (No.12 Hempstead Lane) off
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the larder - or so it is said. Spencer Holland's houses in Vicarage Road (1926) all
had baths, but with only one tap - for cold water. Hot water was fetched from a
separately heated " -copper". For every bath with a maximum capacity of 50
gallons, the Council charged an extra water rate of 12s.6d a year.
The earliest drains, like the earliest taps, were outside. Every drop of dirty water
had to be carried from the house - a fact dramatically illustrated by an attempted
suicide at No.3 The Back when an unhappy woman, after a bout of china smashing,
succeeded in half cutting her throat. Before the doctor arrived, Mr Rhys the vicar
was on hand at once, carrying bowls of blood-stained water from the house,
watched with macabre fascination by two small girls from No.12 who had ignored
their older brother's command to stay away.
The drains led to sumps dug, as required by law, at least 50 feet from any
dwelling. Like the rainwater tanks, they too were frequently and confusingly called
"wells"; it was mainly these, rather than fresh-water wells, which a woman of
I Little PottenEnd helped her husband to dig; some claimed that she even excelled
him at the work; their deepest is said to have reached 150ft. Not every house had its
own. There was, for example, only one to serve the whole of The Back; Spencer
Holland's six houses in Vicarage Road had a single one to the rear, covered now by
the bungalows of Common Gardens; similarly the Council's eight houses on The
Green, completed in 1921, all drained into a single pit 50 feet deep, sunk at a cost of
£98 on the quarter acre behind No.l, now the site of School Gardens. Charles
Oakins, who lived at No.l, was paid £2 a year to supervise it. Its tendency to
overflow into Water End Road compared badly with the almost trouble-free
efficiency of The Back's much older pit; the ground there was better: J. Matthews,
who dug it, told the amateur geologist C. J. Gilbert in 1919 how he had gone down
30 feet in loose gravel without striking bottom.
It must be emphasised that these pits received waste water only, not the effluent
from cottage "privies" or closets. Bigger houses, like Mr MacLehose's Heath
House and Sir John Evans's Britwell (Berkhamsted Hill) were equipped by 1904
with water closets connected to cesspits; Britwell's was actually described as a
"septic tank". Similarly, Gorseside, Rawle's Kennels, and other houses near the
Golf Club, as well as many newer ones built in Gravel Path by 1920, all had
cesspits for sewage. Of the cottages, however, it was only those built by Miss
Courtauld (Nos. 1 and 3 Hempstead Lane and Nos.41 to 47 Water End Road, as
well as those mentioned above) which had water closets. Sale particulars of 1907,
which credited all the cottages at the kiln and in The Back and The Square with
"W.Cs.", seem merely to be indulging in estate agent's ornamentation. Even
Spencer Holland's houses and the earliest council houses had only pail closets.
When the tenants of the latter appealed in 1937 for conversion to water closets, the
R.O.C. found the estimated cost of £150 too high, and did nothing.
Though some cottages shared closets (as at the kiln), most had one each,
invariably outside and usually, though not always, well away from the house at the
bottom of the garden. The seat was a plain boxed-in wooden bench with a round
hole; a few had a second, smaller hole to fit a child. The earliest type, surviving for
example in Nursery Terrace as late as the turn of the century, was the malodorous
earth closet, which required scooping out when full. The newer pail closet made
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up the full plans which received approval in principle. These included a pumping
station at Browns Spring, the land for which, after more than a year's delay, was
bought from Victor Rance in 1961. In April of that year, out of eleven tenders, that
of Thomas McInerney & Sons Ltd for £69,800 was accepted. After the addition of
fees and various legal charges, the total reached £83,500, a' sum which the R.D.C.
did not (indeed could not) meet unaided. Hemel Hempstead R.D.C. contributed
£15,000, the government and the County Council each gave substantial grants,
leaving the R.D.C. to find £27,760, the equivalent of a 7d rate. Work began in July
1962 and took one year. An extra length of sewer was laid in 1964 by Fred
Harrowell for certain houses on the Common.
Council houses which already had water closets were connected at once to the
new sewer; those vintage cottages on The Green had first to shed their pail closets,
a liberation which cost the Council over £2000 instead of the £150 estimated in
1939. With very few exceptions, owner-occupiers had their properties connected
without delay. They included by now many householders in the Village block and
Elm Tree Cottages which no longer consisted mainly of rented cottages. These old
houses, rescued at the last moment from condemnation as unfit for human
habitation, burst suddenly into the estate agent's "sought after" territory:
everywhere baths, wash-basins and W.Cs were being fitted, hot-water systems and
central heating installed. As for the few remaining landlords, they were forbidden
to re-let vacant cottages until they had put similar works in hand. For them, as for
all house owners, the Council offered "improvement grants" amounting to about
half the estimated costs.

disposal easier, especially in those households (by no means all) which kept a little
lime to sprinkle on and' 'make it nicer. " At school, the pupils were instructed in its
proper use; the log book of November 1945 records that "there had been great
carelessness in using the lime: the children were told the whole school would be
detained unless matters improved." The school employed a "scavenger" to empty
its buckets, the same man who did it for Arthur Clarke's houses on The Front; in
most cottages, however, it was the unpleasant task of the menfolk, including the
older boys (who frequently argued over whose turn it was) to bury the contents in
the garden or tip them into a large walled-in tank on the Field Gardens (the present
allotments). From there, Fred Smith of Water End fetched it once a week to spread
over his smallholding, for which service the R.D.C. paid him 5s. a week. On the
days he drove and dripped through the village, people would keep their doors and
windows firmly shut.
Potten End tried more than once, through its parish council and its
representatives on the R. D. C., to acquire a sewerage system more in keeping with
the twentieth century. In 1926 the Surveyor began to draw plans for a scheme, but
nothing came of them. In 1938, on seeking the County Council's advice, the
R.D.C. received the reply: "The houses are very scattered, and a scheme does not
appear to be warranted." Mrs Gilbert, president of the Potten End Women's
Institute, pleaded at least for the sewage carts to come twice rather than once a
week; the answer is not recorded. Perhaps that request, like another appeal from
The Green for water closets, went into cold storage when war broke out. Even with
the return of peace, however, Potten End's renewed petition for modern sewerage
foundered once again on the 1938 pronouncement about being too scattered.
Some improvements were introduced: the Hemel Hempstead R.D.C. for instance
agreed in 1949 to empty pail closets of about forty cottages for 9d per pail per
week. But the tank on the allotments often needed urgent clearing: Fred Smith had
died, to be succeeded briefly by his son; by May 1947, however, the Council was
experiencing ever greater difficulty in finding men to perform the unsavoury chore.
Then, in October 1948, Leslie Bedford, the builder, undertook to provide labour.
At the same time, the Council's Surveyor was authorised to have)a trench dug on
the allotments and to pay a man to cover it from time to time. Landlords were urged
to install Elsan or other chemical closets. By 1952, the Council had placed two
more containers on the allotments and was again having trouble with labour.
It would soon be too late for ad hoc remedies. The village was fast becoming
much less "scattered". Private housebuilding, in vogue well before 1939, received
a n~w boost as soon as wartime controls eased. All these houses had cesspits or
septIC tanks. In 1951, the R.D.C. bought its first cesspool emptier at the (then)
st~g?ering cost of £1,658, and a second in '1954 at £1,979. Free emptyings,
ongm~lly two per hous~ per year, rose to four in 1955. By 1959 the delays in
emptymg were lengthenmg, as more and more requests came in.
Potten End got its mains at last in 1963. The first serious consideration of the
scheme had begun thirteen years earlier, in 1950, when the Urban District Council
was planning its new sewage works into which Potten End's effluent could also be
discharged. It was not until 1957 , however, that an outline scheme was drafted and
not until the end of 1959 that the consultant engineers, D. Balfour and Sons, drew

Getting rid of domestic rubbish in the countryside of the late nineteenth and early
twentieth centuries was uncomplicated. For one thing, there was much less
superfluous wrapping paper, and certainly no tough plastic. Tenant~ of Ashridge
cottages (like Isaiah Riddle of No.22 The Front) had a clause written into their
agreement requiring "all vegetable matter and refuse to be used or dug into the
ground of the garden from time to time, and not to accumulate in heaps or pits on
any part of the premises." Most cottagers, whether Ashridge tenants or not,
followed that practice as a matter of course. Much vegetable waste could be fed to
pigs and fowls - or, if you kept no animals yourself, left outside to be collected by
those who did. Other material could be burned on the range. The bulkiest item was
the ash itself: almost every garden had an ash-hole; later, as already mentioned,
ashes were tipped into the disused rainwater tanks, or left by the door for Fred
(' 'Ticker' ') Smith to' cart in his wheelbarrow to the Field Gardens. He was so quiet
that "you didn't know he'd been - you just found the ashes gone." The school had
an arrangement with Fred Smith of Water End, and later with his son, to empty its
ash-pit; when the price rose in 1946 to 15s. the Managers decided to buy dustbins
and ask the Council to take over.
Some rubbish could be turned into profit. The rag and bone man might pay a
penny or two for rags, and as much as threepence for a rabbit skin. Ja.m jars were
handed to another regular visitor, called the "windmill man" because of the toy
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windmills he gave in exchange: "They were only paper sails fixed with a pin to a
short stick, but we thought they were wonderful, and we ran up and down the road
to make them turn." The same man, or possibly a successor, was still coming
round in the mid-1930s; then he sometimes handed over a bird on a stick instead of
a windmill.
Gipsies (tinkers rather than true Romanies) performed their traditional function
of collecting old iron. Then, as more recently, they were often blamed for untidy
dumps on the Common, but local residents were just as likely to be guilty. Asked
what happened to old tins, bottles, pots and pans, an elderly Potten Ender replied,
"Oh, they just went on the heath - until we had Clarke's tip." The big houses
offended more than the cottages, and with less excuse: all could have spared a
corner of ground for burying solid rubbish, yet the occupants chose to fling it just
outside the garden boundary; there (as at Moor Cottage and Amersfort) today's
collectors of old bottles and other "bygones" can make an occasional lucky find.
These tips, invisible from the road, escaped criticism~ but in 1905, when Cecil
Meek of The Warren complained of "old carts and faggots" dumped at his
entrance, the R.D.C. asked the highway authority to remove them; and in 1906,
when unspecified "offensive matter" from the Golf Club was buried (not merely
dumped) near the pond opposite, the Council intervened and ordered the practice to
cease: it is no coincidence that the councillor who reported it was the Club's
neighbour and antagonist, Charles Miles of Gorseside.
Under the Public Health Act of 1875, the Council had powers to remove
household refuse, but held that it was not obliged to do so "in isolated or outlying
portions of the district". It refused, for example, an application from Shootersway,
but told Sir John Evans of Britwell in 1906"that it would "favourably consider" a
request from him and his neighbours; in the event "satisfactory arrangements"
were made privately - possibly a reference to Frank Smith of Potten End who
began collecting kitchen waste from big houses for pigs' swill. To a later applicant
from Gravel Path (1908) the Council, denying legal obligation, offered to collect
once every two months, relenting later and agreeing to do it once a month.
The Council was allowed by the Ashridge estate to tip rubbish into certain large
dell-holes. There was one at Little Heath well before the end of the century because
we read that in 1896 Ashridge refused to renew permission to use it. The minutes of
1907 record a tenancy agreement with Earl Brownlow for a new site at 5s. a year; it
is not named, but may have been the already mentioned "Clarke's tip", a deep dellhole at Little Heath Small Farm reached along the track by the present Spinney
Farm. By 1936 the Clarkes owned the property themselves and declined the
Council's request for further land. "Clarke's" was not of course the only tip in the
Rural District: there was, for instance, one near' Aldbury until 1930 and, later,
another at Outwood Kiln; after the sale of the Ashridge estate, the agreements were
made with the National Trust.
For a few years in the early 192"Os, CooJ?er's Chemical Works in Berkhamsted
also dumped waste at Little Heath, where it was then burned. Potten End had to
endure evil-smelling sulphur fumes whenever the wind blew from the south, as the
school log book records:
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act. 10, 1921.
Nov.13, 1922.
Dec.4, 1923.

The burning of waste from the chemical
works made the atmosphere in the school
very unpleasant all day.
. . .. caused a great deal of coughing in the
schoolroom.
. . .. made it impossible to open windows on
the south side.

The practice ceased, but a new health hazard arose in 1948 through Cooper's
arsenical deposits in Little Heath Lane. Three Councils, Berkhamsted Urban and
Rural, and Hemel Hempstead Borough, shared the cost of £30 to neutralize the
ground.
The R.D.C.'s minutes do not appear to record when the Council assumed full
responsibility for the collection of refuse in its area, but it seems to have been not
later than the mid-1950s. Before that date it was paying the Urban District to cover
Potten End at an annual cost per house which began rising after the second world
war from 10d in 1948 to 1s. 4% d in 1952. For outlying districts private contractors
- "scavengers" - were engaged. From 1934 E. Saunders and Son, who were
already clearing Little Gaddesden, took over Frithsden, charging £1.5.0 for a
collection every two months; they added Nettleden in 1937 for a further £1.5.0; in
1940, with more houses to visit, and the price of petrol up, they increased the
collections to once a month for £2. Then, towards the end of the war, they sold the
business to William Lockhart Ltd., whose tender of £64 per year the Council
accepted; in 1950 that cost (including Little Gaddesden's) had risen to £125, and in
1951 to £134.
The Council's own dustcart collected fortnightly. Pleas in the early 1960s for a
weekly collection were resisted, as that would have needed a second dustcart at a
cost of £2,500, and in any case the complaints were few except after the disruption
of bank holidays. Nevertheless, "with sighs of relief from the councillors", a
second cart was bought in 1969, and weekly collections have been made ever since.
Large domestic items - the cookers, refrigerators, washing machines, radio and
television sets - dubbed obsolete after ever-shortening intervals in the affluent
sixties, were collected separately (for a fee) or could be taken by the householder to
one of the official dumps, the nearest of which was then by the railway at the end of
Bullbeggars Lane. When this was closed in the mid-1970s and transformed into a
nature reserve, rubbish skips for public use were placed in St John's Well car park.
There is a great deal of domestic rubbish today, but it should be no more difficult
to dispose of properly than the rubbish of a hundred years ago: waste newsprint can
be sold for cash; the "Bottle Bank" in Water Lane car park, without so much as a
hint of a toy windmill in exchange, has devoured tons of glass for recycling since
1980. Yet in spite of everything, including anti-litter legislation, the piles
accumulate on the Common: anything from empty cigarette packets and coca-cola
tins, flung from passing cars, to ricketty armchairs and ancient mattresses
surreptitiously unloaded under cover of darkness. Most inexplicable of all are the
sackfuls of garden waste which, if tipped over the ground, would rot and do no
harm; instead, it is left in indestructible plastic bags to ferment into a nauseous
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mess. The "Guardians of the Countryside", formed in 1969 by the National Trust,
the Golf Club and the Berkhamsted Citizens' Association, do their best to keep their
allotted areas clear by regularly picking up litter and by organising occasional allout "sweeps" of the larger items; but they never win: the rubbish has always
sprouted again a few weeks later.

XI. FOOD AND SHOPPING
In the days before gas or electricity reached the village, cooking could be a timeconsuming and sooty business. In the height of summer, to keep the house cool as
well as to save fuel, each cottage constructed a small brick or mud hearth out of
doors, sufficient for boiling a kettle or preparing a simple meal. For most of the
year, however, all food was cooked on the range - an open fire with an oven at the
side. Small saucepans stood on the hob; a large pot with a lid, the' 'boiler", hung
over the fire on a chain for the cooking of stews and vegetables. Most of these went
in loose, but potatoes were kept together in a tough net, which was washed
afterwards and re··used again and again: the family at No.12 The Back, for instance,
"never had more than one, and that was probably Tamar's" (their grandmother's).
The predatory custom ascribed to Potten Enders of leaving their cottage doors
open to entice a passing sheep is probably no more than a good story; it is told about
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too many other villages. A rabbit on the other hand, would certainly find its
surreptitious way into the pot. Children like Florence Rance (born in 1886) who
regularly went rabbiting-with her brothers, showed as much skill in the chase as
grown-ups. Wary eyes watched constantly for a keeper or policeman, for this was
poaching and therefore illegal. Not that any country dweller ever regarded it as true
stealing, and no villager would give another away; Charles Chapman, landlord of
the Fox in the 1880s, acted quite ,normally in allowing one of the village boys to lie
up in his loft without turning him over to the law. But to help yourself to domestic
animals, especially a neighbour's, was quite another matter. No one was
particularly surprised or resentful when one day in January 1891 a policeman
turned up at the school to arrest a lad accused of stealing and selling a chicken; he
received eight strokes of the birch.
It is possible (though unlikely at that period) that the sentence might have been
less harsh had the boy simply taken the bird for food. Hunger was never far away.
William Rance (born in 1854) who described his childhood in doggerel verse,
recalled the sparse meals as follows:And if by chance we tasted fish
For breakfast or for tea,
The humble bloater had to serve
Divided into three.
To which his sister, interviewed by Mr P. C. Birtchnell in 1952, added: "we even
had to share an egg between three - and mother usually went without".
Elsie Cooley of No. 1 The Back (born in 1892) told a friend that what she and her
nine brothers and sisters ate mostly was bread soaked in water and sprinkled with
sugar. And there are villagers born after 1900 whose chief memory of childhood is
of always feeling hungry. They went "scrumping" and turnip lifting, not for
mischief but to fill their rumbling stomachs. George Waterton in particular
remembers his delight, as late as the 1920s, when he fetched a barrowfulof coal
once a week from Ranee's yard for Mrs Lon Potton at No.3 The Front: he knew
that he would be rewarded not only with a penny but also with a large slice of cold
bread pUdding.
Food became scarcer still in bad weather if outdoor work stopped. No work
meant no pay. Then, more than ever, the poor relied on the soup kitchen in the
Castle grounds, and (as we saw in Chapter VIII) kept their children from school to
go and fetch it in tall cans. No matter if the soup were cold when it reached home it could be warmed up - but woe betide the child who had spilled too much on the
way back. Appropriately for the Potten End recipients, the bread which
accompanied it was supplied by the Balshaw Charity out of their revenue from
Martins, the house and land by the Pond (Chapter VI). During one week each
winter Potten End enjoyed its own local supply of soup, when Ashridge sent a doeto the vicarage where, as in February 1897 for instance, it \Vas made into "270
pints of excellent soup" and distributed over three days "to all the families residing
in Potten End, Frithsden, the Great Gaddesden portion of Potten End and at several
outlying cottages".
The occasional sparrow pie, which helped to feed a large family, required much
time and trouble to prepare. The sparrows had first to be caught by the art known as
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"bat-folding" ("bat-fowling" in other localities; the word has nothing to do with
the bats that fly). After dark, men and boys would select a spot where unsuspecting
sparrows had roosted. Sir Frank Cooper, in his history of the chemical works, lists
"bat-folding in the ivy of Potten End church" among the staffs former
amusements; indeed, good sport could be had on any ivy-covered building, like No.
15 The Back, to the terror of one small girl, lying awake listening to the men
rustling their nets against the leaves. But hedges were easier than walls: a good one
was the thick hedge along Vicarage Road between Stonehouse and the present
recreation ground; another was the Kiln Stile footpath. The best method was for the
sparrow hunters to split forces, some walking along one side of the hedge, banging
it with sticks or bats (hence the name) to make the frightened birds fly out from the
. opposite side straight into the nets held by the other team. Any linnets or other
songbirds trapped would be sold; the sparrows were kept for food. By another
method, called "picking off', an oil-lamp was shone into the hedge: a sitting bird,
mesmerised by the bright light, could be easily lifted from its perch and dropped
into a bag. The cook had the fiddly task of skinning the birds, a great many of which
were needed to make a sizeable pie. Ray Waterton, .recalling his childhood at
Stonehouse before 1912, speaks of his mother's quick knack of somehow flicking
them inside out; and he remembers the rich brown gravy as almost the best part.
Some butchers' meat, especially offal, was within the reach of most pockets.
Sausages and faggots were quickly fried over the open fire; a special favourite was
liver and mudgen, the recollection of which sends older inhabitants into ecstacy:
mudgen, the curly fat round the liver which always used to be sold with it,
disappeared from butchers' shops long ago.
Families who could afford a joint once a week on Sundays (and most of them
tried to) were not hindered by their too small ovens - they used that excellent
village amenity (not peculiar to Potten End), the commercial bakehouse.
have
records of four which survived in the neighbourhood at the end of the nmeteenth
century, and there may have been others: the Boxted cottages had one; there was
another at Frithsden near the Alford Arms; Little Potten End had the advantage of
the bakery itself, where to this day large turkeys may be cooked on Christmas day;
but the one we know most about is Julia's. It was a low brick building, long ago
demolished, squeezed into the narrow gap between Nos 9 and 10 The Back. Julia
(1849-1923), one ofPotten End's most colourful characters, lived across the way at
29 The Square; born a Cooley, twice married (first to a Rance, then to a Waterton),
she brought up thirteen children and step-children, some of whom we have already
met: Dan Rance the sexton (Chapter IX), Florence who went rabbiting, and Sidney
who, in 1895, was the first bridegroom to be married in Holy Trinity Church. Julia
is on the wedding photograph, tiny but tough.
.
For the use of her oven, Julia charged only a penny per dish; she had no expenses
since her only fuel was the free "fuzzen" which she loaded into her donkey cart
from her staked-out portion of the Common. On Sunday morning, while she heated
her oven, each housewife prepared a large tin of batter with a stand in it on which to
rest the joint, so that as it roasted the dripping would fall into the batter and give it
that specially good flavour. After handing their tins to Julia, they returned to their
own kitchens to prepare vegetables, puddings or pies. At about midday Julia
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retrieved the tins. with a long-handled scoop, set them on a wooden bench alongside,
then picking up a stick and it tea tray, she sounded a loud tocsin which brought
runners, cloth in hand, from every cottage to pick up the right tin and dash home with
it while the meat was still hot and succulent.
A quick and economic pudding could be made by simmering flattened rounds of
dough in the "boiler"; these dumplings were called "swimmers" and although they
could be eaten plain, they tasted much better spread with butter and sugar or syrup;
they were sometimes eaten separately as a pre-Iunch snack. Milk and bread puddings
were common and cheap. Fruit pies appeared at the appropriate seasons. The best
was the traditional cherry turnover described even in 1831 as having been made
locally "from time immemorial" and unaccountably "to have escaped the notice of
the professional writers on the culinary art". Figs - big and juicy and smothered in
icing sugar - or figgypuddings were still eaten on Palm (Fig) Sunday, as they had
been for as long as anyone could recall: "There was no peace till they was all gone",
a confession borne out by the entry in the School's log book for Tuesday, 26th March
1907 which reads: "Several children have been sick in school in the last day or two,
in some cases the result of over-indulgence in figs on Palm Sunday". By then a newer
exotic fruit was coming into favour: when Mrs Chennells of No.8 The Back
exclaimed, "My Ethel does love bananas! ", young Blanche Chapman had no idea
what she meant until she saw some "funny green things in bunches" at Pike's, the
High Street greengrocers, and then guessed what they were.
It is often argued that cottagers, however poor, possessed adequate resources of
their own in the animals they kept and in the produce of their gardens or allotments.
This was not true of every household. By the end of the nineteenth century it was
becoming rare, partly because of lack of space, for an individual to keep livestock ..
The landlord of the Red Lion grazed goats on the Green, but no one (except big
houses like Amersfort) seems to have kept his own cow. Two tenants on The Front Mrs Grace at No.12 and Esaias Riddle at No.22 - had beehives; perhaps others did
too. Of animals raised for food, the commonest were undoubtedly chickens and pigs,
and even chickens were beginning to dwindle in number. An egg was not part of the
everyday diet, but something of a treat: Mrs Procter of'Boxted Fann would give the
May girls "an egg for your breakfast"; and when Albert Chapman'and Ernie Clarke
were confinned in February 1896 they had an egg each for their tea at the bakery,
because it was a special day. At No.12 The Back, the Chapmans kept a mere three or
four hens, calling on Mrs Waterton at Balshaw Cottage (Evergreens) for most oftheir
eggs. There were eggs for sale too, at No.25 The Front (before Hillcroft was built)
and from Mrs Cook of 2 Vicarage Road, who kept 25 to 30 hens on an allotment. A
fox once destroyed the whole flock, a disaster not unknown even where the owner
was on the spot: a tenant of one of the smallholdings in Water End Road lost all his,
and warned his neighbour, Charles Hodsden the deacon, to be on guard. Charles,
replied confidently that the Lord would look after his fowls. The fox got them all the
same.
Pigs, which needed even more space, were gradually being squeezed out by new
buildings and stricter regulations about the proximity of sties to dwellings; besides
which, the greater convenience of buying meat from shops meant that by the end of
the nineteenth century fewer and fewer households were practising the traditional
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skills of salting pork or smoking ham in the chimney. The Batchelors at Boxted still
did it; so did the Grooms at No.10 Frithsden. A few pigs formerly rooted in The
Back on the site of Nos 14 and 15, and also in The Front where the bungalow,
Hillcroft, now stands. A l~rger herd of about seventy occupied part of the bakery
ground until the 1930s; but pigs, an obvious and profitable sideline, consuming
large quantities of bakery scraps, were condemned as unattractive neighbours for
the new council houses in Olivers Close. Only the small-holdings in Water End
Road offered good pennanent ground, but there were only four of those. Keen pigkeepers, not fortunate enough to obtain a tenancy there, rented allotment land on
the field gardens. It was there that men like Sidney Rance (10 The Back), William
Henry Cook (2 Vicarage Road) and "Dorrin" Smith (25 The Square) with his
numerous family, constructed sties and reared many generations of piglets.
Sidney's son, Arthur (born 1898) has a photograph of himself carrying two buckets
suspended from the yoke across his shoulders; it was his job to feed the pigs every
day before school, as a result of which he was usually late. William Henry Cook, a
true enthusiast who, when still a boy, saved enqugh money to buy his own pig, was
probably the last man (as noted in Chapter I) to mark out his area of fern on the
Common; he kept up the custom into the 1930s, gathering the fern in the autumn
and stacking it on the field gardens to be used as litter for his pigs. His youngest
daughter, Betty, like her sisters before her, sometimes accompanied him; she also
rode on the great sow's back when her father drove it across the fields to the boar at
Nettleden Fann.
The squealing of the pigs at the field gardens at slaughtering time exercised a
ghoulish fascination over many children: they could not bear to look yet could not
bear to stay away. As if to demonstrate how the horror of such a scene could haunt
the atmosphere for half a century, a strange story is told about a young girl's
nightmare., In one version she is a member of the lefferson family who lived at
Martins in the 1950s and 1960s, in another a part-time bannaid at the Red Lion who
Was given a bed for the night when they were very busy. Whoever she was, she
dreamed all night of a terrible old man covered in bl~od, chopping up animals; the
fear and nausea aroused by the nightmare lasted well into the following day. "Ah
yes," explained the interpreters, "you know there used to be a butcher's shop just
here". They were only partly right. Butchering there had been, but no shop: simply
the fonner slaughter of domestic pigs.
Gardens, unlike livestock, grew in popularity, though not with everyone. Amos
Smith, for instance, a shepherd living in Nursery Terrace before those houses had
any ground, never troubled to apply for an allotment; and the family at No. ll The
Back in the early years of this century showed no interest in cultivating the garden
they did have, which soon became overgrown with nettles. There were no doubt
other unrecorded reluctant gardeners, but they were a minority. The natural
inclination of most country dwellers to grow things was fostered, if somewhat
patronisingly, by the upper classes. A report in the Berkhamsted parish magazine
on the Cottage Garden Show of 1875 states:
It is the duty of all interested in the welfare of the working classes to
encourage the exhibition of fruit, vegetables and flowers, grown in the
small gardens attached to cottages. A well-kept garden and windows gay
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with flowers are often an index to the habits of those who live within the
The workman, who loves to see his garden neat and trim, will not
care much for the companionship of those who frequent the Beer Shop.
The housewife, who loves to see her flowers look nice, will care to spend
her time in attending to the wants of her husband and children rather than
idle her time in gossiping with her neighbours ...
With some landlords, encouragement took the form of useful improvements.
Lane's Nurseries constructed "barns" (garden sheds) for their tenants in The Back;
Mrs Dean provided iron railings, which were voted grander than the plain wooden
fences of The Front - until they disappeared for "salvage" in the Second World
War; Spencer Holland, with typical generosity, bought two strips of land from the
Ashridge estate in 1922 to provide gardens for Nursery Terrace and rear gardens
and access for The Back; the tenants paid him the nominal rent of one shilling a
year.
Many men, and some women, who already had gardens thought nothing of
renting an allotment as well. One of the women tended hers so conscientiously that
she collected horse-droppings in her bare hands ("I wouldn't like to eat her
dumplings!" said a neighbour). Some enthusiasts rented more than one: William
Henry Cook the pig-breeder had two, and his wife a further two.
Allotments owed their origin to the Enclosure Acts of the 18th and 19th centuries.
Landowners who enclosed common land for farming, thereby extinguishing local
grazing rights, were expected to reserve some ground for the use of the cottagers to
compensate them for their loss. That stipulation, however, was frequently ignored.
To their credit, the owners of the Ashridge estate (whatever their later misdeeds)
provided Potten End with allotments long before there was any question of
enclosure. The allotments, known as "the Common gardens"-, lay between
Vicarage Road and the Berkhamsted road; in 1864 one acre of the ground was
withdrawn for the building of the church (Chapter IX); further slices went in the
1920s for the Village Hall and the Spencer Holland house in Vicarage Road; and all
finally disappeared - except for the name - beneath the old people's bungalows in
Common Gardens. A second early group of allotments on Ashridge land lay
opposite The Front; these lasted until after the Second World War before being
incorporated in the school playground. At about the same time Elm Tree Cottages
lost their allotments to the development of Potten End's small industrial estate.
When Earl Brownlow eventually attempted in 1866 to enclose a large portion of
the Common, he planned (in the words of his mother, Lady Marian Alford) to carry
out a compensatory scheme" for the improvement of the poor little village of Potten
End' '. By enclosing and cultivating the waste land to the right of the BerkhamstedAshridge road, he intended "giving allotments and employment in spade labour to
the men who were amongst the poorest of the population". As we know, the
enclosure plan failed completely, thanks to the vigilance and ini'tiative of Augustus
Smith (Chapter V). Much later, however, Potten End did acquire further Ashridge
land for allotments: four acres which Spencer Ho,Iland sold (at a nominal price) to
the Parish Council from the land he bought in the sale of the Ashridge estate in the
1920s. These are the present allotments, originally (and by the older inhabitants
still) known as "the field gardens"; they are the only survivors, and even they lost

a slice of ground to the building of the Homefield houses and flats.
Although there were no rules about what to grow where, allotments were used
mostly for potatoes and other vegetables, whereas the cottage gardens had the
established fruit trees and; bushes, with some flowers and ornamental shrubs, and
perhaps a few more vegetables. Not surprisingly, Lane's best apple trees, the
Prince Albert and the Oakland Seedling, flourished in several gardens, as did plum
trees, walnuts, filberts and soft-fruit bushes; gooseberries at No.12 The Back
formed the garden hedge (a Hertfordshire practice noticed by Peter Kalm on his
visit to Little Gaddesden more than a century earlier), and very pretty they looked
in springtime with wild violets and primroses growing beneath them. In addition, in
the centre of the garden, Charles Chapman had planted a gooseberry bush all by
itself; his sons teased him about it, but many years later his daughters, on a visit to
Stratford-on-A von, noticed a solitary gooseberry bush in the middle of Anne
Hathaway's garden and concluded that "father knew what was right" after all.
By far the commonest of the local fruit trees was that which gave the villagers
their nineteenth-century nickname of 'cherry-pickers'. The "Hertfordshire black"
(also known as "coroon" . or "mazzard") grew prolifically wild as well as
cultivated from Nettleden to Potten End and especially so in Frithsden, where the
residue of an annual cherry fair was still held towards the end of the nineteenth
century. Cherry Bounce, now a footpath, but perhaps originally a field name, is
said to owe its name to the 'bounce' (the word for a cordial in the eighteenth
century) made from the fruit. Within living memory a row of cherry trees faced the
common along the line of Vicarage Road and The Front: almost every garden in
The Front, right down to the old plaiting school near Rose Cottage, had one, and
Stonehouse still boasted a little orchard of about twenty trees. The importance of
guarding the ripening fruit from birds has already been listed among the many
duties which kept children away from school (Chapter VIII). Most of them, lacking
the traditional instrument for bird-scaring (the wooden rattle swung round on a
short handle) simply put a few stones in a tin and rattled that. The elderly could help
too. Lizzie Dollemore of No.5 The Back, a cripple, used to sit dozing in
Stonehouse orchard with a clapper in each hand and a shotgun between her knees;
every now and then she would wake up; strike the clappers or fire the gun
skywards, then fall asleep again.
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THE BAKERY
Few cottage housewives by the second half of the nineteenth century made their
own bread. Peter Kalm, the Swedish visitor just referred to, observed as early as
1748 that women' 'never take the trOl.\ble to bake, because there is a baker in every
parish or village". An old inhabitant of Potten End suggested that they did not bake
because the cottage ovens were too small; what seems more likely is that housebuilders fitted small ovens because the ubiquitous baker made larger ones
unnecessary .
Potten End had a baker soon after the village began to expand in the first half of
the nineteenth century. Until then, the women used the communal ovens. No one
remembers whether bread was ever baked in Julia's oven in The Back, but it almost

certainly was, just as Frithsden housewives took it in turns even in the early years of
the twentieth century to bake bread in the communal oven near the Alford Arms.
The custom of gleaning, originally the means of breadmaking in poor families,
and therefore important enough to delay the children's return to school after the
summer holidays, also lingered into the twentieth century, but by then the grain
thus acquired was used mainly to feed fowls, or, if milled, to bake puddings and
pies rather than bread. The gleaners watched each harvested field for permission to
begin, signalled by the removal of the last stook left standing as "the policeman".
Then, because the corn had been cut and bound by hand, they could expect to gather
many armfuls of abandoned stalks. Once threshed, the grain was ready for the mill.
The Grooms of Frithsden took theirs to Berkhamsted; in a good year it produced a,
sack of flour enough to last them through the winter. The Batchelors of Boxted went
to Hemel Hempstead, where the miller charged them nothing, merely keeping the
bran in payment; they usually gained two or three large sacks of flour from their
gleanings.
The precise date of the establishment of Potten End's bakery is uncertain. It did
not exist at the time of the Tithe survey in 1838 (Chap. V) but was probably built
within the next few years. The present owners, on information handed down by
their forerunners, claim that the oven has never been completely cold for about 140
years.
The earliest undisputed record appears in Craven's directory for 1854. Here we
find the name of Arthur Seear (sic) baker of "Potters End", a designation which
implies that he lived in Little Potten End and from which we may therefore
reasonably assume that his bakery was indeed the present bakery. He continued
there until at least 1866. Nathaniel Mead, who is listed in the 1861 census as a
"journeyman" baker", probably worked for him.
Information about the next few years is hazy, as not all the property deeds appear
to have survived. The baker at about this period is believed to have been a man
called Ayres, who went bankrupt and surrendered the premises to Earl Brownlow.
This tradition, however, conflicts with evidence. that in 1871 it was not Earl
Brownlow but a certain Daniel Norris who owned the whole row of cottages
containing the bakery.
By that time a new baker, Henry Clarke, was in residence. Born in 1837, the son
of a Berkhamsted baker, he was to found a family which played an important part in
village life. The date of his arrival is not recorded, but it was no later than 1868
because his son Arthur George (the future tenant of Little Heath Small Farm) was
baptised at Potten End in that year.
We know (from the 1871 census) that Henry had a nineteen-year-old assistant,
Amos Attwood, who lived on the premises. We hear also of two other men
described as bakers who were probably employed by him in those e~rly years:
Joseph Bates who, in 1873, married the girl next door, Mary Hooker of the Fox;
and Albert Chennells, perhaps newly arrived in the village in 1876, the year in
which he had two children baptised at Holy Trinity.
The following year, 1877, was an important one for the bakery. By then Earl
Brownlow certainly did own the property. The story goes that Henry Clarke agreed
to pay an increased rent of ten shillings a week if the landlord would enlarge the

premises by, among other things, converting the bakery and two adjoining cottages
into a single unit. Earl Brownlow assented. His symbol, the initial B, with the date
1877, may still be seen embedded in the front wall.
Neither that work of conversion, nor subsequent extensions to make room for
modem machinery, affected the original oven. Approximately 15 ft square, it goes
by the name of a "sack oven" because it can bake as much bread as may be made
from one 280lb sack of flour - about 200 loaves. The oven's crown, so far as is
known, has never needed repair; only some of the floor tiles have had to be
replaced from time to time. The earliest fuel, furze, was wheeled on an iron trolley
into a hole underneath. Later (but still before Henry Clarke's time) a change to coal
required the construction of a side flue to carry the flame right round the oven. In
recent times the fuel has been changed again, to oil. Unlike the modem
"travelling" (rotating) oven, which disgorges loaves of a uniform colour, the
village bakery can produce different degrees of "crustiness", according to the
loaf s position in the oven.
In its early years, and even into the twentieth century, the bakery faced
competition from several Berkhamsted firms which made deliveries in the village
two or three times a week. Some customers bought from more than one supplier.
Gradually the rivals fell away, leaving the local bakery with a virtual monopoly
except for "the Co-op" van which continued to carry bread as well as groceries.
Henry Clarke, still remembered by older people for the little velvet skull cap he
always wore, died in July 1914 at the age of77. His son Ernest - "Uncle Ernie"
to most of the village children - had been working with him all his life, and
inherited the business. He had at that time two assistants: William Cook (who died
in 1915 at the early age of32), and Reg Groom from St Margarets, who had joined
the bakery as a lad in 1907 for a wage of one shilling a week, and was eventually to
succeed him. That outcome, however, seemed unlikely in the first world war:
during Reg's absence in the army, another man was engaged in his place, and he
found on his discharge that he had no job to return to. Fortunately for Potten End,
after working for a spell at Piccotts End and then at Crisps, the Berkhamsted bakers
(now Smith and Graver), he was invited to take up his old job. Not long afterwards,
in 1921, Ernest Clarke retired, and Reg Groom &cquired the business. He was still
only 28.
His greatest challenge came almost at once, with the sale of the Ashridge estate in
the 1920s. To buy the bakery he needed to find £900 - a staggering sum in those
days for a young man in his circumstances. Yet he managed to borrow it in small
amounts which, through hard work and rigorous economy (in which his wife
loyally shared) he repaid in full. His shrewd business talent, later to show itself also
in the property market, built the bakery up from a small parochial concern into a
prosperous business serving many villages and hamlet~ithin an eight mile arc.
Before his death in 1979 at the age of 86, he had the satisfaction of watching it
continue under his son and son-in-law (John Groom and Fred T~ylor), his
grandchildren (Pete~ and Angela Groom), and a skilled baker-confectioner (Leslie
Franklin) who joined them in 1955 and whom we have already met as church
verger.
Without doubt it was through door-to-door deliveries, as much as by the quality
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of the bread and a growing trade in cakes, buns and pies, that the business
developed. From the beginning, although assistants like Bill Draper and Harry
Elson later did their share of this work, members of the family undertook the bulk
of it, and still do. Reg himself did not entirely abandon the bread round until 1971,
when he was 78, and then only as a way of marking his disapproval of the new
decimal coinage. This direct personal contact - accompanied often by samaritan
acts of kindness unconnected with business - turned customers into friends and
constantly gained new ones.
Important early clients included Ashridge House, requiring the occasional extra
load of cottage loaves for the beaters at a shoot. Special orders meant strenuous
work and long hours, but they fostered trade and goodwill.
Shop sales in the early years were negligible: only two or three people fetched
their own bread. The space now occupied by the shop was stacked then with corn
and meal, of which great quantities were sold for animal feed, justifying Henry
Clarke's official designation as "Baker and Mealman". Much of it was delivered
on special journeys after the bread rounds. Flour for domestic baking (rarely
bought from grocers at that time) was always carried on the normal rounds in a
locked box underneath the cart; and there were scales for weighing it out. Old Mrs
Geary of Frithsden regularly asked for "a pottle of pudding flour" (an old measure
holding about four pints).
The care of the horses and carts, which continued to be used for deliveries until
after the Second World War, required much time and effort. The three or four
horses had to be fed before the rounds could begin; they had to be re-shod
frequently, and have "roughs" (spikes) fitted in icy weather; harness needed
regular polishing; carts must be washed down, if only by a quick swill in the pond at
Potten End Farm, with a soaking for the wheels in hot summers to stop them
shrinking away from their metal rims. The earliest carts were open, with only a
sheet to keep the bread dry when it rained; the later covered cart was better, but
needed a stronger horse to pull it; and both kinds got knocked about by the flinty
unmade roads. Whenever a cart was driven to Mr Holliday in Berkhamsted to be
repaired, he would exclaim, "What a mess you made this time, boy!" Yet after he
had worked on it, it always came back "like new".
Motorised vans, if less troublesome even when they break down, have
undoubtedly robbed the rounds of the unexpected - of the kind of adventure that
once befell keg Groom at Boxted Farm. While he was delivering bread at the door,
the pony took it into its head to walk, cart and all, right into the pond. When Reg
returned, all he could see was its nose protruding from the water. Stripping off his
jacket, he swam in, and after a struggle managed to undo the harness under water.
The pony then plunged out on its own, but the cart had to be hauled out with the
help of another horse. Luckily, as Boxted lay almost at the end of the round, little
bread was lost; and Reg, who went straight home, was none the worse.
MILK
Bread and milk rounds helped each other: a farm would sometimes borrow a
horse from the bakery; the bakery in rough weather was glad of the extra strength of
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a big farm horse.
Three farms produced milk for the village: Little Heath Small Farm (Clarke);
Potten End Farm in Water End Road (Blacknell, later Stevens); and Rose Cottage
Farm in The Front (Rance). Some households bought from all three, not wishing to
offend anyone; others stuck faithfully to a single supplier, one family observing that
they had had milk "from the very first cow J im Rance kept, until the time that
Victor Rance gave up" - from about 1904 for half a century. It was Rance's farm
which, as we saw, captured the valuable school milk contract, beginning in 1928
(Chapter VU).
Before the First World War it was more usual to fetch milk direct from the farm
than to have it delivered. The task usually fell to the children, one of whom, in
1866, is recorded as being absent from the school "every morning" for that reason.
Others, like Ray Waterton of Stonehouse, did the errand before school; he was
sent, not to nearby Rance's, but on the much longer walk to Little Heath. There he
would meet children who had come even further, from Berkhamsted, to buy
Clarke's milk at "almost giveaway prices". On his way home, though he tried to
be careful, Ray sometimes spilled some of the milk. Then he would turn off into
The Back for his grandmother, Emma Waterton, to top it up for him, so that he
could face his mother without fear of scolding or punishment. Some twenty years
later, a rather bolder child, Ivy Chapman, claimed the distinction of being the only
one in the village able to swing the can upside down without spilling a drop.
All three farms seem to have begun deliveries at about the same time, in the early
1930s. Violet ("Chick") Clarke carried a churn on her bicycle to the houses near
Little Heath Farm, measuring the milk into jugs and pans provided by the
customers; among these was Mrs Spencer Holland at Crossways who, after she left
Potten End for Shropshire in 1948, wrote that "the milk is good, but nothing like so
good as what I had from Little Heath Farm".
.
Motorised deliveries from Little Heath began about 1939, the round havmg
gradually extended to take in the whole village and Frithsden. "Curly" Stevens at
Potten End Farm had already started the fashion by perching a large milk churn in
the dicky-seat of his bull-nosed Morris. In the change from churns to bottled milk,
Victor Rance at Rose Cottage Farm seems to have been the first: at any rate he was
delivering the school milk in bottles from February 1930; some of the cardboard
tops, printed with the farm's name, were salvaged from the derelict Rose Cottag~
before it came on the market in 1971. Little Heath Farm did not adopt bottles untIl
after the Second World War, in about 1946: the bottles themselves (not merely the
covers) bore the name of the farm and its owner: Mrs C. Clarke .
. Butter, cream and eggs, by then within the means of many more families, were
also being carried on the rounds. In earlier days the savour of freshly-made butter
was enjoyed mainly by members of the gentry: Charles Miles, for instance, before
he settled at Gorseside on the Common, used sometimes to stay at Rawle's Kennels
(at the top of Gravel Path) and referred to one such visit in 1877 by exc~.aimi~~,
"Breakfast - such cream and butter! doesn't Mrs Rawle understand her daIry - .
ay contrast, Ray Waterton, speaking of his years at Stonehouse before the First
World War, said that they never had anything but lard or dripping and did not so
much as taste butter or even margarine until they arrived in Australia.
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When Little Heath Farm was sold in 1970, the Express Dairy, which was already
operating in the area, bought Clarke's round. This large London company had by
then also overcome competition from its only other serious rival, the "Co-op",
which ceased deliveries in the village in the late 1950s. In 1981, however, when the
Express Dairy abolished Sunday deliveries, some customers switched to U nigate
(Lea Valley Dairies Ltd) which still offered a seven-day service.
OTHER ROUNDSMEN
Other food retailers outside the viIJage had found it worth while before the end of
the 19th century to send a horse and van with supplies at least once a week. Young,
the butcher in Gravel Path (formerly Tompkins, now Eastwood) was one who came
in the middle of the week. Ray Waterton remembers running through the nurseries
from Stonehouse to catch him at the Water Tower before he reached the village.
The butcher's little daughter, Ida (later Mrs Gent of 6 Rambling Way) used
sometimes to accompany him, waiting in the van as it stood by the Plough. It
"opened up to look like a shop"; the customers came along, purse in one hand,
plate in the other, to make their choice; the meat was never wrapped. When Young
stopped coming, Frank Osborn of Gossoms End, who had been delivering
groceries since the 1920s, began to carry meat as well; he "came round for years".
Another Berkhamsted butcher, Farmer in the High Street, made deliveries on
Saturdays. In addition, Cheelds and Chiltons, two Berkhamsted grocers, delivered
in Potten End, collecting the next order at the same time. If you wanted treacle, you
handed the driver a glass jar to be filled and returned with the next delivery. The
International Stores and P. D. Clark were also coming regularly by the 1930s.
Even ice cream reached the village between the wars. Instead of today's vans
with musical chimes which lie in wait daily outside schools, the Walls man on his
tricycle (the front consisting of a large refrigerator box) rode in once or twice a
week, making no louder sound than the regular tinkling of the bell on his
handlebars. There was also a one-armed Italian from Hemel Hempstead who came
with a pony and cart on which he had loaded a big churn of home-made ice cream
covered with a brass or copper lid. He use a wooden spoon, not a scoop, to fill the
wafers and cornets and somehow managed very cleverly with only one hand.
Two fishmongers took Potten End in their circuit before the First World War:
Foskett from Piccotts End and "Macky" Tompkins from St Margarets. "Macky"
had the best fish, "always lovely and fresh", mainly mackerel, whence his
nickname; it filled one side of his cart, the other being stacked with oranges, an
apparently unnatural combination which was nevertheless common practice
everywhere at that time. It was an easy trade to take up. Lewis Jarrett, the Nursery
foreman's son, thought he would try it and started going round the village with
herrings and a big basket of oranges, calling out "All the way from California!"
But the fruit was poor stuff, possibly sold to him cheaply at the close of the market;
Lewis had few customers, and abandoned the venture after a couple of rounds. One
who persevered was Joby Ginger. In the late 1890s, he began to sell fish from a
hand barrow in Potten End and other villages, and seems to have made a success of
his business. He was still calling at Potten End twice a week in the 1920s to sell
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kippers, bloaters and mackerel: the price, whatever the fish, was always' 'four for
six" (four for sixpence).
Soon after the First World War, Potten End housewives could buy fruit other
than oranges at their doorsteps. William George Rance, himself a Potten Ender;
orphaned since the death of his parents in 1917 and 1918, received a small legacy
from an uncle, with which he set up a greengrocery business in George Street,
Berkhamsted, and soon began a sales round in his old village. His youthfulness (he
was only nineteen, and looked younger) together with his hard work, attracted the
sympathy and admiration of his customers. The business flourished for fifty years
until ill-health forced him to retire in 1972. He died only a few months later.
THE FOOD SHOPS
Because of all these deliveries, many housewives seldom left the village to shop
fer food. Some went - on foot, of course - to the market at Berkhamsted or
Hemel Hempstead. Some, to whom the church gave "sick and poor tickets" in the
1880s and 1890s, may have gone to spend them personally at the specified shops:
Chiltons, the grocers, and Outlaw, the butcher. Others, attracted no doubt by the
"divvy" (dividend), patronised the "Co-op", which had a branch in Berkhamsted
from 1883; two friends who walked in together, Mrs Amos Smith (1 Nursery
Terrace) and Mrs Dan Rance (4 The Front), would stop on their way home at the
Boat (the pub by the canal bridge in Gravel Path) to "rest" and gather strength for
the pull up hill with their heavy shopping baskets. The very poor, known as
Saturday night shoppers, bought the perishables sold off cheaply before week-end
closing; if the return journey were foggy as well as dark (closing time was 11 pm on
Saturdays) they would call "Hey-up, there!" every few minutes, to warn others
and avoid bumps.
For Potten End to have its own food shops seemed scarcely necessary, yet it
acquired some. As far as we know, all the early ones (those established in the 19th
century and at the beginning of the 20th) were shortlived: in a small and poor
population, the turnover, and therefore the profit, must have been minute. Running
one of these shops seems seldom, if ever, to have been the sole source of income;
usually the wife took charge, while the husband (nominally the manager) pursued
his own trade.
The earliest may have been John and Hannah Newman, about whom a grim little
tale is told in the chapel records of 1834. They were "excommunicated for keeping
their shop open on the Lord's Day" and while they were attending a service
elsewhere "some person entered their dwelling and stole a considerable sum of
money out of an old shoe where it were secreted"; the writer concludes that money
may be "gotten hastily at the beginning, but the end thereof shall not be blessed",
implying that the Newmans had received their deserts. Unfortunately, we do not
know where the shop was; as some Berkhamsted people came to chapel meetings, it
may not even have been in the village at all.
A trade directory of 1854 lists three shopkeepers in "Frithsden": James Newell,
Henry Newhall and William Gudgin who is described here as a butcher, but in a
later directory (1862) as a grocer. Their shops were probably in Frithsden valley
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rather than in that portion of Potten End officially known as part of Frithsden.
Uncertainty also surrounds another early shopkeeper, the Joseph Gravestock
described in the 1851 and 1861 censuses as a grocer. He lived at Happy Valley
(Rose Cottage Farm) and may indeed have had a little shop there, although we are
told that it was on homeward journeys from Hemel Hempstead (perhaps from
market where he bought his supplies?) that he gathered the stones with which he
gradually built the plaiting school (Chapter VI).
The shops we do know about were all on The Front. That with the .longest and
most varied history is No.8, which also actually looked like a shop, projecting from
the rest of that group of cottages (Nos 9 to 13) and sporting, as long as anyone can
remember, a large shop-like window. The new front however cannot have appeared
until some time after 1871. When J onathan Norwood occupied the house in the
1860s as a "General dealer and grocer", it still stood in line with its neighbours.
The property changed hands in 1871 and it was probably during that decade, and
after the extension, that it became a butcher's shop. No one now remembers it, but
the oldest inhabitants of the 1970s had heard their parents refer to it. Its duration
was predictably short. By 1883 at the latest, No.8 had reverted to an ordinary
cottage, occupied by Alvah and Lily Bedford and (in due course) their eleven
children; Mrs Bedford, it will be remembered, was the expert in the making of
garlands for the May Girls (Chapter VIII). Before the First World War, No.8 was
to become a shop once more: Alvah, the sexton, died in 1911, the children grew up
and moved away (three of them to America); one daughter (Kate) on a visit home,
had a counter fitted in the front room and set up a little shop for her mother to run selling sweets and "little things for children". Mrs Bedford, although unable even
to sign her name (Miss Riddle at the Post Office had to show her how to make a
cross in her pension book) managed to continue the business at least through the
First World War. In 1935 Kate let the big front room to Miss Joan Wildman (now
Mrs E. F. A. Cleal of Water End) who ran a hairdressing business for men, women
and children until 1944. Another, though less successful, tenant was a fishmonger
from Berkhamsted; the fish was good, but lack of customers put an end to the
venture after only a few weeks.
When Jonathan Norwood left No.8, he · moved only as far as No.25 where,
making use of its cellar, he added an off-licence to the grocery business. Here the
little Chapman boys from No.12 The Back learned their first lessons in shopping.
George (born 1873), wanting sweets, asked for some very large ones he could see
in a glass jar. "Oh dear!': exclaimed the woman in the shop, "you won't want
those - they're pickled onions!" WaIter (1878), sent to fetch butter, was
astonished to find that he had to hand money over. William (1885) disliked having
to get half-a-pound of anything because his attempts to pronounce it always came
out as "ars-a-pound".
Norwood's business had closed well before the end of the century. About 1900, a
successor appeared at No.5 The Front run by Mrs Eliza Andrews (,'Mrs Tossy", a
sister of Julia of the bakehouse). Here you could also buy lemonade, ginger beer
and oranges. When the youngest Chapman girls caught the measles, someone' 'ran
round there to get oranges for us - that was all we felt like eating". At No.13 The
Front lived Mrs Lee (widowed mother of Edwin, the organist). She sold the

delectable sweets known as treacle suckers, "about a foot long, twirled round and
round - they was good too!" Hers was not a shop, however; she made these
suckers only in readiness for May Day, when the children had plenty of pennies to
spend. At other times sweets (and cigarettes) could be bought at the side entrance of
The Plough; at the Red Lion, too, in the 1920s, you could go to the side door and
buy a halfpenny bar of chocolate called 'Buzz'.
The shop in Church Road, now called the Village Stores, began as a venture by
Alf (Blacky) Smith. Having, in February 1926 (despite his strongly anti-capitalist
views) bought two adjoining plots of land for £70 each in the sale of the Ashridge
estate, he obtained the R.D.C's approval to erect "a cottage and shop". The shop,
in traditional village style, was to occupy the front room of the cottage; if the
.business did not succeed, he said that he could easily convert the space into a sitting
room. He and his son Tom, both skilled carpenters, did most of the work
~hemselves with the help of a relative who was a bricklayer.
, It was AIrs wife, Florence (a daughter of the Mrs Andrews at No.5 The Front)
who managed the shop while her husband, in accordance with custom, pursued his
own trade. She never took to the life, however, and decided after five years to give
it up. On the adjoining plot Alf built the house, Fairset, for their own occupation
and invited Tom to take over the shop, a tempting offer which had to be refused:
Tom's wife, Dorothy, had four very young children to look after at that time, and
would have found the extra work impossible. (She was later, as we saw in Chapter
VIII, to fill another important village role, that of school caretaker).
Instead, Alf offered the tenancy of the shop at 13s a week to his brother-in-law,
Harry Andrews, who accepted, and gave the shop the name it would bear for nearly
forty years - Andy's. He continued to work at the Stock Exchange, as he had done
since leaving school, while his wife, Hilda, ran the shop.
To attract and keep customers they had to compete not only with the Berkhamsted
deliveries already referred to, but also with the growing popularity of the bus
service into the town (started in 1926) which transformed the two mile waik into an
effortless if bumpy ride. One incident illustrates how careful they felt they must be
not to antagonise potential customers. One day - it was probably during an election
- Harry was concerned to find that Alf Smith at Fairset had hoisted a large red
flag, complete with hammer and sickle, in such a manner that it hung over the
shop's forecourt. Anxious that no one should imagine it to be the shop's own flag,
Harry insisted on having it shifted.
The outbreak of war in 1939, and the imposition of food rationing, changed their
fortunes. Customers could buy rationed food only from the shop at which they were
registered, and, as many villagers did register at Andy's, extra supplies had to be
bought in for this captive trade. For the first time a village shop was making enough
profit to do away with the need for a second income; that fact and the extra
paperwork involved in coupons and ration books, induced Harry to quit the City
and work full-time at the shop.
In the 1950s Harry and his wife left Potten End for a while. Alf Smith let the shop
to C. W. H. O'Brien, to whom Tom Smith sold it after his father's death in 1962.
The name, Andy's, remained unchanged but the tiny shop which had seemed
overcrowded if three customers happened to be in it at once, was considerably
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enlarged. The O'Briens made way in 1968 for Mr and Mrs H. J. Boone, assisted,
and then for a while succeeded, by their grandson, Peter Robertson.
The business became in fact part of the Robertson family concern: Peter's father,
Ian Robertson (whose boyhood links with Potten End went back to scout camps in
the old vicarage paddock) owns shops also in Watford and Warners End. The
premises, extended a second time under the Boones, were now further enlarged by
the abolition of all downstairs living accommodation and the removal of all
partitions. The extra space, the installation of more refrigerator cabinets, and the
conversion to self-service, made it possible to stock a greater variety of food and
(for the first time) wine, of which the owners were, and are, justifiably proud.
The name, Andy's, was dropped in favour of the Village Stores. In 1975, among
over 600 entrants, they won the British national sausage competition, as a result of
which their weekly production rose in a fortnight from 250lb to 1400lb to supply
new customers calling in from great distances, or asking for deliveries by post. In
1979 they gained a mention in Macmillan's Guide to Good Food Shops which
described the stores as "the meeting place for the village, and a shop which really,
helps to take the strain out of shopping" , promising the customer' 'an old-fashioned
atmosphere, with a magnificent delicatessen and cheese section, and a first class
fruit and vegetable department. ' ,
Except f~r the,bakery, Little Potten End had no shop until the 1930s. It was only
then that the spurt of house building by the RDC (in Water End Road and Olivers
Close) and by private developers (especially Leslie Bedford in Water End Road and
Browns Spring), provided enough customers to make a shop worth while.
Tom Saunders and his wife Lydia (who was one of the Bedford girls from No.8
The Front) opened one in a new purpose-built house-cum-shop erected by Leslie
Bedford at the corner of Browns Spring. They were succeeded first by Mr and Mrs
Ramsey Chatten from Hemel Hempstead, and then by Mr Chatten' s sister Miss
Agnes Elizabeth Chatten, who installed Mr and Mrs Simmonds to run the business.
When they gave it up, Mrs Mary Jane Chatten (mother of the two previous owners)
took control with help from her grand-daughter until she was succeeded by H. G.
Charlton from Hemel Hempstead. He married Mrs Chalk, a widow, whose son,
Leonard Chalk, came to live nearby in a caravan after the Second World War, and
took over the shop.
Under his direction, Rayments of Potten End extended the front, greatly
increasing the floor area. Under him, too, the shop was converted to self-service
and became part of the VG Foodstore chain. Circulars, advertising the latest
bargain~, began to be distributed regularly not only in Little Potten End but
throughout the village.
In 1975, Leonard Chalk sold his business to J. F. and A. Watts who in turn
disposed of it two years later to Mr and Mrs J. C. Anderson. They obtained
planning approval for further extensions after the District Council decided that in
spite of car-parking problems, local shops ought to be encouraged, so that villagers
could buy even "buckets and barrows" without having to go into Berkhamsted.
Potten End can shop in the village almost whenever it likes, except on Sunday
afternoon. The two shops have different early closing days (the VG stores on
Wednesday, the Village Stores on Saturdays) and the VG stores are open on Sunday
morning.
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CLOTHES
Clothes ranked well below food in the cottage economy. Of the girls who learned
needlework at school, only a few became skilled enough to turn to serious
dressmaking. Three who did so in about 1900 were Mrs May at 25 The Front, Mrs
Bob Gilbert at No. 1, and Charlotte Groom of Frithsden who was engaged to sew at
big houses. Mothers improvised and altered clothes well enough to fit their growing
families, and many of them attended the church's weekly sewing party where
(besides the sheets alre~dy mentioned) they could make aprons and pinafores, or
nightdresses of pink flannelette, the material all bought cheaply at Wards. Some
women continued to mend and patch long after they could see properly. Sophia
Rogers, as she sat outside No. 5 Nursery Terrace, her grey curls quivering with
every movement of her head, would call to a younger passer-by, "My gel, would
you thread this needle for me?" Children's clothes descended from eldest to
youngest, a practice much simplified by the fact that little boys wore petticoats and
frocks until they were three years old or more: the late Jim Chennells of Long
View, Water End Road, was so arrayed when he attended Chapel Street Infants'
School. Boots too were passed on, whether they fitted or not. Richard Figg of
Redbourn who was later to preach at the Potten End Baptist Chapel, wore his
mother's boots tied on with string when he started work as a ploughboy; Lizzie
Grace, the school's caretaker, clumped about in her father's after his death; two
Rance boys in Cherry Bounce are said to have shared a pair, one wearing them in
the morning, the other in the afternoon. We know of other children going barefoot:
those, for instance, who could not return to school in September 1866 "through
want of shoes". Boots and shoes were kept supple by rubbing in candlegrease; the
heels and toes were fitted with metal "tips" or "protectors", an essential device to
prolong their life on the flinty roads. These were generally inspected daily (to make
sure they had not been shed); most families renewed their own without troubling a
cobbler, and some possessed a last (called a 'obbling foot) which others would
borrow.
The family's stock of gannents might be supplemented by occasional gifts from
the gentry at their annual entertainments. In 1903, the thirty-nine members of the
Mothers Meeting each received "a thick wann petticoat" from Mrs Miles, the
organiser; Mrs Chapman's was a red one - perhaps they all were. Earlier (1866)
we saw the Hon. Mrs Finch distributing "blouses" to some school children and
upsetting the mothers of those who did not receive one. Mrs Hutchinson, the
Rector's wife, offering help without the stigma of charity, brought some "little
dresses" to the school, not as' outright gifts, but' 'to be sold to the children at a very
cheap rate". For a girl leaving home to go into service, Lady Brownlow sent a set
of clothes. Once in service, the older daughters often received from their employers
cast-off children's clothing to send home for their younger brothers and sisters.
Nor were adults' clothes discarded before becoming threadbare and useless:
Lizzie Grace, whom we met just now in her father's boots, went on wearing an old
black cape long after it had become green with age, let alone unfashionable. The
habit of making do, combined with a natural conservatism, meant that older styles
of clothing lingered in villages after they had almost disappeared from the towns.
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At Little Heath in the 1890s .there was an old man still wearing a working smock
when most of the labourers had adopted jackets. Old ladies would not be seen even
indoors without some kind of head covering: genteel Sarah Blacknell of Potten End
Farm, who had been a lady's maid, always wore a lacy white cap; old Mrs Gudgin,
the former plaiting mistress of No. 5 The Back, had only a piece of coarse black
mesh, "like a 'tater net". Aprons and pinafores remained a part of female indoor
uniform until at least the First W,orld War; school girls wore a white pinafore with a
frilly border (a best one reserved for Sundays and the school photograph), mothers
a rough sackcloth one in the morning to do the housework, then a pretty patterned
one for the afternoon. One such housewife was teased by her family for giving a
black apron with mauve flowers to a church bazaar and liking it so much that she
bought it back for herself. As late as the 1970s, old ladies, brought up in that
tradition, felt themselves to be improperly dressed for afternoon visitors without
first donning a small colourful apron.
The instinct to conserve clothes conflicted with the equally strong tradition of
buying something new once a year. We saw this in the 1880s when plaiting
flourished (Chapter VI) and children were kept from school "to plait for new
clothes", especially just before Easter. By the end of the century, except for May
girls (Chapter VUI) and enterprising lads like Arthur Rance who collected enough
acorns at 10d a bushel to buy himself a pair of shoes, the means of making money
quickly had gone. Thrifty householders joined Clothing Clubs instead, just as they
did for coal, and spent their savings once a year at the shops in Berkhamsted which
supported the scheme.
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APPENDIX
1. Potten End Baptist (Chapel
Pastors:
1830-1854
1856-1872
1974-

Thomas Wood
William Moores
John Lewin

Principal Supply Ministers:
-1904 (Redbourn)
1872-1910 (Tring)
1888-1930s (Tring)
(Berkhamsted)
(London)

Richard Figg
William Humphreys
James Bagnall
- - Osborne
Pastor R. Robinson

Deacons:
183018301830(?) 1835-1856 (at earliest)
by 1856
1877-1913
1877-1919
1913-1952
1920-1929
1925-1938
In 1920s
1947-1981
1972-1974
1984-

John Bedford
Charles Jones
John Floyd
William Waterton
J esse Holland
Esaias (lsiah) Riddle
John William Horne
Charles Hodsden
Fred Dudley
William George Gilbert
A. Carter
Harold Purdie
W. P. Smith
R. Griffith
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2. Head Teachers.of Potten End School
(Information is missing for the years 1856-60 and 1862-63)
1861
Miss Eliza Bland
1864-1865 Miss Anne Tandy Hall
1866-1867 Miss Elizabeth Drewe
1868-1869 Miss Susan Rawle
1869-1871 Mrs Mary Ann Ball
1871-1873 Mrs Anne Tandy Clarke
1874-1875 Miss Elizabeth Elliott
1876-1879 Miss Maria Canaway
1879-1886 Miss Margaret Bonaker
1886-1887 Miss Clara Kemp
1887 -1889 Miss Sarah Anne Tay lor
1889-1891 Miss Annie M. Frost
1892-1894 Miss Annie E. Watson
1894:-1897 Miss J. K. Wilson
1897-1900 Miss Edith Llewellyn Fowles
1900-1903 Miss Emily E. Damp
1903-1933 George L. Hurst
1933-1945 Laurence G. D. Paice
1945
Mrs E. M. Rackham (Acting Head)
1946-1962 Edwin J. T. Williams
1963-1968 Lewis A. Stephens
1969
Mrs Rosemary Sherriff (Acting Head)
1969David J. Perfect
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